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Executive Summary 
 

Understanding the Ethnic Market Opportunities for Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit 

The Ontario Sheep Marketing Agency, Ontario Veal, Ontario Goat and Ontario Rabbit 
producer organizations recognized the need to acquire a greater understanding of the 
opportunities and challenges associated with the Ontario ethnic market.  Integrity 
Intellectual Property Inc. (I3P) utilized literature searches, focus groups, consumer 
surveys and interviews with management and value chain participants to achieve this 
goal.  As seven out of ten immigrants residing in Ontario live in the Greater Toronto 
Area (GTA), it was selected as the focal point for the study.  Six groupings of ethnic 
peoples from the Caribbean, Europe, the Middle East, South Asia and South Eastern 
Asia were established for the study.  Forty-two consumers from multiple ethnic 
backgrounds participated in focus groups to discuss the marketing mix of product, price, 
promotion and place.  Seven hundred consumer surveys were acquired from ethnic 
shoppers and analysed as to consumer consumption and preferences associated with 
the four meat sectors.  In addition, a demographic profile that included each consumer’s 
origin, time in Canada, age, sex, religion requirements, employment status and 
household income was acquired.  Value chain participants, with a focus on producers, 
were interviewed to obtain an understanding of their challenges. 

Results of this study revealed that: 

• The Ontario ethnic market is large and growing rapidly.  Certain ethnic groups 
like those from the Middle Eastern will more than double in size by 2031, while 
Western Europeans will grow by only 2%.  

• Findings show some similarities amongst the ethnic groups when it comes to 
meat preferences, such as freshness, quality and price, but also reveal 
differences in demand patterns such as demand around ethnic holidays and 
choice of vendor, i.e. butcher shops versus supermarkets.  

• Factors such as religion, cultural preferences, educational level, household 
income, and family size can greatly impact what ethnic Canadians eat, how often 
they eat certain meats, where they shop, and what they like to eat. 

• Producers have a very poor understanding of the magnitude and complexity of 
the ethnic market. 

• Producers have numerous production challenges in rearing and marketing their 
products efficiently and profitably.   
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• There is a marked lack of communication up and down between both producers 

and processors within the market value chain.  Animal production/processor 
sectors, driven by aggressive domestic consumer demand, must proactively 
transform their value chains to best capitalize on growth opportunities.   

• There is inadequate opportunity for producers to acquire carcass quality 
information on the animals they are producing and selling. 

• Stakeholders must work collaboratively to develop and enhance a sustainable 
and vibrant industry, or experience market share loss from savvy, international 
competitors that rely on low cost products driven by economies of scale. 

Indicative of the Ontario market for veal, lamb, goat and rabbit, the consumer-driven 
demand in the GTA is expected to be considerable in the future.  Increase in demand 
will be fueled by the 2.5 million new Canadians in the GTA that are expected to grow to 
4.2 million over the next fifteen years.  Today, veal, lamb, goat and rabbit generate 
approximately $ 900 million in retail sales within the GTA, but will grow by 65% to $1.5 
billion by 2031.   The portion of ethnic meat to non-ethnic meat consumed in the GTA is 
currently 13.7 % of all meat purchased and expected to grow to 19.5% by 2031.  
Predominate growth will come from immigrants from countries in South Asia, South 
East Asia, the Middle East and Africa creating an unprecedented demand for new types 
of food differing from traditional product offerings once offered in traditional Canadian 
grocery markets.  By 2031, more than half of the veal, lamb, goat and rabbit 
consumption will come from South Asians, South East Asians and Middle Eastern 
immigrants. 

Recommendations as to proposed action are presented. 
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20 Understanding the Ethnic Market 
Opportunities for Veal, Goat, Lamb 

and Rabbit 
This study will provide a better understanding of the opportunities and challenges 
associated with various consumer segments purchasing veal, goat, sheep and rabbit 
products.  More specifically, the respective producer associations are looking to gain 
insight into the current market penetration of their meat products and to assess the 
future potential of targeted ethnic communities. 

Through acquiring ethnic consumer insights into their shopping patterns, consumption 
behavior and factors impacting meat selection and price sensitivities related to product 
attributes, we will gain an increased understanding of which ethnic shoppers are buying 
producer’s meat products and what is the socio-economic profile of the targeted 
consumer.  

This study will generate information to build a greater understanding of barriers that 
exist for under-served or import-dominated consumer groups that need to be addressed 
in order to build on current consumption.  It will build upon existing research, scientific 
studies, newspaper articles, and trade association publications to supplement the ethnic 
consumer buying patterns for the meats in question. 

A gap analysis will identify under-penetrated geographic areas and ethnic consumer 
groups, where imported products dominate local product offerings, where demand 
exceeds supply, and where opportunities exist to grow consumption (and thereby 
demand for their animals).  

Study Objectives 
 

I
3
p was contracted to provide Ontario Veal, Ontario Goat , the Ontario Sheep 

Marketing Agency , and Ontario Rabbit with: 
  
• A better understanding of the opportunities and challenges associated with 
various consumer segments.  
• Insight into current market penetration of meat products and assess future 
potential of targeted ethnic communities. 
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• Insight into shopping patterns, consumption behaviour, factors impacting meat 
selection and price sensitivities related to product attributes.  
• An understanding of which ethnic shoppers are buying their meat products.  
• The socio-economic profile of the targeted consumer.  
• A gap analysis identifying under-penetrated geographic areas and ethnic 
consumer groups, where imported products dominate local product, where demand 
exceeds supply and where opportunities exist to grow consumption.  
• Data and information to build a greater understanding of what barriers exist for 
underserved, or import dominated consumer groups that need to be addressed to 
build consumption.  
• Information around where to market and how products should be presented to 
maximize purchasing and how the buying habits of ethnic consumers compare to the 
average Ontario consumer.  
• An economic analysis to determine whether or not there is a price differential 
between the ethnic market and mainstream market and what product/price 
differentiation strategies can be employed to optimize returns for producers.  

Methodology and Research Approach 
 
Literature/Internet Research 

I3P conducted a literature/Internet search to acquire a clear understanding of the work 
that had been conducted on the market for veal, goat, lamb/mutton and rabbit for 
consumers of varied ethnic origins.  Although new Canadians of many cultures are 
spread throughout the province of Ontario, seven out of ten reside in Greater Toronto, 
therefore, a decision was made to use the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) as a proxy for 
the balance of the ethnic community within the Province.  Foci of the internet search 
included demographics of the different ethnicities within the GTA, and Canada as a 
whole; ethnic cultural organizations within the GTA; stores selling the meat products in 
question within the GTA; and federal and provincial packing plants (processors) in 
Ontario that are potential suppliers to the ethnic market, whether it be through butcher 
shops and supermarkets, or through the restaurant trade.  

Ethnic Group Designation 

Within the GTA, there are a multitude of different ethnicities represented.  People from 
around the world have chosen to emigrate to Canada and Ontario in particular to search 
out a better life, or join family and friends.  The GTA is one area where there is a 
tendency for these new Canadians to concentrate and therefore becomes an ideal 
study area for this project.  To deal with each individual ethnicity becomes a rather 
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daunting task and would unlikely provide sufficient numbers within each ethnicity to be 
able to draw sound conclusions with any degree of authority.  Therefore, a decision was 
made to group peoples from various countries based and similar geographical country 
of origin, cultural tendencies, and religious affiliation.  Six areas of origin were then 
designated as the basis of the ethnic groups examined in the study. 

 

The six designated groups were: 

1. African (represented, in part, by new Canadians from Eritrea, Algeria, Morocco, 
Nigeria, Somalia, Ethiopia, and Cameroon). 

2. Middle Eastern (included new Canadians from Iran, Syria, Egypt, Turkey, 
Armenia, and Afghanistan). 

3. South Asian (this community encompasses Bangladeshi, Bengali, East Indian, 
Guan, Gujarati, Ismailia, Kashmiri, Nepali, Pakistani, Punjabi,  Sinhalese, and Sri 
Lankan immigrants) 

4. South East Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, Cambodian, 
Malaysian, and Pilipino)  

5. Caribbean (included new Canadians from Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Barbados, Grenada, St. Vincent, Cuba, Saint Lucia, Dominican Republic and 
Haiti), and 

6. European (Scottish, English, Irish, Welsh, Russian, Ukrainian, French, Italian, 
Portuguese, German, Greek, Polish, Swiss etc.).  

Interview participants represented twenty-four (24) countries in total.  Data from the 
consumer survey of ethnic shoppers was classified within these six so-called ethnic 
groups. 

Conduct of Focus Groups 

Seven focus groups were conducted in the GTA.  I3P utilized the listing of ethnic 
associations attached in Appendix “A” to identify organizations that might be willing to 
assemble and schedule focus groups of the designated ethnicities in the study.  During 
each focus group I3P asked the participants to comment on and discuss a series of 
questions and topics listed in Appendix “B”.  The answers and comments of the 
participants were digitally recorded during the focus group for later transcription and 
analysis. 
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Conduct of Ethnic Consumer Survey 

The questions incorporated into the “Survey of Consumer Preferences” that ethnic 
consumers were asked to complete was a combination of questions modified from the 
Alberta Livestock and Meat Agency Ltd.’s (ALMA) “Canadian Consumer Retail Meat 
Study”1, plus those designed by I3P to acquire information specific to the current study.  
Composition and sequence of questions in the Survey were reviewed by two 
independent consultants; recommended modifications incorporated; and the Survey 
finalized.  The Survey consisted of 12 pages and 31 questions.   A copy of the Survey is 
attached as Appendix “C”. 

The original plan was to have the conduct of the Survey managed by the York 
Consulting Group (YCG)2 of the Schulich School of Business, York University, Toronto.  
After considerable discussion and negotiation between I3P and YCG, YCG decided to 
withdraw their services sighting liability issues and concerns.  Subsequently, I3P 
retained Ms. Q. Ahmed, a student in the Schulich School of Business, York University, 
to manage the conduct of the Survey within the GTA.  On behalf of I3P, she located and 
trained several students representing a range in ethnic backgrounds to ask meat 
shoppers to complete the Survey and ensure that questions were completed in a 
satisfactory fashion.  Numbers of completed surveys were monitored throughout the 
summer of 2014 to ensure a somewhat balanced representation across the six ethnic 
groups previously identified.  In total, seven hundred (700) consumer surveys were 
completed.  Data from the 700 surveys represented 324,100 data point entries into an 
XL spreadsheet for analysis.  

Interviews with Market Chain Stakeholders 

The first interviews conducted by I3P were with the General Manager of the Ontario 
Sheep Marketing Agency and the Executive Director of the Ontario Livestock Alliance 
that includes Ontario Veal, Ontario Goat and Ontario Rabbit.  These interviews served 
to confirm the mandate of I3P and provided an opportunity to discuss the objectives of 
the study in detail.  Further, these interviews provided an excellent foundation of 
industry knowledge upon which I3P could build.  

Interviews, both in person and by telephone, were conducted with market chain 
stakeholders.  Producers of veal, goat, sheep and rabbit were the principle focus of the 
interviews.  The respective producer associations representing the veal, goat, sheep 

1 Questions provided by Alberta Livestock and Meat Agency Ltd., Calgary, AB. 
2 http://ycg.schulich.yorku.ca/  
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and rabbit industries provided I3P with a listing of producers that agreed to be 
interviewed as part of the study.  Interviews followed a standard set of questions, a copy 
of which is attached as Appendix “D”.  All interviewees were asked to allow the interview 
to be recorded, which allowed the interviewer to focus on the answers, thereby 
providing an opportunity to ask supplementary questions, rather than concentrating on 
writing notes.  Those being interviewed were also asked how specific I3P could be in 
using quotes attributable to them.  Interviewees were asked to sign an Interview 
Consent Form (copy attached as Appendix “E”) when interviews were conducted in 
person, or their verbal permission was recorded in the case of telephone interviews.  
Interviews were about one hour in duration.  Interviews were conducted with fifteen (15) 
producers. 

Interviews were much more difficult to come by with both processors/packers, and retail 
stores.  In many cases, interviews were requested by email or telephone messages up 
to five times with no response of any kind to I3P’s requests.  As was the case with 
producer interviews, interviews up the value chain were digitally recorded and later 
transcribed. 

Study Limitations 
The reader of this report should be aware of this study’s limitations.  Although seven 
hundred ethnic shoppers completed the consumer survey reported on herein, the 
sample size relative to the population is small and although indicative of trends it is too 
small to make statistically significant statements.  Similarly, focus groups participating in 
the study may have biases that have not been detected.  As with all studies of this type, 
this study is indicative of the current preferences and buying habits of ethnic groups in 
the Greater Toronto Area and may not represent future preferences of the ethnic 
communities assessed.  Further, the future composition of the ethnic community may 
shift depending on immigration patterns that may be affected by war, natural disaster, or 
other reasons.  Although the meat producers of each of the four meat sectors were well 
represented in interviews conducted, interviews with processors and large retail outlets 
were very difficult to achieve and therefore a limited perspective from these market 
chain participants is reflected.  Meat inspection regulatory agencies were not 
interviewed. 

Introduction 
 
Second and third generation Canadians with European roots, consume much more 
poultry, pork and beef than what we refer to as ethnic meats; veal, goat, lamb/mutton 
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and rabbit.   According to Statistics Canada, Canadians annually consume 30.0 kg of 
beef, 27.4 kg of chicken and 22.1 kg of pork per person.3  On a much smaller scale, 
veal consumption in Canada was 1.36 kg, and lamb was consumed at .97 kg per 
person per year.4   On a still smaller scale, goat was consumed at .07kg per person per 
year,5 while rabbit consumption in Canada was only .022 kg per capita.6 

Figure Showing Annual Consumption by Canadians of Beef,  
Chicken and Pork versus Ethnic Meats 

 

The UN Food and Agriculture Organization report from 20077 portrayed Canadians as 
large consumers of beef, pork and poultry, but small consumers of sheep, goat, and 
veal and rabbit.   These consumption rates for Canadian consumers are based on the 
entire population of Canada and must be examined by demographic segments to get a 
clear picture as to the variation amongst ethnic Canadian groups and established 
Canadians.   

3 Source: Statistics Canada - Tables 002-0010 and 051-0001, Calculations done by AAFC-AID, Market 
Information Section 
4 Global Veal Market Overview Report conducted for PVE by Gira: Rupert Claxton. Supervised by 
Richard Brown, FINAL VERSION 31stMay 2011 
 
5 2355 MT /32 million = .07 kg per capital consumed in Canada in 2007, 1.5 million kg imported + 2.22 kg 
slaughtered/ 33 million= 0.067 kg 
6 Meet (and eat) the new gourmet meat: Rabbit,  SHAWNA WAGMAN Special to The Globe and Mail 
Published Tuesday, Mar. 12 2013, 5:00 PM EDT, Last updated Wednesday, Mar. 13 2013, 11:24 AM 
EDT,  
7 http://www.fao.org/docrep/010/a1200e/a1200e00.htm  
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Newer Canadians hailing from Asia, South Asia, Africa and the Middle East, have much 
different consumption rates of meat.  They are more likely to consume veal, goat, 
lamb/mutton and rabbit meats at a higher rate than the Canadian average.   For 
example, Greeks in their home country consume 12.4 kg of sheep, Italians consume 5.4 
kg of rabbit and per capita consumption of Australian goat meat in Trinidad and Tobago 
is over 1.4 kg.8   

Data from the 700 ethnic consumer surveys will reveal consumption patterns by ethnic 
group and we expect to find differences amongst the groups in terms of frequency of the 
consumption of veal, goat, lamb, mutton and rabbit.  Some of our survey results will 
support trends and patterns found in other scientific studies and some observations will 
be expected to contradict these findings.  As we examine the combined goat and 
mutton consumption rates, from various countries constituting portions of the six focus 
group regions used in this study, we see a dramatic difference in consumption rates 
amongst the various regions. 

Figure Showing Goat and Mutton Consumption in Selected Countries Compared 
to Canada (kg/capita/year) 

 

8 The Australian Goat Industry – 2013 Update, Jonathan Meggison – September 2013 
jmeggison@mla.com.au , 02 9463 9310 
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9Ethnic consumers (new Canadians, who have either recently arrived from Asia, Middle 
east, Caribbean, Africa and Europe,  or demonstrate strong  assimilation  with these 
groups), show a strong preference for ethnic meats and their demand will fuel the 
growth of industries supporting the production and sale of goat, veal, lamb and rabbit in 
GTA, Ontario and Canada. 

For example, our consumer surveys found that the ethnic groups surveyed consumed 6 
to 10 times the amount of mutton and goat consumed by average Canadians. 

Table Giving Goat and Mutton Consumption by Ethnic  
Grouping Used in the Consumer Survey 

Origin Goat 
Kg/Person 

Mutton 
Kg/Person Total 

African 9.3 1.7 11.0 
Caribbean 7.7 2.0 9.7 
European 5.8 1.7 7.5 
Middle Eastern 10.3 1.8 12.1 
South East 
Asian 5.4 1.8 7.2 

South Asian 8.7 3.6 12.3 
 
As the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) continues to embrace new immigrants from a wide 
range of ethnic backgrounds, the food market becomes increasingly dynamic and 
diverse.   Toronto’s ground-breaking Food Charter enshrines the right of its residents to 
“culturally appropriate food”.10    

As we introduce findings from the focus group discussions, reveal data from consumer 
surveys of new Canadians and build upon previous scientific studies of ethnic consumer 
behavior, this study will shed light on the nature of these unique food preferences, and 
the shopping behaviours of new Canadians. 

As an example, discussions with GTA focus group participants representing 24 different 
countries, revealed that both newly arrived immigrants and well settled immigrants, 
maintain their cultural dietary habits when possible.  It would be expected that as the 
standard of living of new Canadians increases, they are better positioned to maintain 
the buying habits characteristic of their homeland.  Many will make a weekly trip to their 

9 The data for chart is taken from "Kings of the Carnivores," www.economist.com , Apr. 30, 2012 
(courtesy FAO).  
10 https://www1.toronto.ca/static_files/.../2010_Toronto_Food_Sector.pdf   
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favorite butcher to purchase quality cuts of goat meat, even if it means travelling across 
the city.  Our consumer survey confirmed this as 85% of African, 85% of Middle Eastern 
and 67% of South Asian shoppers frequented their local butcher shops for their veal 
purchases. 

It is anticipated that the data from the surveys will not only provide insight into the 
shopping patterns, product preferences, and preferred meat venues, but will also 
provide demographic  information that will drive promotional opportunities, and product 
placement strategies.  

As mentioned earlier, this study will also incorporate findings on secondary research 
from scientific papers such as a “Ethnic Lamb Buying and Preparation - Behavior and 
Preferences”, where face to face interviews with respondents from five distinct ethnic 
groups: (1) Muslims, (2) Jews, (3) Asians, (4) Hispanics, and (5) Greeks, revealed the 
profiles of ethnic consumers most likely to exhibit key lamb purchasing and buying 
behaviors. 11 
 
The major focus of this paper however will be on the GTA where Statistics Canada has 
predicted that by 2031, 63 per cent of GTA’s population will be “visible minorities”, a 43 
percent increase from 2006.12  In fact, peoples traditionally referred to as “visible 
minorities”, might be more accurately described as the “Visible Majority”.  There is little 
doubt that this population shift will dramatically impact demand curves for so-called 
ethnic meats. 

Within this evolving population spectrum, Canada’s three largest ethnic groups – 
Chinese, South Asian and Filipino, often referred to as the “Ethnic Big 3” – are forecast 
to make up a whopping 7.3 million of Canada’s total population by 2031, up from 
today’s 3.5 million.13 

This population increase will lead to increased overall consumption that will generate 
additional revenues and indirect and induced economic benefits.  Using one 
demographic group to demonstrate, consider Jamaicans in the GTA who number 
96,160 and consume 3 kg of lamb and goat per year, or 288,480 kg per year.  At 
$11/kg, sales to Jamaican’s of goat and lamb meat will amount to $3.17 million per 
year.  This revenue base will create additional spin off economic benefits for the GTA.  
Jamaican’s are only one of many ethnic groups and represent only 3.8% of the GTA 

11 http://www.sheepusa.org/user_files/file_833.pdf  
12 Ethnic Marketers Capitalize on GTA's Shifting Demographics, Dakshana Bascaramurty , The Globe 
and Mail, Published Friday, Nov. 25 2011, 7:28 PM EST 
13 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244   
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population.   When we look at the larger ethnic population groups like Asian (12.6%) 
and South Asian (18.4%), the impact will become much greater.  About 70 per cent of 
spending growth in the next decade will come from visible minority groups, according to 
research from CIBC World Markets.14 

Using the Statistics Canada Report entitled, “Diversity of the Canadian Population” to 
determine population growth rates for different ethnic groups, we can project the ethnic 
population in the GTA to 2031 at nearly 4.2 million.15 

Table Showing Projected Ethnic Population Growth of GTA from 2011 to 2031 

Ethnicity 
 

Year 
2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 

     
Caribbean and 
Bermuda 184,125 205,299 228,909 255,233 284,585 
Eastern Asia 651,055 787,777 953,210 1,153,384 1,395,594 
Eastern Europe 198,875 199,671 200,469 201,271 202,076 
Middle Eastern 182,860 230,404 290,309 365,789 460,894 
North America 76,945 77,253 77,562 77,872 78,184 
Northern Africa 27,635 34,820 43,873 55,280 69,653 
Northern Europe 127,740 128,251 128,764 129,279 129,796 
South America 139,440 160,356 184,409 212,071 243,881 
Western Europe 50,860 51,063 51,268 51,473 51,679 
Oceania 7,040 7,068 7,096 7,125 7,153 
Southeast Asia 498,295 553,107 613,949 681,484 756,447 
Southern Europe 283,120 284,252 285,389 286,531 287,677 
Africa 108,620 121,111 135,039 150,569 167,884 
Non Ethnic 
Canadians 3,422,390 3,436,080 3,449,824 3,463,623 3,477,478 
Total 5,959,000 6,276,512 6,650,070 7,090,983 7,612,981 
 

From this population forecast, we are able to use the per capita consumption rates 
developed from the survey data, average household expenditures on food and meat 

14 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/ethnic-consumer-the-goal-for-new-loblaw-  
president/article578346/   
15 http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/91-551-x/91-551-x2010001-eng.pdf  
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from Statistics Canada16and an average price per kilogram of $15 to create estimated 
retail sales for ethnic meat in the GTA.  

Projected Expenditure ($ x 1,000) on Ethnic Meats in GTA from 2011 to 2031 
 2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 

      
Caribbean 27,399 71,896 80,927 91,937 104,408 

South East 
Asian 

119,715 139,528 156,351 176,824 199,910 

African 36,227 42,413 47,741 54,236 61,593 

Middle Eastern 77,252 102,204 130,003 166,895 214,182 

South Asian 230,912 293,374 358,363 441,801 544,479 

European 160,953 168,114 170,095 173,403 176,735 

Other 221,390 223,314 225,401 227,676 230,166 

Total 873,848 1,040,843 1,168,882 1,332,772 1,531,471 

Total Grocery 
Bill 

$44,483,935 $46,854,164 $49,642,776 $52,934,189 $56,830,906 

Total spent on 
meat 

$6,155,647 $6,483,637 $6,869,523 $7,324,986 $7,864,210 

Total spent on 
ethnic meat 

$873,848 $1,040,843 $1,168,882 $1,332,772 $1,531,471 

Ethnic meat ÷ 
Meat 

14.2% 16.1% 17.0% 18.2% 19.5% 

 
The forecast above helps us make some important observations as follows: 

• Non Ethnic Canadians will represent less than 50% of the population in the GTA 
by 2031. 

• Certain ethnic groups like those from the Middle East will more than double in 
size, while Western Europeans will grow by only 2%.  

• Today, the four ethnic meats generate approximately $ 900 million in retail sales 
within the GTA, but will grow by 65% to $1.5 billion by 2031.   

• With retail meat priced at $15 per kg retail, and approximately, $3.75 per kg 
provided to the producer, this will generate another $100 million to producers by 
2031.17 

• The portion of ethnic meat to non-ethnic meat consumed in the GTA is currently 
13.7 % of all meat purchased and expected to grow to 19.5% by 2031. 

• More than half of the ethnic meat consumption will come from the South Asians, 
South East Asians and Middle Eastern. 

16 Source:  Statistics Canada, Cansim, Table 203-0028 and Catalogue no. 62F0026M 
17  http://futurebeef.com.au/topics/markets-and-marketing/beef-supply-chain-costs 
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Some retailers, like Loblaw’s, are trying to embrace ethnic consumer as an engine of 
growth.  In 2009, the grocer acquired T&T, the country's biggest Asian food retailer.  
Loblaw's No Frills discount supermarkets also draw diverse customers and their 
objective is to be the No. 1 ethnic player in Canada. 

Although in the survey we conducted, we did not see a notable loyalty to T&T, we did 
recognize that after local butcher shops, No Frills was the second most common goat 
meat shopping venue for African (7%), Caribbean (26%), Middle Eastern (7%), and 
South Asian (15%) meat shoppers.  The findings were similar amongst veal, lamb and 
mutton. 

Although, Statistics Canada does not track meat consumption by ethnicity, several 
studies have pointed out that ethnic consumer groups will deviate from the Canadian 
norms in the types of meat they will consume, the quantity of annual meat consumption, 
and the types of “butcher cuts” they desire.  Our focus groups revealed some marked 
differences in these areas. 

To represent groups with various income profiles and sensitivities to price 
consciousness, this study will not only distinguished amongst ethnic shoppers in 
different neighborhoods, but will also focus on shopper’s preferences at butcher shops, 
ethnic food stores and supermarkets.   

Focus of Study-Ethnic Groups 
In determining which ethnic populations to target, the study focussed on which nations 
are major consumers of the meats in the four segments.  Statistics were examined for 
the largest per capita consumers of veal, rabbit, goat and sheep to determine the 
consumption habits of various ethnicities in their country of origin.   As we examined 
mutton and goat consumption as a percentage of total meat consumed per capita, we 
found a heavy concentration of mutton and goat eaters in Africa and Asia, as well as 
Mediterranean countries and the Middle East. 

These per capita consumption rates were cross referenced with the ethnic populations 
in the GTA, which can be identified by the following groups.18, 19 

18 http://www.fao.org/docrep/010/a1200e/a1200e00.htm 
19  http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-
pd/prof/details/page.cfm?Lang=E&Geo1=CMA&Code1=535&Data=Count&SearchText=toronto&SearchT
ype=Begins&SearchPR=01&A1=All&B1=All&Custom=&TABID=1 
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Table Showing Projected Retail Sales of Mutton and Goat in GTA by  
Country of Origin 

Country 
Per Capita 

Consumption 
Mutton & 

Goat 

Population 
in GTA 

KGs 
Consumed - 

Annual 
Retail Sales 

($) 

United 
Kingdom 6.1 112,580 686,738 7,554,118 

China 2.9 224,915 652,254 7,174,789 
Greece 13.7 30,945 423,947 4,663,412 
Jamaica 3 96,160 288,480 3,173,280 
Pakistan 2.4 97,065 232,956 2,562,516 
Portugal 3 72,680 218,040 2,398,440 
India 0.6 268,915 161,349 1,774,839 
Italy 1.4 115,060 161,084 1,771,924 
Trinidad and 
Tobago 2.4 45,925 110,220 1,212,420 

Philippines 0.6 173,495 104,097 1,145,067 
Barbados 11.6 8,085 93,786 1,031,646 
Kuwait 18.2 4,900 89,180 980,980 
Guyana 1.1 71,360 78,496 863,456 
United Arab 
Emirates 8.8 8,155 71,764 789,404 

Albania 7.1 9,715 68,977 758,742 
Romania 2.5 24,280 60,700 667,700 
Australia 14.3 3,495 49,979 549,764 
Turkey 4.5 10,505 47,273 519,998 
Russian 
Federation 1.2 34,330 41,196 453,156 

Nigeria 2.8 14,145 39,606 435,666 

GTA – Ethnic Population 
Toronto has several ethnic groups with different concentrations.  The following table, 
taken from Statistics Canada’s NHS Profile, Toronto, CMA, Ontario, 2011, represents 
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those ethnic groups within the GTA with greater than 1 percent of Canadian residents 
born outside of Canada.20  Some of these groups will not be examined. 

Table Showing Ethnic Groups within the GTA Having >1% of Canadian 
Residents Born Outside of Canada 
Place of birth  Total - Citizenship Percentage (%) 
India 268,915 10.6 
China  224,915 8.8 
Philippines 173,495 6.8 
Italy 115,060 4.5 
United Kingdom  112,580 4.4 
Sri Lanka 103,580 4.0 
Hong Kong 97,660 3.8 
Pakistan 97,065 3.8 
Jamaica 96,160 3.7 
Portugal 72,680 2.8 
Guyana 71,360 2.8 
Poland 63,065 2.4 
Iran  59,750 2.3 
Viet Nam  59,495 2.3 
United States 47,310 1.8 
Trinidad and Tobago 45,925 1.8 
Korea, South  43,675 1.7 
Russian Federation 34,330 1.3 
Ukraine 31,175 1.2 
Greece 30,945 1.2 
Germany 25,765 1.0 

New Immigrants 
The following list depicts the countries from which the largest number of immigrants 
entering Canada in 2011.21  Clearly, there is a heavy influx from the top three countries 
where over one third immigrated from Philippines, China and India.  This observation is 

20 http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-
pd/prof/details/page.cfm?Lang=E&Geo1=CMA&Code1=535&Data=Count&SearchText=toronto&SearchT
ype=Begins&SearchPR=01&A1=All&B1=All&Custom=&TABID=1  
21 http://www.thestar.com/news/immigration/immigration-maps.html  
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echoed by Perry Caicco, of CIBC World Markets, who estimates 70% of all the growth 
in Canadian consumer spending over the next 10 years will come from Asians and 
South Asians.22 

Table Showing the Countries with the Largest Number of  
Immigrants Entering Canada in 2011 

Country of Origin Immigrants Percentage 
(%) Region 

Philippines 35,670 13.75 Asia 
China, People's 
Republic of 28,081 10.82 Asia 

India 27,339 10.54 South 
Asia 

Haiti 9,928 3.83 Caribbean 
Iran 9,030 3.48 Middle 

East 
Pakistan 9,014 3.47 South 

Asia 
Iraq 7,427 2.86 Middle 

East 
United States of 
America 6,621 2.55 North 

America 
France 5,657 2.18 Western 

Europe 
Mexico 5,006 1.93 North 

America 
Colombia 4,873 1.88 South 

America 
Nigeria 4,843 1.87 Africa 
Korea, Republic of 4,459 1.72 Asia 
Egypt 4,154 1.60 Africa 
England 3,845 1.48 Western 

Europe 
Morocco 3,613 1.39 Africa 
Jamaica 3,464 1.34 Caribbean 
Algeria 3,457 1.33 Africa 
Eritrea 3,240 1.25 Africa 
Bangladesh 3,163 1.22 South 

Asia 

22 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244  
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Targeted Geographic Areas 
 

Map 1, shows where new immigrants have settled in the GTA.  Markham, has the 
highest proportion of visible minorities than any other city in the country, at 72.3%. 
Other GTA communities weren’t far behind: Brampton (66.4%); Mississauga (53.7%); 
and Toronto (49.1%), according to data from the 2011 National Household Survey23. 

The 2011 survey counted about 2.5 million immigrants in the Toronto region, accounting 
for 46% of the region’s population. Of all immigrants in Ontario, seven out of 10 lived in 
Greater Toronto.  In our opinion, this is adequate justification to focus this study on 
ethnic communities within the GTA. 

Most recent immigrants came from Asia and the Middle East, while numbers from 
Africa, Caribbean, Central and South America have also increased and increasingly 
those newcomers count themselves as a member of a visible minority group.  

Almost one in five (20%) of individuals in 2011 identified themselves as a member of a 
visible minority group, up from 13.4% per cent a decade earlier and 4.7% in 1981. 
South Asians, Chinese and blacks were the largest visible minority groups, accounting 
for 61 per cent of the visible minority population. 

 

23http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2013/05/08/national_household_survey_immigration_dramatically
_changing_makeup_of_toronto_and_canada.html  
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Map 1 Showing Where New Immigrants Have Settled 

 

Kilograms per person 
 
Using the ethnic profiles from the consumer surveys, average serving sizes and 
frequency of consumption, we were able to estimate the number of kilograms consumed 
by ethnic Canadians. 
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Table Showing Consumption of So-Called Ethnic Meats by Ethnic Canadians 
(kg/year) 

Origin Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
African 9.9 9.3 1.5 1.5 0.0 

Caribbean 9.5 7.7 1.7 2.0 0.1 
European 6.0 5.8 2.5 1.7 0.3 

Middle 
Eastern 9.8 10.3 2.5 1.8 0.0 

South Asian 8.0 8.6 3.4 3.5 0.1 
South East 

Asian 4.4 4.7 4.1 2.4 0.4 

Other 4.9 2.7 1.5 1.8 0.2 

Imports 
 
Currently most of the lamb and goat consumed in Canada is supplied by imports. 

There are currently two independent national brands of lamb products in Canada: the 
“New Zealand Spring Lamb” and the Australian “Opal Valley” brand of lamb products.24  
Australian lamb products control 58% market share in both retail and food service 
markets for lamb in Canada. 

New Zealand Spring Lamb brand of imported lamb products currently dominates the 
Canadian market however.  Our focus group, as well as the survey conducted by the 
Alberta Livestock and Meat Agency, indicated that there is a strong preference among 
Canadian consumers for Canadian raised lamb.   This preference is due to Canadian 
lambs unique flavour profile that is close to the Canadian consumer’s preference for 
protein products with a relatively high fat content.  

Canadian consumers also strongly support “local” food products in general.  They have 
a stronger trust in the safety of Canadian food than in the safety of imported food.25 

All of our focus groups indicated that the smell of the imported lamb is undesirable and 
they prefer Ontario lamb, but it comes at a price premium. 

24 The New Zealand and Canadian Lamb Producer’s Cooperative – Information Summary Page 3 
25http://www.cdnlamb.com/Documents/Canadian%20Lamb%20Producers%20Cooperative%20Inc%20Me
mbership%20Information%20Document%20-October2013_web.pdf  
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Imported lamb products continue to increase in sufficient volume to meet the growing 
demand.  As of May 2013, imports of lamb products into Canada were up 43% over the 
same year-to-date period last.26 

As we view Canada’s import sources for the ethnic meats, we see a large proportion 
coming from Oceania.   It would appear that other sheep and goat producing nations, 
like the United States and Mexico, would either consume their production or export to 
other nations.  

Given the distance between Canada and Australia and New Zealand, it would suggest 
that shipping costs would skew the price of the imported meat.  However, as it turns out, 
New Zealand and Australia products are actually less costly than Canadian domestic 
production.    

The following table, created using Industry Canada’s Trade Data Online Tool,27 with 
data from 2012, shows Canada’s dependence on imports from Australia and New 
Zealand to help satisfy Canadian demand.  

Table Illustrating Imports to Canada of Goat, Lamb, Rabbit, Sheep and Veal in 
2012 ($) 

Animal Australia France Iceland New 
Zealand 

United 
Kingdom 

United 
States Uruguay Total 

Goat 8,984,122   587,802    9,571,924 

Lamb 171,676   313,418  2,039  487,133 

Rabbit  256,961    2,046  259,007 

Sheep 52,233,906  $113,341 71,727,448 301,799 2,869,866 481 127,246,841 

Veal 2,307,750   2,279,700  3,156,900  7,744,350 

Total 63,697,454 256,961 $113,341 74,908,368 301,799 6,030,851 481 145,309,255 

  

It is useful to examine the product characteristics of these imports and the market for 
locally produced sheep, lamb, veal and goat may be substantial.   However, as cited by 
the Canadian Sheep Federation, without significant lamb imports from countries such as 
New Zealand and Australia, it is feared that a lack of supply will cause lamb consumers 

26http://www.cdnlamb.com/Documents/Canadian%20Lamb%20Producers%20Cooperative%20Inc%20Me
mbership%20Information%20Document%20-October2013_web.pdf  
27 Report - Trade Data Online - Import, Export and Investment - Industry Canada 
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to switch preferences to beef, chicken or other meats.28   Although this may be true to a 
certain extent, it does point to a huge opportunity to capture some of this market share. 

 

 

 

28 http://www.cansheep.ca/User/Docs/POV%2010-2010.pdf  
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Estimates of price elasticity suggest that fresh and frozen beef and live cattle are price 
elastic.  Sheep meat on the other hand, is price inelastic and frozen beef and sheep 
meat, both mainly supplied by Australia and New Zealand, are expenditure elastic; 
whereas fresh beef, pork, live cattle and hogs are expenditure inelastic.29,30 

Those who eat goat meat have an inelastic demand for the animal.  This means that a 
decrease in the price of goats or goat meat does not necessarily lead to the purchase of 
more goats.  On the other hand, an increase in price does not result in a significant 
decrease in quantity of goats or goat meat demanded and purchased.31 

Ethnic persons may expend great effort to keep their identification from being merged 
into the dominant society and the consumption of goat meat is interwoven into the fabric 
of tradition and religious observation; e.g., the quantity taken and the prices of goat 
meat rises dramatically each year at Christmas, Easter and Ramadan.  Because of this 
persistence in maintaining ethnic practices, whether related to habit, tradition, or 
religious beliefs, the demand for goat meat is thought to be relatively inelastic.  

This means that the demand for a certain volume of goat meat will hold in the face of 
strengthening prices. It also means that a decrease in price will not do much to create 
additional goat meat sales. Further increases in demand will come with increases in 
ethnic populations and improvements in their purchasing power.  

Goat meat is a relatively "high ticket" item. While this may seem incongruous with low 
income economic consumption, it is not, for at least three reasons: 1) ethnic households 
have a higher proportion of wage earners than households of other consuming groups, 
2) immigrants are accustomed to paying more of their discretionary income for food, 
and 3) goat meat is regularly featured as holiday fare, particularly at religious 
celebrations, and cost is of less concern.32 

Clearly then, there are price sensitivities that vary amongst different ethnic groups and 
different income levels.  Recognizing that ethnic groups seem to settle together in the 
same neighborhoods, one would expect that depending upon the location of the butcher 
or supermarket’s grocery store we would expect to see price differentiation strategies 
employed to cater to the various ethnic groups.  

29 Changes in the Sheep Industry in the United States. 
30 The Economics and Marketing of Goats: The Case of Missouri, Emmanuel I.S. Ajuzie, Ph.D., Lincoln 
University Cooperative Extension, Jefferson City, Missouri  
31 65102ttp://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/6824/2/sp08su01.pdf 
32 http://www.luresext.edu/goats/library/fact_sheets/m04.htm  
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Income is the other factor in the attraction to low prices. For those new to a country, it 
takes a while to find work or get credentials from elsewhere recognized. So immigrants 
who’ve been here for less than 10 years typically have lower than average income 
levels.  

Depending on the topic of discussion, different variables make their impact known. For 
example, when discussing savings strategies or types of meals, age plays a dominant 
role.  In others it may be gender, region or the presence of children in the household.  
But beyond anything, it is household income that drives the variations in meat and 
poultry purchases. The growing income divide has created two types of meat and 
poultry shoppers with vastly different habits: 

• Lower-income households (those making $35,000 or less annually) are 
struggling financially to make ends meet and look to save every way they can. 

• Higher-income households (those making $100,000 or more) increasingly seek 
convenience, speed and healthy options in fresh and processed meat 
purchases.33 

New immigrants may fret over every penny spent, but once they’ve been in Canada for 
five or 10 years they’re basically settled.  At that point they’re starting to shop for quality 
and value rather than the lowest price. That may help explain why discount stores have 
become so popular among some ethnic shoppers.   However, ethnic Canadians with 
larger incomes may not be as sensitive to price as other newer Canadians who are still 
struggling to find good stable employment. 

Promotion 
 
Successful marketing to a specific ethnic group requires a degree of cultural 
competence: an understanding of and respect for their values and beliefs. This requires 
a deeper sense of a particular group’s tastes and biases.   

For example, knowing that one’s community has gained an influx of migrants from India 
might lead one to assume that members of the group practice Hinduism and are for the 
most part vegetarian.  However, it may well be that the group is Sikh whose only dietary 
proscriptions for meat are halal and kosher.  

33 The Power of Meat, 2014, An In-Depth Look at Meat Through the Shoppers’ Eyes 
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Members of some groups prefer to buy animals directly from the farm to slaughter them 
themselves. (This may be either due to a cultural or religious preference.) For example, 
both kosher and halal slaughter methods require that the animal’s throat be cut quickly 
with a sharp knife, following an approved ritual (kosher and halal).   Direct sales require 
the producer to determine customer preferences in animal size, gender and age.  

It is important to know at what time of year particular foods are consumed and if 
producers are cognizant of the seasonal demand for lamb, goat, veal and knowing what 
size and type of livestock is desired for both feasts and regular consumption should give 
a clearer picture of the requirements for marketing to a specific ethnic group. 

Success in direct sales requires extensive publicity or a well-developed word-of-mouth 
network.  This may best be accomplished through a multi-pronged approach. 

• Target the population through multi-language ads in metropolitan areas or 
university communities with large ethnic populations. 

• Post flyers at religious or cultural centers prior to holidays. 

• Advertise on radio and in newspapers that target the desired market. 

• Provide samples at the local farmers’ market.  

• Leave business cards at butcher shops or slaughterhouses. 

• Encourage prospective customers to visit the farms where the animals are 
raised.   

• Offer discounts or other incentives for referral sales. 

• Get involved in the target community by attending cultural and social events.34 

Supermarkets, Butchers and Ethnic Grocery Stores 
 

Ethnic stores are satisfying a demand that has been unfulfilled by traditional grocers. 

It is estimated that $4 billion to $5 billion of Canada’s $80-billion food industry is going to 
independent ethnic grocery stores.  In a recent report called “The Ethnic Consumer in 

34 http://www.agmrc.org/commodities__products/livestock/meat-for-ethnic-markets/  
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Canada,” Caicco says these stores are growing in size and sophistication and estimates 
the ethnic food sector is growing by 15% to 20% a year.35 

Grocery sales through ethnic supermarkets has been estimated between $4 billion and 
$5 billion per year at the high end, and between $2 billion and $3 billion at the low 
end.36,37 

In a 2011 study for the American Lamb Board, ethnic consumers were surveyed about 
their lamb purchasing habits and 20% revealed, that they purchase lamb at their favorite 
location because they wanted to be ensure that the lamb was either halal or kosher. Of 
respondents, 17% chose their meat supplier based on the availability of fresh meat, 
while 13% indicated that convenience was the reason they chose a specific locale. 
 
Trust and confidence in the owners and staff of the store was a reason 12% of the 
respondents gave for shopping for lamb at that location.  Another 11% said that they 
chose that location because of the selection and availability of the cuts they wanted. 
Only 8% indicated that the prices were what brought them to the store, while 4% 
indicated that they usually go other places for their lamb.38  
 
A study which included a 70-question, 30-minute face to face survey, undertaken by 
Alberta Livestock and Meat Association39 (ALMA), focussed on the meat purchasing 
habits of Canadian consumers. 
 
One of the findings revealed that Canadians will purchase groceries at three to four 
different stores, but will make their meat purchases at only two stores.  The study also 
showed that, 93% of surveyed consumers buy meat regularly at supermarkets, where 
only 10% would purchase meat from a butcher.   
 
Ethnic consumers may conform to unique shopping patterns, in the focussed meat 
areas, where choice, proximity and price, may play a larger role that it does for non- 
ethnic Canadians.  For example, it is not uncommon for Torontonian East Asians to 
prefer No Frills as their main grocery store.  In some families, the main shopper is the 

35 www.canadiangrocer.com/top-stories/reach-and-retain-649  
36 Perry Caicco of CIBC World Markets 
37 B. K. Sethi of B. K. Sethi Marketing 
38 http://www.sheepusa.org/user_files/file_833.pdf  
39alma.alberta.ca/AGUCMINT-009603 
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price conscious mother who would prefer to shop at Oceans Fresh Food Market, a 
Brampton-based multi-ethnic grocery chain as well as a handful of Tamil shops.    
 
Recently meat retail lines have blurred, with large supermarkets adjusting their product 
offerings to reflect ethnic consumer preferences.  For example, in 2009, Loblaw’s, 
snatched up T&T, a major Chinese supermarket chain and two years later, grocery 
giant Metro purchased a majority share of Adonis, a grocer with a steady following of 
Mediterranean and Middle Eastern consumers. 40  Both deals gave Metro and Loblaw’s 
access to suppliers and business strategies geared to reaching ethnic consumers.41 

Within the GTA, there are also nearly 300 butcher shops (Appendix “F”), in addition to 
meat counters found in supermarkets.   The ALMA study revealed that only 10% of the 
cross Canada survey respondents, purchased their meat from a butcher shop.   
Specifically when asked the question, “What proportion of your grocery store meat 
purchases are from the regular pre-packages meat cases (where you pick up the meat 
yourself) vs. the “full service” meat counter?”, both Chinese and South Asian groups 
were more likely to prefer the full service butcher rather than choosing their own cuts 
from the meat case.  

Determinants of Store Preferences 
 
There are several reasons, which may explain this phenomenon and ethnic meat 
suppliers, distributors and retailers need to be cognizant of these drivers.   

One reason is familiarity. When Canadians arrive from their homeland, they bring with 
them the traditions and cultures of their homelands. They prefer local stores operated 
by their own ethnic groups as they sell their familiar brands and unusual items not 
carried by regular Canadian grocery stores.   

A second reason is price. Smaller grocers can be much less expensive and more 
reliable than mainstream, chain stores and this may be a drawing point for some ethnic 
groups.  

40 Posted by Darren "DKLo" Susilo / Posted on November 23, 2013 
41 Ethnic marketers capitalize on GTA's shifting demographics, Dakshana Bascaramurty , The Globe and 
Mail, Published Friday, Nov. 25 2011, 7:28 PM EST 
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New Chinese immigrants typically choose stores based on location, quality and price, 
but once families settle in to life in Canada, other needs, including quick checkout lines, 
selection of prepared foods and store layout, become more important.42 

A third reason is availability.  Conventional supermarkets may try to cater to their ethnic 
neighbors by offering token numbers of ethnic products and by marking special ethnic 
events such as Chinese Lunar New Year and Ramadan, but as we have discovered, 
ethnic shoppers from South Asia and Africa tend to be savvy and extremely price-aware 
and only patronize the Canadian supermarkets that offer significant discounts.   

In South Asian homes, research has found slightly higher incidents of stay-at-home 
moms or students or a multi-generational home where cooking is a bigger part of the 
culture and meals are based on ingredients not typically carried by a mainstream 
grocery store. 

A fourth reason, is shopping patterns.  Shopping habits of ethnic Chinese Canadians, 
including the way they shop, and what they expect from supermarkets, is vastly different 
than today’s mainstream shoppers.   For example, Chinese customers like to treat 
shopping as a family outing, and typically visit several stores on Saturday morning. 

Multi-store shopping trips is not unique to Chinese customers and quick trips to 
replenish and buy a few essential items are important for Asian shoppers, and they 
compartmentalize their purchases between an ethnic store and a traditional banner. 

A fifth reason is a strong preference for fresh food.  For South Asians and Asians the 
common denominator is fresh produce where both the Chinese and South Asian 
consumer segments do a lot of cooking from scratch.  These groups do not typically buy 
readymade foods out of a can or a box. 

The advantage for domestic producers is that ethnic customers want a fresh product 
and often prefer freshly slaughtered lamb, which creates a demand for locally sourced 
product. 

A sixth reason is a reliable supply of traditional food items.  Supermarkets tend to sell a 
specialty product in limited supplies at a promotional price.  They also tend to stock up 
on inventory for certain holidays like Ramadan.  Customers however, would like to know 
that they can rely on a steady supply of regular items.  They buy a certain brand of 

42 Pearl Strategy and Innovation Design  http://pearl-strategy.ca/  
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staples, such as flour, rice, spices, etc. and rely on traditional brands that are 
commonplace in their home country.  Brand names that differ from the traditional brands 
are not as readily accepted by the ethnic consumers. 

Smaller, ethnic grocery stores excel at providing a steady stream of traditional brand 
names.  This long term strategy is valued by ethnic consumers. 

Our surveys and focus groups will try to reveal some insights into the decision making 
rationale of ethnic consumers. 

Retail Strategy 

Some ethnic retailers are taking steps to capitalize on the opportunities created by 
ethnic consumers.  They have employed several marketing strategies, aimed at 
attracting and retaining ethnic consumers, utilizing components of the marketing mix 
(place, product, place and price).  

One strategy employed by retailers, is establishing retail locations in neighborhoods 
dominated by certain ethnic populations. Some supermarkets have built modern, large, 
and facilities, to attract ethnic shoppers.  

A second strategy is to merchandise ethnic products in a manner in which ethnic 
consumers are familiar.  There are lots of subtle things to consider when merchandising 
to the ethnic customers.  For example, while shoppers reading English tend to scan an 
aisle from left to right, shoppers reading Hindi or other languages written from right to 
left scan a shelf in that same direction. 

Another example may include positioning fish around your halal meat section since “fish 
can be eaten the way everybody eats it.” Similarly, you could place the lentils next to the 
rice since the two commodities are often prepared as part of a meal.   

A third example, points to mistakes in merchandising where certain ethnic groups don`t 
eat pork and will be dissuaded from purchasing halal meat if it is merchandised near 
pork products.43 

A third strategy is to feature cheaper price points than those found in conventional 
Canadian outlets and include local ethnic stores in your price checks. 

43 How to reach ethnic consumers,  By Alicia Androich, November 23, 2010 
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A fourth strategy is to build an in-depth understanding of their target market.  For 
example, Metro has appointed a category manager for ethnic products and has hired an 
outside agency to help them better understand South Asian consumers.   

One of the main components of the ethnic strategy at Metro and its Food Basics 
discount banner is a new four-person team dedicated to ethnic merchandising across 
both banners and bringing a cohesive strategy together on ethnic across all 
departments.44 

A fifth strategy is to offer products they want on a permanent basis and try to ensure 
that their shelves are well-stocked with products familiar to the clientele. 

A sixth strategy is to employ a long term focus on ethnic consumers to create brand 
loyalty.45 

 
 

  

44 John Fusco Loblaw’s, http://www.canadiangrocer.com/top-stories/reach-and-retain-649  
45 http://www.sialcanada.com/sn_uploads/02013Ethnic__Consumer_White_Paper___Canada.pdf  
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African Ethnic Population in GTA   
 
Demographics:  Over 100,000 Africans live in the GTA.  They have settled largely in 
Brampton and Mississauga concentrated in postal codes L6T, L6W, L4T, L4W, L5S, 
L5W, L5P, M9W, M9V, M9M, M9L, M1A, M1B, M1W and M1S.   Most African 
immigrants to the GTA have arrived from countries with large Muslim populations (% of 
population that is Muslim follow in brackets), namely Eritrea (50%), Algeria (99.7%), 
Morocco (99%), Nigeria (70%), Somalia (100%), Ethiopia (50%) and Cameroon (24%).   

The majority of African immigrants living in the GTA emigrated within the last two 
decades.   As a result, community members’ average age and income are below the 
Canadian median family income of $76,000.46  

Our findings show that 96 of 128 (75%) of Africans had family incomes higher than 
$60,000, and 37% of this group were in Canada for 10 years or less; 56% were in 
Canada between 11 and 20 years; and 7% lived here for more than 21 years.   

The income and employment figures for the African survey group reflect family incomes 
largely in synch with the overall Canadian population. 

Table A-1: African Survey Group –Household Income and Employment Status 
Household 

Income 
 ($ x 1,000) 

Employment Status 

Full-Time Part-Time Unemployed Work at 
home Totals 

<20      
20 to 39.9 1 1  1 3 
40 to 59.9 26 1  2 29 
60 to 79.9 36 7 1 17 61 
80 to 99.9 11 5  10 26 

>100 7   2 9 
Totals 81 14 1 32 128 

 
The African focus group was composed largely of newcomers to Canada.  The women 
were mostly single mothers.  This demographic was largely a result of the focus group 
venue, which supported African newcomers.   

46 http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/median-family-income-in-canada-is-76-000-statscan-survey-shows-
1.1449641  
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Somewhat in contrast, the African survey group consisted of mostly married people 
where 37 female and 83 male participants indicated that they were married.  In addition, 
the size of the African families was the second largest of the six ethnic groups where 
over 52% of the families consisted of five people and more. 

Table A-2:  African Survey Group - Family Size 

African 
Number in Household 

1 2 3 4 5+ Total % with 5+ 
2 6 14 46 75 143 52 

 

The African group was highly educated with the vast majority having college degrees. 
Many of the African respondents to the survey were between 40 and 49 years of age, 
and almost 93% were between the ages of 25 and 65. 

Table A-3: African Survey Group – Educational Levels and Age  
Educational 

Levels 
Age (years) 

<25 25-39 40-49 50-65 65+ Total 
<High School   2 1  3 
High School  3 11 5  19 

Some College 7 6 2   15 
College Degree 1 21 54 28 2 106 

Total 8 30 69 34 2 143 
 

Meat Preference   
Our findings reflect this composition and 118 of 143 (82%) of the Africans surveyed, 
indicated that they ate halal meat all of the time and most agreed that their choice in 
stores helped them fulfill their religious beliefs.  

 

Table A-4: African Survey Group – Marital Status and Sex 
 Marital Status  

Married Married 
Total 

Single Single 
Total Total Sex Female Male Female Male 

African 37 83 120 4 19 23 143 
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Table A-5: African Survey Group – Halal Preference (#s) 

African 

Halal-All 
of the 
Time 

Halal-
Most of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Some of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Rarely 

Halal-
Never Total 

118 1 5 4 15 143 
 

All of the Africans in the focus group preferred goat meat to any of the other three meats 
examined in this study.  Some of the Nigerians had some experience eating rabbits, 
which they referred to as “bush meat”.  They prepared the rabbit as smoked.  However, 
they did not seek out rabbit at the grocery store, or butcher.  

In their countries of origin, African focus group participants indicated that veal was not a 
common meat, however in their home countries there was no differentiation between 
beef and veal.  Participants did indicate that beef was the most common meat that they 
ate, as it is cheaper than goat.  Chicken was also commonly consumed. 

When the African survey group was asked how frequently they prepared the four meats 
in the study at home, African Canadians indicated almost unanimously that they never 
consumed rabbit.  They often prepared veal and goat on a weekly basis and consumed 
lamb and mutton less frequently between 4 and 12 times per year. 
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Figure A-1: African Survey Group – Frequency of Home Meat Consumption (# 
of Responses) 

   

Most of the Africans surveyed eat veal and goat at restaurants about 12 times per year.  
They eat lamb and mutton less frequently, between 1 and 4 times per year, and never 
eat rabbit.    

 

 

As we calculated the annual kilogram consumption, we see an overwhelming 
preference for veal and goat.   
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Figure A-2:  African Survey Group – Frequency of Restaurant Meat 
Consumption (# of Responses) 

 

When dining at the house of family or friends, Africans eat goat and veal on a monthly 
basis, while they eat lamb and mutton between 1 and 4 times a year.  They never eat 
rabbit.   

Figure A-3:  African Survey Group – Frequency of Meat Consumption at Family 
and Friends (# of Responses) 
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The African focus group confirmed the survey findings that goat was commonly 
consumed on a weekly basis.  However, contrary to the focus group, the survey findings 
revealed that veal was the also consumed frequently.  This may be a result of the 
diversity in the African populations for meat preferences and the heavily weighted 
Nigerian population in the focus groups, where mutton and goat is heavily consumed as 
compared to beef (including veal). 

Table A-6: FAO Meat Consumption - African Countries (kg/person/year) 

Country 
Meat 

Total Beef Pork Poultry Mutton 
& Goat Other 

Algeria 5.7 0 7.9 6.2 0.3 20.1 
Nigeria 2 1.4 1.7 2.8 0.8 8.7 
Eritrea 3.5 N/A 0.4 2.6 0.2 6.6 
Kenya 11.9 0.4 0.6 2.1 1.2 16.1 
 

Of the 143 Africans surveyed, a little more than 80% indicated that they would consume 
veal, goat, lamb and mutton for Eid-al-Adha.  The next most frequent special occasion 
identified by respondents was weddings.  At weddings Africans indicated they would eat 
one or more of lamb (45%), goat (54%), veal (51%), and mutton (41%).  They never 
consumed rabbit.   

Figure A-4: African Survey Group -Special Occasion Meat Consumption 
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Although many people prefer their meat to be tender, it is important to note that many 
Africans prefer their meat chewy – a fact substantiated by a study entitled: Factors 
affecting the purchasing of rabbit meat: A study of ethnic groups in the Western Cape.47 
There was some lamb eaten in the home country of Kenya, but it mostly consumed by 
Muslims, who slaughtered a lamb on holidays.  Nigerian women, on rare occasions, 
primarily religious holidays, prepared sheep and referred to it as ram.  For the Nigerian 
women, goat was best prepared as a stew or roasted.  Roasted goat gives off a nice 
aroma, however it is not possible to find roasted goat in Toronto restaurants. 

One focus group participant from Kenya reported that goat meat in Canada was fat.  He 
was not happy with its quality from his perspective.  This opinion was echoed by the 
Nigerian women who found goat in Canada to contain 50% fat.  Africans expressed a 
real distaste for fat.  Nigerian women considered it unhealthy.  They would rather 
purchase skinless chicken.  If they were faced with the choice to buy a fatty piece of 
goat meat, or no goat meat at all, they would prefer the latter.  Some respondents did 
admit that a little bit of fat is good, as it does add to the flavour.   

All participants commented that goat had a unique smell.  The lone male in the group 
considered the smell of the goat while it was cooking as desirable.  The women on the 
other hand, did not prefer the smell.  This group pointed out a difference between the 
smell of a female goat cooking and a male goat cooking. 

Africans like meat with lots of bones.  Soft bones, or biscuit bones, are dishes common 
to Nigerians that are made from the bones of cows or goat that are cooked with spices 
to soften.   

When asked to identify the most important factors in influencing their meat purchases, 
the Africans chose price, special occasions, overall quality, and freshness. 

47 http://www.up.ac.za/saafecs/vol32/hoffman.pdf 
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Figure A-5: African Survey Group- Important Factors in Meat Consumption 

 

These findings are consistent with the rankings that assigned a number from 1 to 10, 
with 1 being the most important. Here, price, special occasions and flavor were 
consistently important. 

For Africans, price was consistently the most important factor across the four meat 
groups. Strong Muslim representation in the African survey group resulted in a high 
importance being placed on special occasions.  Two important quality aspects, flavour 
and quality were also important to Africans, who wish to spend their hard earned dollars 
on something that they can enjoy with their family and friends.  Africans speak of good 
quality meat from back home, which is chewy and aromatic.  They do not wish to eat 
meals prepared with ground meat “because it falls apart in your mouth.” 

Choice of Shopping Venue   
When asked to rate out of 10, a set of six (6) questions regarding their choice of 
shopping venue, the following results were attained. 
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Figure A-6: African Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat Consumption  
(Lowest numbers are most important) 
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Based on these survey results, there were several interesting observations that can be 
made about African shoppers.  First of all, more than other ethnic groups, Africans 
ranked the ability to walk to their store as a very important factor. However, as we 
discovered, price was the most dominant factor and appeared to heavily impact 
shopping venues.  Price was a key factor in selecting their shopping venue and was the 
most important of the six factors. 

Africans indicated that trust in the butcher was their second most important factor only 
very slightly less than price.  Also, particularly important to the Africans was the ability to 
buy food that helped fulfil their religious beliefs, i.e., the provision of halal products.   

As discussed by the African focus group, trusting the butcher was important as it was 
often difficult to tell the animal source of the meat product until it was brought home and 
cooked.  In some instances, butchers in the GTA had been revealed as misrepresenting 
goat as lamb and vice versa.   

Africans overwhelmingly chose the local butcher shop as their preferred venue for 
buying meat.  In the focus group all of the participants noted that they felt most 
comfortable at stores run by African, or other ethnic groups.  This feeling was strongly 
expressed by Africans that recently arrived in Canada and felt home sick.  There may 
be an opportunity for some stores to capitalize on this finding. 

To emphasize this finding, several of the African focus group spoke about Lauri’s (Lauri 
Meat Market Ltd, located at 1696 Jane St, York, ON M9N 2S4).  According to one 
Nigerian woman “There is always a queue at Lauri’s.  This guy is Italian, but he sells 
what African people want.  There are always lots of Africans at Lauri’s”.  Our survey 
indicated that most of the Africans shopped at their local butcher shop for meat.   

According to their website, Lauri’s meat market is stocked with a wide range of 
specialty, hard-to-find grocery items, as well as, meats and meat products including 
(Halal Meats, Full Cows, Burnt Goat Feet, Burnt Goat Head, and Burnt Cow Feet).  The 
staff at Lauri Meat Market is multilingual, and they cater to specific religious 
requirements and traditions. 

A visit to Lauri’s market confirmed the focus group statements and the goat meat for 
example was reasonably priced at $3.99/lb ($8.79/kg) for cubed meat, $4.99/lb 
($11.00/kg)  for leg and $5.99/lb($13.20/kg)  for a shoulder cut.  The meat is red in 
colour and there is little bone or gristle.  This can be compared to No Frills, where the 
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frozen goat meat, imported from New Zealand was $10/kg and the meat was frozen, 
fatty and had lots of bone. 

 

The survey asked all respondents to indicate from a list of stores, which stores they 
shopped at for meat. The following table clearly shows an overwhelming preference for 
Africans to purchase their meat at a local butcher shop.  Survey results also depicted a 
preference for some supermarkets over others.   

Africans showed a preference for discount retailers such as FreshCo, Metro and No 
Frills, while they rarely chose the higher end stores like Longo’s, Real Canadian 
Superstore, and Sobeys. 

Table A-8: African Survey Group - Preferred Store (%) for Meat Purchase 

Preferred Store Meat 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

Local Butcher 
Shop  86 75 74 72 2 

Food Basics 4 4 4 4 0 
FreshCo/Price 
Chopper  6 7 6 6 0 

Loblaw’s  4 5 5 5 0 
Longo’s 1 2 1 2 0 
Metro/Metro Plus 7 6 6 6 1 
No Frills 6 7 6 6 0 
Real Canadian 
Superstore  1 1 1 1 0 

Sobey’s  0 1 1 1 0 
Other 1 1 1 1 0 
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One respondent would shop at the African store, because the desired cuts of goat can 
be found, and the variety is much greater than Superstore and other large 
supermarkets. 

According to a survey of Africans in the United States, completed by RetailerDaily.com, 
African immigrants prefer to buy food and grocery items in traditional settings as 
opposed to superstores or discount stores.48 

When asked to indicate the key factors that make “ their store’s” fresh meat section “the 
best”, the top five factors, were freshness, trusted store, good quality, in store butcher, 
and good price.   

Table A-9:  African Survey Group – Important Qualities (%) of Preferred Store  

Qualities Meat 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

Less fat / well- trimmed 14 11 13 12 1 
Local meat 3 3 3 3 0 
Good prepared / marinated 
meats 1 1 1 0 0 

Organic meats 2 2 0 2 0 
Freshness 85 85 84 83 0 
Good quality, Better cuts 38 39 41 38 1 
Consistent quality 22 22 22 22 0 
Good Price / Cost 
comments 27 27 27 27 0 

Good presentation of the 
meat 11 13 14 13 0 

Clean, Well organized 22 20 21 21 1 
Appealing 6 6 6 6 0 
In-store Staff/ Service 8 8 9 9 0 
In-store butcher 37 38 37 36 0 
Does custom orders 1 1 1 1 0 
Good staff / service 3 3 3 3 0 
General Positive 2 3 3 2 0 
Trusted store 57 56 56 56 0 
Meat has good taste 8 9 9 7 1 
Other Reasons 1 1 1 1 0 

48 http://www.retailerdaily.com/entry/13855/african-immigrants-untapped-resource/  
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As most of the Africans shopped for meat at their local butcher shops, these factors 
could be attributed to trusted retailers, like Lauri’s, that are run by an in-store butcher,  
sell certified halal meat, meat that is well priced, and the offer of fresh meat in good 
quantities. 

For those Africans who were very price conscious, they would shop at discount grocery 
stores like No Frills, Oceans and Price Choppers.   This is exemplified by a diabetes 
study in the Peel Region of Toronto that found families with a limited budget, who live 
near a supermarket such as Loblaw’s, may rarely shop at this store and instead travel 
outside of their local area to the bulk of their grocery shopping at a discount 
supermarket (e.g., No Frills, or Food Basics).49 

Chinese grocers (smaller stores) stocked many foods that were attractive for Africans, 
Jamaicans and Indians.  To quote one focus group participant, “Chinese stores, sell 
what Africans like”.   

Although some of these stores lacked cleanliness (smell) and poor service because of 
language barriers, the variety of the food, especially the vegetables, was attractive to 
African shoppers.  As one focus group participant noted, “a lot of the Asians and 
Africans eat similar vegetables”.   

Some Africans also preferred the “whole animal” product that Chinese stores offered.  
Despite this observation, none of the Africans completing the survey selected T&T 
grocers as a place where they shop. 

Compared to more upscale grocery chains such as Loblaw’s,  No Frills specifically 
targets the budget-conscious and at best can prove that a grocery shop can be 
interesting and fun without breaking the bank.  No Frills tries to provide fresh produce, 
meat and fish, and dry and canned goods at affordable prices in a clean and friendly 
atmosphere.  

In some scenarios, goat meat was purchased at a local butcher shop.  In the words of 
one of the focus group members, “at the Real Canadian Superstore, you see more of 
the white (shoppers)”.    

Sensitivity to Price   
The African community is very sensitive to price and they are very responsive to 
promotional programs such as price matching.  As indicated by the survey, Africans 

49 http://www.peelregion.ca/health/resources/diabetes-atlas/chapter7.pdf  
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chose price as the most important factor in assessing factors in meat consumption; 
ranking of factors in meat consumption; and factors in selecting their store for meat 
purchases.   

 

Table Showing the Importance of Meat Price to the African Consumer 
Chart A-5:  African 

Survey Group- Important 
Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

88% of 143 indicated 
Price as important Highest ranked factor 

Chart A-6:  African 
Survey Group - Important 

Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

1.7 (where 1 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

Table A-7:  African 
Survey Group - Factors in 

Selecting Store 
 

9.6 (where 10 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

 
Despite the obvious importance placed on price, Africans were asked to indicate 
whether or not they would choose an alternative meat, or not change their purchase 
decisions under various price increase scenarios.  Applying four price increase 
scenarios of 10, 20, 30 and 40%, African survey participants indicated the highest 
response for the no change option for veal and lamb price increases and the second 
highest no change response for goat price increases. 

Table A-10: African Survey Group- Response to Price Change - No Change (%) 

Meat Price Increase (%) 
10 20 30 40 

Veal 63 51 23 21 
Goat 55 51 23 21 
Lamb 68 58 38 37 
 
Although Africans were more likely to switch, the higher the percentage increase in 
price, Africans indicated in the focus group if a certain meat was too expensive, they 
would easily substitute with another meat, or vegetables.  
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It appears that when Africans go to the store, they have a specific meat purchase 
planned and even if the price is higher than they expected, they would still purchase 
their planned meat. 

Our survey results confirmed the inverse correlation between price increases and 
consumption, however, we found Africans to be the most likely of the six groups to not 
change their consumption of veal, goat and lamb under the price change scenarios.    

A study entitled, Ethnic Lamb Buying and Preparation, conducted in January 2011 by 
Gary Williams, showed that people from this group shop wherever they can find low-
priced lamb and are more willing to substitute beef, chicken and other meats for lamb 
when its price is high. They were likely to buy imported lamb and cheaper cuts of 
American lamb because they are largely unaware of and unconcerned about any quality 
differences.  

They were less likely to be concerned with strict religious observances and more likely 
to assume that the lamb they buy is halal.  They are also willing to buy non-halal lamb 
on occasion if it is cheaper or more available. 

It may be possible to explain the non-responsiveness to price changes by recognizing 
that Africans in Toronto are comprised of several nations, some arriving under refugee 
status with lower incomes and others who are established with higher education and 
income levels. 

The African population in the GTA consisted largely of those following the Muslim faith 
and highly respectful of halal laws. 

These findings are not consistent with Williams et al50, who found Muslims from African 
countries, including Somalis, Ethiopians, Tunisians, and Nigerians to be motivated 
primarily by price.   

People from this group shop wherever they can find low-priced lamb and are more 
willing to substitute beef, chicken and other meats for lamb when its price is high. They 
tend to buy imported lamb and cheaper cuts of American lamb because they are largely 
unaware of and unconcerned about any quality differences. They are less likely to be 
concerned with strict religious observances and more likely to assume that the lamb 

50 www.countrylovin.com/ARSBA/forms/Ethnic_Lamb_Consumers.pdf  
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they buy is halal. They are also willing to buy non-halal lamb on occasion if it is cheaper 
or more available.51 

Our findings for the African group are presented in the following table.  Here the column 
indicates the meat that increase in price by 10, 20, 30 and 40%.  The section for beef 
shows the rise in the quantity purchased.  For example, if veal rises in price by 10%, 
beef will increase in demand by 24%. 

Table A-11: African Survey Group- Response to Price Change - Substitutes 
Increased Purchase (%) of Beef with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
Increase Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 24 21 19 0 
20 33 22 25 0 
30 57 38 38 0 
40 47 38 39 0 
     

Increased Purchase (%) of Chicken with 10 to 40% increase 
in Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

10 9 8 5 0 
20 15 10 9 0 
30 20 17 11 0 
40 15 17 12 0 
     

Increased Purchase (%) of Goat with 10 to 40% increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

10 1 0 7 0 
20 1 0 10 0 
30 1 0 15 0 
40 1 0 16 0 
     

Increased Purchase (%) of Veal with 10 to 40% increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

10 1 16 9 0 
20 2 20 13 0 
30 2 27 20 0 
40 2 28 20 0 

51 www.countrylovin.com/ARSBA/forms/Ethnic_Lamb_Consumers.pdf  
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Increased Purchase (%) of Lamb with 10 to 40% increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

10 3 9 0 0 
20 5 12 0 0 
30 14 21 0 0 
40 17 22 0 0 
     

Increased Purchase (%) of Rabbit with 10 to 40% increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

10 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 1 0 
40 0 0 1 0 

 

As Muslims do not eat pork, pork was rarely seen as a substitute for veal, goat and 
lamb. 

Increased Purchase (%) of Pork with 10 to 40% 
increase in Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

Increase Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 2 1 1 0 
20 4 4 4 0 
30 3 3 4 0 
40 3 3 4 0 

 
Results in Table A-11 above help us make the following observations: 

In the situations where the price of veal or goat rose by 10% to 20%:  
• about 25% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 15% would switch to chicken; 
• 5% would switch to pork;  
• Between 6% and 9% would switch to lamb; and  
• for veal, less than 1% would switch to goat.  

In the situations where price of veal or goat rose by 30% to 40%: 
• about 50% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
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• 15 to 20%  would switch to chicken; 
• 5% would switch to pork;  
• 15% would switch to lamb; and  
• for veal, less than 1% would switch to goat.  

 

Figure A-7a:  African Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Veal - 
Substitutes 

 
 

 

Figure A-7b:  African Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Goat - 
Substitutes 
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In situations where price of lamb rose by 10 to 20%:  

• about 20% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 7% would switch to chicken; 
• less than 5% would switch to pork; and  
• 8% would switch to goat.  

In the situations where the price of lamb rose by 30 to 40%: 
• about 40% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 11%  would switch to chicken; 
• less than 5% would switch to pork; and  
• 15% would switch to goat.  

Figure A-7c:  African Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Lamb - 
Substitutes 

 

As none of the Africans ate rabbit, the question was not applicable. 

Africans appeared to treat beef and chicken as common substitutes for veal, goat and 
lamb.  They also appeared fairly willing to move to goat if lamb rose in price and vice 
versa.   
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Responsiveness to Promotions 
Because of their price sensitivity, the African focus group were very responsive to 
promotional programs such as price matching.  For example, No Frills will allow 
shoppers to pay the flyer advertised price at Walmart.  This was very valuable to those 
newer Canadians who did not own a car and could not drive around to various stores 
looking for bargains.  Several African participants would base their weekly shopping 
decisions on weekly flyers and would bring advertised prices to competitors so as to get 
the “Price Matched” deal. 
 
The following advertisement shows Frozen Goat Leg selling for $2.79/lb or $6.15/kg, 
marketed with other mainstream Canadian meats at FreshCo.  Using the “Price Match” 
promotion, the shopper could present this flyer at No Frills and receive the same pricing.  

 

Despite the success of these promotions with the African community, local butcher 
shops did not participate in any price match programs.  It is likely that large 
supermarkets would use these discount opportunities as loss leaders with the hopes of 
attracting several shoppers who will buy large volumes of groceries at regular prices.   

Obviously, butcher shops do not enjoy the same economies of scale.  
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Middle Eastern Ethnic Population in GTA  
 
Demographics   
Consumers with a Middle Eastern heritage include those from Iran, Syria, Egypt and 
Turkey.  Although Egypt is in the African continent, the survey had counted Middle 
Eastern to include West Asians, including:  Armenian, Egyptian, Afghani, and Iranian.  
Canada's Middle Eastern population represents about 2% and is one of the fastest 
growing market segments.  In 2010, Arab immigration to Canada reached an all-time 
high, with the arrival of 34,657 citizens from Arab countries; Arab immigrants 
represented 12.4% of the total immigrants to Canada.   

Lebanon, with 24% of total Arab immigration to Canada between 1960 and 2011, is by 
far the largest contributor of Arab immigrants, followed by Egypt (a distant second) at 
14%, Morocco at 13%, and both Algeria and Iraq at 11%.  Among them, these countries 
are responsible for nearly three-quarters of Arab immigration to Canada in this 52-year 
period. 

The following table shows, the number of Middle Eastern newcomers to Canada. 

Number of Middle Eastern Immigrants to Canada (2006 to 2011) 

52 

In the GTA, there are pockets of Middle Eastern communities in the areas of Brampton, 
Mississauga, Vaughn, and Richmond Hill.   

Middle Eastern Canadians are well positioned in the Canadian workforce.  Their 
representation as senior managers is comparable to that of the non-visible minority 
population, while their representation in middle and other management positions was 
actually higher.  This demographic had a slightly higher representation in semi- and low-

52 http://www.canadianarabinstitute.org/publications/reports/750925-canadians-hail-arab-lands/  
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skilled sales and service jobs, and a lower representation in manual occupations when 
compared to the non-visible minority workforce.53 

Our survey findings show that 72 of 87 (83%) of the Middle Eastern participants had 
household incomes higher than $60,000 and 55% of this group were in Canada for 10 
years or less, 32% were in Canada between 11 to 20 years and, 13% lived here for 
more than 21 years.   

The income and employment figures for the Middle Eastern survey group, is very close 
the average family income for residents in Toronto, $ 71,210.54 

Table B-1: Middle Eastern Survey Group- Household Income and  
Employment Status 

Household 
Income  

($ x 1,000) 

Employment Status 
Full-
Time 

Part-
Time Unemployed Work at 

home Total 

<20   1  1 
20 to 39.9 2 1   3 
40 to 59.9 18 2 1  21 
60 to 79.9 20 2 1 3 26 
80 to 99.9 16 2  3 21 

>100 9 6   15 
Total 65 13 3 6 87 

 
The focus group participants had all been in Canada for ten years and longer.  Most 
were well settled in careers and were married.  More than half of the families had five or 
more people, which is more than the Canadian average of three. 

Table B-2: Middle Eastern Survey Group- Family Size 

Middle Eastern 
Number in Household 

1 2 3 4 5+ Total % with 5+ 
 5 6 28 48 87 55% 

 
Middle Eastern Canadians are more than twice as likely to have a university degree as 
non-visible minority Canadians. In 2006, 35% of Arabs 15 years of age and over had a 
bachelor's or a post-graduate degree, compared to 16% of the non-visible minority 
population.  

53 http://www.labour.gc.ca/eng/standards_equity/eq/pubs_eq/eedr/2006/profiles/page11.shtml  
54 http://www.statcan.gc.ca/tables-tableaux/sum-som/l01/cst01/famil107a-eng.htm  
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Middle Eastern Canadians are also more than twice as likely to have a post-graduate 
degree compared to their non-visible minority counterparts.55 Our consumer survey 
findings are consistent with this observation and are presented in the following table.  

As depicted below, the Middle Eastern group was highly educated with 75 of 87 (85%) 
having college degrees.  About one third of the respondents were between the ages of 
40 and 49 years and another one third between the ages of 50 and 65 years. 

Table B-3: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Education and Age 

Educational Levels 
Age (years) 

<25 25-39 40-49 50-65 65+ Total 
< High School       
High School 2  2 2  6 

Some College 3  3 1  7 
College Degree 1 16 27 29 1 74 

 Total 6 16 32 32 1 87 
 
The survey group consisted of mostly married (75 of 87 or 86%) people, 16 female and 
59 male.  Interestingly, 68 of 87 surveyed participants were male, which may reflect the 
male dominant culture, where the women shopped with the children, while the males 
were conducting the survey.   

Table B-4: Middle Eastern Survey Group – Marital Status and Sex 
 Marital Status 
 Married Married 

Total 
Single Single 

Total Total Sex Female Male Female Male 
Middle 
Eastern 16 59 75 4 8 12 87 

 
Meat Preferences 
The Canadian domestic halal meat market value is estimated to be $214 million with an 
average annual household expenditure of $1,623.  Muslims are ardent consumers of 
meat and meat products, with feast days and celebrations that often include several 
different meat dishes. On average, Muslim households spend $31 per week on halal 
meat products.  This is almost double the Canadian household meat expenditure of $17 
per week. 

55 http://www.labour.gc.ca/eng/standards_equity/eq/pubs_eq/eedr/2006/profiles/page11.shtml  
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Halal certified meat is the key driver for meat consumed by Middle Eastern Muslims and 
not only for religious reasons.  They find the colour, appearance, and taste is superior.  
Some of the focus group participants discussed how their non-Muslim friends have tried 
halal meat and indicated that it tastes better.   

The focus group commented on the colour of the blood in non-halal meat.  They found it 
blue rather than red.  They strongly believe that the halal process of draining the blood 
in a certain way, improves the taste of the meat.  Except for the participants from Iraq, 
halal was the most important characteristic in choosing a butcher and product.  If it was 
not halal, they would not purchase the product. 

Our findings, as reported in Table B-5: Middle Eastern Survey Group – Halal 
Preference, support this sentiment where 74 of 87 or 85% of the Middle Eastern people 
interviewed would only eat halal meat.  We also found that 13 of 87 deviated from strict 
halal rules.  When we examined the 13, it was discovered that 9 were either first or 
second generation Muslims, which demonstrates the acculturation factor having an 
impact on consumption decisions. 

Table B-5: Middle Eastern Survey Group – Halal Preference (#s) 

Middle Eastern 

Halal-
All of 
the 

Time 

Halal-
Most of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Some 
of the 
Time 

Halal-
Rarely 

Halal-
Never Total 

74 3 3 2 5 87 
 
The largest communities in the GTA, from the Middle East area are Iran (59,755), Iraq 
(21,530), Turkey (10,505), Egypt (4,065), and Lebanon (1,590).   

Table B-5a: FAO Meat Consumption – Middle Eastern Countries 
(kg/person/year) 

Country Beef Pork Poultry Mutton 
& Goat Other Total 

Armenia 16 8 10.6 2.4 0 37 
Egypt 11.9 0 8.6 0.8 1.7 23 
Iran 6.3 0 19.9 6.9 0.2 33.3 

Lebanon 19.5 2.3 26.6 3 0 51.5 
Saudi Arabia 5.9 N/A 39.3 5.4 1.7 52.3 

Turkey 6.1 0 14.7 4.5 0 25.4 

jmactavish
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As we cross reference this population to the consumption rates in Table B-5a, we see 
rates for mutton and goat much higher than the Canadian rate of 1.7 kg per capita.  
These statistics are consistent with the survey findings. 

Amongst the four ethnic meat sectors in this study, there was a clear preference for 
goat and veal.  When we calculated the annual kilogram consumption, we see an 
overwhelming preference for veal and goat.  Goat had the highest consumption in the 
“more than once a week” category, which greatly impacted the annual consumption 
rate. 

Projected Middle Eastern Group Meat Consumption (kg/person/year) 

Middle Eastern 
Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
9.8 10.3 2.5 1.8 0.02 

 
According to focus group participants, veal is the most desired of the four meats 
discussed.  To quote one gentleman from Egypt, “It is the good one.  It is the best one 
that you buy, or the beef”.   

According to a report developed for the 5th International Veal Congress,56 there is a 
strong Muslim demand for veal in domestic markets in both Europe and North America.   
Demand for veal cuts is concentrated on brisket and flanks.  Both milk and grain fed 
veal is acceptable.  

In the focus group, preference was split between goat and lamb. Goat was not popular 
in Iraq, Egypt or Syria.  Lamb was consumed more by these participants.  There was a 
notable preference for lamb in their home country as opposed to the imported lamb that 
is commonplace in Canadian grocery stores. One of the participants from Turkey, 
preferred lamb over all the meats and consumed lamb twice per week. The participant 
also identified goat as delicious and in his country there is the belief that eating goat 
made you smart. 

The Egyptians in the group revealed that they would eat rabbit in their home country, 
but find it difficult to find in the GTA.   

The findings on the Middle Eastern survey group support the preference for veal, which 
was consumed most frequently.  Goat was the second most consumed meat, where 53 

56 www.vealcongress.com  
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of 87 Middle Eastern people consumed it on a weekly basis.  Surprisingly, lamb was not 
consumed as often, but consistently on a monthly basis.   

The variance between the focus group and the survey group regarding lamb may be 
due to a few factors: 

• The focus group felt that goat was less fatty, less greasy and less smelly than the 
lamb in Canada.   

• Participants found meat in their home country was less smelly than the meat they 
found in meat markets.  They did not prefer the imported lamb from New Zealand 
or Australia and found Canadian lamb to be a better product.   

• Composition of the survey group may differ from the composition of the focus 
group. 

• Price of Ontario lamb was a barrier. 

As one participant stated, “Ontario (meat) is better and Canada AAA is preferred over 
the imported lamb.” 

Figure B-1: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Home Consumption  
Frequency (# of Responses) 

  

Despite what was reported by the Egyptians, rabbit was rarely consumed in the GTA.  It 
was difficult to find and was very expensive.  Given the large number of substitute 
meats and their availability in supermarkets and butcher shops, rabbit was consumed in 
minor quantities. 
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As indicated in Figure B-2, rabbit was seldom consumed in restaurants where 84 of 87 
indicated they never eat rabbit in a restaurant. 

Figure B-2: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Restaurant Consumption 
Frequency (# of Responses) 

 

 

Figure B-3: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Family and Friends Consumption 
Frequency (# of Responses) 
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For Middle Eastern people, special occasions were celebrated with food.   Muslims 
have specific preferences depending on the occasion.  During the beginning of 
Ramadan and Eid-al-Fitr, male and female kids less than 12 months of age and 60 
pounds live weight are preferred; overly fat kids are not desired. During Eid-al-Adha, the 
Festival of Sacrifice, yearlings that are blemish-free and kids 60 to 100 pounds are most 
preferred (Geisler, 2009).57 

Middle Eastern consumers indicated that they consume veal, goat, lamb and mutton on 
Eid-al- Adha, weddings, Eid-al-Fitr and anniversaries.   

Figure B-4: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Special Occasions (% of Responses) 

 

There was not much variation amongst meat types on certain holidays, but clearly, 
certain holidays or celebrations would increase demand for veal, goat, lamb and mutton.    
Knowing these dates of enhanced consumption, the desired weights and the vendors to 
target, producers would be able to optimize production to meet periods of major 
demand. 

57 http://etd.lsu.edu/docs/available/etd-04152013015414/unrestricted/Hill__Dissertation.pdf  
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Our survey and focus group findings are consistent with the Canadian Halal Meat 
Market Study58 undertaken in 2005, where participants cited a matter of trust (in true 
halal) as a key factor in choosing their meat venue. 

Table Showing Distribution of Halal Meats 
Halal Meat Distribution 
Channels 

% 

Halal Meat Shops  85.1 
Grocery Stores  24.7 
Farmer/Auction Mart  9.3 
Kosher Stores  2.6 
Other  10.3 
 
Trust in the venue is very important for those depending on meat butchered under halal 
standards and the stores providing or advertising halal offerings.  When asked to 
identify reasons for considering their store’s fresh meat section “the best”, trust was 
second only to price out of 19 factors.  There was a clear sentiment that trust was a key 
factor for distrust in Asian grocery stores. 

Survey results of the Middle Eastern group revealed similar preference for veal and goat 
over the other meats.  A total of 64 of 87 (74%) consumed veal at least once a week, 
while goat was consumed at least once a week by 63 of 87 (72%), both more frequent 
than lamb and mutton where only 16 of 86 (19%) consumed lamb at least weekly, and 
34 of 86 (39%) consumed mutton once a month. 

In the focus groups, we found that the participant from Turkey did consume rabbit, but 
only on rare occasions as did people from certain areas of Egypt.  Although, Egypt is 
the sixth largest producer of rabbit meat, with 60,000 tonnes and desired by some 
Egyptians, an overwhelming number of Middle Eastern people surveyed did not 
consume rabbit with 84 of 86 citing that they will never consume rabbit.   

In general, the focus group of Middle Eastern people found the meat in Canada is 
different and less desirable than meat found in their home country.  Several participants 
found that Canadian meat had a perceived chemical taste and among the meat 
products offered in Canada there was a preference for “organic”.  Additionally, meat 
from animals reared in a free range system was preferred to those classified as farm 
raised meat. 

58http://www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$Department/deptdocs.nsf/all/afu9886  
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Like most of the other groups, this group preferred fresh meat over frozen.  They would 
rather buy their weekly meat purchases than buy in bulk and freeze.  As such, the need 
or want for a full carcass was reserved for special occasions and not commonly 
practiced for cost saving reasons.  

 Some found that meat had to be prepared with a lot of spices or it was hard to eat.  It 
has been reported59 that Muslims prefer a 35 pound goat carcass. Apparently, Muslim 
consumers prefer grass-fed goats to grain-fed, but both would be considered halal.60  
Smaller animals were reported to be more tasty and faster to cook than the older 
animals, especially lamb, which showed more freshness than older animals.  They 
were, however, more expensive. 

Forty percent of the Middle Eastern group were interested in slaughtering an animal for 
religious purposes, which was the highest incidence of all six ethnic groups. 

It was mentioned that the bones being retained was desirable because of its 
contribution to the flavour of the meat.  

Both the focus groups and the survey findings highlighted the importance of flavour, 
freshness and overall quality in all meat products.   

As devout Muslims, several of the Middle Eastern group celebrated special occasions, 
such as Eid and beginning of Ramadan with slaughtering an animal and celebrated with 
a feast. 

59 http://www.extension.org/pages/62566/marketing-meat-goats-the-basic-system#.VC9uKfOEhYc  
60 http://productcenter.msu.edu/uploads/files/goatmeat.pdf  
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Figure B-5: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

 

 
Other important factors revealed by the survey, were price, freshness, overall quality, 
flavor, and special occasions.  

Rankings of the ten factors also revealed importance placed on the price, food quality 
and special occasion factors.  

It is useful to liken the Middle Eastern group to the quality driven segment of Muslim 
lamb consumers, as identified in the Williams paper61. 

Motivated primarily by the freshness, cleanness, smell and other quality attributes of the 
lamb they buy, they are fiercely loyal to trusted lamb butchers and tend to buy lamb for 
regular daily/weekly consumption, religious observances, and special occasions 
regardless of price.  Middle Eastern people tend to be unwilling to substitute other 
meats for lamb and buy only lamb that is halal slaughtered. 

 

61 www.countrylovin.com/ARSBA/forms/Ethnic_Lamb_Consumers.pdf  
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Figure B-6: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption (Rank out of 10; Lowest Number is Most Important)  

 

Choice of Shopping Venue   
Hospitality is central to Middle Eastern culture and many home cooks spend hours, 
sometimes days, preparing an impressive spread of dishes for family feasts.  They are 
willing to spend their hard earned dollars on good food and often go to a vendor that 
they can trust to provide halal meat of top quality.  As such, the ability to buy other 
groceries is not an important factor, in choosing their meat vendor. 

Approximately 70% of the Middle Eastern group surveyed had either been born in 
Canada, had parents or grandparents born in Canada or had arrived in Canada over 10 
years.  Accordingly, being served in their language was not very important. 

As indicated in Figure B-6 and Tables B-7, and B-9, trust, religion and price are key 
factors in choosing a store. 
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Table B-7: Middle Eastern Survey Group- Factors in Selecting Store (Highest # 
is Most Important) 
I can walk 

to the 
store 

I trust the 
butcher 

The price 
is 

reasonable 

I can buy 
other 

groceries at 
the same 
location. 

I can be 
served in 

my 
language 
of choice 

Because it 
has meat 
that helps 

me fulfill my 
religious 
beliefs 

6.5 9.5 9.7 7.1 7.4 9.3 
 

Like all of the six ethnic consumer groups, the local butcher shop, was by far the most 
common source for Middle Eastern consumers to purchase their meat.  No Frills, Metro, 
FreshCo and Foodland were the most common supermarkets chosen by the Middle 
Eastern group.   

There was variation in the supermarket used to purchase their meat depending on the 
meat type.  For example, goat was largely purchased at the butcher shop and only No 
Frills was presented as a second viable alternative.  When we visited several of these 
supermarkets, it was difficult to find goat meat.  Some vendors did carry it, but it was not 
merchandised with the other meats.  It was never present in the halal section and was 
never found fresh.   

Lamb on the other hand was common place, but almost always packaged and almost 
always New Zealand or Australia.  The exception was Longo’s that carried Ontario 
lamb. 

Table B-8: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Preferred Store (%) for Meat 
Purchase 

Store 
Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
Local Butcher 
Shop  

84 93 87 84 1 

Food Basics 2 1 0 0 0 
Foodland  6 1 5 2 0 
Fortino’s  0 0 1 1 0 
FreshCo / Price 
Chopper  

8 2 3 2 0 

IGA / IGA Extra 0 1 0 0 0 
Loblaw’s  5 0 1 2 0 
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Longo’s 3 1 1 1 0 
Metro / Metro Plus 5 3 8 5 0 
No Frills 7 7 8 7 0 
Real Canadian 
Superstore  

2 0 0 1. 0 

Sobey’s  1 1 1 0 0 
T & T  0 0 0 0 0 
Zehr’s 5 0 0 0 0 
 
Table B-9: Middle Eastern Survey Group – Important Qualities (%) of  
Preferred Store  

Qualities of Preferred 
Store (% Identified) 

Meat 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

Less fat /Well-trimmed 28 21 23 21 0 
Local meat 2 2 3 2 0 
Good prepared/Marinated 
meats 

5 6 7 6 0 

Organic meats 1 2 0 3 0 
Freshness 79 78 83 75 1 
Good quality, better cuts 32 29 32 29 0 
Consistent quality 28 28 29 26 1 
Good Price / Cost 
comments 

33 32 33 25 0 

Good presentation of the 
meat 

16 14 16 17 0 

Clean, Well organized 37 33 35 33 1 
Appealing 10 7 8 5 1 
In-store Staff/Service 5 5 5 6 0 
In-store butcher 32 32 29 26 0 
Does custom orders 2 2 2 1 0 
Good staff/Service 6 6 7 6 0 
General Positive 6 8 5 6 1 
Trusted store 61 60 61 52 1 
Meat has good taste 8 10 10 7 0 
 
Although not included as an option in Table B-9, halal was the most important factor 
cited in determining meat purchases.  This necessity for certified halal meat and the 
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comfort in knowing that the product advertised is the product available for purchase is 
reflected in the high importance placed on trust. 

There are several locations to purchase halal meat in the GTA.  These include, Al 
Ittihad Halal Meat & Groceries, Al-Khair Supermarket, ALl-Mustafa Halal Meat & 
Grocery Ltd., Allmandina Halal Meat,  Alwalaa Halal Meat and Groceries, Baksh Halal 
Meat, Batala Supermarket, Kabul Halal Meat and Supermarket, Makka Halal Meat and 
Grocery, Zabeeha Meat & Grocery Supplies and Yousaf Halal Meat Supermarket.  One 
web site, https://halalfooddeals.com/node/39, dedicated to halal meat, offers a portal for 
vendors selling halal meat in large quantities.   Some of the respondents also named 
non-ethnic grocery stores like Metro, Highland, and Loblaw’s as their places to 
purchase meat. 

Horizon Meats is a Canadian company located in Shelburne Ontario.  Horizon Meat is a 
second generation butcher that offers Ontario Produced Meat and has been dedicated 
to serving the halal Canadian community for over 25 years. 

One of the premier Middle Eastern grocery stores in Toronto is Arz Fine Foods.  
Founded in 1989 by the Boyadjian family, Arz Fine Foods began as a specialty bakery 
and has since grown to include deli, fresh produce, halal meat, groceries and ready to 
eat foods.  "Arz Fine Foods is a trusted Middle Eastern supermarket with strong product 
expertise. 62 

Although some halal meat products can be found in large grocery retail outlets 
throughout Canada, the primary halal meat retail channel is small, privately owned halal 
meat shops located in larger urban centers.  Each individual shop is responsible for 
acquiring its supply of halal meat through local processors and/or abattoirs. It was 
reported, that there was concern with inconsistent quality.63 

As the group prefers certain shopping venues, it also avoids certain venues.  For 
example, Asian grocers were not preferred for meat purchases, regardless of whether 
or not they carried the halal certification. 

62 http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/1351171/loblaw-enhances-multicultural-offering-with-purchase-of-
middle-eastern-food-co  
63http://www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/afu9886/$FILE/canadian_halal_meat_market
_study.pdf  
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This segment would not buy lamb sold from large chain grocery or discount stores even 
if it is marked “Halal” not only because the required trust in the store and its products is 
difficult to attain, but also because pork is usually sold in the same meat cases.64 

The choice of meat is often influenced by a strong social desire to please family and 
friends when entertaining them for dinner.  According to statistician Daood Hamdani, 
families practising Islam in the west have tended to prioritize religious ritual over its 
actual substance: buying halal is an easy way to satisfy this need. 

In several of the focus group comments, halal processed meats like pepperoni were in 
large demand.  Muslims have indicated that this is a very positive sign as Muslim 
children, like other Canadian children enjoy having a choice from a variety of pizza 
toppings. 
 
Next to the halal factor, buying meat that was fresh was the most important factor to the 
Middle Eastern survey group.   Fresh over frozen was unanimously chosen in the focus 
group, which may be one of the reasons for the strong preference for a butcher shop. 

According to a paper entitled Market Opportunities for Goat Meat, imported goat meat 
(in the United States) is mostly frozen and many customers prefer the taste of fresh 
goat meat.65  This preference for fresh was applicable to other meats as well. 

According to Arabian Business Magazine, demand in the Middle East for frozen meat is 
driven by the foodservice sector, but the retail sector has a far greater appetite for fresh 
products.66 Although this statement is addressing the needs of the Middle East, it does 
demonstrate a preference for fresh meat by the Arabic population. 

Certain stores that replicate the atmosphere of back home are attractive to this group 
and factors such as the way the meat is marinated or the way the butcher cuts, helps 
influence choice of meat vendor. 

It is important to realize that even within the Middle East, there are country specific 
preferences associated with the different countries. Amongst the different countries like 
Iraq, Syria and Egypt, there are differences in the marinades used and the way the 
meat is cut.  

Sensitivity to Price   

64 http://www.countrylovin.com/ARSBA/forms/Ethnic_Lamb_Consumers.pdf  
65 http://productcenter.msu.edu/uploads/files/goatmeat.pdf  
66 http://www.arabianbusiness.com/value-of-halal-meat-56675.html  
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An Analysis of Lamb Demand in the United States67 revealed that there is a significant 
positive correlation between per capita lamb consumption and incomes.  If incomes rise 
1 percent, then per capita lamb consumption will rise 0.68 percent. The positive 
relationship between incomes and lamb consumption also means that convenience in 
dining is important to consumers.  Consumers will either eat out or want ready-to-eat 
meals with little at-home preparation. 
 
They also indicated that it is very expensive as compared to other meats.  Since Egypt 
ranks as number one in rabbit consumption at 1.5 kg/year per capita, it was not 
surprising to learn that Egyptians would consume more of this white meat if it was 
available at a lower price.  Currently, chicken is less expensive and can be easily 
substituted for rabbit because it is available and low in price.  

Consumers purchasing decisions are primarily influenced by their confidence that the 
meat is halal.  Price was the third ranked attribute to influence purchasing decisions. 
The majority of Canadian Muslims (74%) would pay a premium of at least $0.50 per 
pound over “regular” meat. Thirteen percent seem to be willing to pay at least a 
premium of $1.50 per pound for quality halal meat. 68 

The majority of the survey participants believe they are currently paying a premium for 
halal meat. It was reported that:  

• 50% believe they are paying a premium of $0.10 to $2.00 per pound 
• 9% believe they are paying over $2.00 per pound 
• 10% believe they are paying no premium.69 

Prices tend to rebound (increase) or stabilize during Ramadan.  However, Ramadan will 
move earlier in the upcoming years.  

Several of the focus group participants indicated that they would trade off price for 
quality.  In other words, they would pay more for a good product.   However, the focus 
group also commented that halal meat is more expensive than non-halal meat, but their 
requirement for halal meat trumped all other factors.   Given a price increase in halal 
meat, they would not switch to non-halal meat.   

67 http://www.lambcheckoff.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/juniper-2007.pdf 
68 http://www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/afu9886  
69http://www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$department/deptdocs.nsf/all/afu9886/$FILE/canadian_halal_meat_market
_study.pdf  
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These findings are consistent with the defined “quality-driven segment of Muslim lamb 
consumers” who are motivated primarily by the freshness, cleanness, smell and other 
quality attributes of the lamb they buy, they are fiercely loyal to trusted lamb butchers 
and tend to buy lamb for regular daily/weekly consumption, religious observances, and 
special occasions regardless of price.  

They tend to be unwilling to substitute other meats for lamb and buy only lamb that is 
halal slaughtered. They demand baby lamb in preference to yearling lamb or mutton 
and prefer domestic lamb to imported lamb.  

Interestingly, of the factors considered most important in making their meat purchasing 
decisions, an overwhelming number Middle Eastern respondents chose price 77 of 87 
(88.5%) and special occasions (68 of 87) (78%) as the leading two factors.  

Also, when asked to rank factors from 1 to 10, where 1 is the most important and 10 is 
the least important in influencing your purchases of lamb/mutton, goat, veal and rabbit 
cuts of meat, price was most often ranked as the most important. 

When we take income into consideration, price is still a major factor when Middle 
Eastern consumers purchase meat.  As there was little variation amongst the various 
meat categories, we use veal as an example to present the importance placed on price.  

Table Showing the Importance of Meat Price to the Middle Eastern Consumer 
Figure B-5:  Middle 
Eastern Survey Group-
Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

89% of 87 indicated Price 
as important Highest ranked factor 

Figure B-6:  Middle 
Eastern Survey Group-
Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption (Rank out 
of 10) 

2.0 (where 1 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

Table B-7:  Middle 
Eastern Survey Group- 
Factors in Selecting Store 
 

9.7 (where 10 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

 
Although price was deemed important, we did not expect this group to materially, 
change their meat purchasing behaviour based on price changes.  In the following table, 
we see the “No change” responses by Middle Eastern people, when asked if the price of 
x goes up y% would you buy another meat, or not change your behavior. 
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Under a 10% price increase for veal and lamb, almost one third would not change their 
purchasing behaviour.  Almost half however would change away from goat.  As the 
price increases became larger, more people were willing to switch to another meat.  
Under a 30 to 40% price increase approximately 80% indicated that they would switch.   

Table B-10: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Response to Price Increase – (%) 
No Change 

Meat 
Price Increase (%) 

10 20 30 40 
Veal 62 49 23 23 
Goat 55 49 23 23 
Lamb 64 52 29 29 
 
It is also important to recognize, which meat they would substitute for another, when 
faced with price increases. 

The following tables will be used to detail the responses of the Middle Eastern group, 
when faced with price increases of 10 to 40% of veal, goat, lamb and rabbit.  For 
example, a price increase in veal by 20% results in 29% of the people switching to beef. 

Table B-11: Middle Eastern Survey Group - Response to Price Change - 
Substitutes 

Increased Purchase (%) of Beef with 10 to 40% Increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 20 20 20 2 
20 29 23 26 2 
30 53 30 40 2 
40 54 29 38 3 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Chicken with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 8 5 8 2 
20 9 9 11 2 
30 11 14 15 2 
40 11 15 16 3 
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Increased Purchase (%) of Pork with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 1 1 5 2 
20 2 5 7 2 
30 5 2 6 2 
40 3 2 6 3 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Goat with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 2 0 7 0 
20 0 0 8 0 
30 0 0 10 0 
40 0 0 10 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Veal with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 0 13 11 0 
20 1 17 17 0 
30 2 31 30 0 
40 2 31 30 1 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Lamb with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 7 10 0 0 
20 9 13 0 0 
30 14 22 1 0 
40 14 22 1 0 

Increased Purchase (%) of Rabbit with 10 to 40% increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 1 0 0 0 
20 1 0 0 0 
30 1 1 1 0 
40 1 1 1 0 
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The results in the tables help us make the following observations. 

In the situations where the price of veal rose by 10 or 40%: 
• 20 and 54% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 8 and 11% would switch to chicken; 
• 1 and 3% would switch to pork;  
• 2 and 0% would switch to goat; 
• 7 and 14% would switch to lamb; and  
• 1% would switch to rabbit. 

 

Figure B-7a:  Middle Eastern Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Veal - 
Substitutes 

 

In the situations where the price of goat rose by 10 or 40%: 
• 20 and 29% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 5 and 15% would switch to chicken; 
• 1 and 2% would switch to pork;  
• 13 and 31% would switch to veal; 
• 10 and 22% would switch to lamb; and  
• No one would switch to rabbit. 
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Figure B-7b:  Middle Eastern Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Goat- 
Substitutes

 

In the situations where the price of lamb rose by 10 or 40%: 
• 20 and 38% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 8 and 16% would switch to chicken; 
• 5 and 6% would switch to pork;  
• 7 and 10% would switch to goat; 
• 11 and 30% would switch to veal; and 
• No one would switch to rabbit. 

 

Figure B-7c:  Middle Eastern Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Lamb 
- Substitutes 
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Responsiveness to Promotions   
When there are halal promotions (special pricing for halal meat), some respondents will 
stock up on meat.   However, because of the desire for fresh meat, meat is not kept at 
home for longer than two to three weeks.   Price match was viewed as a useful 
promotion.  

 

Adonis was named as a store that is attractive to Middle East consumers.   

Paramount Butcher Shop has been open since March 2012 and the new 3,400 ft2, 
Middle Eastern shop prides itself in offering “high quality halal meat” in a pristine, 
“boutique concept” environment.  The term halal is “the Arabic word for permitted or 
lawful therefore the food is permitted under Islamic guidelines” and most importantly, 
that the livestock is raised traditionally, so it’s free of antibiotics and hormones and is 
slaughtered manually in a clean environment.  Layout and atmosphere provides a 
familiar and comfortable shopping space.  According to one focus group participant, 
Paramount does charge extra for their premium service, about $1 more per pound.  For 
the newer immigrants in the group, this was not worthwhile. 

As most of the Middle Eastern participants chose to shop for meat primarily from a 
butcher, they were less responsive to promotions, which are more typical for 
supermarkets.  The newer Iraqi participants did however seem to be driven by price and 
more likely to respond to promotions at supermarkets like Metro, Loblaw’s or Kabul’s.   

Some of the Muslim’s felt that the negative attitude that they sometimes received from 
workers at large supermarkets dissuaded them from shopping at that venue.  This is 
more of an individual attitude as opposed to any corporate culture.    

Loblaw’s, Longo’s, Metro were all cited as expensive as compared to other 
supermarkets such as No Frills, Food Basics and Walmart.  However, according to 
Perry Caicco70, retail analyst with CIBC World Markets, the price gap between grocery 
stores such as Loblaw’s and No Frills can charge on goods in Canada is narrowing.   

70 http://business.financialpost.com/2014/03/26/how-canadas-grocery-war-is-eating-into-the-discount-gap-
between-stores-like-loblaw-no-frills/  
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Promotions did play a role for some of the participants where some indicated that they 
would stock up on meat if it was on sale.  The “price match” concept was a very 
desirable promotion practice enjoyed by this focus group.  They found Walmart, No 
Frills, Real Canadian Superstore and FreshCo offered this promotion. 

The Halal Certification is a trusted mark that will often influence the purchasing 
decisions of many Muslims.  Regardless of the ethnicity of the owner of the butcher 
shop, a Muslim will purchase from an establishment as long as it has a Muslim butcher 
employed.   However, there have been cases where halal certification has been 
suspect.  This has created some doubt. 

According to Ashwin Joshi, Director of York's Schulich School of Business MBA 
program,71 several people within the Muslim community have been misled by false 
markings.  Mr. Joshi can testify that he has witnessed companies using the halal label 
as a profit-making gimmick.  As an example, one of the larger supermarkets 
merchandised pork alongside halal food products.   

Our survey confirms these findings whereby 53 of the Middle Eastern respondents, 
cited trust as a key factor in deciding where they purchased their meat. 

Interestingly, the kosher mark was perceived to be a stricter certification and for some, 
garnered more trust than the halal mark.   Muslims are allowed to eat kosher, as the 
prayer is directed to God (regardless of the prophet).  Conversely, Jewish people will 
not eat halal certified food. 

  

71 http://www.thestar.com/business/2007/07/22/halal_flexes_its_marketing_muscle.html  
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South Asian Ethnic Population in GTA 
 

The two main concentrations of South Asians in the GTA are Brampton and 
Scarborough.  In some wards, the density of South Asian community members is 42 
percent of the total inhabitants.  Its members form a very diverse group with different 
ethno-cultural, religious, and linguistic backgrounds.  The community encompasses 
Bangladeshi, Bengali, East Indian, Guan, Gujarati, Ismailia, Kashmiri, Nepali, Pakistani, 
Punjabi, Sikh, Sinhalese, and Sri Lankan immigrants. The main languages spoken are 
Punjabi (29%) and English.72 

Data collected by Statistics Canada in 200673 shows the cities of Toronto, Markham, 
Brampton, Mississauga and Richmond Hill experienced a major surge in visible 
minorities from the previous census year (2001). Markham had the highest proportion of 
visible minorities in the country – they made up 65.4% of its population.  About half were 
Chinese and one-quarter were South Asian.  In Brampton, the census subdivision that 
ranked behind Markham, 56 per cent of residents were South Asian. 

It is important to recognize that there are large differences within the South Asian 
groups.  Sikhs and Muslim groups have vastly different food preferences amongst 
themselves. 

South Asians tend to have strong family ties, maintaining relationships with family 
members in their birth country and maintaining traditions and ethno-cultural customs are 
very important for the second generation of South Asians (Tran et al. 2005).74 

Our findings focused on the Muslim populous who are larger consumers of veal, goat 
and rabbit compared to Sikhs for example.  However, our survey of South Asians did 
reveal some presence of vegetarians, who did not consume any of the four meat 
groups. 

The South Asian group that was surveyed consisted of 132 participants from various 
income groups and with mixed employment.  The median family income was $60,000. 

 

72 http://www.farmstart.ca/wp-content/uploads/Growing-International_final_April2010.pdf  
73 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/ethnic-marketers-capitalize-on-gtas-shifting-
demographics/article4201306/ 
74 Tran, K., Kaddatz J. and Allard P. 2005 South Asians in Canada: Unity through diversity [Internet]. 
Canadian Social Trends, Automn Nr. 78. Statistics Canada, Ottawa. Available online: 
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Table C-1: South Asian Survey Group – Household Income and Employment 
Status 

Household 
Income 

 ($ x 1,000) 

Employment Status 
Full-
Time 

Part-
Time Unemployed Work at 

home Total 

<20K  2 3 6 11 
20 to 39.9 4 3 5 3 15 
40 to 59.9 33 2 2 3 40 
60 to 79.9 21 4 1 6 32 
80 to 99.9 11 7 2 1 21 

>100 8 3 1 1 13 
Total 77 21 14 20 132 

 
Focus group participants had all been in Canada for 15 years or longer.  Most were well 
settled in careers and were married.  Less than half of the families had five or more 
people, which is still more than the Canadian average of three. 

Table C-2: South Asian Survey Group - Family Size 

South Asian 
Number in Household 

1 2 3 4 5+ Total % with 5+ 
9 9 19 41 54 132 41% 

 
South Asians in Canada are much more likely than the non-visible minority population to 
have a university degree.  In 2006, 30% of South Asians in Canada aged 15 and over 
had either a bachelor's or a post-graduate degree, compared to 16% of individuals in 
the non-visible minority population.   South Asians are also more than twice as likely as 
non-visible minorities to have a post-graduate degree. In 2006, 9% of South Asian 
adults either had a master's, or doctorate degree, compared to 4% of non-visible 
minority adults.  The number of South Asians who held a university degree grew by 
61% between 2001 and 2006 and by 164% in the last decade.75 

Our survey findings support the observation that South Asians are well educated in 
post-secondary education.  Table C-3 illustrates that 91 of 132 or 69% had attained a 
college degree and 119 of 132 or 90% had at least some college education. 

Ages of the South Asian group, was represented most heavily by the 25- to 49-year age 
range within which 66% of those interviewed were included. 

75 http://www.labour.gc.ca/eng/standards_equity/eq/pubs_eq/eedr/2006/profiles/page06.shtml#sa  
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Table C-3: South Asian Survey Group – Educational Level and Age 

Educational Level 
Age (years) 

<25 25-39 40-49 50-65 65+ Total 
< High School 2 1 2 1  6 
High School 4  2 1  7 

Some College 10 8 4 5 1 28 
College Degree 5 33 37 14 2 91 

 Total 21 42 45 21 3 132 
 
The survey group consisted of 69% married and 31% single people and almost equal 
representation between female (51%) and male (49%).   

Table C-4: South Asian Survey Group - Marital Status and Sex  

South Asian 

Marital Status and Sex 
Married Married 

Total 
Single Single 

Total Total Female Male Female Male 
43 48 91 24 17 41 132 

 
Meat Preferences     
According to the Islamic Society of North America, Muslim consumers are “big meat 
eaters”.76  One processor interviewed By I3P said “If it wasn’t for the ethnic market, 
there wouldn’t be a veal trade.” 

Table C-5 shows a high incidence (66%) of South Asians adhering to halal law, which is 
significant, but lower than those found in the African and Middle Eastern groups.  This 
may be partly explained as the majority of the South Asian immigrants from Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, and West Bengal are Muslim, while Tamils and Sri Lankans are mostly 
Hindu, who for the most part are vegetarian, or do not eat beef.  In addition, the Punjabi 
are predominantly Sikhs and many are vegetarian or do not eat beef (Tran et al. 
2005).77 

76 http://www.farmstart.ca/wp-content/uploads/Growing-International_final_April2010.pdf  
77 Tran, K., Kaddatz J. and Allard P. 2005 South Asians in Canada: Unity through diversity [Internet]. 
Canadian Social Trends, Automn Nr. 78. Statistics Canada, Ottawa. Available online: 
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The focus group indicated that in 2014, halal meat is commonplace for most 
mainstream meat like beef and chicken and the availability of halal meat for goat, is not 
as common, but has increased greatly over the last 10 to 15 years.  Although you can 
find halal veal, beef, and chicken in the supermarket’s halal section, other meats like 
goat is hard to find. 

The high incidence of those who ate halal most frequently was not a factor of age, but 
was somewhat impacted by whether the survey participants were newly arrived, or first 
or second generation Canadian.  For example, for those South Asian Canadians who 
were either born in Canada or had a parent or grandparent born in Canada, the 
percentage who ate halal all of the time was 52%.  The group from Pakistan consumes 
the most meat by far, which was clearly echoed by the South Asian focus group. 

Table C-5: South Asian Survey Group – Halal Preference (#s) 

South Asian 

Halal-
All of 
the 

Time 

Halal-
Most of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Some 
of the 
Time 

Halal-
Rarely 

Halal-
Never Total 

88 9 10 7 18 132 
 
The composition of the South Asian group, depicted in Table C-6, also helps explain the 
vastly different per capita rates found amongst the four main countries.  

 Table C-6: FAO Meat Consumption –South Asian Countries (kg/person/year) 

Country Beef Pork Poultry Mutton 
& Goat Other Total 

India 1.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.1 3.2 
Pakistan 8.2 0 3.4 2.4 0.1 14.1 
Sri Lanka 1.4 0.1 5.1 0.1 0 6.7 
Bangladesh 1.3 0 1.2 1.4 0.1 4 
 
Based on the data from the surveys, we calculated the rates of meat consumption, 
based upon the frequency of the specific ethnic meat consumed at home.   

Projected South Asian Group Meat Consumption (kg/person/year) 

South Asian 
Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
8.0 8.6 3.4 3.5 0.1 
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Although the rates for veal/beef are similar, our findings for goat, lamb and mutton 
exceed those rates reported by the Food and Agriculture Organization. This may be 
partially explained by the income differences between Canadian South Asians and 
South Asians in their homeland. 

However, the findings are consistent with the focus group opinions that can be 
summarized as follows: South Asians like veal, goat, and lamb in that order.  They do 
not like rabbit at all.  The focus group was largely made up of Muslim women, who 
solely shopped for halal products.  The group strongly believes that halal is also 
healthier than traditional slaughter methods because of the way the blood is drained 
from the meat.  

Of the four meats discussed with the South Asian focus group, veal, goat and lamb 
were consumed by all of the participants.  Rabbit was not consumed by any of the 
participants or their families.  It was strongly expressed that they would not ever 
consider eating rabbit. 

Goat is consumed by some every day.  Veal and goat was purchased at least once a 
week for most of the focus group.  If it were not for their children’s preference for 
chicken, consumption would be still higher.  

The survey findings in Figure C-1 also revealed that goat and veal were consumed once 
a week and in some cases more than once a week.  Lamb and mutton were consumed 
less frequent with most respondents indicating that they consumed once a month or 
once every few months. 

Focus group participants were turned off by the smell of the lamb.  Some believed that 
the lamb smell was something unique associated with the imported products from New 
Zealand or Australia.  One participant cited, “Its (smell of the lamb) not bad back home 
(Pakistan)”.   Others had the opinion that fresh lamb did not have the same smell as the 
frozen lamb. “If the lamb is very fresh it does not smell.” 
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Figure C-1: South Asian Survey Group - Home Consumption Frequency (# of 
Responses) 

 

When asked to indicate their preference in restaurants, several of the focus group 
participants did go out to eat, but only at halal restaurants like Bar B Q Tonight.   
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Figure C-2:  South Asian Survey Group - Restaurant Consumption Frequency (# 
of Responses) 

 

Figure C-3:  South Asian Survey Group - Family and Friends Consumption 
Frequency (# of Responses) 
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Dining with family and friends was also on a less frequent basis; however the 
frequencies still demonstrated that goat and veal were the most common, followed by 
lamb and mutton.   There was a clear dislike for rabbit and 98% of the South Asians 
indicated that they never consume the meat.  As discussed in the focus group, none 
desired to even try rabbit. 

Results from the surveys, support the opinions of the focus group that veal and goat are 
the two most commonly consumed of the four ethnic meats.  Women in the focus group 
indicated that meat is not really their favourite choice for meals.  However, because 
their husbands enjoyed eating red meat like goat and veal, they prepared meals with 
meat to satisfy the men in their family.  Most indicated that they are not big eaters, but 
will cook some curry dishes because they can feed several people and are easy to 
prepare.  Meals were not planned per se, but half of the women had a rotating schedule 
of dishes they prepared.  Some of the women prepared their meals on an impromptu 
basis and were driven by the preferences of their children.  It was identified that curries 
were easy to prepare and they would make two or three curry dishes a week with either 
chicken or goat.  

Going to the market every day to pick up fresh vegetables and meat was a common 
occurrence.  This ensures freshness, which is very important to this ethnic group.  The 
survey confirmed this finding as freshness and trust in store were the two key reasons 
identified by South Asians, when deeming their store’s meat section as the best. 

Focus group participants indicated that for special occasions like Eid, there is a desire 
to slaughter an animal as part of the celebration.  They also indicated that it is difficult to 
find this service.  There is a need to have a halal slaughter for certain festivals.  Some 
may do it just to know what they are buying, especially with goat, but not with veal.   
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Figure C-4: South Asian Survey Group - Special Occasions 

 

In discussing quality and desirable attributes of ethnic meat, South Asian participants 
cited color as important where pink coloured veal is desirable and a red goat meat was 
preferred.  They felt the halal process allowed for blood draining that reduced the 
redness and blueness of the meat.   

Smell and fat content was also an important factor and the participants did not enjoy 
lamb as much as goat because of the smell, fat content and texture. 

Regarding the age of the animal, it was not a major factor; however, participants 
indicated that they did not prefer a very young lamb or goat. 

Preference for a male vs female was not a factor in Canada, because you cannot tell by 
looking at the meat and the butcher does not have that information.  One participant 
said “back home you can select male or female in the market.  If we could choose, we 
would like the meat from a female as it takes longer to cook a male animal.” 

Women in the focus group were working women and were all married.  They were well 
settled in Canada, and most indicated that they had lived in Canada for over 10 years.  
As such, lack of income did not appear to be a factor, and time was scarcer than 
money.   Interestingly, the South Asians surveyed ranked price as the most important 
factor when choosing their meat. 
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Many of the women in the focus group bought fresh meat from the store because fresh 
meat was faster to cook than frozen meat. “If you buy fresh, cooking time is not a big 
factor.”  Preference for fresh meat is supported in the survey findings whereby the 
South Asians chose “freshness” as the second most important factor in choosing their 
meat.  They have a strong preference for fresh rather than frozen meat. 

Most of the South Asians indicated that they would buy goat and lamb from a farm in 
the whole or half carcass.   Because of religious reasons, there is a preference for the 
shoulder (front of the animal) rather than the leg (back of the animal).  In addition to 
their cultural and religious preferences, the women chose meat and cuts of meat 
because of health reasons and occasionally preferred white meat over red meat and 
less rather than more fat.  

High cholesterol and blood pressure are concerns and there is a tendency to buy white 
meat or fish rather than red meat.  According to John Chan78, South Asians tend to get 
a lot of their protein not from meat, but from pulses and soy. 

The focus group preferred meat with fewer bones and enjoyed shanks, chops and 
cutlets.  Meat with bone in was often used when preparing a soup.  Ground veal and 
chicken were purchased.  As goat has a lot of bones, ground goat was not preferred.  

The findings regarding product attributes are shown in Figure C-5 whereby, freshness, 
flavour and overall quality were chosen as common quality attributes, as well as, price. 

78 Building relevance with ethnic consumers, John Chan, August 01, 2012 
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Figure C-5:  South Asian Survey Group -Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

 

 

Rankings of the ten factors revealed the importance placed on special occasions, 
flavour, quality and price.  The South Asian group in this study may be likened to the 
price-first segment of Muslim consumers in the Williams paper, which consists primarily 
of Asian Muslims, including Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Malaysians, and others. 
The price-first segment, was deemed primarily driven by price, but still considered 
quality (freshness and cleanness) important.  This group searched out low-price 
sources of lamb and quickly switched from one supplier to another if the price was too 
high.   The South Asian group in our study, also considered price to be the most 
important factor, followed by product quality attributes, flavour and availability for special 
occasions.   

When we examined the subgroup with family incomes less than $40,000, price became 
even more important.  For example, the South Asian group ranked price on average at 
2.5 out of 10, but 1.3 in the lowest income category of < $20,000, and 1.7 in the second 
lowest income category of $25,000 to 39,999.  Largely unaware of the origin of the 
animal they buy, they will buy either domestic or imported product depending on the 
price.  Because quality was still important to them, they tended to stick with a low-price 
supplier if they also perceive the quality to be acceptable.  
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The South Asian group in our study showed a preference for Ontario grown meat and 
considered it to be a premium product compared to imported meat. 

The “price-first” segment expected the supplier to be willing to negotiate on price and is 
more flexible on the requirement to consume only halal meat. The segment was also 
less traditional in their religious observances and, thus, tended to be more flexible on 
the age and size of the carcass.79   

Figure C-6: South Asian Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption (Rank out of 10; Lowest Number is Most Important)  

 

In contrast, the Muslims in our South Asian group placed the highest importance on 
eating halal meat and would be willing to pay more, or spend time to locate halal 
products.  Younger animals, although more desired because of the tenderness and 
shorter cooking time, were not specifically sought.    

79 http://www.countrylovin.com/ARSBA/forms/Ethnic_Lamb_Consumers.pdf  
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Carcass size was only important, on special occasions and depended on the number of 
people invited. 

Choice of Shopping Venue 
When South Asian families first arrive in Canada, getting the most value out of every 
dollar matters most.   According to the Williams study, this group was deemed to be a 
good target for large chain store sales of ethnic meat if the stores were able to gain their 
trust and confidence by providing a consistent supply of low-priced and good quality 
halal product.80  The South Asian focus group in our study would shop at their local 
supermarket if the price was reasonable, the product selection was as good, and halal 
certification was available.  Within the South Asian Group, trust was very important and 
for those of the Muslim faith (9.3 compared to 8.8 for the South Asian group as a 
whole), and fulfilling religious beliefs was of upmost importance at a 9.5 as opposed to 
the entire South Asian group where it was 8.2. 

 

Table C-7: South Asian Survey Group - Factors in Selecting Store (Highest # is 
Most Important) 
I can walk 

to the 
store 

I trust the 
butcher 

The price is 
reasonable 

I can buy 
other 

groceries 
at the same 

location. 

I can be 
served in 

my 
language 
of choice 

Because it 
has meat 
that helps 

me fulfill my 
religious 
beliefs 

5.7 8.8 8.6 7.5 6.6 8.2 
 

As budgets are tight, South Asian immigrants are three times more likely than 
mainstream consumers to shop at discount banners such as No Frills and FreshCo81.  

Of the six ethnic groups, South Asians frequented butcher shops less often than the 
Africans and the Middle Eastern, but more than the Europeans, South East Asians and 
people from the Caribbean.  Results in Table C-8 support the assertion that discount 
banners like No Frills (12%), FreshCo (8%) and Food Basics (5%) were frequented by 
South Asians.  Two participants shopped for meat at Fresco mostly for time 
management purposes as they did not want to run around the city to shop at different 
stores for different food items 

80 http://www.countrylovin.com/ARSBA/forms/Ethnic_Lamb_Consumers.pdf  
81 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244  
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Table C-8: South Asian Survey Group - Preferred Store (%) for Meat Purchase 

Store Meat 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

Local Butcher 
Shop  67 75 64 68 4 

Food Basics 5 5 5 3 0 
Foodland  0. 0 0 0 0 
Fortino’s  2 2 1 1 0 
FreshCo/Price 
Chopper  8 9 5 7 0 

IGA/IGA Extra 1 1 1 1 0 
Loblaw’s  5 6 5 2 0 
Longo’s 2 3. 4 2 0 
Metro/Metro Plus 4 5 5 3 2 
No Frills 12 15 13 12 2 
Real Canadian 
Superstore  2 2 0 1 0 

Sobey’s  2 2. 2 2 0 
T & T  2 1 0 0 0 
Zehr’s 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 4 5 5 5 0 
 

Because most South Asian families still eat traditional dishes as part of their weekly 
menu, they place a top priority on finding authentic ingredients and will turn to ethnic 
grocers to find an extensive variety of fresh foods, as well as a wide selection of Indian 
specialty products.  The South Asian focus group participants reflected this mixed 
shopping pattern, but most placed added importance on meat purchases and trusted 
only certain halal butchers that were trustworthy and provided a good selection of veal, 
lamb and goat.  Accordingly, there was still a preference for local butcher shops such as 
Nader Halal Meat Market on Dundas Street, Apna Farms on Eglington Avenue, or 
Minha Halal Meat on Artesian Drive were also popular places to buy halal meat.  One 
participant enjoyed the fresh meat that Apna always carried, plus the options to 
purchase halal marinated meats. 

Upon a visit to various stores around Dundas Street, goat meat was very difficult to find 
at the supermarkets and CMP Meats was recommended as the store to find good 
quality goat meat. 
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So, although some of the larger supermarkets have adjusted their strategies to attract 
the South Asian buyers, hard to find ethnic meats like goat are not always available and 
when they are, it is often not of the same quality as the butcher shops.  Additionally, 
there is a comfort factor that attracts South Asians group to stores that remind them of 
home and several South Asians still prefer to shop at their local halal butcher, especially 
for goat meat, where 75% of the South Asian Survey group preferred their local butcher. 

Table C-9: South Asian Survey Group – Qualities Most Important in Your Store  
Qualities of Preferred 
Store (% Identified) 

Meat 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

Less fat/ well- 
trimmed 

31 28 26 28 0 

Local meat 8 11 9 9 0 
Good prepared/ 
marinated meats 

6 9 6 10 0 

Organic meats 7 8 0 8 0 
Freshness 57 59 45 55 0 
Good quality, better 
cuts 

22 27 20 27 0 

Consistent quality 26 27 25 27 1 
Good price/ cost 
comments 

35 36 34 33 1 

Good presentation of 
the meat 

15 16 12 13 0 

Clean, well-organized 32 33 27 30 0 
Appealing 5 5 5 5 0 
In-store staff/service 11 12  13 0 
In-store butcher 33 34 29 33 0 
Does custom orders 10 12 9 12 0 
Good staff/service 6 6 2 5 0 
General positive 11 10 5 11 1 
Trusted store 45 46 39 39 0 
Meat has good taste 12 18 11 17 0 
 

As far as meat shopping venues are concerned, South Asians as a group will go to a 
variety of stores.  Although it is very common for South Asians to shop at traditional and 
ethnic food store like Mississauga’s Mr. India Grocers and Dundas Fruits & Vegetables, 
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which attract South Asians because of the large assortment of Asian foods, less 
expensive stores like No Frills are still attractive to the price conscious South Asians.  

This may be summarized by one South Asian woman, who claimed that although, No 
Frills is her family’s main grocery store they still shop at Oceans Fresh Food Market, a 
Brampton-based, multi-ethnic, grocery chain as well as a handful of Tamil shops. 82 

Sensitivity to Price 
In a survey undertaken by the Marketing Mirror, 56% of respondents reported less than 
$48,000 annual household income, which is below Ontario’s $59,700 average annual 
household income.   These findings reflect the prevailing unemployment and under-
employment among new immigrants and South Asian Canadians.   Moreover, lower 
household income result in price elasticity of demand in this market segment.  The 
Marketing Mirror survey also revealed that 57% of respondents were first-generation 
Canadians and 34% who were new to Canada and had immigrated less than five years 
ago.   Newer Canadians from South Asia had food preferences, wants, and brand 
loyalties that were closely aligned with their lifestyle and consumption habits from their 
home country83.  These findings were contrary to the opinions of the women in the 
current South Asian focus group, who were well settled Canadians, with higher than 
average family incomes.    

In our consumer survey results, 19 of 132 reported that they were in Canada five years 
or less and only half, 66 of 132, had family incomes in excess of $60,000 (lower than 
the national family income).    

Accordingly, South Asians may be split into two groups; those newly arrived with lower 
household incomes, and well established South Asians with higher than average 
household incomes. It is expected that the lower income group would have an elastic 
demand and would look for price discounts and bargain prices. 84 

Alternatively, South Asians with higher incomes might be expected to place a higher 
value on items other than price.  Interestingly, when asked to rank price and nine other 
factors in order of importance where 1 is the most and 10 is the least important in 
influencing their purchases of lamb/mutton, goat, veal and rabbit cuts of meat, South 
Asians ranked price as the most important factor (average score of 2.5).  Also, when 
asked, which of the following from a list of factors (price, nutrition, digestibility, 

82 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/ethnic-marketers-capitalize-on-gtas-shifting-
demographics/article4201306/  
83 http://marketingmirror.wordpress.com/2011/08/20/most-south-asian-canadians-shop-at-no-frills/ 
84 http://marketingmirror.wordpress.com/2011/08/20/most-south-asian-canadians-shop-at-no-frills/  
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availability of cuts, serving size, tradition, special occasions, flavor, freshness and over 
quality) price was again chosen as the most prevalent factor by 62% of South Asians. 

Market research from May 2011 on Grocery Shopping Habits of South Asian-
Canadians85 revealed that 57% of South Asians usually buy groceries at No Frills, 36% 
at Food Basics, with Wal-Mart as a close third at 33% and FreshCo fourth at 24%.   
Although our findings, specifically addressed meat shopping and therefore included 
butcher shops, certain results did however indicate that South Asians are sensitive to 
price.    

Table Showing the Importance of Meat Price to the South Asian Consumer 
Figure  C-5:  South Asian 
Survey Group-Important 
Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

65% of 132 indicated price 
as important Highest ranked factor 

Figure C-6:  South Asian 
Survey Group-Important 
Factors in Meat 
Consumption (Rank out 
of 10) 

2.5 (where 1 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

Table C-7:  South Asian 
Survey Group- Factors in 
Selecting Store 
 

8.6 (where 10 is most 
important) 

Second highest ranked 
factor after trust 

 

In assessing sensitivity to price, we analyzed the responses given by South Asians as 
presented in Table C-10, when asked to indicate whether they would still buy a specific 
meat if it went up in price. 

Table C-10:  South Asian Survey Group - Response to Price Change – (%) No 
Change 

Meat Price Increase (%) 
10 20 30 40 

Veal 42 30 11 8 
Goat 57 37 15 11 
Lamb 51 42 27 23 
 

85 http://marketingmirror.wordpress.com/2011/08/20/most-south-asian-canadians-shop-at-no-frills/ 
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Our findings for veal were as follows: 

• 42% of 132 said that they would still purchase veal if price went up by 10% 
• 30% of 132 said that they would still purchase veal if price went up by 20% 
• 11% of 132 said that they would still purchase veal if price went up by 30% 
• 8% of 132 said that they would still purchase veal if price went up by 40% 

Our findings for goat were as follows: 
• 57% of 132 indicated that they would still purchase goat if price went up by 10% 
• 37% of the total said that they would still purchase goat if price went up by 20% 
• 15% of 132 indicated that they would still purchase goat if price went up by 30% 
• 11% of 132 indicated that they would still purchase goat if it went up in price by 

40% 

Our findings for lamb were as follows: 
• 51, 42, 27 and 23% of 132 indicated that they would still purchase lamb price 

went up by 10, 20, 30 and 40%, respectively.   
 
From this survey data and other surveyed responses on factors when choosing a 
store and determining meat consumption, it is possible to draw the following 
conclusions: 

• South Asians have a certain tolerance for price, but will adjust their purchasing 
behaviour when faced with increasing price changes. 

• Price is important, but so are other factors such as halal certification, trust in the 
butcher, quality and flavour. 

• The lower the income of the respondents, the greater value they placed on price. 
• The price of halal meat is relatively inelastic.  However, Muslim South Asians will 

switch amongst the halal meat types; and 
• Lamb being consumed less often than goat and veal are less responsive to price 

changes. 

Several of the respondents also indicated whether or not they would switch to 
another meat when faced with the price increase scenarios. The results are 
presented in the following Table C-11 and are also presented in graphical format by 
commodity group in Figures C-7a, -7b and -7c. 
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Table C-11:  South Asian Survey Group - Response to Price Change - 
Substitutes 

Increased Purchase (%) of Beef with 10 to 40% increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 17 14 8 0 
20 24 31 13 1 
30 30 23 23 1 
40 31 24 23 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Chicken with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 21 20 17 1 
20 24 33 19 0 
30 37 48 25 1 
40 17 53 30 2 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Pork with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 2 2 2 0 
20 2 13 3 0 
30 2 6 6 0 
40 2 2 6 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Goat with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 1 0 4 0 
20 0 0 5 0 
30 0 0 6 0 
40 0 0 11 0 
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Increased Purchase (%) of Veal with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 1 8 4 0 
20 0 17 7 1 
30 5 20 9 1 
40 3 20 11 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Lamb with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 5 6 0 0 
20 8 9 0 0 
30 14 14 0 0 
40 11 15 0 0 

Increased Purchase (%) of Rabbit with 10 to 40% increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 

 

As illustrated in Figure C-7a, an analysis of the responses regarding meat substitutes 
revealed that beef was most often purchased when the price of veal rose.  The second 
most common substitute was lamb, followed closely by chicken.  Pork was rarely 
consumed as it is not permissible under Islamic law to eat pork. Rabbit was not 
consumed because South Asians do not prefer rabbit meat. 
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Figure C-7a:  South Asian Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Veal - 
Substitutes 

 

As shown in Figure C-7b below, for price increases in goat, beef and veal were the most 
common substitutes.  This was followed by lamb and then chicken.  As was the case for 
veal, pork and rabbit are rarely consumed.  Although chicken is one of the most 
consumed meats in the world, and often consumed by people from Pakistan (3.4 kg per 
person), it is likely not a substitute for goat as it is a white meat rather than a red meat.  
As in the case of veal, red meats appear to be better substitutes for other red meats. 

Figure C-7b:  South Asian Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Goat - 
Substitutes 

 

As illustrated in Figure C-7c below, substitutes for lamb were largely beef and veal.    
Chicken was more often substituted for lamb than was goat.  For example, when lamb 
rose in price by 40%, only 10% of those surveyed would switch to goat.  On the other 
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hand, when goat rose in price by 40%, over 20% would switch to lamb. Pork and Rabbit 
were the least common substitutes for lamb. 

Figure C-7c:  South Asian Survey Group - Response to Price Change of Lamb - 
Substitutes 

 

Responsiveness to Promotions 
The South Asian focus group did not find that meat was promoted.  During certain 
holidays like Eid, there were special sales held in the supermarkets.  Some stores 
featured meat specials on Fridays.  According to the Marketing Mirror survey86, most 
South Asian-Canadian shoppers look for price discounts and bargain prices. 

According to one GTA promotion company87, the newcomer requires different treatment 
from the established family or the Canadian-born children of immigrants, and 
promotions geared towards affordability will appeal to this market segment.   For 
example, a No Frills commercial shows a South Asian family trying to balance their 
budget before heading to No Frills. 

No Frills has also been praised for running effective advertising campaigns for holidays 
like Visakhi and Diwali.  According to one customer, “They really know how to attract the 
right customer that they’re targeting.” 

86 http://marketingmirror.wordpress.com/2011/08/20/most-south-asian-canadians-shop-at-no-frills/  
87 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/ethnic-marketers-capitalize-on-gtas-shifting-
demographics/article4201306  
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In another example of targeted promotion, one retailer created custom promotional 
products with the assistance of their South Asian staff and produced radio spots and 
print ads to run in CanIndia News. 
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According to Statistics Canada,88 close to 26% of the population in the GTA is made up 
of people born in South East Asia.  With most of this group arriving from China and the 
Philippines, the impact on the city’s food sector is very significant.  Immigration from 
China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong began to increase after 1967 due to changes in 
immigration policy.  The newly introduced point system also changed the occupational 
background of immigrants, from mostly labourers of earlier days to highly educated and 
upwardly mobile recent arrivals (Chui et al. 2005)89. 

Table showing the Proportion (%) of South East Asian Immigrants from 
Different Countries 

Place of birth Total 
Citizenship 

Percentage 
(%) 

China 224,915 8.9 
Philippines 173,495 6.8 
Hong Kong  97,660 3.9 
Viet Nam 59,495 2.3 
Korea, South 43,675 1.7 
Taiwan 14,625 0.6 
Malaysia 7,220 0.3 
Japan 5,930 0.2 
Indonesia 4,875 0.2 
Cambodia 4,745 0.2 
Nepal 3,610 0.1 
Singapore 3,370 0.1 
Laos 3,335 0.1 
Thailand 2,545 0.1 
Macao Special  2,530 0.1 
Burma (Myanmar) 2,055 0.1 
Korea, North 220 0.0 
Brunei Darussalam 205 0.0 
Mongolia 155 0.0 
Bhutan 40 0.0 
 2,536,610 25.8% 

88 http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/index-eng.cfm?HPA      
89 http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/index-eng.cfm?HPA      
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As we examine the newly arrived immigrants, we see a very large growth rate of an 
already dominant ethnic group.  For example, with over 13% of all new immigrants 
arriving from the Philippines, that particular ethnic group is growing by 20% per year. 

Table Showing Proportion of 2011 Immigrants by Country 
Country of Origin Immigrants in 

2011 to GTA 
Percentage of 

new Immigrants 
Philippines 35,670 13.8 
China, People's 
Republic of 

28,081 10.8 

Korea, Republic of 4,459 1.7 
 

The Chinese population in the GTA is also very significant and has established a 
presence since 1967.   The main language of the community is traditionally Cantonese 
(prevailing in Hong Kong and Guangdong province), but Mandarin speakers have 
dominated more recent immigration. The main language of conversation in the grocery 
and restaurant industries is still Cantonese, rather than Mandarin, or English. 

Geographically, the local Chinese community has spread to new neighbourhoods in the 
suburbs, diminishing the significance of historic downtown Chinatown.  The first is 
located in the northeast of Toronto, north of Highway 401, and the second is the 
traditional neighbourhoods located along Spadina Avenue and in the Danforth area. 

The community has developed a strong food chain infrastructure aimed at serving its 
own ethno-cultural members.  Today, most parts of the Chinese specialty food chain are 
serviced by businesses owned by members of the local Chinese community.  Apart 
from a very vibrant retail and restaurant industry, there are also a great number of 
Chinese-Canadian distributors, processors, and even local farmers.  According to one 
of our interview partners, many of the shop owners started out as co-workers in the 
1980s, which has created a sense of familiarity and solidarity among current 
competitors.90 

Chinese 
Chinese Canadians spend $136 on groceries weekly, 9% more than the average 
shopper in Toronto and Vancouver.91  With approximately 270,470 Chinese people 

90 www.farmstart.ca/wp.../Growing-International_final_April2010.pdf  
91 Solutions Research Group Consultants (SRG) 
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living in the GTA (highest concentration residing in Scarborough), the amount spent by 
Chinese Canadians equates to over $36 million per week, or almost $2 billion annually.  
According to Dr. Lucia Lo, a professor in the geography department at York University 
in Toronto,92 most Chinese consumers go to both Chinese and traditional grocery stores 
every week.  Chinese shoppers will frequent a Chinese store, if they’re looking for an 
ethnic-related cooking item.  For other items like dairy, bread or pasta, they go to a 
mainstream store.    

Costco has a very effective regional structure that it leverages to pursue a more 
localized, targeted and curated assortment to its shoppers in different regions,” explains 
Sara Aitukhaim,93 principal analyst at Kantar Retail.  Chinese consumers also view 
Costco as an “aspirational retailer” as they move along the acculturation path, says 
Weaver94.  Chinese, she adds, are familiar with warehouse club formats in their home 
country with retailers like Metro. 

The Chinese tend to buy a lot of raw ingredients, which suggests many of their meals 
are made from scratch.  When Chinese shop at Asian grocers like T&T or Tone Tai 
Supermarket in Toronto, Pearl Research95 found their large baskets consisted of fruit, 
vegetables, fresh meat, seafood, fish, bakery items and Chinese prepared foods, while 
when this group shopped at traditional formats such as No Frills, the basket was limited 
to staples and dry goods (on sale). 

Filipinos  
Filipinos put a premium on location, price and hours of service when choosing a grocery 
store.  Additionally, having a wide range of fresh produce is again very important to this 
group.   Filipinos tend to shop at a mix of traditional formats and Asian stores that sell 
Filipino products.   For example, one Filipino focus group participant goes to Asian 
grocers in Toronto like Sunny Supermarket, FV Foods, or Skyland Food Mart.   She 
visits such ethnic stores twice a week. In addition, once a week, she heads to No Frills, 
FreshCo or Food Basics, depending on whose flyer has deals on the western items she 
is looking for. 

The median income for the South East Asian survey group was between $60,000 and 
$80,000. Most were employed full time and 16% had family incomes in excess of 
$100,000.  Although, more recent statistics were not found, Chinese people who worked 

92 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244  
93 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244  
94 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244  
95 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244  
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full-time, the year round had average earnings of $48,446, compared to the $52,345 
that non-visible minorities earned.96 

Table D-1: South East Asian Survey Group- Household Income and 
Employment Status 

Household 
Income 

 ($ x 1,000) 

Employment Status (# of Individuals) 
Full-
Time 

Part-
Time Unemployed Work at 

home Total 

<20 1 5 4  10 
20 to 39.9 1 2 1  4 
40 to 59.9 7 5 2 1 15 
60 to 79.9 21 1 4 2 28 
80 to 99.9 13 1  3 17 

>100 12  2  14 
Total 55 14 13 6 88 

 
The South East Asian focus group participants had all been in Canada for at least five 
years and the longest was 18 years.  According to the consumer survey data, most of 
the South East Asian survey group were well settled in careers with over 62% working 
full time.  However, a relatively large 15% were unemployed.  More than half of the 
families had three or fewer people, and a small proportion (15%) had more than five 
people in their household. 

Table D-2: South East Asian Survey Group- Family Size 

South East Asian 
Number in Household 

1 2 3 4 5+ Total % with 5+ 
6 11 34 24 13 88 15% 

 

Chinese in Canada are well educated. Thirty-two percent of Chinese aged 15 years and 
over held a university degree, twice that of non-visible minorities at 16%.  Furthermore, 
7% of Chinese held a master's degree compared to 3% of non-visible minorities. The 
number of Chinese who held a university degree grew by 46% between 2001 and 2006, 
and more than doubled (123%) between 1996 and 2006 from 149,000 to 332,000 
individuals.97  Our consumer survey finding support the finding that South East Asians 

96 http://www.labour.gc.ca/eng/standards_equity/eq/pubs_eq/eedr/2006/profiles/page07.shtml  
97 http://www.labour.gc.ca/eng/standards_equity/eq/pubs_eq/eedr/2006/profiles/page07.shtml  
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are well educated with 64 of 88 or over 73% having either some college, or a college 
degree. 

Table D-3: South East Asian Survey Group – Educational Level and Age 

Educational Levels 
Age (years) 

<25 25-39 40-49 50-65 65+ Total 
<High School 1 1 2 1 1 6 
High School 9 1 5 3  18 

Some College 7 5 4 4  20 
College Degree 4 24 11 5  44 

Total 21 31 22 13 1 88 
 

The survey group consisted of mostly married (56 of 88 or 64%) people, 28 female and 
28 male, and for the whole survey group, about 59% were female. The focus groups 
had similar representation from women, where 6 of 8 participated.    

Table D-4: South East Asian Survey Group – Marital Status and Sex 
 Marital Status 
 Married Married 

Total 
Single Single 

Total Total Sex Female Male Female Male 
South East 

Asian 28 28 56 24 8 32 88 

 

Meat Preferences 
Not surprisingly, an overwhelming number of people from South East Asia did not eat 
halal.  It was interesting to note that 10% did consume halal meats rarely.  Considering 
that China and the Philippines have a Muslim population of least 10% of their total 
population, our findings regarding halal consumption are similar. 

Table D-5: South East Asian Survey Group – Halal Preference (#s) 

South East 
Asian 

Halal-
All of 
the 

Time 

Halal-
Most of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Some 
of the 
Time 

Halal-
Rarely 

Halal-
Never Total 

5 1 5 8 64 8398 
 

98 Not all 88 responded to this question. 
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Asian participants from China ate all four of the meats.  As one person stated, “We eat 
them all.”  The most common meat as expressed by the South East Asian focus group 
was pork, which may be expected given the large per capita consumption by people in 
China and the Philippines.  Mutton and goat, although rarely found in Canadian Chinese 
restaurants, are also heavily consumed by South East Asians from China.  People from 
the Philippines (0.6 kg/person) and the other South East Asian nations, consume less 
mutton and goat than Canadians (1.2 kg/person). 

Table D-6: FAO Meat Consumption – South East Asian Countries 
(kg/person/year) 

Country Beef Pork Poultry Mutton 
& Goat Other Total 

Cambodia 5.2 9.7 1.9 0 0 16.9 
China 4.7 33.3 12 2.9 1.1 54.1 
Japan 8.7 20.2 17.3 0.2 0.2 46.5 

Malaysia 5.9 7.6 34 0.7 0 48.1 
Philippines 4 18.9 8.3 0.6 0.2 31.8 
Republic of 

Korea 11.3 31.4 13.3 0.1 0.2 56.4 

 

Chinese eat nearly as much mutton and goat (close to 7 pounds per person annually) 
as they do beef99 and prefer young goats of good quality weighing 60 to 70 pounds.100 

Goat is often prepared in a hot pot, where the meat is cut very thin.  It is given to those 
who are thought of as weak to warm them from the inside and make them strong.   
Lamb is prepared on a barbeque with hot pepper and onion. 

Rabbit, is desired because it has less fat and is high in protein.   According to the focus 
group, rabbit was very expensive and hard to find.   One Chinese participant shopped 
for rabbit, but with little success until recently, when she found it in Metro.  The product 
was frozen not fresh, but it was not very expensive at $13.21 kg.   Rabbit is sometimes 
prepared braised with black bean and ginger and most often made into a soup. 

In calculating the consumption rates of the South East Asian survey group, the 
statement that this group will eat all meats is validated.  The most important finding is 
the per capita consumption rate of 0.4 kg of rabbit meat consumed by people from 

99 http://www.earth-policy.org/plan_b_updates/2012/update102  
100 http://fdrs.tamu.edu/FDRS/JFDR_Online_files/JFDR%2044(1)%201%20Ekanem.pdf  
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South East Asia. Given the over 250,000 South East Asians in the GTA, annual 
revenue from sales of rabbit meat could amount to $1.2 million per year.101 

Projected South East Asia Group Meat Consumption (kg/person/year) 
South East 

Asian 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
4.4 4.7 4.1 2.4 0.4 

 
Of all the groups interviewed, the Chinese were one of the few focus groups where the 
majority (66%) indicated that they enjoyed rabbit. One woman, once a large consumer 
of rabbit, had to adjust her consumption because her child who grew up in Canada 
would not eat rabbit.   The finding that South East Asians consume rabbit may be 
anticipated given that the Chinese rabbit industry is the largest in the world.102  In 2008, 
the production of rabbit meat in China was 660,000 tons, out of which 10,340 tons were 
exported.103 The low percentage of exports relative to total production shows that 
Chinese rabbit meat mostly supplies the domestic market demand.  In 2009, China’s 
per capita consumption of rabbit meat was 0.5 kg.104 

When we look at the frequency of ethnic meat consumption, 61 of 88 (70%) indicated 
that they never ate rabbit.  When compared to the “Never” response rates of the other 
groups, ranging from 88% to 98%, South East Asians should be seen as a good target 
market for rabbit producers. 

Also noteworthy is the frequent consumption of goat and lamb meat by South East 
Asians.   In comparison to the other groups, the dispersion amongst the ethnic meats 
for the South East Asians is more evenly distributed than the other ethnic groups.  

101 .37 kg x 250,000 x $13.21 kg 
102 http://www.asic-wrsa.it/documenti/meetingChinaItaly/ChinaItalyLi.pdf  
103 China Agricultural Yearbook, 2009; China Customs Statistical Yearbook, 2009; FAO, 2012; China 
Agricultural Industry Technology Development Report, 2010 
104 http://world-rabbit-science.com/WRSA-Proceedings/Congress-2012-Egypt/Papers/04-Management/M-
Qin.pdf 
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Figure D-1: South East Asia Survey Group - Home Consumption Frequency (# 
of Responses) 

 

A study that examined the role of ethnic identity in dining-out behaviour amongst 
Chinese immigrants living in GTA showed that Chinese immigrants who immigrated at 
early age had the highest level of acculturation and identified themselves as more 
Canadian, while ones who immigrated to the GTA late in life had the lowest level of 
acculturation and identify themselves as more Chinese.  Chinese immigrants who 
consider themselves as “more Chinese” have the highest levels of dining-out in Chinese 
food restaurants, while ones considered themselves “more Canadian” consume more 
western-style food.  The increasing population of Chinese immigrants contributes to a 
variety of marketing opportunities.  

Our findings showed that when South Asians dined out, they were open to consuming a 
variety of meats and did not show an overwhelming preference or dislike for any of the 
ethnic meats.  The impact of these findings may help guide the marketing and 
promotion strategies for suppliers targeting restaurants frequented by South East 
Asians.   Suppliers of ethnic meats should also be aware that the South East Asian 
groups can be further segmented and needs identified to best meet consumer needs. 
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Figure D-2: South East Asia Survey Group - Restaurant Consumption 
Frequency (# of Responses) 

 

Like several of the other ethnic groups, it was very uncommon for South East Asians, to 
dine with family and friends on a weekly basis.  The largest frequency was once a 
month and of the ethnic meats, veal, goat and lamb were consumed most often.  

Figure D-3: South East Asia Survey Group - Family and Friends Consumption 
Frequency (# of Responses) 
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As identified by the South East Asian focus group, the largest celebration of the year is 
Chinese New Year.  Although not included in the list of special occasions, it should still 
be looked at as a period that can generate a high demand for so-called ethnic meat.   

As was expected, Muslim holidays were not deemed important to this group, nor were 
the Christian holidays like Christmas and Easter.  Weddings were the most frequent 
special occasion identified by the South East Asian group. 

These results may lead us to viewing South East Asian demand for ethnic meats as 
uniform throughout the year. 

Figure D-4: South East Asian Survey Group - Special Occasions 

 

Chinese and Koreans prefer young goats of good quality, but in the 60 to 70 lb live 
weight range.  They typically consume goat meat only during the cool weather 
months.105  According to the Farm Fresh study, which examined purchasing 
preferences of all types of groceries, the most important factor for the Chinese 
community was freshness.  Chinese food buyers appreciate quality at consistent levels.  
Noticeably, in the current food chain, quality seems to be referring to freshness more 
than taste.  The data shows that food buyers appreciate improved availability and 
quicker supply from local production.106 

105 http://www.goatworld.com/articles/marketing/demand.shtml  
106 http://www.farmstart.ca/wp-content/uploads/Growing-International_final_April2010.pdf  
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As indicated by the South East Asian focus group, price is an important determinant 
when assessing whether or not to purchase a certain meat.   Where some groups had 
indicated that they would buy less of a certain meat when price increased, the South 
Asian Group was most like to switch to another meat. 

The South East Asian focus group also indicated that overall quality of the meat was the 
second most important factor after price as they often marinate the meat to make it 
tender.   Freshness was key to one particular participant, who would often go to 
Chinatown to choose her own live fish. 

As indicated in Figure D-5, our survey of the South Asians confirmed that price was the 
most important factor, followed by special occasions, overall quality and then freshness.    
The high value placed upon special occasions, leads us to believe that this group have 
certain celebrations that we may have omitted from the survey question that assessed 
whether lamb/mutton, goat, veal and rabbit was prepared for a religious holiday, or 
other special occasion.  The fact that freshness was ranked fourth, indicates that frozen 
meat is also acceptable to this ethnic group and the Farm Fresh study’s claim that 
freshness was the most important factor may be related more to produce than to meat. 

Figure D-5: South Asian Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption 
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Figure D-6: South East Asian Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption (Rank out of 10; Lowest Number is Most Important) 

 

In deciding which store to shop for their meat, the South East Asian group ranked price 
as the most important factor.  For Chinese cooking there is a lot of spices and 
tenderizing used to prepare the food, so the preference for quality of meat is not as 
important as price. 

Religion was not important, and like the other groups (except for the Middle Eastern 
Group), being served in their own language was only somewhat important.  

Interestingly, there was distrust by some of the South East Asian group of the stores in 
Chinatown selling meat, this may explain the relatively high rating (7.7) for trust in the 
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butcher.  One of the Chinese participants stated that neither she, nor her friends, would 
buy meat in Chinatown.  They would purchase vegetables, but not meat. 

Table D-7: South East Asian Survey Group- Factors in Selecting Store (Highest 
# is Most Important) 
I can walk 

to the 
store 

I trust the 
butcher 

The price 
is 

reasonable 

I can buy 
other 

groceries at 
the same 
location. 

I can be 
served in 

my 
language 
of choice 

Because it 
has meat 
that helps 

me fulfill my 
religious 
beliefs 

7.1 7.7 9.0 8.3 6.3 2.8 
 
A very interesting finding with the South East Asian group was the low incidence of use 
of the local butcher shops for meat purchases.  Compared to the other groups, which 
may be grouped into Middle Eastern/South Asian/African (67 to 86%) and 
European/Caribbean (44 to 45%), the South East Asians were more likely to shop at No 
Frills as they were to buy their meat from a local butcher.   Although, this group ranked 
quality as high, it does not seem that this is evidenced by their choice in meat vendor. 

Choice of Shopping Venue 
South East Asian shoppers typically visit two or more stores as part of a planned trip –
usually one ethnic grocer and one mainstream.107  As they compartmentalize their 
purchases between an ethnic store and a traditional banner, it’s unlikely that Chinese 
consumers will stop shopping the tiny mom and pop food stores that remind them of 
home.108  Although supermarkets are beginning to cater to ethnic markets, international 
aisles in most mainstream stores are small, lack variety and items are expensive. 

New Chinese immigrants typically choose stores based on price, location and quality. 
But once families settle in to life in Canada, other needs, including quick checkout lines, 
selection of prepared foods and store layout, become more important, according to 
research by Pearl Strategy and Innovation Design109, a Toronto company that’s 
extensively examined how ethnic Canadians shop. 

Canada’s largest Asian supermarket chain, T&T carries an extensive mixture of 
groceries from Japan, China, Korea, and other East Asian countries.  Their mission is 

107 Nielsen’s ethnic practice lead, Bernice Cheung 
108 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244  
109 http://www.canadiangrocer.com/uncategorized/inside-the-mind-of-the-ethnic-consumer-29244   
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“To enrich the lifestyle of our customers by bringing Asian-Canadian families fresh foods 
that they love, and introducing to mainstream Canadian families the diversity of Asian 
food culture at stores that offer exceptional convenience, service, and value.”  

According to the South East Asian focus group, although some companies like Loblaw’s 
advertise low prices, everyone knows that No Frills in cheaper. Despite this price 
competitive advantage, South East Asians shop at several different stores to meet their 
needs.   

Our survey confirms this finding as we noted that South East Asians will shop at several 
different stores.   From the findings in Table D-8, we see 10% frequency of shopping at 
Food Basics, No Frills, Metro, Food Basis and T&T.  This multi-vendor shopping pattern 
is more pronounced in the South East Asian group than any other ethnic group. 

Although not included in our survey, there are several stores that the South East Asians 
will frequent and there does not appear to be any loyalty to specific brands.   For 
example, Lucky Moose, a very popular Asian grocery store located in Chinatown, 
features many unique Asian food products that aren’t available in any other retail outlets 
in Toronto.  They provide food from all parts of East Asia, including the Philippines, 
Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, and China. 

Table D-8: South East Asian Survey Group - Preferred Store for Meat Purchase 

Store 
Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
Local butcher 
shop  23 19 29 23 2 

Food Basics 17 10 8 10 4 
Foodland  4 4 2 2 0 
Fortino’s  2 0 0 0 0 
FreshCo/Price 
Chopper  6 8 4 6 2 

IGA/IGA Extra 2 0 0 0 0 
Loblaw’s/Loblaw  12 17 19 14 2 
Longo’s 6 4 2 4 2 
Metro/Metro Plus 14 8 12 6 2 
No Frills 23 15 17 14 6 
Real Canadian 
Superstore  0 2 0 2 0 

Sobey’s  4 0 2 0 0 
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T & T  12 4 6 6 4 
Zehr’s 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 12 10 8 4 12 
 

The ALMA study revealed that only 10% of the cross Canada survey respondents, 
purchased their meat from a butcher shop.   Specifically when asked the question, 
“What proportion of your grocery store meat purchases are from the regular pre-
packages meat cases (where you pick up the meat yourself) vs. the “full service” meat 
counter?” the Chinese group was most likely to prefer the full service butcher rather 
than choosing their own cuts from the meat case.  

Table D-9: South East Asian Survey Group - Qualities of Preferred Store  

Qualities of Preferred 
Store (% Identified) 

Meat 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

Less fat/well-trimmed 47 42 39 42 0 
Local meat 13 16 14 14 0 
Good prepared/marinated 
meats 

9 14 9 15 0 

Organic meats 10 11 0 13 0 
Freshness 85 89 68 82 0 
Good quality, better cuts 33 40 31 41 0 
Consistent quality 39 40 38 41 1 
Good Price/Cost 
comments 

52 55 51 49 1 

Good presentation of the 
meat 

23 24 18 19 0 

Clean, well-organized 48 50 41 45 0 
Appealing 8 8 7 8 0 
In-store staff/Service 16 18 11 19 0 
In-store butcher 50 51 43 50 0 
Does custom orders 15 18 14 18 0 
Good staff/service 9 9 3 8 0 
General positive 16 15 7 17 1 
Trusted store 68 69 59 59 0 
Meat has good taste 18 27 16 26 0 
Other reasons 6 7 8 5 1 
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Sensitivity to Price 
As summarized by one participant, “I want to save the money, but at the same time I 
want good quality”.  The South East Asian group ranked price as the most important 
factor in three key categories related to meat consumption and choice of store.  This 
group also has demonstrated a propensity to eat several different types of meat. 

Table Showing the Importance of Meat Price to the South East Asian Consumer 
Figure D-5:  South East 
Asian Survey Group-
Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

59% of 84 indicated Price 
as important Highest ranked factor 

Figure D-6:  South East 
Asian Survey Group-
Important Factors in Meat 
Consumption (Rank out 
of 10) 

2.2 (where 1 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

Table D-7:  South East 
Asian Survey Group- 
Factors in Selecting Store 
 

9.0 (where 10 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

 
It is reasonable to expect this group to show sensitivity to price increases and a 
willingness to change consumption patterns based upon price.  When faced with four 
price increase scenarios and asked whether they would switch consumption to another 
meat of purchase the same meat, the South East Asian group was the most willing to 
change meat consumption.   Table D-10, shows that 76% and 75% of South East 
Asians will switch away from veal or goat given even a small 10% increase (24% and 
25% would not change).   Although they were more loyal to lamb, 49% indicated that 
they would switch.  The results for veal are presented in Chart D-6, which shows that 
only 22% of veal consumers would continue to purchase veal under a small price 
increase. 

Using veal as an example, the following graph shows the extent to which South East 
Asians are less loyal to price increases as compared to the other ethnic groups.   
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Chart D-6: Loyalty of Different Ethnic Consumer Groups in Response to 
Increases in Veal Price 

 

 

 

 

Table D-10: South East Asian Survey Group - Response to Price Increase – (%) 
No Change 

Meat 
% Price Increase 

10 20 30 40 
Veal 24 15 5 6 
Goat 25 18 6 5 
Lamb 51 42 27 23 
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Table D-11: South East Asian Survey Group - Response to Price Change - 
Substitutes 

Increased Purchase(%) of Beef with 10 to 40% increase in Veal, 
Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 18 18 15 0 
20 31 33 19 1 
30 48 33 24 1 
40 34 33 26 0 

 
Increased Purchase(%) of Chicken with 10 to 40% increase in Veal, 

Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 14 15 14 1 
20 18 19 17 0 
30 24 19 19 1 
40 19 20 24 3 

 
Increased Purchase(%) of Pork with 10 to 40% increase in Veal, 

Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 11 15 10 0 
20 20 15 10 0 
30 25 11 14 0 
40 23 20 13 0 
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Increased Purchase (%) of Goat with 10 to 40% increase in Veal, 

Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 2 0 6 0 
20 0 0 7 0 
30 0 0 15 0 
40 0 0 14 0 

 
Increased Purchase(%) of Veal with 10 to 40% increase in Veal, 

Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 1 8 7 0 
20 8 11 13 1 
30 6 15 9 1 
40 7 14 11 0 

 
Increased Purchase(%) of Lamb with 10 to 40% increase in Veal, 

Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 1 8 0 0 
20 8 13 0 0 
30 10 20 0 0 
40 10 22 0 0 

 
Increased Purchase(%) of Rabbit with 10 to 40% increase in Veal, 

Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 0 3 0 0 
20 0 4 0 0 
30 0 4 5 0 
40 0 4 4 0 

 

The results in these tables help us make the following observations. 

In the situations where the price of veal rose by 10, or 40%: 
• 18 and 34% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 14 and 19% would switch to chicken; 
• 11 and 23% would switch to pork;  
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• 2 and 0% would switch to goat; 
• 1 and 7% would switch to lamb; and  
• 0 would switch to rabbit. 

Figure D-6: South East Asian Survey Group - Veal Price Sensitivity 

 

In the situations where the price of goat rose by 10, or 40%: 

• 18 and 33% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 15 and 20% would switch to chicken; 
• 15 and 20% would switch to pork;  
• 8 and 14% would switch to veal; 
• 8 and 22% would switch to lamb; and  
• 3 and 4% would switch to rabbit. 

 
In the situations where the price of lamb rose by 10, or 40%: 

• 15 and 26% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 14 and 24% would switch to chicken; 
• 10 and 13% would switch to pork;  
• 6 and 14% would switch to goat; 
• 7 and 11% would switch to veal; and 
• 0 and 4% would switch to rabbit. 
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Figure D-7: South East Asian Survey Group-Goat Price Sensitivity 

 
 

 

Figure D-8: South East Asian Survey Group- Lamb Price Sensitivity 

 

Responsiveness to Promotions 
Adequate marketing is an important part of the growing connection between producers 
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deemed relevant by 52% of respondents in the Farm Fresh study110. The type of 
advertisements most recognized by the respondents was various types of print media.   
 
The focus group of South East Asians was very adept at using flyers to find good deals.  
One participant from China actually brought some flyers to the focus group.  Other 
participants in the focus group indicated that they use flyers on a regular basis to help 
them find the deals in their neighborhood.  This finding was supported by the Farm Start 
study which showed that over 70% of respondents to their survey had been influenced 
by newspaper advertisements, flyers, and mailers when making decisions about where 
to shop.111 
 
Given their diversified shopping patterns, promotion is very important to this group, 
which enjoys ‘cherry picking’.  For retailers, flyers, on-line promotion, and mailers will be 
useful in attracting these consumers who typically visit multiple locations in order to 
receive the best deal on a product.  

Caribbean Ethnic Population in GTA 
 

People from the Caribbean come from a variety of backgrounds.  Most residents of the 
Caribbean have African or East Indian roots, and ethnic, cultural and religious factors 
influence consumption patterns for goat and sheep meat.   Canadians of Caribbean 
origin have seen substantial growth in the past, increasing 11% from 1996-2001, to 
reach roughly 0.5 million in 2006.  This population represents a heterogeneous group 
with origins possibly coming from 27 Caribbean countries and territories, and is 
expected to continue to increase in the future.  

Within Canada these Caribbean Canadians largely reside in Ontario (67% of those of 
Caribbean origin) and Québec (23% of those of Caribbean origin), and represent 
approximately 6% of Toronto’s total population and 3% of Montreal’s.  According to the 
National Housing Survey112, the total citizenship of West Indians in the GTA is 4%.  The 
home countries of these citizens are presented in the following table.  

110 http://www.farmstart.ca/wp-content/uploads/Growing-International-EthnoVeg-6.pdf  
111 http://www.farmstart.ca/wp-content/uploads/Growing-International-EthnoVeg-6.pdf  
112http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/index-eng.cfm?HPA   
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Table showing the Proportion (%) of Caribbean Immigrants from Different 
Countries 

Place of birth Total - 
Citizenship 

Percentage 
(%) 

Jamaica 96,160 3.8 
Trinidad and Tobago 45,925 1.8 
Barbados 8,085 0.3 
Grenada 7,430 0.3 
Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines 7,030 0.3 

Cuba 4,900 0.2 
Saint Lucia 2,655 0.1 
Dominican Republic 2,420 0.1 
Dominica 1,995 0.1 
Haiti 1,965 0.1 
Antigua and Barbuda 1,565 0.1 
Saint Kitts and Nevis 1,485 0.1 
Bermuda 725 0.03 
Bahamas 545 0.02 
Montserrat 290 0.01 
Aruba 285 0.01 
Curaçao 205 0.01 
With respect to new immigrants arriving to Canada, only two of the Caribbean countries 
were in the top 50 nations.113 

Table Showing Proportion of 2011 Immigrants by Country 

Country of Origin Immigrants in 
2011 to GTA 

Percentage of 
New immigrants 

Haiti 9,928 3.83 
Jamaica 3,464 1.34 

 

Despite its smaller representation as compared to some of the other ethnic groups, 
Caribbean culture continues to grow in presence and awareness among Canadians 

113 http://data.gc.ca/data/en/dataset/d73f8e84-15f8-44d6-8dcf-11d4ca718465  
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along with Caribbean cuisine, presenting increasing opportunities for Caribbean foods 
(Gooch et al. 28, 30).114 

According to a report entitled, The Caribbean Community in Canada-2007, the following 
observations were made: 

• Canadians of Caribbean origin are somewhat more likely to be employed than 
their counterparts in the rest of the population.  

• Labour force participants of Caribbean descent tend to be overrepresented 
among health care workers, as well as those employed in manufacturing jobs. 
On the other hand, Canadian workers of Caribbean origin are underrepresented 
in management jobs. 

• Canadians of Caribbean origin generally have lower incomes than those in the 
overall population.  

• Canadians of Caribbean origin are much more likely than other people to have 
incomes that fall below Statistics Canada’s Low-income Cut-offs.115 

Our survey results did not confirm the 2007 report that found people from the Caribbean 
group to have low incomes and high unemployment.   On the contrary, our findings 
revealed that the Caribbean group had a higher percentage of full time employed (84%) 
than the ethnic group average of 69%.  In addition, the Caribbean group had the highest 
representation in the $80,000 to $99,999 household salary range.  This may be related 
to where the Caribbean group was sampled i.e. primarily Brampton and Mississauga. 

Table E-1: Caribbean Survey Group - Salary and Employment Status 
Household 

Income 
($ x 1,000) 

Employment Status 
Full-
Time 

Part-
Time Unemployed Work at 

home Total 

<20   1  1 
20 to 39.9 7 3   10 
40 to 59.9 16 3  1 20 
60 to 79.9 25 4   29 
80 to 99.9 24    24 

>100 6 1 1 1 9 
Total 78 11 2 2 93 

 

114 http://www.ats-sea.agr.gc.ca/can/pdf/6116-eng.pdf  
115 The Caribbean Community in Canada,  2007 - Number 7 
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Caribbean families with five or more were 24% of the total of 93 surveyed.  This was 
lower than the Africans (52%), Middle Eastern (55%) and South Asian (41%), but higher 
than the Europeans (10%) and South East Asians (15%).  The size of the family may be 
correlated to the demand for whole or half carcasses.  Caribbean families who can 
afford large meat purchases may be good candidates for producers who wish to sell 
carcasses.    

Table E-2: Caribbean Survey Group - Family Size 

Caribbean 
Number in Household 

1 2 3 4 5+ Total % with 5+ 
5 2 25 39 22 93 24% 

 

Canadians of Caribbean origin are somewhat less likely than the rest of the population 
to have a university degree.  In contrast, those with Caribbean origins are more likely 
than other Canadians to have a community college diploma.116  Our findings are 
presented in Table E-3 

Table E-3: Caribbean Survey Group – Educational Level and Age 

Educational Level 
Age (years) 

<25 25-39 40-49 50-65 65+ Total 
<High School       
High School  19 3 1  23 
Some College 2 7 1 5  15 
College Degree  26 29   55 
Total 2 52 33 6 0 93 
 

As they do in the overall population, women make up the majority of Canadians of 
Caribbean origin.  In 2001, 54% of the Caribbean ethnic community were women, 
compared with 51% of the overall population.  Women make up an even larger majority 
of the seniors of Caribbean origin.  In 2001, 62% of people aged 65 and over of 
Caribbean origin were women, while in the overall population, women made up 56% of 
seniors.117  In the survey sample, the split between married (55%) and single (45%) was 
fairy even and there were more males (60%) interviewed than females (40%).     

116 The Caribbean Community in Canada,  2007 - Number 7 
117 The Caribbean Community in Canada,  2007 - Number 7 
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Table E-4: Caribbean Survey Group – Marital Status and Sex 

 Marital Status 
 Married Married 

Total 
Single Single 

Total Total Sex Female Male Female Male 
Caribbean 21 30 51 16 26 42 93 

 

Table E-5: Caribbean Survey Group – Halal Preference (#s) 

Caribbean 

Halal-
All of 
the 

Time 

Halal-
Most of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Some 
of the 
Time 

Halal-
Rarely 

Halal-
Never Total 

10 2 10 13 54 89 
 

Meat Preferences 
 

According to a report by the FAO,118 in the Caribbean, poultry is the most heavily 
consumed meat, followed by beef and pork.  Mutton and goat are also consumed in 
Barbados (15%), Jamaica (5%) and Trinidad (5%), which is high compared to Canada, 
where mutton and goat represents only 1.2% of Canadian meat consumption.  

Table Showing FAO Meat Consumption –Caribbean Countries 
(kg/person/year) 

Country Beef Pork Poultry Mutton & 
Goat 

Total  
Meat 

Antigua and 
Barbuda 10.8 9.9 58 3.5 85.4 

Bermuda 27.7 19 30.5 4.8 82.3 
Netherlands 
Antilles 3.6 20.5 54.9 2.1 81.7 

Barbados 14.5 8.3 42.2 11.6 76.6 
Saint Vincent and 
the Grenadines 8.5 13.4 52.3 0.9 75.2 

Saint Kitts and 
Nevis 9.5 5.3 47.8 2.2 69 

Dominica 11.9 18.3 33.8 1.4 65.4 

118 World Agriculture: Towards 2015/2030 - An FAO perspective 
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Jamaica 5.3 3.8 52.7 3 64.7 
Dominican 
Republic 10.6 8.1 36.7 0.1 55.5 

Grenada 6.4 12.2 32.6 1.2 53.8 
Trinidad and 
Tobago 5.9 9 34.3 2.4 51.7 

Guyana 2.9 2.6 33.7 1.1 40.3 
Cuba 5.5 17.9 14.3 1 38.8 
Haiti 4.5 4.4 3.3 0.7 13.8 
 

Our survey revealed that veal and goat are the two most common meats consumed by 
people of Caribbean origin in Canada.   

Projected Caribbean Group Meat Consumption (kg/person/year) 
Meat Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
Caribbean 9.4 7.7 1.6 2.0 0.04 
 
These findings are not consistent with the data received from CARICOM119 that showed 
the amount of sheep and goat meat consumption as much lower.  The reason from this 
discrepancy may be related to Jamaica and Trinidad having a much higher consumption 
rate of goat and sheep than the other Caribbean nations and the income factor where 
Canadian Caribbean people may be better off financially than those settled in the 
Caribbean. 

CARICOM Goat and Sheep Meat Production, Imports and Consumption (MT) - 
2004 
 

Production Imports Total 
Consumption 

Per capita 
Consumption 

(kg) 
Goat Meat  2,592 1,770 4,362 0.6 
Sheep Meat  1,076 9,518 10,594 1.5 
Total  3,668 11,288 14,956 2.1 

 
 

 

119 http://www.cardi.org/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2014/02/The-SR-Industry-in-CARICOM-with-
particular-reference-to-Trinidad-and-Tobago.pdf  
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Projected Caribbean Survey Group Meat Consumption (kg/person/year) 

Caribbean 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
9.5 7.7 1.7 2.0 0.07 

 

Fresh goat and sheep meat is consumed in the region throughout the year with peaks 
associated with various celebrations and religious events such as Christmas, Eid-al-
Adha and Eid-al-Fitr.  

In Jamaica, the consumption of goat meat is widespread in the local community and the 
product is being readily introduced to the tourist trade as part of the local cuisine.120 

Caribbean goat farming systems are mainly centered on the use of the Creole goat, a 
hardy genotype found throughout the region (Navès et al., 2001)121 that grazes 
pastures. Local demand for goat meat far exceeds local production (Alexandre et al., 
2008), with a purchase price of approximately US$25 /kg of carcass.122 

Caribbean Islanders have a strong preference for goat meat in their diets, though they 
probably consume more sheep meat than they realize due to its similarity to goat.  In 
Jamaica, curried goat and manish water (goat head soup) are common fare in most 
local eating establishments.  Goat meat is on the menu of most Dominican restaurants 
as well, but it is cooked differently, in fact, much to the liking of this lamb aficionado. 
Most of the lamb is consumed by the tourist trade.  In fact, a considerable amount of 
both sheep and goat meat is imported into Jamaica and the Dominican Republic.123 

Although there is not a great deal of literature on veal consumption in the Caribbean 
Islands, the survey revealed that it was the preferred meat out of all the ethnic meats.  
This is surprising as Jamaica is famous for curry goat and other goat dishes.  The 
preference for veal over goat may result from the availability of veal in the local grocery 
stores, where goat is more difficult to locate and is best found in butcher shops or 
speciality grocery stores. 

People from the Caribbean were the most likely to buy veal, followed by goat, lamb and 
then rabbit.  In comparison to the other ethnic groups, they ranked third in all four 

120 CARICOM Regional Transformation Programme for Agriculture: Competitiveness of Small Ruminants 
121http://www.journalofanimalscience.org/content/87/11/3770.full   
122 Growth performance, carcass quality, and non-carcass components of indigenous Caribbean goats 
under varying nutritional densities, Published online before print July 17, 2009, doi: 10.2527/jas.2009-
1834   J. Anim. Sci., November 2009   vol. 87  no. 11  3770-3781 
123 http://www.sheepandgoat.com/articles/Carib.html  
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meats.  In other words they were the third most likely group to buy lamb, goat, veal and 
rabbit. 

Table Showing Likelihood of Ethnic Groups Buying “Ethnic Meats” (Higher # is 
More Likely) 
  Likely to buy 

Lamb 
Likely to buy 

Goat 
Likely to buy 

Veal 
Likely to buy 

Rabbit 
African 7.0 9.2 9.0 1.0 
Caribbean 6.2 8.5 8.8 1.2 
European 5.3 6.4 6.9 1.5 
Middle 
Eastern 7.4 8.7 8.9 1.1 

South Asian 5.5 8.0 6.9 1.1 
South East 
Asian 5.2 6.2 6.4 2.9 

Other 4.1 4.3 4.3 2.3 
Total 6.0 7.8 7.8 1.5 
 

These findings are also supported by the consumer survey that indicated the frequency 
of the ethnic meats prepared and consumed at home.  Sixty-three of 93 (68%) of the 
respondents from the Caribbean indicated that they would consume veal on a weekly 
basis and 50 of 90 (55%) of the respondents indicated that they would consume goat on 
a weekly basis. They were less likely to purchase lamb and mutton on a weekly basis, 
but more than half would consume these meats at least four times a year. 
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Figure E-1: Caribbean Survey Group - Home Consumption Frequency (# of 
Responses) 

 

Figure E-2: Caribbean Survey Group - Restaurant Consumption Frequency (# 
of Responses) 

 

The Caribbean group were consistent in showing a preference for goat and veal 
followed by lamb, mutton and then rabbit.  Understandably, they consumed these meats 
at restaurants less frequently than they did at home where 64 of 93 (69%) consumed 
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veal and goat ever month and 44 and 45 of 95 (47%) consumed lamb and mutton, 
respectively, every few months. 

In the focus group, several of the Caribbean participants indicated that they would 
commonly dine at the homes of their extended families.  On these occasions, they 
would often consume dishes from their home country.  As indicated in Figure E-3, they 
would consume veal and goat on a monthly basis 68% of the time and lamb and mutton 
every few months, 47% of the time. 

Figure E-3: Caribbean Survey Group - Family and Friends Consumption 
Frequency (# of Responses) 

  

According to the study Competitiveness and Industry Strategy Report (Singh, R.H., 
Seepersaud, G., Rankie, L.B. December 2006),124 fresh goat and sheep meat are 
consumed in the CARICOM region throughout the year with peak periods of 
consumption associated with celebrations and religious events such as Christmas, Eid-
al-Adha and Eid-al-Fitr. Increased interest by tourists in local cuisine has also 
contributed to growing demand for these meats.125 

The Caribbean is an area where Christianity exists with Islam and Hinduism.  Religious 
celebrations are attended by everyone, where Christians would attend Muslim 
ceremonies and celebrations and vice versa.   Although the people from the Caribbean 
have family roots to Africa and India, the culture in the West Indies is a little more 

124 www.agricarib.org/product  
125 http://www.agricarib.org/primary-dropdown/sheep-and-goat  
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relaxed when it comes to religion.  As indicated in Figure E-4, there are not any 
dominant special occasions and ethnic meat is consumed at a variety of events. 

Figure E-4: Caribbean Survey Group - Special Occasions 

 

 
Curried goat is an extremely popular dish that hails from the Island region.  Known for 
being intensely flavorful and highly filling, curried goat is exactly what it sounds like: a 
basic goat meat dish that’s accentuated by a mixed blend of curry spices.  For many 
people, this dish is a great introduction to Jamaican cuisine because it encompasses 
many of the traditional cooking styles of the region.  Goat is a popular base for many 
meals and the curry blend that it’s rubbed down with prior to cooking is a staple of 
Jamaican seasoning.126 

African immigrants from the West Indies prefer older goats of lesser quality, with a male 
preference.127 

Within the focus groups, we had a strong representation from Trinidad and Guyana.  
One participant who was born in Guyana ate goat, lamb and veal, but did not eat rabbit.  
She preferred a younger animal that is smaller, but does not seek it out.  Of the four 
meats, goat was eaten most frequently.  Like most people from the Caribbean focus 
group, she likes a chewy piece of meat, preferably the back leg and does not like too 
many bones (that is why she selects a leg).  Fresh meat is a desired characteristic, but 

126 Enjoy The Most Popular Types of Jamaican food in Toronto 
127 http://fdrs.tamu.edu/FDRS/JFDR_Online_files/JFDR%2044(1)%201%20Ekanem.pdf  
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she will also use frozen.  For lamb, she prefers chops. Veal is usually purchased as a 
veal cutlet.  As you cannot tell the difference between male and female, at the butcher 
shop or grocery store, she does not even consider it as a factor. 

How important is packaging to this focus group participant?  They must be appealing. 
She prefers Canadian grown, but does not mind Australian lamb.  She looks for a nice 
pink color in a piece of veal.  She likes the distinctive taste of lamb, but does not prefer 
the smell and the texture. 

A second focus group participant was from Trinidad and she preferred goat and veal, 
she ate lamb on occasion and never ate rabbit.  She likes the shoulder cut of the goat, 
because of the bones.  She did not like lamb because she found it “too oily”. 

A third participant, an older gentleman, has had rabbit back home, but never consumed 
it in Canada.  He prefers goat meat and religiously shops at the Caribbean butcher 
shop- Dan’s on Jane Street. 

Focus group participant number four eats lamb; she does not eat goat or veal very 
often, and enjoys rabbit once in a while.  Of the four meat types, she would purchase 
either lamb chops or roast leg of lamb.  She shops at the butcher shop for meat.  She 
does not like buying meat at Metro, or Loblaw’s.   

Caribbean people don’t really have a specific butcher from their own region and a 
butcher is often selected by word of mouth.   As one participant put it, “If his place is 
clean, the meat is clean.”   According to the group, quality, price, and word of mouth are 
important. 

As depicted in Figure E-5, price was very important to this ethnic group where 93% of 
the participants chose price as an important factor when buying meat.  Other important 
factors included freshness, overall quality, special occasions and freshness.   
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Figure E-5: Caribbean Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat Consumption 

 

 

In examining the rankings of the key factors in determining meat consumption (Figure 
E-6), price was ranked as the most important factor with 1.5 out of 10, where 1 indicates 
the highest importance.  Compared to the other ethnic groups, the Caribbean group 
assigned the highest ranking to price.   Of secondary importance were special 
occasions, followed by quality and then flavour.  With price being such an important 
factor to people from the Caribbean survey group, despite their relatively high income, it 
is reasonable to assume that meat shopping decisions are based on cultural practices 
rather than financial constraints. 
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Figure E-6: Caribbean Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat Consumption 
(Rank out of 10; Lowest Number is Most Important) 

 

 

From Table E-7, price, convenience of buying other groceries and trust in the butcher 
have been identified as important factors when selecting a store. 
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There was low importance placed on language of choice and religion, given the laid 
back Caribbean lifestyle when it comes to religious restrictions.  The desire for a one 
stop shopping shows a bias towards supermarkets and stores that promote low prices. 

Choice of Shopping Venue 
In examining the results regarding “preferred store”, we saw a strong preference 
towards local butcher shops, Metro and No Frills.   Compared to the other ethnic 
groups, this group showed the highest patronage to No Frills and Metro whereby these 
two stores were frequented by over 33% of the surveyed groups for veal and over 20% 
and 10%, respectively, for goat, and lamb/mutton. 

Although not on our list, the Caribbean focus group mentioned Oceans Fresh Food 
Market as a viable alternative to the mainstream grocers.  Ocean’s is a full service 
supermarket ideally positioned as Canada’s multi-ethnic fresh food shopping experience 
and attractive to West Indians.128 

Table E-8: Caribbean Survey Group - Preferred Store for Meat Purchase (%) 

Store 
Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
Local Butcher 
Shop 45 29 25 23 4 

Food Basics 10 5 3 3 0 
Foodland 3 1 1 1 0 
Fortino’s 3 3 1 1 0 
FreshCo/Price 
Chopper 10 9 7 7 0 

IGA/IGA Extra 1 1 1 1 0 
Loblaw’s/Loblaw 12 8 7 7 1 
Longo’s 4 3 1 1 0 
Metro/Metro Plus 34 13 12 13 0 
No Frills 35 26 22 20 1 
Real Canadian 
Superstore 5 7 7 7 0 

Sobey’s 5 5 4 4 0 
T & T 0 0 0 0 0 
Zehr’s 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 3 4 4 4 0 
 

128 http://oceansfood.ca/store.html  
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The top factors in qualities in choosing their store, included freshness, good consistent 
quality and clean and well organized.   

Table E-9: Caribbean Survey Group - Qualities of Preferred Store  
Qualities of Preferred 

Store (%) 
Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
Less fat/well-trimmed 12 12 13 10 0 
Local meat 10 10 10 9 3 
Good prepared/marinated 
meats 2 5 7 5 0 

Organic meats 2 2 0 9 1 
Freshness 70 72 67 59 3 
Good quality, better cuts 39 41 40 42 3 
Consistent quality 31 36 31 34 3 
Good Price/cost 
comments 24 23 22 19 0 

Good presentation of the 
meat 20 19 18 19 0 

Clean, well-organized 27 27 28 24 0 
Appealing 7 7 7 10 1 
In-store staff/service 18 20 16 14 1 
In-store butcher 14 14 12 13 0 
Does custom orders 7 5 5 5 0 
Good staff/service 10 8 8 9 1 
General positive 9 7 7 8 0 
Trusted store 22 23 24 21 1 
Meat has good taste 9 13 13 9 1 
Other reasons 0 0 0 0 0 
   

Sensitivity to Price 
As summarized by one participant, “I want to save the money, but at the same time I 
want good quality”.  The Caribbean group ranked price as the most important factor in 
three key categories related to meat consumption and choice of store.  This group also 
has demonstrated a propensity to eat several different types of meat.  
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Table Showing the Importance of Meat Price to the Caribbean Consumer  
Figure E-5:  Caribbean 

Survey Group -Important 
Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

93% of 93 indicated price 
as important Highest ranked factor 

Figure E-6:  Caribbean 
Survey Group -Important 

Factors in Meat 
Consumption (Rank out 

of 10) 

1.5 (where 1 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

Table E-7:  Caribbean 
Survey Group - Factors in 

Selecting Store 
 

9.2 (where 10 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

 

Although the Caribbean survey group indicated strongly that price was an important 
factor, they were very loyal to their ethnic meats when faced with price increases of 10, 
20, 30 and 40%.   Although the demand for veal, goat and lamb declined with increasing 
prices, the willingness to not change consumption was high.  The Caribbean group 
showed the highest loyalty to lamb, which was not the most commonly consumed ethnic 
meat.  Perhaps the infrequency of lamb consumption was the reason that price 
increases had a nominal effect on its demand.  The overall resistance to price changes 
may be a result of the high income levels of this particular sample group.  

Table E-10: Caribbean Survey Group - Response to Price Increase – (%) No 
Change 

Meat 
% Price Increase 

10 20 30 40 
Veal 48 39 25 25 
Goat 51 39 28 28 
Lamb 60 49 39 39 
 

In those situations, where the Caribbean consumer did indicate a desire to change the 
meats they consumed, the following results were obtained. 
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Table E-11: Caribbean Survey Group - Response to Price Change - Substitutes 
Increased Purchase (%) of Beef with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 18 18 15 0 
20 31 33 19 1 
30 48 33 24 1 
40 34 33 26 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Chicken with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 14 15 14 1 
20 18 19 17 0 
30 24 19 19 1 
40 19 20 24 3 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Pork with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 11 15 10 0 
20 20 15 10 0 
30 25 11 14 0 
40 23 20 13 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Goat with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 2 0 6 0 
20 0 0 7 0 
30 0 0 15 0 
40 0 0 14 0 
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Increased Purchase (%) of Veal with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 1 8 7 0 
20 8 11 13 1 
30 6 15 9 1 
40 7 14 11 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Lamb with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 1 8 0 0 
20 8 13 0 0 
30 10 20 0 0 
40 10 22 0 0 

 
Increased Purchase(%) of Rabbit with 10 to 40% increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 
 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

10 0 3 0 0 
20 0 4 0 0 
30 0 4 5 0 
40 0 4 4 0 

 

The results in the tables help us make the following observations. 
 
In the situations where the price of veal rose by 10 or 40%: 

• 38 and 57% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 12 and 23% would switch to chicken; 
• 9 and 13% would switch to pork;  
• 2% would switch to goat; 
• 8 and 12% would switch to lamb; and  
• 0 and 3% would switch to rabbit. 
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Figure E-6: Caribbean Survey Group - Veal Price Sensitivity 

 

 

In the situations where the price of goat rose by 10 or 40%: 
• 23 and 45% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 6 and 25% would switch to chicken; 
• 4 and 16% would switch to pork;  
• 24 and 28% would switch to veal; 
• 10 and 15% would switch to lamb; and  
• 0 and 4% would switch to rabbit. 
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Figure E-7: Caribbean Survey Group -Goat Price Sensitivity 

 

 

In the situations where the price of lamb rose by 10 or 40%: 
• 16 and 34% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 6 and 23% would switch to chicken; 
• 2 and 8% would switch to pork;  
• 15 and 24% would switch to goat; 
• 14 and 23% would switch to veal; and 
• 0% would switch to rabbit. 
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Figure E-8: Caribbean Survey Group - Lamb Price Sensitivity 

 

 

Responsiveness to Promotions 
The Caribbean community is diverse and each group is a niche.  People from the 
Caribbean are also patriotic and adamantly identify with their country of birth.  If a 
Caribbean marketing campaign doesn't address each island individually, chances are it 
will fail. 

The next most common mistake is categorizing the Caribbean market along with the 
African American market.  Many Caribbean people do not like the term "African 
American”.  In fact, on most survey forms Caribbean people tend to write in their nation 
of birth rather than check the "African American" box. 

People of Caribbean heritage identify with and embrace their culture and all those 
outlets that promote their culture. Local Caribbean media is very important. Every major 
North American city that has a high percentage of Caribbean people has targeted media 
outlets for this market.  There are also quite a few web sites that are targeted to this 
market.  It is important that marketers seek out an outlet to promote their products and 
services. 

The Caribbean community in North America hosts many types of events throughout the 
year.  From carnivals to music festivals, theatrical plays to the celebrations of each 
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country's Independence Day.  These are great opportunities for companies to get 
involved with the community and get their names out.129 

For example, at Toronto’s rendition of Carnival, Caribana, Caribbean smells and flavors 
are brought to all Torontonians and the infamous parade is host to more than 80 food 
vendors, most of them specializing in West Indian foods. 

The Caribbean community can become very brand-loyal.  In many cases, there are few 
brands to choose from in the countries of their birth.  The brand that is seen as the one 
that most provides good service and support to the community is also the brand that 
gains loyal customers.  This may have interesting implications if Ontario meat can be 
branded with a Caribbean twist. 

According to one focus group participant, Caribbean people do not select meat from 
flyers.   Contrary, to that opinion, we can find stores like Ocean’s that target Caribbean 
people and advertise goat meat such as leg, or shoulder cuts. 

 

  

129 http://www.marketingprofs.com/5/murphyx1.asp  
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European Ethnic Population in the GTA  
 

Europeans born Canadians represent 26% of the population in the GTA.  It is notable 
the top five countries represent 60% of the new Europeans in GTA.    Table F-10 at the 
end of this section, shows that Italy, the United Kingdom, Portugal, Poland, and Russia 
make up the majority of the foreign born Torontonians.  The proportion of Europeans in 
Toronto is decreasing as none of the European countries are contributing significantly to 
the population growth within Canada or within the GTA (see Table F-11for new 
Europeans arriving in Canada).  In the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) in 
2006, out of 2.39 million immigrants, only 0.7 million (29.3%) were from Europe.  Among 
the recent immigrants, those who migrated between 2001 and 2006, only 12.8% were of 
European origin.  Europeans are no longer the main source for Canada’s population 
growth from immigration as Asia, Middle East, Caribbean, Central and South America 
have become the main contributors. 

Europeans are not a homogenous group as some are heavy consumers of mutton and 
goat, like the Greeks, others like the Portuguese or French are larger consumers of 
rabbit.  On the other hand, groups like the Poles consume no mutton or goat.  
Accordingly, of the European groups that are large consumers of one or more of the 
ethnic meats and who have a strong presence in the GTA represent an opportunity for 
growth to the ethnic meat industry.  Table F-12, shows the top consumers of mutton and 
goat from the European region.  The European focus group concentrated on Italians, 
Greeks and Portuguese and some smaller representation from the United Kingdom and 
France.  According to the survey, the Europeans were by far the most affluent of the 
ethnic groups surveyed as they had the largest representation within the household 
income ranges of $80K to 99.9K and >$100K. 

Over 78% of the Europeans surveyed were employed full time and only 3% were 
unemployed.  

As the Europeans are the most established in the GTA, they have seen dramatic 
changes in the demographics of their old neighborhoods like Little Italy, Little Portugal 
and Greek Town.  About one-third of the area’s population remains Portuguese of which 
one quarter speaks Portuguese as their mother tongue. Compare this to Little Italy, 
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where just 6 % of the population speaks Italian as a mother tongue, and the Danforth 
where 6 % are Greek-speaking.130 

Table F-1: European Survey Group – Household Income and Employment 
Status 

Household 
Income 

($ x 1,000) 

Employment Status 
Full-
Time 

Part-
Time Unemployed Work at 

home Total 

<20      
20 to 39.9 4 2   6 
40 to 59.9 24 8 2 1 35 
60 to 79.9 33 6 1 3 43 
80 to 99.9 26 4 1  31 

>100 23 2  1 26 
Total 110 22 4 5 141 

 

The number of large European families with five or more people was only 10% of the 
total of 141 surveyed.  This was the lowest of all the ethnic groups surveyed.  While a 
smaller family may treat themselves to a premium cut, larger families tend to purchase 
less expensive or larger cuts to prepare a curry or stew to feed larger groups.  

Table F-2: European Survey Group - Family Size 

European 
Number in Household 

1 2 3 4 5+ Total % with 5+ 
12 25 39 51 14 141 10% 

 

As one of the focus group participants noted, “It’s just me and my husband, so I don’t 
mind $27/kg for good lamb chops”.  So, although the family sizes are smaller than the 
other ethnic groups, this demographic will likely purchase higher end cuts of meat and 
put a high focus on quality. 

The European population was the most educated out of all the ethnic groups surveyed 
with 92% either having a college degree or some college. 

130http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB0QFjAA&url=htt
p%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com%2Fnews%2Fgta%2F2014%2F07%2F18%2Freports_of_little_portugals
_death_have_been_greatly_exaggerated.html&ei=sAU4VJ7nIMTGsQTDkYCICQ&usg=AFQjCNEWt2l0L
C-qYf6eSH2j_gOUvtU07Q&bvm=bv.77161500,d.cWc  

                                            

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB0QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com%2Fnews%2Fgta%2F2014%2F07%2F18%2Freports_of_little_portugals_death_have_been_greatly_exaggerated.html&ei=sAU4VJ7nIMTGsQTDkYCICQ&usg=AFQjCNEWt2l0LC-qYf6eSH2j_gOUvtU07Q&bvm=bv.77161500,d.cWc
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB0QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com%2Fnews%2Fgta%2F2014%2F07%2F18%2Freports_of_little_portugals_death_have_been_greatly_exaggerated.html&ei=sAU4VJ7nIMTGsQTDkYCICQ&usg=AFQjCNEWt2l0LC-qYf6eSH2j_gOUvtU07Q&bvm=bv.77161500,d.cWc
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB0QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com%2Fnews%2Fgta%2F2014%2F07%2F18%2Freports_of_little_portugals_death_have_been_greatly_exaggerated.html&ei=sAU4VJ7nIMTGsQTDkYCICQ&usg=AFQjCNEWt2l0LC-qYf6eSH2j_gOUvtU07Q&bvm=bv.77161500,d.cWc
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB0QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com%2Fnews%2Fgta%2F2014%2F07%2F18%2Freports_of_little_portugals_death_have_been_greatly_exaggerated.html&ei=sAU4VJ7nIMTGsQTDkYCICQ&usg=AFQjCNEWt2l0LC-qYf6eSH2j_gOUvtU07Q&bvm=bv.77161500,d.cWc
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Table F-3: European Survey Group – Educational Level and Age 

Educational Levels 
Age (years) 

<25 25-39 40-49 50-65 65+ Total 
<High School    1  1 
High School 3 2 1 3 1 10 

Some College 7  8  2 17 
College Degree 4  45 51 13 113 

Total 14 2 54 55 16 141 
 

Of the Europeans surveyed, most were between the ages of 40 and 65 and the majority 
were married (65%).  The number of females and males were almost equal.   

Table F-4: European Survey Group – Marital Status and Sex 
 Marital Status 

 Married Married 
Total 

Single Single 
Total Total Sex Female Male Female Male 

European 48 44 92 21 28 49 141 
 

Although there are Muslims in regions of Europe, it is not the dominant religion.  
Accordingly, the majority of the Europeans were not halal meat eaters, but some ate 
halal some of the time, or on rare occasions.  

Table F-5: European Survey Group – Halal Preference (#s) 

European 

Halal-
All of 
the 

Time 

Halal-
Most of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Some 
of the 
Time 

Halal-
Rarely 

Halal-
Never Total 

1 1 12 10 117 141 

Meat Preferences 
Most Europeans in the GTA are not first generation and their families have been in GTA 
for many years.  They come from several backgrounds and many have been 
acculturated to Canada.  Our survey revealed that veal and goat are the two most 
common meats consumed by people with European heritage.  However, our European 
focus group being largely from the countries of Italy, Greece and Portugal, preferred 
veal unanimously over their second favourite lamb, followed by rabbit.  Goat was the 
least preferred meat.  The following table is a summary of their preferences. 
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Table F-6: European Focus Group – Home Country (# in Parenthesis Indicates 
the Individuals Preference of Meat) 
Participant Country Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 

One Greece Yes 
(1)131 Yes 2 No Yes Rarely 

(3) 

Two Macedonia/Turkey Yes (1) Yes 2 Yes Rarely 
(3) Yes (3) 

Three Italy Yes (1) Yes 2 No Yes (3) 
Four Italy Yes (1) Yes 2 No Yes (3) 

Five Italy Yes (1) Yes 2 No Yes Very 
Rarely (3) 

Six Portuguese Yes (3) Yes (1) No Yes (2) 
Seven Portuguese Yes (1) Yes (2) Yes (4) Yes (3) 

Eight Portuguese (born 
in Canada) 

Yes 
Often (1) 

Yes 
Rarely (2) No No 

 

According to the Williams study, Jewish and Western European lamb consumers 
(Greeks, Italians, others) tend to be in the quality-first segment of the market. They 
demand good quality, but will negotiate on price.132 

Most of the focus group respondents expressed that their parents or grandparents ate 
rabbit or goat, but they would never touch it. Some of the newer Portuguese immigrants 
indicated that they love rabbit.  One Italian woman indicated that she ate goat in Italy, 
but has not tried it in Canada. 

In the focus group, Lamb was described as fatty and bad smelling.  Lamb that was 
purchased at Costco did not smell as there was a perception that the more expensive 
lamb does not smell.   According to Participant Four, “The chops that cost $21 do not 
smell.  The cheaper ones smell.  Ontario lamb is almost double the price.  I buy it at 
Longo’s or Costco, once a week and my husband loves it.” 

Others believed it is the Ontario lamb that does not smell and have the opinion that the 
New Zealand and Australian lamb smells because of the feed.  According to Participant 
Two from Macedonia, if the lamb is marinated or barbequed, it helps remove the smell.  
Another participant said her husband treats the lamb with vinegar to remove the smell. 

131 Yes (1), (1) refers to the preference ranking of the four ethnic meats 
132 www.countrylovin.com/ARSBA/forms/Ethnic_Lamb_Consumers.pdf  
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When asked, if they would like to see marinated product, the answer was, “We prefer to 
buy and marinate ourselves”. 

Participant Three, recently prepared lamb for family and friends and purchased New 
Zealand lamb instead of Ontario lamb.  “I bought the other one (New Zealand) and no 
one ate it.  I had to throw it out.” 

Lamb at a restaurant is very expensive and the portions are small. 

Rabbit was consumed by most of the group.  Participant One of Greek heritage, but 
grew up in Canada, did not consume rabbit because she viewed it as a pet.  There are 
Greek dishes that use rabbit, but more in Greece.  Portuguese enjoy rabbit.  They would 
eat it at an Italian or Portuguese restaurant.  “My mom made rabbit, but I never ate it”.  
Rabbit is a great substitute for chicken. 

According to Participant Five, “My sister-in-laws will cook rabbit more that her because 
they know how to do so”.  Participant Three explained that in Italy, rabbit was used as a 
healing remedy. 

The focus group unanimously preferred veal as it is well priced, readily available and 
has a good flavour.    Veal is well priced and has gone down in price over the years.  
Veal that they purchase is local and the availability of cuts is diverse.  There is no foul 
smell to the veal and it does not require marinating or prior treatment to prepare for the 
barbeque or other cooking methods.  A veal roast is an exception, where you would 
want to marinate the meat.  The selection of cuts of meat available in Canada is very 
broad.   

According to a report by the FAO133 Europeans consume meat as indicated in table F-7.  

Table F-7: FAO Meat Consumption – Selected European Countries 
(kg/person/year) 

Country Beef Pork Poultry Mutton 
& Goat Other Total  

Greece 18.1 27.1 13.6 13.7 2.3 74.8 
United 
Kingdom 22 27.9 29.2 6.1 0.7 85.8 

France 26.9 31.7 21.1 3.3 5.7 88.7 
Portugal 18.3 45.1 25.4 3 1.1 92.9 
Romania 7.7 31.9 19.3 2.5 1.3 62.7 

133 World Agriculture: Towards 2015/2030 - An FAO perspective 
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Belgium 19.4 33.9 25.1 1.7 2.2 82.3 
Switzerland 20.5 34.3 15 1.6 2.2 73.6 
Italy 24 44.7 15.8 1.4 5.4 91.4 
 

Table F-8: Projected European Survey Group Meat Consumption 
(kg/person/year) 

European Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
6.0 5.8 2.5 1.7 0.3 

 

Participants in the European focus group had all been in Canada for 20 years and 
longer.   The longer the Europeans have been in Canada, they less likely they are to 
adhere to meat eating patterns in their country of ancestry.  Those who were born in 
Canada would not eat goat or rabbit and rarely ate lamb. 

The least frequent consumers of ethnic meats would be the European group.  Within the 
European group, the results were mixed with some, even veal, the most consumed of 
all meats.  These findings are also supported in the survey data that indicates the 
frequency of the ethnic meats prepared and consumed at home.  Forty-three percent 
(61 of 143) of the respondents with European heritage indicated that they would 
consume goat on a weekly basis compared to 27 of 143 (19%) who would consume 
veal on a weekly basis.  In addition, 57 of 143 (40%) of the respondents indicated that 
they would consume veal on a monthly basis.  They were less likely to purchase lamb 
and mutton on a weekly basis, but more than half would consume at least one to four 
times a year.  These findings are contrary to the focus group that preferred veal, lamb, 
and rabbit.  They never ate goat. The Portuguese community is a strong consumer of 
rabbit meat. 

The European group were consistent in showing a preference for goat and veal followed 
by lamb, mutton and then rabbit.  Like most groups, they consumed these meats less 
frequently at restaurants than they did at home where 62 of 143 or 43% consumed veal 
and goat every month and 66 of 143 (46%), and 55 of 143 (38%) consumed lamb and 
mutton at least every few months. 
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Figure F-1: European Survey Group - Home Consumption Frequency (# of 
Responses) 

 

Chart F-2: European Survey Group - Restaurant Consumption Frequency (# of 
Responses) 

 

 As shown in Figure F-3, the Europeans would consume veal or goat 40% of the time 
when dining with friends and family.   They would consume lamb and mutton 40% of the 
time when they dined with friends and family every few months.  Long considered an 
ethnic meat, rabbit isn't new to Toronto restaurants, but now its appeal is spreading 
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beyond its traditional European fan base to a wider audience - the Greek, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Italian and French communities eat it at home and out.   

Figure F-3: European Survey Group - Family and Friends Consumption 
Frequency (# of Responses) 

 

Europeans, are primarily Christians and celebrate Christian holidays, however in recent 
years, because of immigration to some European nations, other religions have grown in 
that region.   Within the focus group, on Easter and Christmas day, the Italians buy a 
whole lamb to roast and celebrate and may also prepare a lamb stew.  Participant Two, 
the Macedonia gentleman, participated in Eid with a slaughtered lamb.  He preferred 
heavy meat meals at the beginning of fasting.  The Greeks also celebrate Easter with 
lamb and as one participant from Greece indicated, “We are Greek Orthodox, so we 
celebrate Easter and (at our meals) the lamb is always (part of the celebration) there”.  
“On Easter and Christmas day, my husband and his brother go out and get a whole 
animal and then they have a big celebration”. 

According to Williams, European Christians are less concerned with procuring meat for 
religious observances than Muslims, but will serve ethnic meats on appropriate religious 
holidays and special occasions.  They also tend to consume less ethnic meat at home, 
but eat lamb away from home more frequently than Muslim lamb consumers.134 

134 ETHNIC LAMB BUYING AND PREPARATION BEHAVIOR AND PREFERENCES, Gary W. 
Williams,Oral Capps, Jr.,Victoria Salin,,Senarath Dharmasena, Lindsey Higgins, William J. 
Thompson,David Anderson*, AFCERC Commodity Market Research Report No. CM-01-11,January 2011 
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The consumer survey findings show that the Europeans are more likely to include ethnic 
meat in celebrations such as weddings, birthdays and anniversaries than the religious 
holidays.   Also, as expected, Europeans do not generally celebrate Eid, or the other 
Muslim holidays.  This is opposed to the European focus group whose meat choices in 
order of preference were veal, goat and then lamb.   

Chart F-4: European Survey Group - Special Occasions 

 

This discrepancy between the focus group and the consumer survey results may be 
partially explained by the non-homogenous nature of the European survey sample, 
which differentiated among French, Italian, Portuguese, German, Greek, Polish, Swiss  
as one group, Russian and Ukrainian as another group, and Scottish, English, Irish or 
Welsh as a third.   

From the results, we observed that the Scottish, English, Irish or Welsh group were less 
likely that the other two groups to consume any ethnic meat.  Also, the French, Italian, 
Portuguese, German, Greek, Polish, Swiss were most likely to consume rabbit as 
compared to the other two groups. 
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Table F-10: European Survey Group – Special Occasion Consumption -
Breakdown by Region (% by Occasion) 
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European (French, Italian, Portuguese, German, Greek, Polish, Swiss etc.) 
Veal 1 23 0 32 1 69 9 33 16 16 
Goat 0 17 0 33 1 57 7 32 11 27 
Lamb 1 21 0 31 1 54 4 31 28 16 
Mutton  1 11 1 18 2 51 5 24 5 37 
Rabbit  0 2 0 3 0 0 0 1 4 93 

 
Russian, Ukrainian 

Veal 0 19 0 37 7 74 4 48 7 11 
Goat 4 7 4 30 4 74 0 52 0 19 
Lamb 0 11 0 26 4 63 4 30 0 19 
Mutton  0 4 0 26 4 63 0 30 0 26 
Rabbit  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 

 
Scottish, English, Irish or Welsh 

Veal 0 35 0 30 0 40 15 40 25 40 
Goat 0 10 0 10 0 15 5 15 10 75 
Lamb 0 25 0 15 0 15 10 15 30 40 

Mutton 5 10 0 10 0 10 10 10 5 75 
Rabbit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 

 

As was the case with all of the ethnic groups, price was the most important factor in 
meat consumption.  However, more so than any other ethnic group, the Europeans 
considered quality characteristics such as flavor, freshness and overall quality to be 
almost as important. 
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  Figure F-5: European Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat Consumption 

 

 

Figure F-6, also shows quality and flavor as important factors to the Europeans.   The 
average rank of price is fairly close for veal, goat and mutton, where it appears slightly 
less important for lamb, where flavor and quality are almost equally ranked.   This 
finding is confirmed by the focus group that highlighted a preference for Ontario lamb. 
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Figure F-6: European Survey Group - Important Factors in Meat Consumption 
(Rank out of 10; Lowest Number is Most Important) 

 

Europeans, unlike the other ethnic groups, placed a high importance in being able to 
buy their other groceries at the same store where they buy their meat.  This may reflect 
the composition of the European focus group where most of the participants worked full 
time and placed a high value on their time.  This finding may also reflect that Europeans 
do not have the same need for speciality ingredients as did the South Asians, Middle 
Eastern or Africans.   
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Table F-11: European Survey Group - Factors in Selecting Store (Highest # is 
Most Important) 

I can walk 
to the 
store 

I trust the 
butcher 

The price 
is 

reasonable 

I can buy 
other 

groceries at 
the same 
location. 

I can be 
served in 

my 
language 
of choice 

Because it 
has meat 
that helps 

me fulfill my 
religious 
beliefs 

5.9 8.0 8.7 8.7 3.9 2.3 
 

Choice of Shopping Venue 
When European immigrants first arrived in Canada, they could not find certain meats or 
products from their home countries in the supermarkets.  Today, with the introduction of 
the international aisles, they can find anything they want in the supermarket.  When 
asked if they would go to a butcher for veal or would they get their meat from the meat 
counter at the supermarkets, the European focus group indicated that although they did 
not buy their meat from the butcher shops, they knew a lot of people who did shop for 
their meat only from butcher shops.  Similar to the Caribbean and South East Asian 
groups, the Europeans frequented several different stores to shop for their meat.  As 
cited by the European focus group, Longo’s, Loblaw’s, Fortino’s, and Highland Farms 
were examples of supermarkets that had meat counters with good meat selections.  
According to the website of Highland Farms, you can find premium grades of beef, pork, 
lamb, veal and game meat like rabbit and pheasant.  Although some of the focus group 
participants shopped at ethnic butchers from their home country, it was mainly to 
support the community, rather than to find hard to get food. 

Table F-12: European Survey Group - Preferred Store for Meat Purchase (%) 

Store 
Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
Local butcher 
shop  44 22 31 16 8 

Food Basics 9 7 6 6 1 
Foodland  1 1 1 1 0 
Fortino’s  6 2 3 3 1 
FreshCo/Price 
Chopper  16 6 11 9 1 
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IGA/IGA Extra 0 0 0 0 0 
Loblaw’s/Loblaw  21 14 16 11 1 
Longo’s 8 4 5 3 1 
Metro/Metro Plus 31 9 12 6 1 
No Frills 23 10 10 7 1 
Real Canadian 
Superstore  6 4 6 3 1 

Sobey’s  1 1 1 0 0 
T & T  1 0 1 0 1 
Zehr’s 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 6 1 2 0 1 
 

 

The average was calculated for all ethnic meats (excluding rabbit) based upon the 
location as to where the participants shopped for meat.   In Figure F-7, stores that were 
frequented by more than 10% of the respondents are represented by bars and the 
distribution is organized by ethnic group.   These results provide us with some 
interesting observations about European shoppers.   First of all, they shop less at a 
local butcher shops than all other groups except for the South East Asians.   Secondly, 
they shop at a greater variety of stores than the other ethnic groups.   Thirdly, they and 
the South East Asians were the only groups to shop at Loblaw’s with such frequency 
and the only group to shop at FreshCo more than 10%. 
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Chart F-7: Stores with Shopping Frequency Larger than 10% 

 

In examining the factors that Europeans cited as qualities for a preferred store, the top 
factors included freshness, good quality/better cuts, clean/well organized, well-trimmed, 
good price, and trusted store.  This reinforces the sentiment expressed by the European 
focus group that good quality food is important and they will never trade off quality for 
price. 

Table F-13: European Survey Group - Qualities of Preferred Store   

Qualities of Preferred 
Store (%) 

Meat 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutto
n 

Rabbi
t 

Less fat/well-trimmed 33 13 18 9 6 
Local meat 9 6 9 3 3 
Good prepared/marinated 
meats 6 2 7 2 4 

Organic meats 2 4 0 1 1 
Freshness 71 57 65 50 8 
Good quality, better cuts 45 33 43 31 4 
Consistent quality 32 26 30 23 4 
Good price/cost 
comments 29 21 27 20 4 

Good presentation of the 
meat 24 18 23 16 1 

Clean, well-organized 31 21 26 19 3 
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Appealing 8 5 6 6 1 
In-store staff/service 13 10 12 6 2 
In-store butcher 16 11 18 9 4 
Does custom orders 6 3 7 1 0 
Good staff/service 10 4 7 2 2 
General positive 9 6 9 6 1 
Trusted store 27 20 28 16 6 
Meat has good taste 18 8 16 5 6 
Other reasons 1 1 1 1 1 
 

Sensitivity to Price 
The European group will pay more for the meat.  Food is very important and they are 
willing to pay the higher price.  If the price of lamb rises, there will be little change in the 
consumption.   People would rather cut back the quantity rather than switch. 

Table Showing the Importance of Meat Price to the European Consumer  
Figure F-5:  European 
Survey Group - Important 
Factors in Meat 
Consumption 

73% of 143 indicated price 
as important Highest ranked factor 

Figure F-6:  European 
Survey Group -Important 
Factors in Meat 
Consumption 
(Rank out of 10) 

2.4 (where 1 is most 
important) Highest ranked factor 

Table F-7:  European 
Survey Group - Factors in 
Selecting Store 
 

8.7 (where 10 is most 
important) 2nd Highest ranked factor 

 
Europeans were fairly loyal to their meat in the face of moderate price increases.  They 
were less loyal than the Africans and Middle Eastern groups and more loyal than the 
South East Asians.  The group will pay more meat, however, although they will not 
sacrifice quality for price, they are willing to switch from one meat to another.  
Europeans tend to be larger consumers of beef, chicken and pork than the ethnic 
meats.  They appear to have a lot less restrictions when it comes to religious practices.  
Although they tend to favour beef as a substitute for other red meats, they are 5 to11 
times more likely to eat beef, chicken or pork than mutton or goat. 
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Table F-14: European Survey Group - Response to Price Increase – (%) No 
Change 

Meat 
% Price Increase 

10 20 30 40 
Veal 57 37 21 18 
Goat 42 33 21 18 
Lamb 44 32 18 17 
 
Findings in Table F-15 depict the strong willingness to switch to beef when faced with 
price increase in ethnic meats.  Although pork and chicken are heavily consumed by 
Europeans, there is a tendency to want to substitute one red meat for another red meat, 
outweighing their preferences for the two favored white meats. 

Table F-15: European Survey Group - Response to Price Change - Substitutes 

Increased Purchase (%) of Beef with 10 to 40% Increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 20 23 24 3 
20 35 27 34 6 
30 43 31 41 6 
40 44 31 40 5 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Chicken with 10 to 40% Increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 15 15 16 4 
20 28 21 26 6 
30 36 27 30 7 
40 27 29 31 7 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Pork with 10 to 40% Increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 10 13 13 4 
20 22 17 20 7 
30 26 16 24 6 
40 29 18 24 6 
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Increased Purchase (%) of Goat with 10 to 40% Increase in 
Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 4 0 10 0 
20 2 0 15 0 
30 2 0 20 0 
40 2 0 20 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Veal with 10 to 40% Increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 1 10 8 2 
20 4 16 15 3 
30 5 21 20 3 
40 6 23 21 3 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Lamb with 10 to 40% Increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 3 5 0 0 
20 10 8 0 0 
30 17 13 0 0 
40 20 13 0 0 

 
Increased Purchase (%) of Rabbit with 10 to 40% Increase in 

Veal, Goat, Lamb and Rabbit Price 

 Veal Goat Lamb Rabbit 
10 2 1 1 0 
20 2 4 1 0 
30 1 3 2 0 
40 3 3 3 0 

 

The results in these tables help us make the following observations. 

In the situations where the price of veal rose by 10 or 40%: 
• 20 and 44% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 15 and 27% would switch to chicken; 
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• 10 and 29% would switch to pork;  
• 2 and 4% would switch to goat; 
• 3 and 20% would switch to lamb; and  
• 2 and 3% would switch to rabbit. 

Figure F-8: European Survey Group -Veal Price Sensitivity 

 

In the situations where the price of goat rose by 10 or 40%: 

• 23 and 31% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 15 and 29% would switch to chicken; 
• 13 and 18% would switch to pork;  
• 10 and 23% would switch to veal; 
• 5 and 13% would switch to lamb; and  
• 1 and 3% would switch to rabbit. 
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Figure F-9 European Survey Group -Goat Price Sensitivity

 

In the situations where the price of lamb rose by 10 or 40%: 
• 24 and 40% of the consumers would switch to beef; 
• 16 and 31% would switch to chicken; 
• 13 and 24% would switch to pork;  
• 10 and 20% would switch to goat; 
• 8 and 21% would switch to veal; and 
• 1 and 3% would switch to rabbit. 
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Figure F-10: European Survey Group - Lamb Price Sensitivity 

 

Responsiveness to Promotions 
The European group did not respond to the current promotion strategies.   

There is a perception that the meat available in Canada is treated with chemicals. 

There is a big void in the Canadian market for more humane production. 

Recipes and samples would be appreciated.  

Price match is always a hassle.   

Recipes would be very helpful for some meats.   

I would appreciate if they put recipes on the packaging.  

Table F-16:  Origin of European Population of GTA by Country of Birth 

Place of birth Citizenship 
(#) 

Proportion 
(%)  Place of birth Citizenship 

(#) 
Proportion 

(%) 

Italy 115,060 4.5  Ireland, 
Republic of 8,995 0.4 

United 
Kingdom 112,580 4.4  France 6,915 0.3 

Portugal 72,680 2.9  Bulgaria 6,795 0.3 

Poland 63,065 2.5  Macedonia, 
Republic 6,350 0.3 

Russian 
Federation 34,330 1.4  Belarus 5,415 0.2 
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180 Ukraine 31,175 1.2  Czech 
Republic 4,950 0.2 

Greece 30,945 1.2  Malta 4,500 0.2 
Germany 25,765 1.0  Austria 4,260 0.2 
Romania 24,280 1.0  Moldova 4,010 0.2 

Serbia 13,380 0.5  Slovakia 4,010 0.2 
Hungary 13,355 0.5  Slovenia 3,060 0.1 
Croatia 13,020 0.5  Latvia 3,045 0.1 

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 10,040 0.4  Lithuania 2,480 0.1 

Albania 9,715 0.4  Switzerland 2,450 0.1 
Netherlands 9,470 0.4  Spain 2,295 0.1 

 
As more immigrants come from countries other than Europe, the European population is 
shrinking as a percentage of total Torontonians.   Some European countries are large 
consumers of rabbit, veal, lamb and goat.  For example, Greeks consume 13.7 kg of 
goat meat a year and Italy is the second largest consumer of rabbit meat in the world 
after Malta.  

Table F-17: New Immigrants to Canada from Europe in 2011 
Country of 

Origin Immigrants %  Country of 
Origin Immigrants % 

France 5,657 21.5  Italy 362 1.4 
England 3,845 14.6  Belarus 343 1.3 
Ukraine 2,506 9.5  Belgium 328 1.3 
Russia 2,260 8.6  Switzerland 237 0.9 
Romania 1,886 7.2  Spain 209 0.8 
Moldova 1,595 6.1  Greece 168 0.6 
Germany 1,510 5.7  Wales 144 0.6 
Poland 887 3.4  N. Ireland 134 0.5 
USSR 847 3.2  Austria 107 0.4 
Rep. Ireland  615 2.3  Denmark 80 0.3 
Portugal 537 2.0  Lithuania 77 0.3 
Bulgaria 514 2.0  Finland 70 0.3 
Scotland 508 1.9  Norway 44 0.2 
Netherlands 421 1.6  Iceland 33 0.1 
Hungary 363 1.4  Luxembourg 12 0.1 
       
Total     26,299 100.00135 

135 http://www.thestar.com/news/immigration/immigration-maps.html  
                                            

http://www.thestar.com/news/immigration/immigration-maps.html
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Table F-18: Consumption Rates (kg/capita/year) of Meats within Selected 
European Countries 

Country Beef Pork Poultry Mutton 
& Goat Other 

Total 
Meat Per 

Capita 

% of 
Mutton & 
Goat to 
Total 

Iceland 12.2 21 26 24.7 10.1 94 26 
Greece 18.1 27.1 13.6 13.7 2.3 74.8 18 
United 
Kingdom 22 27.9 29.2 6.1 0.7 85.8 7 

Norway 20.5 23.1 14.9 5.6 1.4 65.4 9 
Ireland 23.9 36.7 25.9 4.8 2.7 94.1 5 
Spain 14.9 60.9 27.3 4.5 2.5 110.2 4 
France 26.9 31.7 21.1 3.3 5.7 88.7 4 
Portugal 18.3 45.1 25.4 3 1.1 92.9 3 
Romania 7.7 31.9 19.3 2.5 1.3 62.7 4 
Belgium 19.4 33.9 25.1 1.7 2.2 82.3 2 
Switzerland 20.5 34.3 15 1.6 2.2 73.6 2 
Italy 24 44.7 15.8 1.4 5.4 91.4 2 
Denmark 26.6 49.5 18.2 1.2 2.3 97.8 1 
Russian 
Federation 17.6 18 22.1 1.2 1.4 60.3 2 

Sweden 24 36.4 14.8 1.2 2.3 78.7 2 
Slovenia 21.4 41 19.9 1.1 0.5 83.8 1 
Austria 17.8 66 17.5 1 0.8 103.1 1 
Netherlands 18.4 32.7 14.9 0.9 4.3 71.3 1 
Germany 13.2 55.6 15.5 0.7 2.7 87.7 1 
Finland 18.6 34.2 17.2 0.5 1.9 72.4 1 
Ukraine 11.4 15.3 17.4 0.3 0.6 45 1 
Czech 
Republic 8 46.6 24.6 0.2 5.8 85.2 0 

Belarus 21.9 32.2 17.8 0.1 0.3 72.2 0 
Slovakia 6.1 33.1 18 0.1 1.4 58.8 0 
Poland 4.7 51.2 20.3 0 0.2 76.4 0 
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Summary Tables and Information, Across Ethnic Groups 

Demographic Profiles 
 

The average Canadian Household has 2.5 people whereas the households of foreign 
born peoples, who have been in Canada for less than 20 years, have over three people 
on average.  Families with the highest incidence of four or more people are the Middle 
Eastern (87%), Africans (85%), and South Asians (72%).  Larger families tend to stock 
up on grocery items and are more likely to make bulk purchases.  For meat producers, 
this translates into potential target markets for half or full carcasses that are more 
economical on a price per kg basis. 

Table G-1:  Family Size of Ethnic Groups within the Consumer Survey  

Ethnic Group 
Number in Household 

1 2 3 4 5+ Total 
African 2 6 14 46 75 143 
Caribbean 5 2 25 39 22 93 
European 12 25 39 51 14 141 
Middle Eastern 

 5 6 28 48 87 
South Asian 9 9 19 41 54 132 
South East Asian 6 11 34 24 13 88 
Other  7 3 5  15 
Total 34 65 140 234 226 699 

Acculturation 
According to a study by Adekunle at the University of Guelph, acculturation is the 
assimilation of multiple cultures that occurs when people move to a new country usually 
for education and economic reasons.  The most difficult aspect of acculturation seems 
to be adjusting to different food varieties and changes in diet.136  

The longer someone lives in another country, the more likely they are likely to drift away 
from their cultural norms and adapt to food preferences and consumption habits similar 
to their new home country.   

136 www.farmstart.ca/wp-content/.../Growing-International-EthnoVeg-6.pd 
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Consumption Patterns 
Our findings show that Middle Eastern, African, and South Asian ethnic groups tend to 
be composed of more newcomers than the other ethnic groups.    These finding have 
implications on what these newcomers will eat and where they purchase their food.  For 
example, newcomers will tend to frequent ethnic stores, in quest for products from their 
home country.  According to Migration Nation, many new immigrants have a strong 
desire for food from home and big chains are not always a reliable source for specialty 
ingredients.  In order to satisfy this need, these groups turn to specialty shops and 
mainstream retailers to find the right balance. 

Table G-2a: Origin of Participants in Consumer Survey within Ethnicity (%) 
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 Expressed as the # of Individuals within Ethnic 
Groups 

You were born 
elsewhere and 
immigrated to 
Canada. 

64 33 18 67 67 35 20 47 

You are part of the 
first generation in 
your family born 
here. 

33 59 62 23 25 55 47 42 

Your family has been 
in Canada two or 
more generations  

1 4 20 6 7 7 27 8 

No response 
provided 1 3 0 5 2 3 7 2 

 Expressed as a % within Ethnic Groups 
You were born 
elsewhere and 
immigrated to 
Canada. 

65 33 18 66 66 35 20 65 

You are part of the 
first generation in 
your family born 
here. 

33 60 62 23 25 55 47 33 
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Your family has been 
in Canada two or 
more generations  

1 4 20 6 7 7 27 1 

No response 
provided 1 3 0 5 2 3 7 1 

 

Table G-2b: Within Ethnic Group, What is the Consumption Pattern of Meat for 
Those Born in Canada, Versus Emigrated to Canada?  

Born in Canada 

Ethnic Group Estimated kg/capita 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

African 9.2 9.0 1.1 1.1 0.0 
Caribbean 10.3 7.9 1.7 1.6 0.0 
European 5.3 7.3 1.6 1.1 0.0 
Middle 
Eastern 8.5 8.1 3.0 1.3 0.0 

South Asian 7.6 7.2 3.3 2.4 0.0 
South East 
Asian 5.4 5.2 4.6 2.3 0.0 

Other 5.4 2.3 1.0 0.5 0.0 
 

Born Elsewhere 

Ethnic Group 
Estimated kg/capita 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 
African 10.3 9.8 1.5 1.7 0.0 
Caribbean 8.9 7.5 1.5 2.3 0.0 
European 6.6 4.1 5.4 3.1 0.1 
Middle Eastern 10.8 11.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 
South Asian 8.5 8.7 2.8 4.3 0.0 
South East 
Asian 

2.2 4.6 3.8 2.9 0.1 

Other 3.9 0.1 1.2 0.0 0.1 
 

Newcomers vs Well Settled 
Before 1971, just 15% of migrants arrived in Canada from Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, 
and both South and Central America.  By the decade from 2001 to 2011, this changed 
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dramatically, with more than eight in ten arriving from non-European nations.  In 
examining this influx of newcomers more closely, we see that South Asians and Middle 
Eastern peoples are the newest of the newcomers.   

As these people become more settled in communities within the GTA, we see 
customized product offerings and speciality stores growing around ethnic groups in 
specific geographic areas.  In order to optimize the market opportunity created by the 
ethnic groups, producers, slaughterhouses, wholesalers and retailers must improve 
their communication and operational processes to enable them to closely match supply 
with demand.  

Table G-3: Duration of Residence of Survey Participants within Canada 
Expressed as a Percentage of the Total within each Ethnic Group 

 Duration of Residence in Canada (years) 

Ethnic Group 0-5  6-10  11-15  16-20  20+  No 
Response 

African 9 25 38 13 8 8 
Caribbean 1 23 19 29 16 3 
European 13 4 26 1 34 21 
Middle Eastern 17 32 19 10 12 9 
South Asian 20 34 30 4 10 1 
South East Asian 8 29 17 1 17 13 
Other 0 67 0 0 33 0 
 

Gender and Marital Status 
Middle Eastern, African and South Asian men, appear to be active participants in 
grocery shopping.  Often, as the first in their family to arrive to Canada, these men feel 
a responsibility to help their families navigate and adapt to Canadian shopping 
environments.  In the Middle Eastern and South Asian focus groups, men were 
identified as the most particular member of the family when it came to choosing cuts of 
meat.   
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Table G-4: Marital Status and Sex (%) of 699 Consumer Survey Participants by 
Ethnicity Group 

Ethnic Group Married Married 
Total 

Single Single 
Total Female Male Female Male 

African 26 58 84 3 13 16 
Caribbean 23 32 55 17 28 45 
European 34 31 65 15 20 35 
Middle Eastern 18 68 86 5 9 14 
South Asian 33 36 69 18 13 31 
South East 
Asian 32 32 64 27 9 36 

Other 27 33 60 27 13 40 
Total 28 42 71 14 15 29 
 

Education 
Typically groups with higher education, tend to earn more than those who are less 
educated.  In addition, products that offer benefits beyond basic nutrition, such as 
functional foods and beverages, nutraceuticals, or premium and specialty products with 
specific quality characteristics, may have greater resonance with more educated 
consumers.137 

Efforts to promote healthy attributes of goat, rabbit and veal may have a greater impact 
on those with higher educational attainment than those with less.  In addition, 
consumers with higher education may place greater importance on quality 
characteristics, production processes, and Canadian quality standards. 

 

 

137 http://www.ats-sea.agr.gc.ca/can/5505-eng.htm  
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Table G-5: Educational Level of Consumer Survey Participants (#) by Ethnicity 
Group and Age 
Ethnic Group -  
  Education Level 

Age (years) 
<25 25-39 40-49 50-65 >65 Total 

African       
<High School   2 1  3 
High School  3 11 5  19 
Some College 7 6 2   15 
College Degree 1 21 54 28 2 106 
       

Caribbean       
<High School      0 
High School  19 3 1  23 
Some College 2 7 1 5  15 
College Degree  26 29   55 
       

European       
<High School   1   1 
High School 3 1 3 1 2 10 
Some College 7 8  2  17 
College Degree 4 45 51 13  113 
       

Middle Eastern       
<High School      0 
High School 2  2 2  6 
Some College 3  3 1  7 
College Degree 1 16 27 29 1 74 
       

South Asian       
<High School 2 1 2 1  6 
High School 4  2 1  7 
Some College 10 8 4 5 1 28 
College Degree 5 33 37 14 2 91 
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South East Asian       

<High School 1 1 2 1 1 6 
High School 9 1 5 3  18 
Some College 7 5 4 4  20 
College Degree 4 24 11 5  44 
       

Other       
<High School      0 
High School 2  1  2 4 
Some College  2 3   5 
College Degree 1 2  3 1 6 

 Total 75 229 260 125 10 699 
 

Employment and Income 
Employment status of the survey participants may indicate a consumer’s propensity to 
consume inferior goods as opposed to normal goods.  Those who are unemployed or 
under employed, may still desire red meat, but will be more likely to purchase cheaper 
less expensive cuts and will be more responsive to promotional programs, such as price 
matching and bulk sales as opposed to points or air miles schemes.    

Table G-6: Employment Status of Consumer Survey Participants (%) by 
Ethnicity Group  

Ethnic Group 
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African 64 22 13 1 
Caribbean 84 2 12 2 
European 77 4 16 3 
Middle Eastern 75 7 15 3 
South Asian 58 15 16 11 
South East Asian 62 7 16 15 
Other 60 0 33 7 
Total 69 8 17 6 
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As household income, is somewhat dependent upon employment, we see lower income 
levels in the African and South Asian groups.  In addition to their propensity to consume 
normal versus inferior goods, income level also impacts price sensitivities and income 
elasticity.  

 
For those new to a country, it takes a while to find work or get credentials from 
elsewhere recognized. So immigrants who’ve been here for less than 10 years typically 
have lower than average income levels.  

Depending on the topic of discussion, different variables make their impact known. For 
example, when discussing savings strategies or types of meals, age plays a dominant 
role.  In others it may be gender, region or the presence of children in the household.  
But beyond anything, it is household income that drives the variations in meat and 
poultry purchases. The growing income divide has created two types of meat and 
poultry shoppers with vastly different habits: 

• Lower-income households (those making $35,000 or less annually) are 
struggling financially to make ends meet and look to save every way they can. 

• Higher-income households (those making $100,000 or more) increasingly seek 
convenience, speed and healthy options in fresh and processed meat 
purchases.138 

New immigrants may fret over every penny spent, but once they’ve been in Canada for 
five or 10 years they’re basically settled.  At that point they’re starting to shop for quality 
and value rather than the lowest price. That may help explain why discount stores have 
become so popular among some ethnic shoppers.   However, ethnic Canadians with 
larger incomes may not be as sensitive to price as other newer Canadians who are still 
struggling to find good stable employment. 

 

138 The Power of Meat, 2014, An In-Depth Look at Meat Through the Shoppers’ Eyes 
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Table G-7: Distribution of Household Income (%) of Participants in Consumer 
Survey by Ethnicity 

Household 
Income 

($ x 1,000) 
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<20 0 1 0 1 8 11 
20 to 39.9 2 11 4 3 11 5 
40 to 59.9 24 22 25 24 30 16 
60 to 79.9 4 32 31 30 24 32 
80 to 99.9 20 26 22 24 16 19 

>100 8 8 18 17 10 16 
 

Halal Teachings 
 

Significant Canadian purchasing power lies in a population of 850,000 Muslims, half of 
whom live in Ontario, and half of those reside in the GTA (212,000),139 and given the 
growth forecasts for ethnic groups from the Middle East, Africa and South Asia, the 
number of Muslims may reach 1 million by the year 2031. 

Our findings from the focus groups and the surveys reinforce the importance of halal to 
the majority of Africans, Middle Eastern and South Asians.  We expect the South Asian, 
African and Middle Eastern groups to have a higher incidence of halal consumption in 
the future.   Our study found that a large portion of the Muslims would only consume 
halal products, which guides their choice of shopping venues, restaurants and meat 
preferences.   

139 http://www.thestar.com/business/2007/07/22/halal_flexes_its_marketing_muscle.html 
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Table G-8:  Adherence (%) to Halal Teachings - Meat Consumption  

Ethnic Group 
Halal- 
All of 
the 

Time 

Halal-
Most of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Some of 

the 
Time 

Halal-
Rarely 

Halal-
Never 

African 84 1 4 2 10 
Caribbean 11 2 11 15 61 
European 1 1 9 7 83 
Middle Eastern 84 4 4 2 6 
South Asian 66 1 4 2 10 
South East Asian 6 1 6 10 77 

 
 

 

 Figure G-1: Adherence (%) to Halal Meat Teachings
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With a notable and expanding Muslim population, Canada’s halal market is currently 
estimated at $1 billion.140 Growing at roughly 13% annually, Canada’s Muslim 
population is projected to represent 7% of Canada’s total population by 2031.   
 

It is estimated that the total value of the Canadian domestic halal meat market was 
$214 million back in 2006.  Based upon the current population and projected growth 
rates, we have estimated the current, halal meat market in GTA to be $350 million with 
the potential to reach $800 million by 2031. 

The Canadian Muslim population also represents an opportunity as a consumer group 
whose characteristics include being well educated, larger households (4.4 people per 
household, as opposed to an average of 2.5 for other Canadians), and commonly 
include meat as a part of their diet, spending more money on meat than the average 
consumer.141   Our findings support this observation.  Table G-1: Family Size of Ethnic 
Groups within the Consumer Survey, reveals that the groups from the African, Middle 
Eastern and South Asian surveys, have a larger number of people in their household. 
  
Accordingly, a number of large halal brands are present in the Canadian market, 
including Al Safa, Maple Lodge – Zabiha Halal, Crescent Premium Foods Inc., Madina, 
and Spring Lamb/Opal Valley.  These brands produce a variety of fresh and frozen, 
value-added processed, and deli/wiener products, with a range of options that include 
chicken, lamb, beef, turkey and vegetarian products, and several pizza products.142 
There are value chain opportunities for Canadian producers to enter into production 
contracts with these larger companies and better manage their inventory and production 
to meet demand forecasts. 

Once local demand is met, export opportunities are available for a variety of products 
that cater to Muslim consumers. The majority of Islamic countries are also net food 
importers with significant young and growing populations, strong economic growth and 
rising incomes.   These factors are increasing demand for a wide range of halal-certified 
products in the Middle East, which already has a Muslim population of 475 million and 

140 Hogan, Cheryl. "SIAL Canada - Halal 101: An overview of the sector, certification, and marketing 
opportunities for Canadian processors." Agri-Food Trade Service. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 17 
August 2011. 
141 Gooch, Martin, et al. Assessing the Opportunities and Challenges Facing Canada's Specialty Food 
Industry. Guelph: Value Chain Management Centre (VCMC), George Morris Centre, 2011. 
142 http://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/industry-markets-and-trade/statistics-and-market-information/by-
region/canada/the-specialty-food-market-in-north-america/?id=1410083148460  
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imports over 80% of food requirements.  It is estimated that the worldwide Muslim 
population may reach 2.2 billion by 2030; 35% of the world’s population. 

Consumption Patterns 

Lamb 
In a study on the Canadian sheep industry, it was reported that 13% of Canadian 
households purchased lamb at least once during the past year.  On average, each lamb 
buyer purchased just under four times during the year, for a total of four kilograms, 
spending just over $48 in total.143 

Ontario is by far the best developed lamb market, despite just 16% of households in the 
province buying lamb during the year. Ontario lamb purchases account for 57% of total 
Canadian fresh lamb volume and 53% of frozen lamb volume. British Columbia also has 
slightly higher percentage of sales compared to the relative size of their population. All 
other areas in Canada are under-developed in sales by volume. 

Veal 
In 2010, Canada produced approximately 310,000 grain and milk-fed veal calves.  Farm 
gate value was estimated to have exceeded $225 million.  Veal production is centred 
mainly in Quebec, with approximately 400 producers, and Ontario, with approximately 
300 producers. Approximately 70% of Canadian veal is produced in Quebec. 

An analysis of the Consumer Data for Farmers project (conducted by Ipsos), suggest 
two critical issues exist in relation to consumers’ attitudes toward veal. The first is that 
many consumers appear to habitually choose veal due to cultural factors, not because 
of the benefits they perceive veal offers them compared to alternative proteins.  

The second is that most consumers do not perceive veal as offering good value for 
money.  Both issues appear to arise because opportunities to add value to veal are 
currently being missed through the chain not working together to enhance its long-term 
value proposition from consumers’ perspectives.144 

Goat 
As we found in the literature, some African immigrants eat goat meat one or two times 
daily. They prefer fresh, not frozen meat, but normally purchase 69% frozen and 31% 
fresh goat meat. They prefer grass-fed goat meat. They could tell the difference 

143 www.cansheep.ca/User/Docs/PDF/Lamb_report_final.pdf  
144 http://vcm-international.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/VEAL-Case-Study-010511.pdf  
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between grain-fed and grass-fed goat meat by the smell as well as by the “greasier 
texture of grain-finished” meat.   

They noted that frozen New Zealand and Australian goat meat was leaner and totally 
grass-fed, which they prefer.  They indicated that as long as the price difference 
between fresh and frozen goat meat was reasonable, they would buy fresh.145 

Canada imports a large proportion (about 60%) of goat meat that is consumed in 
Canada, with most of it is coming from Australia and New Zealand.   As imported meat 
is frozen, a November 2011 story in Today's Farmer notes that, "Ontario producers 
have an advantage since they deliver fresh goat meat."  The article also confirms the 
increasing Ontario goat-meat herd.  "More than 40,000 are likely to be processed by 
year's end. Less than 30,000 were handled in 2008."146 

Considering that current demand for fresh goat meat is not being met, plus the market 
continues to grow at a rapid rate, there is a massive opportunity for producers to supply 
the expanding Ontario demand. 

Rabbit 
A large percentage of consumers of rabbit meat do not like the rabbit carcass to be 
presented whole, as it resembles a cat.  
 
Results from a random sample of 1084 households in eleven cities in China suggest 
that there is huge market potential for rabbit meat though the current market is small.  
The most likely consumers of rabbit meat are men, college graduates.  However, the 
meat is high in protein, and low in fat, calories, and cholesterol.  These desirable 
nutritional and healthy attributes may spark future demand since respondents had low 
perceptions of these characteristics, which limited consumers to forming positive 
attitudes towards, and increasing likeliness to consume rabbit meat.147 

Survey Findings on Consumption 
The most common meat consumed on a weekly basis, or more than once a week, was 
veal.   Results of the survey are generally consistent with the opinions expressed in the 
focus groups.  All groups enjoyed veal.  In visits to grocery stores, veal was always 

145 Marketing Meat Goats, the Basic System - Extension , 
http://www.extension.org/pages/62566/marketing-meat-goats-the-basic-system/print/   2014-02-15 
146 www.todaysfarmer.ca/2011/11/29/ontario-boosts-meat-goat-production  
147 Consumer Perceptions of, Attitudes Towards and Willingness to Consume Rabbit Meat in Urban 
China,  
Authors: Wang, Wenzhi; Xu, Shang; Wu, Laping, Source: Journal of Nutritional Ecology and Food 
Research, Volume 1, Number 2, June 2013, pp. 161-166(6), Publisher: American Scientific Publishers 
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available.  It was marketed alongside the main meats (chicken, pork and beef) and was 
easy to find in the meat case.   

The second most consumed meat by the ethnic groups was goat.  South Asians, Middle 
Eastern and Africans would eat goat almost as frequently as veal and in the case of 
South Asians, more frequently than veal.   

Compared to most North Americans, ethnic groups would like to eat substantially more 
goat meat.  Priced competitively, goat can truly compete with the mainstream meats in 
ethnic markets.  

Goat was not as ubiquitous as veal or lamb.  We would expect greater consumption if 
goat meat was made more available in supermarkets.  Considering that 61,397 goats 
were slaughtered yielding 15 kg of goat meat per goat, total domestic production of goat 
meat was 920,955 kg.  With another 1,328,145 kg imported, total production and 
imports amount to 2,249,100 kg per year.  Given that there are 33,000,000 people in 
Canada, per capita consumption equates to .068 kg per Canadian.148 

This per capita consumption is very small compared to the ethnic populations, which 
consume significantly more goat meat.  For example, the following populations are 
presented with their per capita consumption: Africans (9.3 kg), Caribbean (7.7 kg), 
Middle Eastern (10.3 kg) and South Asian (8.6 kg) and South East Asian (4.7 kg). 

The demand forecasts for Ontario should take into account these per capita rates, the 
number of specific ethnic groups and sub groups in the GTA and the growth rate of 
these populations.    

For example, knowing that Canadians of Middle Eastern origin consume 10.3 kg of goat 
meat and the Middle Eastern population in the GTA in 2011 was 182,860 (Table 
Showing Projected Ethnic Population Growth of GTA from 2011 to 2031, the current 
Middle Eastern consumption of goat meat is 1,883,458 kg per year.  Although, we can 
adjust this forecast downward to reflect the number of children (as smaller meat eaters), 
we can assume the annual demand from Middle Eastern people alone is 900,000 kg. 

The third and fourth most consumed meat were lamb and mutton.  Lamb is 
merchandised alongside the mainstream meats like beef, pork, and chicken.  It is 
commonplace in the halal refrigerated section of the grocery stores and the majority is 
imported.  Middle Eastern people, highly desire lamb, but as all groups mentioned, 

148 http://www.livestockresearch.ca/documents/Goatfactpack.pdf  
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imported lamb requires treatment (marinated or soaked in vinegar) before it can be 
cooked. 

The least consumed meat was rabbit.  Although consumed, in lower quantities, rabbit 
was eaten by several of the Chinese people in the focus group who actually sought out 
rabbit meat and supermarkets.  Portuguese and Egyptians also showed a liking for 
rabbit meat.  Visibility and availability appear to be major problems for rabbit. Correcting 
this situation in supermarkets and butcher stores would be expected to result in 
significant growth in consumption rates.  

The following three tables (G-9a, b, and c) depict a somewhat consistent, but surprising 
picture.  Veal was the most commonly consumed ethnic meat, followed by goat, then 
lamb and mutton and rabbit. 

Table G-9a: Meat Consumption (kg/capita/year) by Ethnic Groups by Venue – 
At Home  
Ethnic Group Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

African 10.1 9.3 1.6 1.7 0.0 
Caribbean 9.4 7.7 1.6 2.0 0.0 
European 6.0 5.8 2.5 1.7 0.3 
Middle Eastern 9.8 10.3 2.5 1.8 0.0 
South Asian 8.0 8.7 3.4 3.6 0.1 
South East 
Asian 4.4 4.7 4.1 2.4 0.4 

Other 4.9 2.7 1.5 1.8 0.2 
 

Several respondents stated that an increasing percentage of the overall immigrants 
arriving in Canada are familiar with goat as a meal and menu item. This includes 
immigrants from the Caribbean and Middle East.  Increasingly, goat dishes are being 
featured by ethnic restaurants. This could increase traditional Canadians’ familiarity 
with, and acceptance of, goat as an alternative meat, potentially increasing its long-term 
demand. 
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Table G-9b: Meat Consumption (kg/capita/year) by Ethnic Groups by Venue – 
At Restaurants     
Ethnic Group Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

African 3.2 3.0 0.7 0.8 0.0 
Caribbean 2.8 2.2 1.0 0.9 0.0 
European 1.9 1.6 1.0 1.2 0.0 
Middle Eastern 3.1 2.6 1.6 1.1 0.0 
South Asian 2.1 2.7 1.5 1.5 0.3 
South East 
Asian 1.8 1.5 1.2 1.2 0.0 

Other 0.6 2.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 
 

Similar to the rankings found in the “consumed at home” table, these meats were 
consumed less frequently at the home of a family member or friend.   

Table G-9c: Meat Consumption (kg/capita/year) by Ethnic Groups by Venue – 
At Friend & Family 
Ethnic Group Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

African 2.5 2.7 1.0 0.8 0.1 
Caribbean 2.4 2.3 1.2 1.6 0.0 
European 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.0 0.0 
Middle Eastern 2.5 2.4 1.0 1.4 0.0 
South Asian 1.8 2.9 1.2 1.1 0.1 
South East 
Asian 1.8 1.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 

Other 0.5 1.2 1.3 1.0 0.3 

 

 Special Occasions 
Currently, processors do not agree on desired market weights or yield characteristics of 
sheep, goats and rabbits.  Taking goat for example, this problem is confounded by the 
fact that demands for goat peaks during certain holidays including Christian Easter in 
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the spring and Muslim holidays in the fall.  These holidays also have different demands 
for size and gender of the goat to be slaughtered.  

During Easter and Christmas demand is for “cabrito”, which is young kid no more than 
10 to 12 weeks of age weighing between 25 and 40 lbs. For Muslim holidays and during 
the year demand is for “chevon" that are older kids weighing over 60lbs. Some holidays 
demand the use of only male goats that are not castrated, and some require a stronger 
smelling meat. 

These demands don’t always match up with supply, which is mainly affected by the 
seasonality of goat reproduction.  Does typically are fertile during the fall months and 
then kid in the spring.  This allows for the sale of young kids at Easter and older animals 
in the fall.  However, this means that the goat’s reproductive cycle has to be 
manipulated in order to have goats marketed year round and to supply young kids at 
Christmas time. 

One factor that has contributed to more consistent meat quality is the introduction of the 
Boer goat as the major breed for meat production.  This breed produces improved and 
more consistent meat quality with a more desirable flavour for consumers. 

However, in order to expand the goat meat market, consistent year round supply is 
needed to not only satisfy existing ethnic consumers, but to also expand beyond the 
traditional market.149 

Our findings in Table G-10 show a large proportion of Middle Eastern, African and 
South Asian peoples consuming ethnic meats on Islamic special occasions.  Most 
frequent is Eid-al-Adha, followed by Eid-al-Fitr, and then at the beginning of Ramadan.  
There are also Christian events throughout the year like Easter and Christmas, where 
certain groups like Europeans and people from the Caribbean, enjoy ethnic meats.  
Celebrations like weddings and anniversaries are also very common events where 
ethnic meat is procured.  These events are celebrated by all ethnic groups and occur 
throughout the year. 

 

149 http://www.livestockresearch.ca/documents/Goatfactpack.pdf 
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199 Table G-10 Percentage of Ethnic Groups that Consumed Veal, Goat, Lamb, 
Mutton on Holidays and Occasions (Excludes Rabbit) 
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African 15 4 20 13 82 48 2 20 2 3 
Caribbean 5 12 3 24 9 74 2 45 8 11 
European 1 17 0 27 2 55 6 30 13 28 
Middle 
Eastern 25 5 37 16 83 54 3 23 3 9 

South Asian 14 3 24 20 56 35 4 17 3 26 
South East 
Asian 1 6 1 12 6 43 5 16 2 42 

 

Retailers 
According to the book, Migration Nation, T&T is the leader in Chinese grocery stores 
and No Frills is the store of choice for South Asians in the province of Ontario. 

Ethnic Canadians are typically seeking different ingredients associated with the cuisines 
of their respective ethnic cultures.  They show a similar pattern of behaviour when it 
comes to grocery shopping: both groups turn to a combination of ethnic speciality shops 
(like butcher shops) and mainstream retailers to achieve the right balance of products, 
brands, prices and shopping experience. 150 

Alternatively, Chinese shoppers tend to purchase the bulk of their groceries from 
Chinese food stores, but when it comes to meat, they prefer to shop at mainstream 
supermarkets because of quality concerns (in Chinese butchers).  To quote one, South 
East Asian women, “I never buy my meat in Chinatown, fish yes, meat no.” 

Results of our analysis showed that all ethnic groups were strong supporters of their 
local butcher shop.  This was particularly prominent for the African, Middle Eastern and 
South Asian ethnic communities who purchased their meat at the local butcher the 

150 Migration Nation, Environics Publishing, Copyright 2014, Robin Brown and Kathy Cheng 
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majority of the time.  It would be expected that this allegiance to the local butcher is at 
least in part driven by their desire to comply with the teachings of the Muslim religion 
and their desire to acquire halal certified meats.  The second most popular meat retailer 
among the ethnic groups was No Frills, followed by FreshCo, Metro and Loblaw’s.  After 
the local butcher as first choice, the priority of meat retailers varied from one ethnic 
group to the next.  The details for each ethnic group are presented in Table G-10 below. 
There were no supermarket players that dominated the selling of veal, goat, 
lamb/mutton and rabbit to the ethnic consumer.  It did not appear that most supermarket 
chains were particularly interested or focused on understanding and serving the large 
and growing ethnic market. 

Table G-10: What are the Top Five Retailers (%) Where the Different Ethnic 
Groups Purchase their Meat?   

African % Caribbean % European % 
Local Butcher 

Shop 77 Local Butcher 
Shop 31 Local Butcher 

Shop 28 

No Frills 6 No Frills 26 Loblaw’s/Loblaw 15 
Metro/Metro Plus 6 Metro/Metro Plus 18 Metro/Metro Plus 15 

FreshCo/Price 
Chopper 6 Loblaw’s/Loblaw 8 No Frills 13 

Loblaw’s/Loblaw 5 FreshCo/Price 
Chopper 8 FreshCo/Price 

Chopper 11 

      
Middle Eastern % South Asian % South East 

Asian % 

Local Butcher 
Shop 87 Local Butcher 

Shop 68 Local Butcher 
Shop 24 

No Frills 7 No Frills 13 No Frills 17 

Metro/Metro Plus 5 FreshCo/Price 
Chopper 7 Loblaw’s/Loblaw 15 

FreshCo/Price 
Chopper 4 Other 5 Food Basics 11 

Foodland 3 Loblaw’s/Loblaw 5 Metro/Metro Plus 10 
 

Factors in Choosing Store 
In choosing a store, there are marked differences amongst the survey participants as to 
what they consider important.  We have presented our findings in Table G-11. Price and 
trust were consistently the two most important factors in choosing a meat retailer.  It is 
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expected that adherence to religious doctrine was particularly important to Muslim 
dominated groups and was somewhat responsible for the high ranking of trust.  The 
ability to walk to the store was important to the African and Caribbean people, who may 
be less mobile in the GTA.  The only group that showed a preference for language were 
the Middle Eastern and South Asian groups, who as newcomers may feel less 
comfortable with English and prefer environments similar to their homeland.   

Table G-11: By Ethic Group, What are Five Most Important Factors in Choosing 
a Store to Purchase Meat? 

African  Caribbean  European  
The price is 
reasonable 9.6 The price is reasonable 9.2 

I can buy other 
groceries at the same 

location. 
8.7 

I trust the butcher 9.5 
I can buy other 

groceries at the same 
location. 

9.0 The price is 
reasonable 8.7 

Because it has meat 
that helps me fulfill 
my religious beliefs 

8.9 I trust the butcher 8.9 I trust the butcher 8.0 

I can walk to the 
store 8.0 I can walk to the store 7.7 I can walk to the store 5.9 

I can buy other 
groceries at the 
same location. 

7.9 I can be served in my 
language of choice 2.7 I can be served in my 

language of choice 3.9 

I can be served in my 
language of choice 6.3 

Because it has meat 
that helps me fulfill my 

religious beliefs 
2.4 

Because it has meat 
that helps me fulfill 
my religious beliefs 

2.3 

      
Middle Eastern  South Asian  South East Asian  

The price is 
reasonable 9.7 I trust the butcher 8.8 The price is 

reasonable 9.0 

I trust the butcher 9.5 The price is reasonable 8.6 
I can buy other 

groceries at the same 
location. 

8.4 
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202 Because it has meat 
that helps me fulfill 
my religious beliefs 

9.3 
Because it has meat 

that helps me fulfill my 
religious beliefs 

8.2 I trust the butcher 7.8 

I can be served in my 
language of choice 7.4 

I can buy other 
groceries at the same 

location. 
7.5 I can walk to the store 7.2 

I can buy other 
groceries at the 
same location. 

7.1 I can be served in my 
language of choice 6.6 I can be served in my 

language of choice 6.3 

I can walk to the 
store 6.5 I can walk to the store 5.7 

Because it has meat 
that helps me fulfill 
my religious beliefs 

2.7 

 
Factors- Meat Section 
The availability of fresh meat was clearly the number one factor cited by all ethnic 
groups, when asked, why their meat vendor is the best.  Meat is a primary source of 
protein for most families and the ability to enjoy meat that is desirable in smell and 
colour are key determinants.   Trust was important to those of the Muslim faith.  It would 
be expected that the importance of trust is due in part to their desire to insure that their 
meat products are halal, but also it must be remembered that in these groups’ 
homeland, sanitary conditions and regulatory agencies are often limited or nonexistent, 
so trust in their meat supplier is critical.  Good, consistent quality was also a key factor 
to all groups.    Meat counters that were clean and well organized sent a positive 
message to customers.  As expressed by one focus group member, “If the area that you 
see is messy (unclean), just imagine what the area in the back looks like”. 

 
Table G-12: By Ethnic Group, What are the Top Five Characteristics of the 
Store that Makes It “the best”? 

African % Caribbean % European % 
Freshness 84 Freshness 67 Freshness 61 

Trusted store 56 Good quality, 
Better cuts 40 

Good 
quality, 

Better cuts 
38 

Good quality, 
Better cuts 39 Consistent 

quality 33 Consistent 
quality 28 

In-store 
butcher 37 Clean, Well 

organized 26 Clean, Well 
organized 25 
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Good Price / 

Cost 
comments 

27 Trusted store 22 
Good Price 

/ Cost 
comments 

24 

      
Middle 
Eastern % South Asian % South East 

Asian % 

Freshness 79 Freshness 54 Freshness 81 

Trusted store 58 Trusted store 43 Trusted 
store 64 

Clean, Well 
organized 35 Good Price / 

Cost comments 35 
Good Price 

/ Cost 
comments 

52 

Good Price / 
Cost 

comments 
31 In-store butcher 32 In-store 

butcher 49 

Good quality, 
Better cuts 31 Clean, Well 

organized 31 Clean, Well 
organized 46 

 

Factors Influencing Purchases 
All ethnic groups ranked price as the number one factor that influences their meat 
purchases.  Africans and the Middle Eastern group ranked special occasions a close 
second, Caribbean’s ranked special occasions as a more distant second, while the 
Europeans and South Asians ranked overall quality as their second choice.  The South 
East Asians, ranked overall quality second to price, but along with flavor rated these the 
lowest relative to the other ethnic groups in the study.  This supports the assertion that 
Chinese add a lot of spice and marinades in preparing their meat.  
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Table G-13: By Ethnic Group, the Top Five Factors (%) That Influence Meat 
Purchases 

African % Caribbean % European % 
The price 88 The price 89 The price 64 
Special 

occasions 
75 Special 

occasions 49 The 
freshness 52 

The freshness 42 The freshness 46 Overall 
quality 48 

Overall quality 41 Overall quality 44 The flavor 46 
The nutritional 
characteristics 

30 The flavor 32 Special 
occasions 40 

      
Middle 
Eastern % South Asian % South East 

Asian % 

The price 87 The price 62 The price 56 
Special 

occasions 76 Overall quality 48 Overall 
quality 35 

The freshness 63 The freshness 47 Special 
occasions 33 

Overall quality 60 Special 
occasions 45 The 

freshness 21 

The flavor 47 The flavor 43 The flavor 16 
      

 

Need for Slaughter 
About 40% of the ethnic groups with a strong Muslim following, indicated that they 
would like to purchase an animal for slaughter.  The primary reason cited in the focus 
groups, was for religious celebrations.  Europeans and South East Asians, chose the 
slaughter service as a means to economically share a whole or half carcass amongst 
friends and family.  
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Figure G-2: What Proportion of Consumers Would Like to Buy a Live Animal, 
and Process it? 
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Interviews with Producers 
 

Results of in-person and telephone interviews with producers will be presented 
organized by the interview question asked.  Within each interview question, selected 
comments and suggestions made by producers representing the four meat species will 
be presented.  Not all producers interviewed necessarily answered all questions posed.  

Great difficulty was experienced in having processors, and particularly large retailers, 
agree to be interviewed by the consultant.  Most retailers paid little to no attention to 
emails or telephone calls requesting an interview to discuss their perspective on the 
ethnic market and the meat products in question.  It must be said that there appears to 
be insensitivity to the efforts of producers to improve their products and their 
relationship with those they ultimately supply. 

1) Are there regulatory aspects that impede expansion of your operation as 
it would relate to meeting the demands of the Ontario ethnic market? 

 
Sheep 
Regulatory impediments to expansion specifically to supply the ethnic market were 
limited.  Regulatory impediments to overall expansion included lack of access to drugs 
for sheep due to the unwillingness of drug companies to go through the regulatory 
process for a so-called minor species like sheep.  This concern was voiced by nearly all 
producers interviewed.  It was noted that Health Canada and the Veterinary and Health 
Directorate are now starting to recognize some science from other countries so drug 
companies don’t have to conduct the full trial.  It was noted that there are challenges in 
Ontario with resistance to the available de-wormer.  The lack of availability of 
alternatives for incorporation into long-term, de-worming programs tends to increase the 
probability of resistance to one product.  It was also indicated by several producers that 
vaccines for production limiting diseases are available in other countries, but are not 
available in Canada.  Due to the limited availability of products, producers must acquire 
prescriptions from a veterinarian thereby increasing their cost of production.  It was 
reported by one producer that drugs are available in countries competing with Canada 
at a much lower cost.  Lack of availability of some drugs in bulk quantities was also 
identified as a factor increasing cost of production. 
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A second major challenge reported was coyotes.  Producers have considerable difficulty 
being compensated for lambs predated by coyotes.  One producer said “You have to 
have the dead animal, six photographs and proof of value,” before a claim can be made.  
“At one point two years ago, we lost two hundred lambs. I would rather see the 
compensation go into some kind of cost share program for fencing.  Electric fences are 
useless for coyotes once they figure it out.  Page wire is a better option and can be 
pretty good at keeping them out.  Programs for fencing are cumbersome, not easy to 
access, and over-subscribed.” 

One example of a regulatory matter specific to the ethnic market was a situation 
whereby a company “was working on a deal to ship container loads of sheep intestines 
to China for processing and then be sent back to the US. Regulations prevent us from 
trying to do that here.” 

Goats 
As was the case with sheep, goats have challenges accessing drugs and vaccines 
without a prescription due to the lack of approvals for so-called minor species.  The 
need for a prescription and purchase of drugs and vaccines from a veterinarian 
increases the cost of production. 

A problem common to both sheep and goat producers is the desire, in some cases a 
demand, by some ethnic individuals to kill their animal on the farm.  This is not 
permitted under Ontario law.  I believe it is fair to say that producers are supportive of 
the law, but it does cause considerable strife when dealing with ethnic customers on 
farm.  From the consumer survey conducted as part of this study, about 40% of three 
different ethnic groups preferred to buy a live animal and butcher it themselves. 

Veal 
The main regulatory issue identified by veal producers was the 396 pound upper limit 
placed on a dressed carcass for it to be called veal.  All producers contacted felt that the 
weight limit should be increased to provide an opportunity for the calf to mature a little 
more and produce a higher quality product on the rail.  It was noted that the upper limit 
had been increased once before.  It was suggested that the current carcass weight limit 
may have been appropriate when hormone implants were allowed, but as they are now 
illegal, a heavier carcass is claimed to produce a better product.  It appears that the 
desire of producers to increase the carcass weight of veal is strongly supported by the 
veal processors as well.  One obvious challenge is that if 396 pounds is not appropriate, 
what would the ideal upper carcass weight be? 
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Veal producers in general did not seem to have the access to drug and vaccine 
problems identified by sheep and goat producers, likely as veal calves are usually 
deemed to be beef cattle where more products are available to the much larger market. 

Rabbits 
The inability to medicate feed and lack of approved therapeutics for rabbits are the main 
overriding regulatory issues identified by producers.  The need for a prescription for off-
label use of drugs is problematic and contributes significantly to the cost of production.  
It must be said though, that with great diligence and biologic security, some producers 
appear to not have near the need for therapeutics that others do. 

 

2) In your opinion, what is the most important impediment to advancing 
the supply of sheep/goats/veal and rabbit to meet the needs of the 
Ontario ethnic market? 

Sheep 
All producers agree that the demand of the market is not being met with the large 
amount of imports coming into Ontario.  One factor impeding expansion that was 
mentioned frequently by producers is the lack of a predictable price for their lambs.  
Most producers would prefer to have a predictable price rather than the roller coaster 
often experienced.  This price roller coaster appears to be more of a factor at the major 
auction barns like Cookstown and the Ontario Livestock Exchange in Kitchener.  Prices 
vary from week to week depending on what arrives at a given auction on a given day.  
Prices apparently vary for the same quality lambs within a particular auction depending 
on the time lambs are sold.  Prices also fluctuate with the time of year and proximity to 
special occasions and religious holidays. 

To alleviate these challenges, one group of 15 to 20 Ontario producers has formed a 
cooperative of sorts whereby a price for their lambs is negotiated forward with a 
processor on a quarterly basis through an intermediary company.  The price negotiated 
has more to do with their cost of production than what is going on in the live market.   
Producers keep the negotiating company informed of projected dates of delivery who in 
turn informs the processor, which allows the processor to keep their retail chain buyers 
advised of the upcoming supply, which in turn allows for the planning of possible retail 
specials and sales.  These sales are used by the retail chains to attract consumers to 
their establishments.  The processor sees value in having a volume of quality lambs 
available to them on a regular basis that they would otherwise have to go to Cookstown 
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or Kitchener to compete for in the open market.  In at least this case, the value chain is 
working together to benefit all members.  It must be said that this is a new approach, but 
appears to be working well to date.  This scenario allows the producer to focus on the 
production of quality lamb.  This is one example of how a group of motivated producers 
has overcome a major marketing challenge. 

One producer said “We have tried to sell direct to packers ourselves and it is very, very 
challenging.  Most of the slaughter industry in Ontario is run by Italians and Portuguese 
and culturally the difference between them and me is significant; it is difficult for us to 
work together. They are complicated people to do business with sometimes and they 
are in business to make money just like we are, of course, but to have to negotiate price 
every single week when I show up at their back door with lambs is not something I have 
the time or energy to do.” 

Another producer said, “We know the demand is there, the demand is greater than the 
supply, so the problem lies on the supply side and we have as an industry is supplying 
consistent quality on a year round basis.  Up until a few years ago the industry was 
primarily a cottage industry with small flocks, different breeds all over the map, types of 
lambs all over the map, people feeding differently.  Things have changed with larger 
producers coming into the game now.  To address the supply you need flocks of a 
certain size and farms that are treating it as a business, not as a hobby.” 

A third producer answered the question with “Probably racism!  We still think we are the 
old white guys driving tractors mentality.  People are not open-minded.  The Muslim 
market being probably the largest growing in the last five years, people already have an 
idea what that market is and that Muslim market has already changed in the last five 
years.  It is not Indian and Pakistan based like people think.  People think that Sikhs are 
Muslim also.  That shows ignorance.  Afghani is probably the largest Muslim influence in 
Toronto right now.  The whole kill floor at Newmarket Packers is Afghani.  I think the 
Asian market has been neglected for years, because people think that Chinese don’t 
eat sheep, but yet they are the largest producers, the largest consumers and as of last 
December the largest importers of sheep in the world.  I think it is ignorance and the 
lack of communication.  This has transitioned within the ten years and our society 
doesn’t adapt to those changes within that.”   

A fourth producer said, “A grading system would be beneficial as an encouragement to 
enhance quality.  Any imported product needs to go through the same system.” 
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Goats 
One producer believes one important impediment is retaining producers in the industry  
That individual said “Retention of new producers is a big thing, from what I hear there 
are a lot of people coming into the industry and a few years later are leaving again.  
They start small with intentions of growing and a few years later they are not around 
anymore.  I think there is also poor monitoring of production traits for profitability 
reasons and I think that is why some of these new comers are being lost.  I think there 
are some health reasons.  There are diseases within goats that are more common than 
they should be and that affects the bottom line and that has an effect on producers 
supplying the animals that are needed, a steady supply.” 

Profitability is another issue –“The reason we are downsizing goats is we work our butts 
off and honestly we would be better serving coffee at Tim Horton’s for our time.  
Profitability is far and away the number one challenge in the industry.  There is a huge 
market out there and it is going untapped and there is a reason for that, animals are 
difficult and expensive to rear so challenges like medical issues compound that.  So 
when we are competing against imports that come in for 30 to 40% of our cost of 
production domestically, we have got a challenge there.  People do not want to shell out 
huge dollars for our product when they can get it elsewhere.  That is a huge challenge 
for the domestic meat goat industry to compete on a cost of production basis.  There 
are so many mom and pop operations or hobbyists, 50 to 100 does is a very nice pass 
time, but if you can do it right you will make a little bit of money, but to make a living you 
have to get some volume because at the end of the day they are expensive to raise and 
there just is not a huge margin there.  I get frustrated when people call it a new industry.  
For goodness sakes, goat farming goes back to the dawn of time and it has been in 
Canada as long as any other industry, but the reason it hasn’t developed is because we 
are having difficult time making money at it.”  When asked what this individual felt was 
an economic unit if you were just in goats, the response was “I would like to see 700 to 
1000.  With value added markets, you could likely do it at 300 to 400.” 

Veal 
The following comment from a veal producer is somewhat typical of veal producers 
interviewed – “I think the relationship between retail, processing and farmer is pretty 
poor at best.  There is not much feedback, if any.  I know we get more feedback 
because we ship direct, we know what our calves are finishing at and what they look 
like dressed, but anyone that goes through sales barns never hears anything back from 
their calves so even if they are doing a poor job and keep sending them there, people 
are still going to buy them, but those calves that are of poorer quality, they get sold as 
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veal, but puts a damper on the rest of their names for the market for what we are 
selling.”  [What would be a way of fixing that challenge?]  “I think the Board has to be 
more in touch with the meat packer, because the meat packer always has to be in touch 
with the retailer.  There is no option, if they do it bad one time then the retailer is going 
to go to another packing plant because they are pretty competitive, but as far as selling 
calves there is not much feedback from the meat packer to the Ontario Veal Board or 
the producers that could be improved a lot.  The way is there, but there is no will to do it.  
I think it could be done and should be done, because for poultry and hogs, it is already 
there and it gets done every time.” 

Another producer replied to the question this way – “I guess it is the communications 
thing, right, like you need to know what is out there, like if there are niche markets out 
there that we have an opportunity to meet you need to somehow know what’s out there 
and what you have to do to meet them and determine whether the benefit is worth the 
cost.”   

A third individual replied, “It is the replacement cost of the babies.  They are through the 
roof right now!”   [Why have the costs gone up so much?]  “There are a lot of issues at 
play there, for a lot of the big dairy farmers, Holstein bulls are a by-product of the dairy 
industry and they are using sexed semen so that is cutting down on the bulls.  Out West 
I would still like to bring in started Holstein bull calves from Alberta, I brought thousands 
of them in, now because the fed cattle market is just wild, next March the futures are 
$3.06 on the rail my goodness gracious!  People are not going to be able to afford to eat 
this meat. ….  The food chains in the States, like Arby’s, want Holsteins because they 
don’t get the marbling in the Holstein beef so there are thousands and thousands of 
Holstein steers on feed in western Canada.  A lot of the calves on feed in Alberta come 
in from BC.  Around Fort Macleod there are a lot of guys that start Holstein bulls and 
that’s where ours come from.” 

Rabbit 
The first rabbit producer answered the question this way – “People do not know where 
to get it.  The demand is out there for rabbit, but there is no marketing.  Some people 
want to try rabbit for the first time.  They have recipes on their [Ontario Rabbit] web site.  
No listing on a web site where rabbit might be available.”   

A second producer interviewed said “The biggest problem is having a value-added 
chain that could meet those needs, so what I am referring to is having a processor that 
is willing to go ahead and do additional cuts of meat, as well as from there having a 
grocery store that is willing to carry those products, it almost has to be driven from the 
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consumer backwards to keep requesting those products from the grocery store, then 
say to the processor that every week I get people in here always asking for a specific 
cut and then the processor will say that I have to do that, whereas now they are just 
devoted to what works well for them and they carry on and don’t try to expand that 
market.  Any market expansion is done by small increments by small butcher shops and 
that sort of thing, so that’s probably our biggest thing is just having a value-added chain 
that can work for everybody.  The other issue to go along with that today’s generation 
don’t think about what they are going to eat until half an hour before supper time.  
Rabbit is not really something you take out of the fridge or the freezer and pop it in the 
microwave and voila you have your meal!  It’s also changing as to how consumers 
prepare their meals and getting back to more the slow cooked meals, that’s where 
rabbit shines.  It is best put in a crock pot and slow cooked all day, and carry on.  So, a 
lot of people as well they say I would cook rabbit, but I have no idea how to cook it so 
I’m not going to cook it.  So it’s consumer awareness, although a lot of other people will 
say well I don’t just want to take a whole rabbit and cook it, I’d rather just try some 
pieces, so there is that issue as well.  It comes back to if the products were available 
more people would likely try it.  The other thing too is that a lot of families are small; a 
whole rabbit nicely feeds a family of mother, father and two or three kids, or maybe 
even young teenagers so after that they say what do I do with the leftovers.  Most 
people want to have it done at the end of one meal, so there are maybe some 
challenges with that as well.  …. I almost forgot, one other thing that maybe has been 
impeding is also just availability.  A lot of people say that I like rabbit meat, I used to 
have it all the time when I was a kid and I would continue to eat it, but you can’t just go 
and buy it at your local grocery store.” 

 

3) In your opinion, is there a lack of collaboration/cooperation among 
players in the sheep/goats/veal and rabbit sector value chain impeding 
meeting the needs of the Ontario ethnic market? 

Sheep 
The first producer replied this way – ”Absolutely, it is dog eat dog between slaughter 
plants and so there is not enough lambs to go around, but of course they don’t want to 
pay any more than they have to for them because they have to find some margin in 
them to pass on to the next guy.  [Are there too many steps in the chain?]  I don’t think 
there are too many steps.  For most of these lambs the slaughter plant is the 
wholesaler, so they go from my farm to a slaughter plant, they might go through auction 
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on the way 9the only margin there is the commission at the auction market), from the 
slaughter plant they are going directly to retail in most cases.  So sometimes that retail 
might be a place where they are breaking those lambs further, but a lot of the slaughter 
plants are breaking those lambs and making them retail-ready now, because the skill 
set within a retail setting is not there to break that carcass the way it needs to be broke.  
The skill just is not there to do that, so I don’t think there are too many steps.  In 
Ontario, we don’t have much of a feedlot sector so they are not going from the farm of 
origin to a feedlot and then to a slaughter plant and then to retail.  There are some for 
sure, but a very small amount of the entire industry.” 

A second producer provided somewhat of an alternative opinion – “Three months ago I 
would have told you yes, today I would say no.  More producers need to see that the 
packer is not their enemy.  Producers need to think about the amount of waste that 
there may be in a less than optimum carcass.  Each link in the chain needs to 
understand the challenges experienced by the others and be willing to contribute to 
rectifying these challenges to the mutual benefit of everyone.  We must talk much more 
to our packers and to the guys that are marketing our product, because they are 
marketing our product, it’s not their product, it’s our product.” 

A third producer tends to concur – “I think so definitely, it goes without saying.  In saying 
that, there has definitely been improvement lately.  There are individuals that are going 
a long way to bridge the gap.” 

A fourth seems to concur and adds some additional perspectives – “I would say yes, but 
that has improved a lot in the last year, particularly with OSMA.  They really took a step 
back right to the mission statement and said “Where are we going?”  On the farmer side 
we tend to hold things tight to our chest, we love to share the good news, but it is hard 
to share the bad news.  “If we could share the bad news as much as the good news a 
lot of us that are going through the growing pains, it would be a lot easier.  What that 
boils down to is not seeing the other guy as a competitor.  No one is competing with 
each other in the lamb industry.  You want your neighbour to succeed as that is how 
you build value chains.  I want him or her to get a consistent, big supply of lamb going 
because it helps me.”  On the government side, OMAF has had and still has a decent 
team.  Anita and Christophe have been really good at putting out seminars, etc.  Anita is 
freshly retired and I don’t thing her job is being filled, unfortunately.  That’s a job that we 
need. I am a big believer in research, we need the thinkers.” 
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The last producer still has concerns about communication – “There is certainly a lack of 
communication.  I guess it has to start at the end and work its way down in what exactly 
they want.  There just isn’t enough communication from anybody really.” 

Goats 
Perspectives on this question from goat producers: 

“I think there is a lot of room for improvement in terms of producers working with 
packers directly identifying lucrative markets and producing a specific animal instead of 
shipping whatever you got to the auctions.  We have identified a sweet spot for a goat 
between 70 and 80 pounds live weight at the auctions.  Maybe there is more money or 
a market could be developed for a heavier animal, just to create greater cash flow.”  
[Have you worked directly with any packers?]  “No!  We have been approached by 
packers, but they come up shy on the dollars.  They are typically buying dairy kids that 
don’t have quite as strong a carcass, so they are coming up short with their offer.  When 
the animals go into the ring, it is probably the same guys buying them, but there is 
competition there and you get a better price.  It is not the way it should be, that is for 
sure.” 

“In my opinion, yes, I think between producers and processors there is a bit of a 
communications gap in terms of the types of carcasses that are preferred, not 
necessarily the kind of carcass the consumer is looking for that’s important, but also the 
type of carcass the processor can make money off of.  I keep hearing that we can send 
anything to market because the demand is there and the supply is not so we can send 
whatever to market, but the processor still needs to make money off of that too.  A 
carcass that yields 30 to 40% compared to one that yields 50% there is a big difference.  
I think there needs to be communication downwards back to the producer.  I also think 
there is a divide between the purebred and commercial breeders.   I think there is a lack 
of understanding between the two that both sectors need to be functioning properly for 
the industry to be healthy.  Another big thing is when you throw in the hobbyist, they 
make up a fairly big chunk of the people that have goats, they don’t have that many 
goats, but in Ontario they make up a good chunk of the producers and they want to 
have a say as well, but a lot of times their thoughts don’t reflect what would be best for 
the industry, for the commercial side of the industry, for example the national ID is 
coming into the works and there are hobbyists that are like no way they are dead set 
that they are not going to put a tag in their goat’s ear because it is their pet. I think that 
is kind of a hold back.” 
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“I don’t think all of the people in the industry are doing it above board, meaning doing it 
as a business. You have a lot of back yard breeders, they want to do it under the table 
for cash reasons to avoid the government and I don’t know for how long the industry is 
going to be like that, but that is a problem.  There is lots of them out there especially in 
the goat industry.  They are an impediment to the industry moving forward because the 
industry needs some research and development as far as genetics, rate of gain, cost of 
production, feed conversions, and a number of things.  If they are not willing to be 
members of any association, I think it is an impediment. …..They needed the check off 
to get revenue to pursue research.” 

 Veal 

Comments from the veal sector include the following: 

“I would say so, as a producer we don’t really get any feedback as to what the market is 
looking for.  “Sell me your calves, make sure they are good, and I want to buy them as 
cheap as possible”.  Beyond that, there is not a lot of communication, there is nothing 
that they say, hey if you did this, we would give you $0.05 more, or whatever it would 
be.  There is no one knocking on your door saying there is an opportunity to fulfil this 
market if you can grow this kind of calf, or do it this way.  We are not a huge size, so 
you are at a size where you could probably meet some of those smaller markets, but it’s 
not easy to find where they are, or if they are.  [In terms of quality, do you get feedback 
from your packer in terms of the animals you are providing?]  Very rarely!  If they are 
bad you hear pretty quickly; if they are good you don’t hear anything.  Typically, I know 
ours are on the better end, not to brag, but that is just how it is.  When you are sending 
good stuff you don’t hear much back usually.  [Are veal graded as such?]   No they are 
not, that is part of the problem.  [So you would like to have a grading system that you 
get paid for the quality that you are providing?]  That would be ideal – yes.”   

“There could definitely be more relations there and as far as retail, I have no idea about 
the ethnic markets, I know they are there but I don’t know what each ethnic market is 
really looking for.  I don’t even know what time of the year, I know some of them when 
they buy more, but not all of them and I don’t even know what parts of the calves they 
buy.”  [Are you aware of any spikes in demand due to ethnic holidays?]  “I know this 
week or last week was a holiday for some religion, but I am not sure which one.  I know 
there is a higher demand then, I know closer to Christmas there is a little higher 
demand, and in general, people from France and Greece probably eat more veal 
compared to other people.”  [Do you try and hit those peaks in any way?]  “We have 
continuous production and need to keep the barns full.” 
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Rabbits 
An experience of one rabbit producer: 

“Very much so - buyers fighting processors and processor beat up the producers.  
There is a lot of conflict.  I introduced this new blood line and we were getting a dress 
out of 65%, the problem was these rabbits were finished at 5 pounds and they were 
light for the market I was shipping into, this is where the problem came, because on my 
5 pound rabbits he was getting the same dressed weight as the other guys that were 
shipping 6 pound rabbits, but the guys shipping 6 pound rabbits got paid more than me, 
because we are paid by live weight.  So why would anybody produce a more efficient 
product if you are going to be punished for it?  That is one of the major problems why 
this rabbit industry is never, ever going to go ahead, because processors do not pay for 
the value of the product they are getting.   For three shipments, he was punishing me 
and giving me a lessor price, because he wanted a 5.5 pound rabbit, so he had a 
separate price for 5 pound plus a premium price for 5.5 pound and yet he was getting 
more dressed meat off of my 5 pound rabbit that the guy that was shipping 6 pound 
rabbits.  These guys do not think; they are dense.  And if you get into the provincial 
market, it is even worse, because it is all a buddy-buddy system.  The price will range 
from $2.10 to people that are getting $1.60.  … Unless you can convince a processor to 
start looking at quality of carcass, but why they don’t is that they have such a shortage 
of rabbits.  They have everything sold before it comes in.  In the summer, they said that 
they had a freezer full and we are only going to give you $1.10 for anything over 80% of 
what you have been shipping.  I asked for my rabbits back to market them myself out of 
my freezer.  The next week, I got a check for the full amount because they didn’t have 
enough rabbits.  A lot of games played.” 

4) In your opinion, what opportunities do you envision for the 
sheep/goats/veal and rabbit sectors associated with Ontario ethnic 
market? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one - “I think it is pretty nearly endless.  The demand for halal is rather 
staggering – it is quite exiting really.  The opportunity for lamb is amazing.  The parts of 
that that we don’t understand, I had a Greek lady ask me for a lamb for Easter, she 
asked for it to be chunked up, the whole lamb to be chunked up into fist size pieces 
bone in.  Nothing I had ever heard of before.  I talked to the butcher and he doesn’t 
know what to do with some of the side pieces and the ribs, do you just buzz them up – 
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he has no idea and she was going to put it in a large roasting pan with a bunch of 
vegetables and slow cook it for like two days.  I bet it would be the most amazing lamb 
you ever had because all of the cuts are mixed together so they will complement each 
other really well.  I don’t know how these folks eat lamb.  I know how we eat lamb, I see 
how a rack of lamb is presented at a white linen restaurant, I see how chops are 
presented, or maybe at a nicer buffet you would see how a leg is presented, but I am 
not sure if I know how all these other folks eat that lamb.”  [Would it be helpful to know 
how they would like that lamb?]  “Absolutely, there is no doubt about it.”  [From what 
you know, is that a more complex breaking of the carcass, or is it maybe even simpler 
than what we would do?]  “Much simpler, if we had a band saw sitting here you would 
literally just cut the thing into like 60 pieces.  It’s a bit of a debauchery of that carcass by 
our standards, but I bet it is fantastic.  Rather than taking 45 minutes to butcher that 
lamb and wrap it all into individual pieces and cuts.  There is no wrapping – it all goes 
into a plastic lined box, you close the plastic liner on the top; you seal the box; and you 
deliver to the client.  They don’t expect anything fancier than that, like vacuum packing 
and all these kinds of things.” 

Producer two – “There are certainly opportunities for expansion with the amount of 
imports that we have in this country.   We don’t have a federal packing plant that can 
handle efficiently to get our lambs processed and get to the bigger channels to the 
super markets and large chains.   The national chains won’t accept lambs from a 
provincially inspected plant.   That’s the biggest hiccup right there.   This is not legal, but 
policy.  Because a lot of the chains are national chains and they have central wear-
housing, some of the central wear-houses for eastern Canada are in Ontario so if they 
want to ship product east to Quebec or the Maritimes and they can’t do that.  Abingdon 
Meat Packers in the Niagara region is a federally inspected plant.  They do buy lambs in 
Brussels and elsewhere.  I believe the new Canadian Lamb Coop is trying to work with 
them.  Canadian Lamb Coop – from what I understand, most of their product will be 
further processed making kabobs and shepherd’s pies and sausages and very little will 
be whole cuts.   They say they have a lot of market opportunity, which I believe they do.  
They have people calling world-wide wanting to buy processed products.  We will see if 
they can get it off the ground and get it going.  They say they have a growing 
membership.  I know some people that have put money towards it.  The Saskatchewan 
Sheep Development Board is the big proponent.  There is an office in Guelph as well.  
That’s where Terry Ackerman who is running it works out of mostly.  Need to deal with a 
federal plant as well.  If you have a beef plant or you are trying to retrofit a veal plant, it 
doesn’t work.  With the federal system, you have to have a lot more people handle 
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those animals going through the process than you do provincially.  Have to run so much 
volume in the sheep industry as you don’t have the dollars per head.”   

Producer three – “It is for sure growing.  Must keep in communication with the market as 
it is and will continue to change – need continual monitoring.   We must realize that the 
ethnic community does have the money to buy their product.” 

Producer four – “Definitely growth, also it opens up the ability to market certain 
carcasses in different ways.  The processors that are trying to bridge the gap with the 
ethnic groups they still tend to cater to one, or other or another, whereas if someone 
was smart enough, they would have a market for those legs, those legs would go to 
Longo’s, those shoulders would go to Halal Meats, and the trim would go to Bombay 
Belle, if somebody could do that it would be good.  That would be one opportunity to 
expand the market.   I think the industry is going to expand with this, but I think it is 
because of this ethnic money coming into it, and I think what we are going to see is 
more ethnic farmers.  I think they are going to step in to fill their needs.” 

Producer five – “When the type of demand changes, it is difficult to project the supply, 
so if you have an ethnic group that is changing its religious holidays, not willy-nilly, but 
from the white farmer’s side of things it is really hard to plan.”  [You really need a 
calendar for the next five years as to when these high points are in terms of demand?]  
“That’s right, but on the flip side the consumer must understand that we can’t always 
provide lamb at those times.  Easter is a really tricky one as we are trying to get ewes 
bred in August to get them to lamb early enough to get them big enough for Easter.  
You start sliding Easter back a week or two, that makes a huge difference on a 40 or 50 
pound lamb.   But, they are eating lamb on a regular basis, besides the actual religious 
holidays, I think it goes back to providing consistent quality and supply to grocery stores 
and chains and developing partnerships with packing plants and a true value chain, not 
just links that are separated from each other, relationships, see these as people and not 
companies and get feedback both ways.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “Producers need to continue to identify premium markets for their 
product.  Some cultures go to the scrub meat and that kind of garbage and they are not 
going to pay you very well and there are some cultures that for certain festivals and 
times of the year when goat is a delicacy, so it is understanding the markets and 
marketing to those that are willing to put a premium on it.” 

Producer two – “It is hard to tell.  There is obviously to me a demand because there is 
product being imported.  I think one of the biggest potentials, which I am not interested 
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in myself, is I think there is big potential for producers that want to take the cull dairy 
buck kids, because they are accessible at a low price, they are basically a waste 
product from that industry and raise those animals for the meat market.  From what I 
have seen, I think they would be well suited for some of the ethnic markets as they are 
looking for smaller milk fed kind of animal like the Jewish or Greeks.  For a lot of their 
holidays they want a center piece that goes in the middle of the table, and I think those 
animals are ideal for that.  I think this would also be challenging as you would be mixing 
young animals from different herds, similar to the veal industry, have they gotten 
colostrum, are they kept at the farm where they are born for a week or so.  I think there 
is an opportunity there.  It couldn’t be kids going through a sales barn, it would need to 
be producers working directly with each other, someone interested in growing those 
kids picking up from the farm of origin.  If the larger dairy producers know they have a 
market for those kids and they are dealing directly with that person taking them off their 
hands they would make sure these kids get colostrum, etc. to get them off to a good 
start.” 

Producer three – “In Ontario the ethnic population is growing all the time, now whether 
the second generation of ethnics are going to eat goat and lamb, I don’t know, but 
currently and for a while I think it is going to be a strong market.  I can’t see it trending 
backwards.  The Muslims don’t want to pay.  The guy I sell my goats says they only 
want to pay so much per pound, but my position is if you want the goat you are going to 
have to pay.”  

Veal 
Producer one – “I think we are a small enough sector and I think there are, again if 
opportunities are presented, there are producers that will do what it takes to meet those 
needs, I don’t think everybody will change, but I think you could find enough, again it’s 
hard to know what those needs would be and what we would be asked to do, but I think 
there are opportunities there, it is just a matter of them being communicated through.  
[Do you have farm gate sales?]  Only family and friends!”  

Producer two – “I would like to have a more consistent price paid for veal with less of 
the highs and lows.” 

Rabbit 
Producer one – “I really think that there is huge potential in the rabbit industry, simply 
because you look at countries like Malta, or Italy, Spain, those counties eat rabbit like 
we eat chicken here in Canada.  To me the potential is phenomenal.  I think there are 
some staggering statistics out there that say the average rabbit consumption in Ontario 
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is like 3 g/capita.  We joke as producers that we get that much stuck in our teeth in a 
year, that’s not how much we consume.  The way I look at it is that we have a huge 
ethnic population, we also have an aging population that I feel have money and they 
want to eat healthy, they have numerous health concerns and rabbit is nutritious so in 
my mind not only the ethnic population, but just the general population there is so much 
potential in rabbit meat, so in my mind we could easily quadruple the production in 
Ontario if we had the right people doing it. So opportunities, I would say different cuts of 
rabbit, the opportunities to get the “heart smart” logo associated with it.  I just find there 
are opportunities for ground rabbit, using it in the place of hamburger, ground pork or 
whatever.  I think there are numerous opportunities when it comes to that sort of stuff.” 

Producer two – “There is so much growth.  The demand is there.  People want it.  We 
deal with seven local restaurants.  Three are seasonal, but the rest are every two 
weeks.  Guelph and Kitchener/Waterloo are very big on local and will source 70% from 
local.  Most restaurants are a little higher end than the average family restaurant.” 

Producer three – “None, I don’t see anything happening unless things change, and you 
know we brought forward a plan to have an association and associations have to have 
money coming in, people can’t do anything unless they get a paycheck, because they 
got to eat.   We went to Farm Products and tried to get it through and both the 
processors turned it down, the older fellows that didn’t want to pay a few cents a rabbit 
and then Farm Products really beat us up bad.  Farm Products is what manages all the 
organizations in Ontario.  The second you are collecting a check-off, Farm Products is 
your watch dog.  In order to do this you have to go to Farm Products and get a pat on 
the back and say you can go ahead and do this.  Well, Farm Products gave us a pat on 
the head and only mailed out voting packages to half of the producers.  They were 
within 4 or 5 votes.”  [You have this organization called Ontario Rabbit?]  “And we are 
affiliated with the Ontario Livestock Alliance.”  [So you don’t have a check-off that goes 
to support them]  “No!”  [So how do they exist?]   “What we used to do is we had a 
membership, which was $25 or $35 a year, and every year we would have a Rabbit 
Congress and we would have a whole bunch of suppliers and that and we would charge 
them.  We had a budget of about $4,000.  Then all of a sudden some smart ass guy like 
me decide to take it to another step and happened to be able to get on the adaptation 
Council and we were able to bring in a program to develop these smaller industries and 
that’s why the Livestock Alliance was formed.  So we brought veal, goats and Ontario 
Rabbit and brought them together as a group.  The only problem is veal is the only one 
that has check-off, now goats have come in with a percentage of their milk check, but 
rabbits have nothing.  The problem is, is when all this happened pork was in the toilet, 
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we had a lot of good pork producers coming on as rabbit producers, which has really 
helped the industry, but the problem was that we had a glut of rabbits, the processors 
saw an opportunity to beat us up, then the pork prices went back up and nobody is 
going to work for nothing and we lost our good producers and now we are back at 
square one.  And you know if we look at history; that has happened three times. So I 
can’t be real positive as I have a lot of history.” 

5) Do you plan to change/expand your business to better meet the needs of 
the Ontario ethnic market? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one – “We have been expanding, but we have just finished up two years of 
record low prices though.  In the last eight to ten years, the number of the flocks has 
shrunk, but the size of the flocks has grown so there has been consolidation of flocks.  
Ten years ago there were a couple of thousand head flocks, now there are dozens of 
them.  They are in the sheep business, not a mixed farm.  We would like to continue to 
expand our sheep operation for sure.” 

Producer two – “I am not going to expand much more, but my son will.  Yes, there is a 
positive attitude.” 

Producer three – “I won’t be expanding my ewe flock, but if I do it will only be by a 
couple of hundred.  I am going to hold tight right now.  I have been in quite a massive 
quick expansion.  I still feel there is a real steady market for heavy lambs, as compared 
to light and new crop lambs.  Those prices can be all over the map from year to year so 
I don’t want to get into that game.  I did belong to a forward contract program through 
Holly Park, both when OSMA was running it and when it was run by producers, and in 
my opinion there were some real challenges with it, but having said that, in my opinion it 
was a successful venture.  I would like to see more of those, or at least one of those 
again.  I would like to get away from the live market as much as possible.  I don’t want 
to be at the whim of the magic and mystery of the live market price.  I am not 
necessarily asking for top dollar, but what I am asking for is to cut the lows out and 
maybe cut the highs out and to be guaranteed some predictable price so that I can go to 
the bank and say this is what I am going to make, and I can’t do that right now.  Steady 
price is even more important than high.  It takes commitment on both sides of the fence, 
from the producer when you see prices jumping above what you are going to get 
through the value chain, you can’t jump ship, you got to stay the course, and likewise 
when the packer sees lamb getting sold at a cheaper price at the live market that packer 
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must hang in there with you.  That was a big problem in the previous forward contract.”  
[Is there any room for an insurance program that would buffer off non-payment 
challenges in the industry?]  I have never been stung by a packing plant in a major way 
they have been late a few times.  I would rather go with the RMP, producers pay into 
this risk management program and what it does is look at the average cost of 
production, models that, and if you fall behind on the government model they will kick in 
money, so if you lost lambs, or you are not getting the amount of money you expected, 
there is compensation that way.  I like that better than paying into insurance.”   

Producer four – “I am planning on expanding, but not necessarily for the ethnic market.”  

Producer five – “Yes, not specifically because of the Ontario ethnic market, just the 
market, but that is the Ontario population.”   

Goats  
Producer one – “No, we are not going to expand, we’ll basically stay the same as what 
we are.  There is no plan for expansion.” 

Producer two – “If we can find the customer base that everyone talks about, than yes, I 
would love to be able to grow my herd a little bit if we had more of a market for the 
meat.   We have had some challenges tapping into it.  For us, we have been quite busy 
with the rest of our business so it hasn’t been a priority either.  Our advertising is by 
word of mouth so it takes a couple of years for everything new that we have started to 
catch on. …. Our customer base for what we have is very North American so it is not a 
large ethnic group even though we go to market in Hamilton.  We take carcasses apart 
into familiar cuts, chops, ground and roasts, things the North American customer is 
familiar with.  We are selling on the health benefits rather than the ethnic side.  Hamilton 
is a year-round outdoor farmer’s market.  It is every Saturday.  It has really grown for 
us.”   

Producer three – “We are moving the opposite way right now.  I think we will be back in 
it in three to four years when the kids are a little older.  I think it will be a fantastic project 
for them to get involved in.” 

Veal 
Producer one – “I think so, again it is a cost benefit thing, but we would definitely look at 
it.  You are never going to go anywhere if you don’t look at the opportunities, just 
because you look at it doesn’t mean you are going to do it, we usually look and evaluate 
it and we decide what the cost is going to be versus the benefit and then you can make 
a decision whether it is worth it.” 
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Producer two – “Right now we are working on expanding a bit just cause the meat 
packer seems to like our calves a lot, they want more because we are pretty consistent 
and they like the idea of buying most of their calves from one farm because they know 
what they are getting every time.”   

Rabbits 
Producer one - “Not right now, some rabbit are going to the abattoir.  They will absorb 
that amount before expanding.  Abattoir would like them to expand as he sees the rabbit 
quality.  Barn especially built for 220 does, that’s it, that’s all.”   

Producer two – “I plan to retire!”   

Producer three – “I would like to expand if I could because I think there is lots of 
potential, but with the way I am set up right now and with my full time job, I can’t really 
do much more.  Would it better meet the needs of the Ontario ethnic market, in my own 
opinion probably not, I think those needs need to be met more so through the processor 
and end retailer.  I could meet the needs more so just due to the fact that because at 
Christmas time they can never get enough rabbit so I could expand my barn a little 
differently to be able to have a little more rabbit available at the seasonal times of the 
year.  Christmas and Easter are our two big times for us.  We try to have as many 
rabbits available as possible.  We sell 95% of our rabbit whole sale to the processor and 
we sell a little bit off the farm.  The off farm market is growing for us.” 

 

6) What changes have you seen in the Ontario ethnic market over the past 
five years? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one – “They know what they want so do not try and fool them.   Do not provide 
low quality product.   More producers are selling direct to the packer rather than going 
through the auction markets.   How are we going to determine price if there are no open 
markets like auction barns?  Main markets are Cookstown (Ontario Stock Yard), 
Brussels and Kitchener (OLEX).” 

Producer two – “Heavy lambs are bringing more dollars than they used to.   I think it 
goes back to economics as ever hook costs so much.   I dealt with “Mr. Greek Meats”, 
Luis Contos, in the past and chat with him at least once a year at the Royal Winter Fair, 
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he says that more of the Greek people he deals with want lamb cuts, they don’t want 
whole lamb.  That’s what he has seen.”  [Is that a generational change?]  “I think so.” 

Producer three – “I don’t know to be honest.”  [Would more information as to culture, as 
to likes and dislikes of the market, would that help you in terms of understanding where 
you need to go?]   “Absolutely, I would like to see a cutting chart of a lamb from Saudi 
Arabia.  We have a chart from the Ontario Sheep Marketing Agency as to the traditional 
way for cutting a lamb in North America, but I doubt that the same chart applies 
somewhere in the Middle East.  What do they do with that leg, do they debone it, chop it 
up in little pieces, what do they call it, what is the English word or Arabic for that matter 
for that cut?  Again, I think there is lost opportunity as we are not in tune with that.” 

Producer four – “Definitely, the surfacing of more groups, definitely greater influence on 
who is purchasing domestic product and that has happened in not much longer than five 
years.  I expect that will get bigger too.  I expect the next influx will be from the Ukraine 
and that’s a large Muslim population as well.  That could have some influence.”    

Producer five – “No I don’t.  I think things will change as the new generations grow up, I 
think that is where we are going to see change, our third and fourth generation 
Canadians as they become more “Canadianized”.  They may not want a whole lamb at 
Easter; they may want some tray ready chops.  When you are dealing with religion, it is 
slow to change, if at all.  We are looking at a changing demographic as to who our 
immigrants are.  At a meeting the presenter showed a map of Toronto and started to 
superimpose further maps showing the location of ethnic communities.  At the very end 
she laid down the template of the Chinese community and that just made everyone else 
look like little ants.  That was really a wakeup call for me.  I know nothing about that 
ethnic demand.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “That demographic continues to grow, but have I specifically seen 
anything, no I don’t think so.” 

Producer two – “I guess if you follow Farm Credit Corporation statistics goat is the 
fastest growing livestock industry in Canada over the last five years.  They have 
increased in production by over 50%.  It is based on numbers of animals so dairy would 
be bundled into that.”  

Veal 
Producer one – “The demand is definitely growing compared to what it was.  I think in 
those markets before those people didn’t have as much money and now they are 
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getting better jobs and the money is there, then again when the economy wasn’t doing 
so well, the demand was a lot less, because veal is more money that for beef or pork or 
anything like that.” 

Producer two – “I think there is more of an awareness that the market exists, and I am 
guessing that that market is probably growing.  In today’s society we are encouraging 
people not to conform to what would be considered normal in Canada; they are 
encouraged to hold on to what they consider normal.  I went to school in Guelph, and 
that was maybe 15 years ago, and now you go through and there are a lot more ethnic 
type restaurants than there ever was when I was in school.  You can see that that 
sector is definitely growing.  That is not limited to the ethnic groups, right, there are 
people born and raised in Canada for years that are going to those kinds of restaurants 
too, so I guess people are expanding their palate.” 

Rabbits 
Producer one – “They can’t get enough rabbit; they can’t get it at a cheap enough price 
because there is too much swing from what we get to what the processor sells it for, 
we’re getting $1.80 per pound, so we are getting about $10 per rabbit, and when it gets 
to the store it’s around $30.  The other thing is, this is my personal opinion, ethnic 
people come over here that love rabbit, they start eating chicken, you know ethnic 
people are thrifty too, and all of a sudden they start eating chicken and all of a sudden 
they find it is only a tenth of the price, boy they start to enjoy it.  Rabbit becomes a treat.  
[What are the main ethnicities that like rabbit?]  Everybody would like rabbit if they could 
have it, how are you going to compete, how can you sell a $30 rabbit compared to a $6 
chicken?  At two bucks a pound a guy shipping a 5 pound rabbit into the processor is 
getting ten bucks, but the problem is he’s got almost $7 into it, whereas before it was 
around $5.”  

Producer two – “I don’t know whether I have seen many changes on the ethnic side.  
They want what they grew up with.  They want quality, that’s for sure, but I don’t think 
that has changed and they are not afraid to pay a good dollar for meat or any produce 
for that matter that was grown in a sustainable manner, so a lot of them like to come out 
to the smaller farms, meet the farmer, see where it was produced and how it was 
produced.  I think they want to see that more than they ever have. ….. We are seeing 
that in the non-ethnic market as well.” 

Producer three – “There are ethnic groups where their grandparents live with them.  The 
grandparents cook all types of meats.  Now that those grandparents are passing away, 
people are saying that they want to maintain those traditions.  I have a lot of people 
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from Jamaica that in the summer want half a goat to prepare meals with their kids like 
they did back home.  They want to keep their kids connected with the food palate that 
they grew up with, what was cooked for them.” 

7) What would be of assistance to you in meeting the demands of the 
Ontario ethnic market? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one – “More price stability, they have had forward contracting programs in the 
past.  Land prices keep going up in this area and further to the south which is impeding 
sheep expansion.  Paper work never seems to end.  More nutrient management 
paperwork, more and more regulatory stuff that we have to do as a farm that takes up 
our time.  The new code of practice that came out, I think we have to have something 
for animal welfare, but I can just see it is going to be a nightmare in the end.” 

Producer two – “Know what they want and when.   Need to know for a year as some of 
their stuff (holidays) change yearly.  Need to know two years in advance.  If going to 
breed an animal today, you need to know where that product is going.  Need ongoing 
market research as the market will change.” 

Producer 3 – “I would like to go back to that report put out by AAFC about halal product 
that would still apply.  Jennifer MacTavish will have it, or know how to get it from Ag 
Canada.” 

Producer four – “Definitely more programs like the one that I had with the video disc 
program and things like this where someone is bridging that gap and kind of doing a 
market analysis.   It is probably more important that you do this with the processors 
rather than us.  I believe there is a home for every single lamb that goes in the auction 
ring.  They sort it out at the auction as to who is going to take it and what they are going 
to do with it.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “I think cost of production tools, or models of production systems that 
are financially viable, would be useful.” 

Producer two – “For us, we need a communication channel to these consumers, we 
need help accessing those and finding the right customer base for the products that we 
have, that may be a little bit backwards, because generally you suit what you are 
producing to the market rather than the other way around, but for us with the Boers, I 
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would love to be able to find that market for the 80 pound kid that is finished nicely that 
is worthwhile for us killing and cutting.  I am not sure where to find that market.” 

Producer three – “You need to have access to bucks where there is a lot of genetic 
testing done on them, whether it is genomics or whatever so you get better rates of 
gain; more pounds of kid off of a doe after 90 days, and that’s where the money is.  
Right now I make the most money when I snatch them off the does and take them to the 
packer.  We average about two kids per doe.” 

Veal  
Producer one – “We would have to know what they want.  It is likely something the veal 
association would be best to coordinate with, unless you knew a packer directly or got in 
touch with them.  Packer to producer contact is not real common.”  [Presumably, you 
would see that as being an improvement in the system if you were able to expand that 
communication with the packer?]  “That’s right; or have somebody in the middle like the 
veal association to facilitate it, right, where a packer would send a request and say we 
are looking for whatever it is 30 or 50 calves a week to meet this market, do you know 
anybody that would be interested and they can forward that on to their producer list and 
it would be up to the producer if they want to contact them.”  

Producer two – “I think if you had a better idea of when those key points are where they 
are really looking for calves or if they are looking for certain types of calves, it might help 
the producer have more calves ready or whatever for the processor to handle.  If the 
calves are too expensive for those people to buy when they want them, they are going 
to opt for something different.” 

Rabbits 
Producer one – “Better processor relationship, with a quality system so they would start 
to develop better carcasses.  Quality is what built the pork industry, is when they started 
grading pigs.  Even if they went to something as simple as a dressed weight, rather than 
live weight.  One of the huge concerns is our shipping crates.  We use old chicken 
crates, which are normally in pretty rough shape to begin with, while he has a set weight 
on them and when you weigh them, a lot of time he’s beating us out of a pound.  He 
uses 15 pounds and we have weighed some and they are 13.5 pounds. It would be very 
simple if they were weighed in and out.” 

Producer two – “Marketing, we focus our marketing on key words in our web site.” 

Producer three – “Being able to get the product to the market place and have it offered 
where these people want to buy.  For us, for the rabbit meat, I think the Brampton area 
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is well covered, but you get to places outside of Brampton, and Toronto is fine too but, I 
think the Toronto market is fairly well looked after.  Otherwise the rest of the province 
isn’t looked after and I think that is due to the fact that those processors, that’s where 
their market is and they are not really exploring new markets.  You know in the City of 
Hamilton, there are very few places to buy rabbit.  There is likely more of an ethnic 
population in places in Hamilton than parts of Toronto, it’s just getting it to those places.  
There are only two main processors in the province and possibly a third would be able 
to tackle some of those markets.  If all three processors were fighting for the business in 
Toronto area, I don’t know if there is enough for them there, but I think there is enough if 
somebody was willing to go and explore some new markets.  There is potential in 
Guelph, Kitchener, Sarnia, Windsor, and Niagara, there is so much potential. The 
assistance would be ways to market into those areas effectively.” 

8) What impact, if any, do you see associated with the “Foodland Ontario” 
campaign on the Ontario ethnic market? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one – “None that I know of.  It hasn’t affected me, but we don’t do a lot of 
direct marketing to consumers.  Wife’s family is from London and when they come in the 
summer they like to buy local and support local farmers.” 

Producer two – “I am not sure how much it applies to the ethnic market.  I think the 
Foodland label applies very much to the traditional market.  I think the ethnic market is 
more interested in just lamb.  I think one of the problems with New Zealand lamb is that 
it is already prepared North American style when it arrives here.” 

Producer three – “In certain areas, yes.  The ethnic consumer would like to buy local, 
but if the same product is available for less elsewhere, they will follow.  You must 
incorporate quality control as well or you will harm brand.  Re traceability, people more 
and more want to know where there product is coming from, particularly at the high end.   
Need quality, consistent product that must be graded.  I was shocked when I came here 
to Canada as I think we are in a first world country, and I can tell you one thing, we do 
stuff totally different over there that is much further ahead than where we are here.” 

Producer four – “I think this is a response to consumer demand wanting local, wanting a 
known history of an animal or their meat, i.e. does it have antibiotics, is it non-organic, 
all those questions.  That, I think, is here to stay for some time that drive.  I do think just 
to temper that, when we get these surveys in the mail that ask what is important when 
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you go to buy meat, the question will be would you rather eat meat that doesn’t have 
antibiotics in it, needles in it, etc.” [That assumes the same price.] “Right and that’s 
where I am going.  The bottom line is that money talks.  It’s hard to sell lamb, because 
lamb is expensive, it’s not something you walk into a store and buy.”  [On the other 
hand, I think the research is starting to show that these ethnic groups are willing to pay 
if they get what they want.]  “Can I be bigoted on that?”  [Yes!]  “I would disagree with 
you in terms of the Muslim market, the Muslim consumer wants a pretty lousy sheep in 
my opinion, I call it lousy because it is not what I value, they don’t want a finished 
animal, they don’t want fat on that animal and I think there are two reasons for that, 
number one, because that’s what they grew up with and that’s where they came from, 
they came from places that were not necessarily lush with vegetation so you get a 
hardened animal, not a finished animal.  The second thing is they are cheap, and that’s 
not coming out of my mouth, that’s coming out of a major packing plant Muslim who was 
hired by the packing plant to sell to all the Muslims because they deal best with their 
own religion.  That is his job to sell lamb to the Muslims through this packing plant, he is 
Muslim himself and we asked him and he said those two reasons.  That’s coming out of 
his mouth, not mine, but it’s true.  It’s interesting if you sell lamb off your farm, which I 
try not to do because it is just a headache, so I’m not into that game, though I have, it is 
interesting how the different ethnicities approach business.  I find the Italians and the 
Greeks fairly easy to deal with.  Yes, they like to barter and they can get sticky and hot 
under the collar some times, but I find it not a negative experience.  My opinion is that 
dealing with Muslims on farm is very difficult, the bartering process gets uncomfortable 
and I feel like I’m trying to get cheated all the time and as soon as you agree to 
something then they come back the next day  and want to talk you down more and it 
ends up being a big circus.  You say bring one guy and pick up your lambs – one truck, 
one guy, next thing you know there are four families all standing around your barn, 
walking through your barns, wanting to gut the lambs all over the place, you know 
coming in at midnight and looking around, it’s not my gig.  Can’t have it!” 

Producer five – “I think they have done some really good promotions on lamb and goat 
cheese this year.  If you had of asked me last year, I would have said that it didn’t have 
much influence, especially on the ethnic market, but I have come around on my way of 
thinking and I can actually draw back on past experience to see why it’s happening.  
From my understanding that logo is very well recognized across the country and in the 
ethnic population.  People do look for it.  I remember shipping lamb into Mississauga, I 
was dealing with some Jamaicans at the time, he had a restaurant and two grocery 
stores on the strip in Mississauga, and he wanted badly to source Ontario product.  Not 
just the Jamaicans, but I have seen it in a couple of others; they have a distrust for 
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foreign products.  They really look at Canadian products as being safer.  I think more so 
than some of us that have been here longer.  I think people put more value or thought 
into food.  You don’t see Muslim families line up at McDonalds.  There is a reason those 
people came to Canada and I think that trust follows through with the products they 
purchase so I think Foodland definitely has value.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “Having goat meat in and of itself is a niche so if you are trying to re-
label something that is a niche already, I don’t know if you can keep piling that on top.  I 
do know that the market puts a premium on fresh product and the imports are coming in 
frozen, that is an opportunity where we can compete on quality with the imports and 
then we know that the ethnic community will respond to that.  Certainly for fresh local 
product, there is a premium attached to that.” 

Producer two – “I am not aware of Foodland directly promoting goat meat.  No I have 
not seen it directly tied in with the ethnic market.  I think it is a good feel good campaign 
that encourages consumers to seek out local foods.  I think it does a good job of that.  I 
think it brings some thought to consumers in terms of buying food local.  I haven’t seen 
it focusing directly on ethnic markets at all.” 

Producer three – “I don’t know whether it is going to have any impact whatsoever, I’ve 
never talked to any of those people, they’ve never approached me, and I’m not into 
taking them to an abattoir and have them killed and processed.  My best bet is to go 
direct to the packer.” 

Veal 
Producer one – “Anything you buy local supports us.  Other than from Quebec, I am not 
sure where veal would come from.  There is always a bit of a struggle between Ontario 
and Quebec for that market.” 

Producer two – “The ethnic market I couldn’t say, but the normal market, it definitely 
gets more people talking about it, about veal as before it was not really talked about.” 

Rabbits 
Producer one – “I don’t know a lot about the Foodland Ontario campaign, I know that it 
is there, but I don’t know if it is successful within the ethnic market.  That is going 
beyond what I can fully comprehend.”   
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 Producer two – “People only associate “Foodland” with fruit and vegetables, not meat.  
People see “Foodland” and think wholesaler, rather than producer.  We don’t put 
“Foodland” on any of our marketing material.  Don’t want to be seen as a reseller.” 

Producer three – “I don’t think it has any affect whatsoever as we don’t have enough 
rabbits.  If we were trying to push rabbits because we had a surplus of them, I think it 
would have a huge impact.  We have seen a good impact on sheep, I don’t know about 
goats.  Where rabbits have an issue with ever getting organized is I can sell probably 
300 to 400 rabbits a year out of my barn to just a guy wanting rabbits to take home to 
process.  I can get $15 a piece for them and its cash, and as long as he is not 
processing them on your property you haven’t done anything wrong whatsoever.  I can 
also take them for processing, bring them back to my freezer and sell them.” 

9) What is the niche that your company/farm will fill in supplying 
sheep/goats/veal and rabbit to the Ontario ethnic market? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one – “It goes back to the breed we use; we can supply the product all year 
round, that’s been critical.  Allan’s on the Danforth exclusively sells our lamb.  A butcher 
shop on Queens Street in Toronto, they want to be able to identify where the product 
comes from.  To meet those markets you have to be able to guarantee that you are 
going to supply ever week.  I came into that just a couple of weeks ago when I asked 
the guy a month and a half ago if he was going to up his demand for Easter, and the 
butcher that was working in between said “ No, no, I don’t think he is going to.”  The 
week before Easter he wanted more than I could supply so I started trying to source 
lambs out, I had to pay a little more, got back to him and said I’d have to charge a little 
more, and it wasn’t the price that was the factor he said we can’t do that, your name is 
on our menu and on our cross board, he says we have to have your lambs.  They 
ended up taking lambs that were 20 pounds lighter than what they had normally taken 
just to keep that integrity in their product.  That is our niche, trying to supply those 
markets 52 weeks a year.  We have a choice as to who we work with to as we are 
tapped out.  We are putting another 200 ewes on this farm before purchasing more 
land.” 

Producer two – [I think you have answered this in that you want to sell so many heavy 
lambs per week directly to the packer at a fair price?]  “It is accurate because good 
farmers should be good farmers, not good salesman.  I don’t think I have the time.   It’s 
one thing if you are running 50 to 100 ewes and you want to do freezer trade, by all 
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means that’s how you make your hobby into something productive, but I don’t have the 
time to be a good salesman.” 

Producer three – Has previously stated that he is not focused on the ethnic market at 
all. 

Producer four – “Right now the majority of our lamb is going through [a packer] to a 
supermarket chain – much is going to the non-ethnic market.  The same thing for are 
milk which will suit the same type of costumer.  They are expensive higher end 
products.  We are not servicing the ethnic market very well here.  We have trouble 
servicing that ethnic market, making that connection.  I have been at Cookstown when a 
gentleman came along, that had a Quran in one hand, had his business card in the 
other giving it to me to shake my hand to ask me if he could buy lambs direct from the 
farm….  How do I meet that guy?  I have no idea!”  [How about a parking lot, in say 
Malton, where producers could bring their lambs on an appropriate day, possibly 
immediately before an ethnic holiday, to sell to ethnic customers?  They would do a deal 
with the producer and take it to the adjacent mobile slaughter facility to be appropriately 
killed using Halal procedures.]  “In Saskatchewan, they have B Plants, we could have a 
B Plants here on the farm where we kill and chill only animals born and raised on this 
farm, not animals that are brought in, we can do that.  We could have the door open and 
kill 400 lambs.  In British Columbia, they were doing some pilots with mobile plants, like 
a tractor trailer.  Somewhere on the east coast, maybe Newfoundland, there was an 
Atlantic province that was trying to put a mobile plant together because the geographic 
challenges of moving that live animal to a plant that is within a reasonable distance.”  

Goats 
Producer one – “We have identified the 70 to 80 pound goat as the sweet spot for 
profitability, it fits with the growth metric of the animals and obviously there is a demand 
for that size of an animal year round, not just in the holidays when smaller ones are in 
demand.” 

Producer two – “It is going to be through the packer.  It’s the Italians, Greeks and 
Portuguese.  They are Roman Catholic and they buy them at Christmas and Easter, but 
I have a feeling that the market because of second and third generation is going to get 
weaker all the time.  I hope it doesn’t, but it probably will.   I’m not going to keep goats 
around if it is not profitable and that’s what’s profitable for us.” 

Producer three – “Again, I am not totally sure.  We have been focusing on the non-
ethnic market as that is the customer base that we already have.   The ethnic customers 
that we have dealt with seem to be largely price buyers.  We need some lessons on 
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how to market to them, what appeals to them, how to communicate with them, the 
cultural differences that I find challenging to deal with.  Maybe calling them price buyers 
isn’t correct, I think they are willing to pay for it, but they also like to wheel and deal a 
little bit.  They like to walk away thinking they have a good deal.  We produce a really 
high quality product and this is the price of it and we are not wheeling and dealing and 
trying to undercut the next guy.”  

Veal 
Producer one – “Just a consistent calf with consistent quality, good quality calves, that’s 
about it.” 

Producer two – “It’s understanding the needs of what they are after, and if it’s just a 
matter of how we raise them or what we feed them, there are definitely things that you 
can look at.  We group house all are calves and if there is a market for that where you 
can get a premium for that, but I don’t know that there is.  You want to be able to pursue 
those things without tossing all the other veal producers under the bus.”  

Rabbits 
Producer one – “What we are trying to do in our farm operation is that our niche is more 
that we are going to have a bit of everything, obviously focusing on rabbit but the one 
reason we started raising pigs is that we do have some waste rabbit feed every day that 
otherwise would just be thrown out, none the less we feed that to the pigs and in turn 
they will say that I’ll buy pork, which gets people in the door to buy rabbit.  We want to 
be something that is fully sustainable, not just a place to get their rabbit meat, but look 
at it as a place where we are really trying to do more than what we can to keep the 
whole system sustainable.  That includes different livestock, what I would like to do, if I 
had more time, would be to work along with the processor more to get different cuts 
made up, different ways of packaging and that sort of thing.  I think there is a lot of 
potential there.  In the long term people can say that I know I want to get a hold of Dave 
when I want to buy rabbit legs, just offering more than the whole rabbit is what we are 
after.  We do work a little with a butcher and we are learning from them as we go and 
we have a long road to learn.  Legs are easier to sell that other parts.  What do you do 
with the loins or other parts people don’t want.  I think they have that fine-tuned in the 
pork and chicken industry, but we have a long way to go to get that figured out.” 

Producer two – “For us we have rabbit any which way.  Not just whole rabbit, but we 
have it available all different ways and cuts, which we stared about four years ago.” 
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10) How closely is your company/farm linked with others in the 

sheep/goats/veal and rabbit sector value chain? 
 

Sheep 
Producer one – “We are pretty much on our own.  Prior to BSE I had some fellows 
feeding lambs for me.  They had up to 10 thousand lambs in a year.  There were always 
a thousand or more lambs around in the feedlot.  They marketed to “Mr. Greek” and to 
Ontario Halal Muslims at a plant in Milton.  They worked back and forth to supply the 
type of lambs they wanted.”  [Are feedlots common in your industry in this area?]   “No 
they are not common.  There is one large feedlot and a handful of guys that will buy and 
sell at certain times of the year.”  [What is the large one?]  “Lewis’ at Holstein.”   

Producer two – “The most direct selling is to the freezer market, which I believe is the 
most direct market you can have.  Can have a quality product, but the processing is just 
as important.  You must know what your value chain wants.   I believe in the vacuum 
pack.  The customer sees what he/she is getting that you don’t have with freezer paper.  
It makes a huge difference for me.  We as farmers must touch our lambs to know what 
we have got in terms of finish.” 

Producer three – “I belong to a loose group of five or six producers right now, and we 
are exploring the value chain options.  With respect to them, I am not sure how much I 
should say.”  [Just talk in terms of generalities if you can.]   “It’s everything we have 
talked about that we are looking for.  We have been talking about communication 
flowing both up and down the chain, you really need some type of a liaison-type person 
whose job it is to do that.  Pie in the sky would be rail grading your lambs, we had that in 
the forward contract previously, there were some difficulties with that in terms of saying 
one of the grades we did, one of the ways we got graded was based on fat depth, fat 
depth can be subjective and it’s a difficult thing to measure.  Ultimately, an objective 
description system would be a great end goal, but we are really far away from that.  I 
think where it can start is with individual value chains that are built, we don’t necessarily 
have one value chain for an industry, we can have two or three because demands will 
be different, consumers are different, and if we can get those going and if we can get 
rail grading going within those individual value chains, just as a start and get success 
with that, that’s important. I am also thinking about traceability and how this works into 
rail grading and that is a big hurdle that everybody is jumping over right now and if we 
could get successful traceability worked into this rail grading and make these stupid 
yellow tags pay at $2 per pop, they’re a waste of money right now, I could feel happy 
about putting them in the ears.”  [Conceptually, I have been thinking about a system 
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where the tag information is transferred to the hook as in the beef industry and 
ultimately the carcass information returns to the producer.]   “That would be awesome!  
We are going to have to, because consumers are starting to care what happens on 
farm, so we don’t really have a choice in the future, so we might as well get on and get 
on top of it.”  [What would you say of the situation where Mrs. Consumer goes into the 
Loblaw’s in the GTA, looks at the package and there is a number there and she can go 
home to her computer or even it is right on the package and this particular lamb came 
from your place near Anywhere in Ontario.  My perception of the consumer is that’s 
probably desirable for them to know that even though they don’t know much about you, 
but they could go on the internet and see a picture of your farm from the road, and you 
could talk about your management systems, so on and so forth and what your mission 
statement is and your philosophy, all that good stuff, you are a family farm and that you 
work with your parents, that’s all nice fussy stuff that sells the consumer.  Is that 
something you think would be positive about, or does that go against your grain, what’s 
your thinking on that?]   “I think that’s positive, yeah in a nut shell.  I think it’s that 
connection to the farmer.  You are an open book that way, look at me here’s my farm, 
here’s what’s going on.  They don’t want the ten chapter book.”  [Do you agree that we 
need to build bridges with the consumer?]  “Yes, that is positive.  From a marketing 
perspective it is very smart to do, if we can get it going.  I would like to hide away from 
the world most days.  That’s part of the reason I enjoy farming, I hate my cell phone.  
I’m not an open book guy, and I prefer not to be an open book guy, but I understand 
that’s not where the world is going, you got to go with it.” 

Producer four – “We are working directly with butchers and restaurants, as well as, a 
member of the Coop; we have tried to bridge on that side of it.  Even before I got into 
these vertical strategies, we still go to the auction regularly, when we can.  We try and 
sit there and understand what people want and follow our product through.  We have 
always tried to stay ahead of what the customers want whether ethnic or traditional.”   

Goats 
Producer one – “We are obviously both producer and processor.  We have coupled with 
a few other producers for filling in gaps when we need them.  We are members of 
Ontario Goat and the Canadian Meat Goat Association, and there is information from 
both those organizations that has been a huge benefit to me.  I would love to be in a 
position where I could sell breeding bucks to some of the other local herds and say that 
if you buy a breeding buck from me I will buy back your kids.  Before doing that I need 
to know that my own herd is at a level I am happy with and consistently passing those 
traits along as well.” 
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Producer two – “No not really, we have established a social network of a couple of 
breeders just to pass information back and forth, but beyond that, I would not say no.” 

Veal 
Producer one – “We source all of our calves directly from the dairy farms as well.”  [How 
many farms would you deal with?]  “We deal with between 15 and 20 different farms.”  
[Do you have an agreement with them?]   “We get all their calves.”  [Do they deliver or 
do you pick them up?]   “We pick them up.  Every calf is tracked with RF ID tags, so we 
know what farm they come from.  We get rail weights, but that’s the extent of what we 
get.”  [Do any of the packers have a classification system that you are aware of?]  “No.  
It is something that we have discussed at the veal association level a few times, but 
there are no packers that are committing to it.  You can colour grade them, where a lot 
of the quality of veal is determined on the colour, if they get too dark, they don’t like that.  
It’s a process that’s been available, but has never been established.   Some believe 
colour is dictated by genetics, but I believe it is production.  I think we have more control 
over it than what we think we do.”  [How would you fit into the industry in terms of size?]  
“I would say we medium.” 

Producer two – “It’s the people we work directly with, but other than that down the line, 
not really.” 

Rabbits 
Producer one – “We don’t have anything in the line of a contract, it’s a verbal agreement 
that he comes and picks up at my place every two weeks and we try and have a rabbit 
that goes out the door at about 5.25 pounds, they usually average about 5.0 pounds, 
4.5 and up to 6.0, but he really likes that 5.25 mark, so I try and have for him between 
150 and 200 rabbits every two weeks, that’s kind of our agreement.  Otherwise we don’t 
have anything written in terms of a contract.  I am always talking to other producers on 
the phone about different things, but we don’t work together in terms of any sort of 
marketing.  We do a bit of work with a butcher shop, they sell a bit of our rabbit, and in 
turn, we sell a bit of their product, so there again we are trying to build avenues for 
people to buy rabbit.”  

Producer two – “Presentation is everything when it comes to a product.  I want my 
abattoir and butcher to present well.  They Cryovac everything so people can see what 
is there and to observe the quality.” 

Producer three – “I have a depot here to ship rabbits for small producers.  I used to buy 
rabbits from them, I’d pay them $1.50 and I’d get $1.80, but by the time I paid for the 
condemned ones and what not, I was losing money.  And with the CFIA constantly 
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monitoring us, I could take the chance of having my herd shut down for a guy that is 
selling me five rabbits that are condemned.  So now if anybody brings rabbits, they get 
a check direct from the processor.  I just deliver as a courtesy as they may have bought 
breeding stock from him.  There are only four producers that bring rabbits.” 

11)       How can your producer association help you to better provide 
desirable products to the Ontario ethnic market? 

Sheep 
Producer one – “It is somewhere that we really fall down as an organization because we 
have always undersupplied the demand.  The adage of the industry is that why would 
we try to market something that we don’t have to sell.  We don’t have enough and I 
think it is wrong to be honest, but it is the attitude of the industry in general, really I just 
want people to eat lamb.  I don’t care if it is an imported product, because if we are 
increasing our yearly consumption of lamb, we can wiggle in with a local product, but we 
need them eating lamb to start with.   In the US specifically, they have a national check 
off situation where the imported product and domestic product has a check off put on it 
for marketing.  That money is to be used for increasing the demand for lamb and they 
work with the Aussies, the Kiwis and the guys from the UK and the domestic product in 
the United States to collect that check off.   It is not completely perfect, okay, as the 
Americans like to use that money to advertise American lamb so the Aussies are suing 
them right now. 

I keep coming back to the whole halal thing, understanding more about their cuts, not 
that we cut meat here, but maybe there needs to be a link with our butcher shops for 
them to better understand too.  Over at Golden, Ontario, which is a federally inspected 
plant at Mount Forest, they do a halal kill there, they have a person on staff who can do 
the blessing and yet there butcher does not understand most of the next step, but it is 
halal.  A lot of those lamb carcasses would go into the city where those carcasses 
would be broke in a shop.  There is a skill set there in that ethnic market.  There are, 
what I find as bizarre things that are on the counter.” 

“We work with an incorporated company with a desk and computer that negotiates the 
price with the slaughter plant, which in turn pays the company that in turn pays the 
producer.  They charge us $6.00 a head to do that.  I pay more than that when I ship 
lambs to Cookstown in commission and now I know what price I am getting, so it is very 
competitive.  The next step is to grade those lambs.  In the past, when we shipped 
lambs through the company to a different plant, they were graded so we got information 
back from the plant about how our lambs were and we were paid according to a 
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classification system, a lot like hogs, they were indexed.”  [Is that good?]  “Excellent!”  
[You would like to do more of that?]  “Absolutely! 100%, because we have good lambs 
on this farm and we feed lambs well.  Our index was usually 104.5, so 4.5% above the 
group average.  Getting that information back is absolutely critical.” 

[What are the opportunities for an electronic identification system that would facilitate 
feed-back and tracing?  Related to that, the ethnic consumer seems to be interested in 
where their product came from, that’s a perception of mine.]   “I think you are right.”  
[Would the consumer be interested if they went into an ethnic butcher shop and the 
butcher could look at the number, push a button, have a code on the package…] “Scan 
with a smart phone” […so that when they go home, they can look and see that it came 
from your place?  Do you think that that would be appealing to them?]   “I think it is.  I 
am seeing that more and more.  This week, starting on the 30th of this month, Cory van 
Groningen, which is VG Meats, they are down by Ayr or Woodstock somewhere down 
there, family run operation are going into Longo’s, that is a huge win for that relatively 
small business.  The reason Longo’s is doing that is because of that connection to a 
family.   You should see the propaganda, their marketing campaign; they have a picture 
of Cory and his family with a silo in the back, a couple of cows grazing over the hill.  It 
feels good, it feels great!  It is right on the package.  You don’t even have to scan the 
bar code with your phone and going to a web site it’s right there.  Longo’s is a super, 
premium grocery store that puts Sobeys to shame.” 

Producer two – “Market analysis, I’ve been screaming about it since I went on the 
Board, because I think it is ridiculous that we do not know where the product is going.  
Then they say we do, they say they can sort of track in Ontario, but we only supply 45% 
of our market, 55% is coming in.  Those people on the Board, when I started on that 
Board over two years ago, had never been in an East Indian restaurant.  Leg of lamb on 
Sundays is all they ever thought about.  Lamb or goat is on that menu every single day, 
those are the people that are eating it, where is that lamb coming from, why has OSMA 
never walked into these restaurants, it’s not restaurants, its companies that supply 
restaurants who’s buying this, can we help you out? Probably not going to be able to, 
even this December Australian lamb was coming in delivered at $12/kg.  It is pretty hard 
to beat that.”   [That’s where marketing comes in, is it coming in in the form that people 
want?]  “Up to about ten years ago, it started transitioning then, except for one certain 
time of the year; we couldn’t get rid of cull ewes.  If you got $25 to $45 for them, that 
was a good price.  They haven’t been under a dollar a pound for the last five years, and 
I never heard anyone ask why, or even why when ewes would go for a dollar a pound in 
February and March, why they dropped after that.  Nobody can answer those questions.  
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We went to the guys that were buying them at the auction and found out why.  What it 
was is ewe meat is frozen and sold as frozen goat, so when you go into an East Indian 
restaurant to eat goat and if he purchases frozen goat, it is probably ewe meat.  It tastes 
just as strong.  This processor in Toronto told me that’s what he was doing and he told 
me back then that there was a supply all year round except for January, February and 
March.  That’s why, he had no more demand for the product, he was looking for supply 
and that’s why the price of ewes would go up in those months, but no one on the Board 
had asked those questions.  If you are on a proactive farm, you are going to have 
between a 10 to 30% cull-rate every year.  That’s a lot of animals to not be making 
money on through not marketing properly.” 

Producer three – “On the ethnic side, and again they have been doing a better job at 
this as well, but to give us fair warning when the holidays are and I am not talking a 
month or two in advance, I am talking a year or two in advance, because these dates 
change so often.   They are doing better, but it would be better to spend a little more on 
that.   OSMA used to try to, I think, sell the notion of eating lamb to the average middle 
to upper middle class white mother with a white picket fence and I think that was a 
mistake.  Out of that we got lots of recipe cards and things like that.  Trying to bring in a 
demographic to eat lamb that’s never grown up on it, doesn’t know how to cook it, and 
my personal opinion is that let’s not try to win people over that don’t need or want to be 
won over, we’ve got enough people that want to be won over, i.e. the ethnic groups, 
let’s do our best to serve them.” 

Producer four – “I was on the Board and was not seeing any changes so I left.   With 
Jenn coming on board, I am excited again.   I think she is listening to what we are telling 
her.   As members of the Board, we must be careful not to represent what we are going 
to drive forward, because I have seen it in the past where you have people that have 
time for it, but they don’t understand the business.  I think our organization is running 
away sometimes after marketing aspect and I know sometimes they say they are not a 
marketing organization, but I think we must make sure that they must get more involved 
in that aspect also.  For the ten years I have been in Canada, the grading system, we 
didn’t get no-where.  I told them what I think, what I know that is working.  One guy told 
me, we are not cookie cutters in Canada that is not what I am meaning.  They don’t 
understand the process how it works sometimes.  We need to send some of our guys, 
and it costs money, and see what is working around the world also.    We don’t have to 
reinvent the wheel, there is enough mistakes been made all over the world.  We can 
learn from them and make our grading system.  I hope we get there, but I don’t think so.   
OSMA burned their fingers with a forward contracting program 12 years ago, there was 
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a bad experience where a lot of money was lost and stuff like that.  The biggest problem 
in the meat industry is payment.  We can produce the nicest lambs we want, but people 
don’t get paid.  I have seen a situation where a leading guy in the industry went to the 
bottom in two weeks.  Need to have a bond or guarantee or some such thing to buy 
lambs.  That’s the way I was used to it.  Traceability is needed.  I always said to my 
kids, we never ship anything from this farm if we are not willing to eat it.” 

Producer five – “They are trying to get information out through the web site, there are 
education seminars, they are trying to educate people as to how to feed animals, with 
the cooperation of OMAF, they have some great staff there that work.  There is a lot 
available if people want to use it.  There are a lot of Mennonites that have gotten into 
the industry and some have access to the web and some don’t.  Around the Mount 
Forest/Elmira area there are a bunch of larger, more progressive Mennonite farms.  
Under Jenn’s guidance, she is doing a good job of getting out the word; things seem to 
be a lot more organized.  In the past, a lot of people called me for information.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “I don’t think there is anything they can do for me, because in my 
situation.  I think there is nothing better in my situation than to go direct to packer, 
because unless these people want to come and buy them live off the farm that would 
help me out as that would save in transportation costs, but any of them that have called 
me, they are adamant that they are going to kill them on the farm and I’m adamant that 
it ain’t going to happen.  Ontario Goat can direct them toward me, but they are going to 
have to buy them alive.”  [Do you see Ontario Goat playing a role in coordinating 
research?]  “I think they play a role there as far as research goes, if they had money to 
spend.” 

Producer two – “As a past President of Ontario Goat I struggle with this.  Turnover is 
such a problem in the sector, putting resources in place for goat producers to make an 
investment in trouble shooting and there are plenty of challenges.   They can be an 
aggregator of information.  There is quite an international base of resources available 
and information.   When you or I look around locally we don’t see too much, but there is 
work being done on goats and there is information out there so being a collecting point 
and getting that information distributed to producers is pretty important.” 

Producer three – “This is one of the ways here, just understanding the markets that 
exist and how to reach them.   I think promotion of Ontario product, we know there are 
imports coming in so I think we need to find a way to hi-light to the consumer how to set 
our product apart from imports that are maybe cheaper, that is something our 
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organization could work on that would help the whole industry.   I don’t know whether it 
would work or not but, establishing some sort of web site where we could start to get 
that connection between producers and processors with the consumer, something that 
you could advertise to these ethnic consumers.  They take their animals to a 
neighboring plant that has a kill floor and bring the product back by refrigerated truck for 
further processing.  It is not a halal approved plant.  There are challenges at the plant 
when dealing with ethnic customers as the whole family often wanted to watch, which 
caused potential safety and health regulation challenges.  We know there is a 
disconnect in the North American consumer when it comes to agriculture and how 
animals are kept and raised and what those animals look like.   I am not sure whether 
some of this exists with some of the second generation ethnic people that are here as 
well.  We assume they know what they are asking for, but maybe they don’t always.”  [Is 
there a processor association in Ontario?]  “It is the Ontario Independent Meat 
Processors.”  [The producer and processor associations might collaborate to provide 
some educational materials.] 

Veal 
Producer one – “They could be the middle person.  They need to be aware of what is 
out there and be able to connect producers with opportunities.  If there are niche 
markets available, they need to be made aware of them so they can let producers 
know.” 

Producer two – “It comes back down to the value chain, like how are market deals with 
the whole value chain, because it doesn’t work that well from producer to processor and 
to the consumer, it doesn’t work that well together.   There is not a whole lot of 
information sharing that gets done.”   [Have you ever had a chance to sit down in a 
room with the packer and retailer and hear what their challenges are and hear what 
yours’ are?]  “Only with the meat packer, not the retailer.”  [Do you think that would be of 
advantage?]  “You could definitely walk away with some information and know why your 
prices are what they are at that time of year and what they like to see and what they 
don’t like to see.” 

Rabbits 
Producer one – “I sat on the Board for ten years and my comment is to follow through 
and not just talk, but when you don’t have any money, it is pretty hard to do something.” 

Producer two – “That is going to be more of a market research issue.  How do we know 
if the population wants ground rabbit or rabbit legs for instance or even have a cooked 
rabbit and all they have to do is warm it up?  We have no idea what they want for recipe 
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cards even if we were to make recipe cards, there are different things like that so as a 
producer association we have to continually work together to have projects to do to get 
that figured out.  That’s the main thing that we would be looking for as an association, 
where do we go from here with market research.” 

Producer three – “Nothing, unless they can do marketing.   I know they do recipe cards, 
but tend to be seasonal.  They need to be a little less time consuming looking.  I really 
don’t know.  I supply people with different cuts, the abattoir doesn’t, and the grocery 
store doesn’t.” 

12) What kinds of government programs would be of assistance in meeting 
the market demands of the Ontario ethnic community? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one – “That’s not where my concern is.  In terms of government assistance, 
I’d rather see it come from different areas.  I’d rather see, we talked about insurance 
and RMP and I didn’t explain it very well, I like this idea of on farm insurance more than 
where we are marketing.” 

Producer two – “Funding for these types of projects.  To be honest, these projects on 
how to increase your production, how to do stuff on the farm, they’ve seen their time 
and are worn out.  Anyone that is in it seriously, this is the type of information we need.”  
[Is there a need for an insurance program?]  “I think that has been investigated as far as 
it can go for now.  Only because the need has been proven, but the seed money 
required to establish it isn’t, the industry isn’t there to support that yet.   I don’t think it is 
big enough.  I believe there is a need for $500K in seed money to establish such a 
program.  It should not be laid to rest but would be difficult.  

Do I think RF tags are financially viable, no, the problem is that it has been done in 
other countries, consumers are demanding it and the government has bought into it, so 
we are in the position that when the program is brought in that we maximize its value 
and that we get the best bang for the buck for producers.   Just for the RF ID tags we 
pay $1.80 for a tag for an animal that will sell from between $150 to $200 in good times 
so it is about 1%, so when we ship those cattle we pay $3.00 for that tag for an animal 
that markets for $1500 to $2000/animal, 10x the value for double the price.  When you 
add in your marketing fees and your auction fees, it costs 6 to 7% to market an animal 
in Ontario, and those values don’t drop when the price of lamb goes down, the percent 
goes up.”  [On the up side, what can it do for the industry in terms of carcass quality if 
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we put a system in place so that the tag gets transferred to the carcass/hook so there is 
some sort of a feedback system similar to beef, how helpful would that be.  Associated 
with that is the whole grading issue, which I think  would be highly desirable for all 
sheep producers to, at least in Ontario and hopefully Canada, using the same grading 
system.]  “Yes and no!  I can’t see using the same across the country as it doesn’t fit 
into the marketing, because there is a market for every lamb as we don’t have a 
consistent product, it is not a consistent market, but as far as having grading within the 
type of market you sell to, what the Cooperative is trying to do, there is definitely value 
in it.   That was proven when instrumental grading was brought into pork. One thing that 
we are going to see with instrumental grading through the Coop is you will definitely see 
genetic improvement by the members that use it.   It definitely had an effect on pigs.   
As you started to regress to 100 you quickly started to change feed or the boar really 
quickly, because if you dropped below 110 you were not making the money.   So, as far 
as making it universal, I don’t know how you can make that work when you have a 110 
pound carcass going into a traditional market against a 40 pound live weight lamb going 
into an Italian market.  Beef and pork, we sell them a certain way; I don’t like it when I 
see people trying to streamline the lamb market because I think we have to stay open.   
Some people say we don’t need all the breeds because they are the biggest hindrance; 
we need those breeds because we don’t know what we will be supplying in five more 
years.   Do we want to lose the diversity in those different markets by trying to 
streamline a more efficient product, I don’t think so.”  [Is there a use for three 
classification systems?]  “I guess my strong belief on that is that I believe it has to be 
consumer driven.  It has to come from the consumer/distributer down and then find the 
producers that fit into those programs.  We need a quality measurement system.  I think 
this should to be left up to the people that are setting up the marketing strategies.   I 
think what we have to do as marketing boards and government is  support those people 
that are trying to develop those strategies and leave them to their own creativity as to 
how they are going to market that product.   What’s catching on now is a 
labelling/branding system.   Over here you have the guy that wants to market the 
humanly raised, and you have the guy that wants organic, and then there is the guy who 
wants lean cut out, these should to be left to those guys, because they are going to find 
those markets and then we have to feed into them.   They are going to have to find the 
product too, one of our biggest problems is we can’t even supply all of those ideas.”   

Producer three – “we need ways to help young people get excited and get going.   I am 
not talking hand-outs, but reasonable rates on mortgage and on buying breeding stock.  
Banks tell young people they are high risk and charge a higher interest rate, which 
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increases the probability that they are high risk and may fail.   Charge 3.5% rather than 
8% interest.  Be reasonable and don’t make it so tough for them.” 

Producer four – “There are loan programs available.  I honestly don’t know.” 

Producer five – “A ewe finance program.  In the cattle business we can finance cows 
where the cattle are their own collateral, so I do not have a ton of equity here, not 
enough, put it that way, and when we have to borrow money and use real estate to do it 
we have pretty much used up most of that collateral, most of that equity, so if we could 
expand our ewe flock with our own ewe lambs and be able to finance those over a 
period of three years.  We can do that with cattle over five years because of the different 
production model, it is very good.   We put 15% down on those cows, and we make one 
single payment per year in the fall for five years.   So expanding our flock here is a 
challenge because when we have lambs going out the door that are $210 a piece, it is 
difficult to retain ewe lambs, I know that is short sited.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “Not creating extra burden for the producers is key at this point.” 

Producer two – “Again research monies to some of the organizations that are willing to 
do the work; and communications on health issues.  Scrapie is a big one right now that 
comes to mind.  It doesn’t directly affect the ethnic market, but it affects the industry.   
The other thing is assistance with the national ID program.  It is really important to the 
health of the industry overall and in turn affects supply.   It needs to be an automated 
RFID system with a small tag that is cost effective relative to carcass value.   There are 
also retention issues, whereby you may have to replace more tags in goats that say for 
cattle.” 

Producer three – “I don’t think there is anything they can do.   I think it has to be done 
by the association.   I don’t like to get the government involved in too much.  I don’t think 
they are going to do research and development because they don’t have the money.”  
[What is your perspective on radio frequency tags?]  “We were part of that project.  In 
fact, my wife was the one that finished that project off by going around and checking the 
tags.   It is going to happen with the CFIA.   You can get a lot of information off those 
tags.    You can use them for information and it is probably going to happen so I don’t 
care.   It is not going to drive me out of goats, because we have tagging in the beef 
cattle industry.   It is an added cost.   I am not sure how much those tags are any more.   
It is an added cost of doing business, but if it is regulated there is nothing you can do 
about it.” 
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Veal 
Producer one – [Is there a financial protection program?]   “There is a government 
program as long as you are going to licensed packers.”  [Do you pay into that?]  “Yes, 
for every calf we sell they take $0.03.”  [Is there a check-off for Veal Ontario?]  “Yes, it is 
$3.00 and the financial protection is $0.05.   The financial protection is set up by the 
government; the association has nothing to do with the financial protection, because it 
falls under the beef one.   It is one pool with the beef market.”  [How long have you had 
the check-off for Ontario Veal?]  “It’s always been there, it goes to the Ontario 
Cattlemen’s and veal gets it back.   That’s changing as veal is becoming its own 
marketing board in the near future so the check-off will go directly to Ontario Veal.  
Right now, Ontario Veal is not a marketing agency.”  [Does that go to Ontario Veal in its 
entirety or does Ontario Cattlemen’s take a piece of the pie?]  “They get a piece of it.  
We pay a percentage of their expenses.” 

Producer two – “I can’t really think of anything.” 

Rabbits 
Producer one – “It’s very simple, if we could get on the same one with all the others are 
with risk management, cost of production, it would be wonderful, but they won’t look at 
us because we are too small, actually they were looking at us, but we couldn’t get 
enough producers to call the government and give them their two cents worth.  They 
have to know what the costs are in order to make a projection.   They got three 
producers.   I certainly hope you don’t leave here thinking things are rosy!” 

Producer two – “It would be programs where the government would kick in dollars for 
projects that we would have to contribute to, now the industry doesn’t have a lot of 
money to work with, but there is the possibility of getting some money to work with.   
The kind of government programs, market research is where it all starts and I think if we 
can figure out how to market enough rabbits, the rabbits will come.   I am not worried 
about that, we have to get them moving first.   Maybe more about value added would be 
a good one to look at and market penetration, where is the largest ethnic community 
that could purchase rabbit, or maybe in their home country had purchased rabbit and is 
not having those needs met with our geography.   Is the Hamilton area being serviced?”  

13) A major factor in helping value chain participants make production 
decisions is customer preference.  What type of consumer information 
would be most beneficial to your group and what mechanisms should be 
employed to communicate findings to stakeholders? 
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Sheep 
Producer one – “Who is my consumer, I guess sometimes is the question.   Sure, 
ultimately the person sitting down at the table to put it in their mouth is, how much do I 
need to know about that person, sometimes I just need to rely on my slaughter plant to 
be giving me useful information back about my lambs because they are the next step in 
the value chain.   When we were grading lambs before at Holly Park Meats in Bolton 
before they went broke, they were servicing Longo’s when Longo’s only had about six 
stores, so this is a couple of years ago now, and Mr. Longo, we would get feed-back 
directly from them, through Tony at Holly Park and also at producer meetings when 
those guys would come.   Those guys were interested in talking to the producers.   
Metro is not quite the same.   They are very, very corporate, so the hierarchy there is 
not the same as what it is in a Longo’s store.   Because a Longo’s store is still like the 
small IGA was in Shelburne when we moved there ten years ago.   The indexing of 
those lambs is of huge value, because that program the retailor and the slaughter plant 
and a third party company worked together to develop that index, because it is not the 
same index for Sobeys or Metro, like the 100 is not necessarily in the same place on 
that grid.”  [Maybe there is a WASP index and maybe there is an ethnic index?]  “Oh 
there is, absolutely.”  [They may overlap somewhat, but not totally.]  “The only place that 
they overlap is that they are lamb!”  [Does there need to be an enhanced description 
process?]  “Absolutely!” 

Producer two – “The size and type of lambs they want at certain times of year.   One 
thought is single desk selling which they have tried in Quebec.   We need a company 
that would tell us what their needs are several months down the road.   Some sort of 
forward selling or options would be helpful.   When you go to the bank they will ask what 
the market price going to be and you have to say you don’t know; they are unlikely to 
lend money for expansion.” 

Producer three – “We try to get our information direct from the customer, so we are 
always asking.  In 22 years of farming, the project with Newmarket Packers was one of 
the most valuable experiences I have ever had, where on a winter’s day they stuck 
three producers, retailers, the guy that owns Newmarket Packers, his manager, the 
meat buyer for Longo’s, all in a room together, and we were shocked by the end of the 
day the questions each one of us was asking the other sectors.  You look at a place like 
Newmarket Packers that kills over 400 lambs per day for five days per week and the 
basic questions they would ask about the animal would just blow us away.   The 
reciprocal was true.   We need more of that with people sitting in rooms together.  A 
fellow Board member, Mark Ferery, has set up a producer group that is going to be 
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supplying lambs to Newmarket Packers year round and want to be paid on a grade 
scale.   You’re not going to get this interest out of those with the hobby flocks.”   

Producer four – “It’s good to know what people are eating.   One person from the 
Longo’s chain says that he sees an increase in sales of whatever cut has been hi-
lighted on the food network the week before.   There is a direct connection there.   So in 
that respect, maybe we should be educating the consumer as to what they should want 
to eat.   I know that’s a backwards approach, normally the consumer is king and you 
listen to the consumer, but in my opinion, we have people eating shanks and racks, 
when they could be eating shoulders and  legs, which in my opinion is a far better cut.   
Shanks are garbage, but they are a hot topic right now.”  [So maybe we need to be 
educating the food network?]  “Right, say look, look, we’ve got this product.   When I 
was marketing lamb myself with another couple guys and we were trying to do it 
through a distributor we were getting our freezer backed up with shoulders and legs, 
because every restaurant wanted racks.   It was painful to turn that stuff into hamburger 
meat, which is what we had to do.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “We need to know where these consumers are, we are told they are 
there, but we are not sure where they are and the consumers for the product that I have 
and help making contact with them.” 

Producer two – “I know what the consumer wants and when, and to take care of the 
ethnic market is quite costly, like I mentioned before, I would prefer to sell them to the 
European Catholic market at Christmas and Easter, because that’s where I make the 
most money.   I try to sell my cull does in August when they have a Caribbean festival, 
which is mainly black Africans and they like the old goats and old bucks so I try to sell 
them at that time of the year, but for the Muslims, you have a lot of money tied up in 
those kids and the returns are not quite as good.” 

Producer three – “Finding out what consumers value and what they put a premium on 
so that we can target that as a producer.   Maybe they want a 30 or 40 pound kid, but 
you can’t grow that and make any money at heavy market price so it is sifting through 
the markets that are out there and identifying animals that can be produced profitably 
and supply market and demand in the market place.” 

Veal 
Producer one – “Information about what they would like to see from us and what we 
would like to see from them.” 
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Rabbits 
Producer one – “There are not enough rabbits to matter so I wouldn’t be concerned in 
spending any amount of time whatsoever on that because all of those things take some 
major thinking about, which the rabbit industry is never going to achieve.   I think what 
our biggest problem is what I mentioned earlier is that we are a country of chickens, 
chickens are one of our major products, we produce chickens really well, and you go to 
countries like Italy and France, they produce rabbits like we produce chickens.   I don’t 
think we are going to cut into the chicken market.   Our only chance is that little niche 
market.   If it tastes the same, why are you going to pay $30 when you can get it for $6.  
The other thing is that we have the Easter bunny; rabbits are considered a pet here.” 

Producer two – “Do customer want a large rabbit, or do they want a small rabbit.   
Through my day job, I have a couple of Italian and Portuguese customers and they 
don’t want a huge rabbit, they want something more like between 4 and 5 pounds.   If it 
is over 5 pounds, they don’t want it.   They deem that that it is tenderer, so what does 
the customer want.   There are other ethnic markets out there, and I don’t know enough 
about it, you hear that they only want rabbits with coloured eyes.  A white rabbit 
traditionally only has red eyes.  Some markets want the head on, while the next group 
doesn’t want the head on.   What does the ethnic market really want at the end of the 
day?   Right now we just keep putting the rabbits into the market and hoping for the 
best.  Do they want them cut in half, there are a lot of single parent families out there 
with two kids, and they don’t need a whole rabbit.  What does the consumer really want, 
that is the biggest question.”  [What kind of feedback do you get on the quality aspects 
from your processor?]  “Yes, we do get a report and it is based on the one thing they 
always look for in rabbit.  That is, what condition are the liver and the kidneys in; they 
don’t dock us for it, but they do tell us if there is damage to them and it could just mean 
that they are trying to fight something.   We do get information if say they can’t sell the 
back leg from a rabbit, for example, possibly an injury.   I can’t say that it tells us a 
whole lot as to how we might change management decisions in the barn, but it does tell 
us if there is something going on that we need to address.   Other than that, all we get is 
an average weight range.   It would be nice to get the high and low as well.”  [If you had 
your druthers, would you prefer to be paid on live weight or carcass weight?]  “I guess it 
doesn’t matter to me at the end of the day, I think it would work out the same for all 
intents and purposes.   Live weight may be a little fairer.   I don’t know what we are 
dressing out at, but for the packer, they would need to put them over a scale the second 
time, so I don’t know if that is really necessary.” 
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14) Canadian producers have the opportunity to replace Canada's 

imports of sheep, lamb and goat meat, which amounted to $60 million 
from Australia and $70 million from New Zealand.  It has been suggested 
that suppliers need assurance that a critical mass (of consumers) exists 
before investments are made.  In your opinion, how can this assurance 
be provided and what role can retailers play in enhancing domestic 
supply? 

 

Sheep 
Producer one – “There are a couple of things at work here.   First of all, the major 
grocery chains like Loblaw’s; they have rules they have to live by, one of them being 
that they can only access meat from a federal plant.   There are only a few of those 
around.”  [That seems to be one of the impediments to this industry moving ahead.]  
“Big time, the other thing is that I don’t think that we should be trying to compete with 
New Zealand lamb in Loblaw’s.  We can’t compete with New Zealand lamb in Loblaw’s, 
we can’t compete with Australia.   We can compete on a quality level for sure, but we 
can’t compete on a consistent supply year round and that’s what those guys need and 
that’s what those guys want.  The Loblaw’s guys are going to be price setters and if you 
make one mistake or screw up you’re going to be out, I don’t think it is the kind of 
relationship we should be getting into provincially.   I think we should be looking at 
smaller chains, chains that can access meat through provincial kills and facilities, chains 
that have more back and forth communication and are not corporate giants, and we 
can’t because we don’t have the product to deal with it, yet.   Having said that, I’ve 
heard that these giant corporations are starting to try to woo in the smaller, local, 
because they know it sells.   I’m not sure how that is going to work out.  I am not sure if 
that is where I would want to go at this point.  I was thinking too, in terms of competing 
with the New Zealand’s and Loblaw’s, and trying to offer it to an ethnic group or 
whoever, we have a different quality of animal than New Zealand and Australia.   I am 
not going to say that it is better or worse, it is for the person to judge in value on their 
own, it’s a different kind of lamb though.  [Tell me about that.]  “The lamb that we 
produce primarily in Ontario is a grain fed lamb.  Even those lambs that are raised on 
pasture are being finished in the barn on grain.   That lamb is a milder tasting lamb, 
lighter in colour, and it’s possibly tender.   It doesn’t have the “gaminess” that people 
refer to when they say lamb is “gamey” that you get in the grass fed New Zealand or 
Australian lamb, so we are offering a different product.”      
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Producer two – “I don’t think there are any assurances.  I think as producers we have 
some control.   One of the things we lost was cross border, as we are slowly seeing the 
border open too, especially now with a $0.92 dollar the dollar dropped and American 
lamb prices are the highest they have ever been, if we can open that back up again and 
start supplying into that market.   The BSE issue is still in place.   The biggest part is the 
COOL legislation.”   

Producer three – “If producers knew there was going to be a demand at a fair price, 
producers would be willing to expand production to meet the need.   Again, we have 
gotten to the “chicken and egg” thing.   All of the lamb and mutton coming in is federally 
inspected and can go to restaurants and grocery store chains.   At one point, they were 
shipping whole, Cryovac carcasses that were being processed in the GTA.” 

Producer four – “Our example of what is going on with a major grocery chain, a large 
packer, and a third company intermediate is a perfect example of what encourages me 
to make further investment here, to keep those ewe lambs that I should really be selling 
for meat because we need the cash flow, but we need future cash flow even more.   If 
we were relying on selling our lambs at Cookstown, I don’t think we would be expanding 
our sheep operation.  There was a Kiwi that was on the Board of AUSMA, Mark Richie 
lives on Amherst Island south of Nappanee.  He came here about 26 years ago from 
New Zealand and he assessed the industry at the time, he was in the sheep industry in 
New Zealand, and came here and looked at all the opportunity there was and how we 
weren’t meeting supply and all of these other kinds of things and he said the industry 
was just positioned to explode and take advantage of all of this opportunity, and one 
night we were upstairs in the hotel and he said it is pretty much the exact same thing 
today and it has a lot to do with market instability.   In New Zealand, the guy knows what 
he is going to get for those lambs when they hit the ground in the spring.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “Retailers are only going to buy domestic goats if it is more profitable.   
We are in an international market and unfortunately the retailers at the end of the day 
are going to buy whatever product puts the most money in the till.   We have to be 
competitive with Australia and New Zealand.”  [That is realistically not going to happen.]  
“Well at least put out a better product.  A lot of ethnics want to see the live goat.  They 
want to see what they are going to be eating when it is alive.” 

Producer two – “Assurance that the critical mass is there is really demonstrated by the 
massive imports.   In terms of the role the retailer can play, is having the local product 
on the shelf and to somehow draw attention that it as local product, and I don’t think it is 
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only at the retail level.  Somehow we need to set our product apart from what is being 
imported, whether it is freshness, quality, or both in terms of taste.   To get into these 
markets it either needs to be cheaper, which I don’t believe is realistic, or it needs to be 
better.”   

Producer three – “They need to guarantee a price that is profitable to produce at.   No 
one is going to produce animals and give them away.   You get people at a butcher 
shop that will call you up in the spring and say raise them up, we want as many as you 
can produce and then it comes time to ship them and they don’t want to pay even what 
you would be getting at the auction.   We need price assurance.”   

15) How aware are you of the needs, or opportunities, associated with 
ethnic markets in Ontario? 

Sheep 
Producer one – “It is there.” 

Producer two – “I think I am quite ignorant about it quite frankly.  I think I know that 
Italians and Greeks like light lambs at Easter, and that the Muslims like to have their 85 
to 90 pound skinny lamb, that’s all I know.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “Not very at all I would say.”   

Producer two – “Where are these people, how do I reach them, where can I advertise 
that they are going to see it.  It blows my mind that that there are people willing to come 
down to an outdoor market in January and stand in line for 20 minutes waiting for their 
meat!”   

Producer three – “I know what they want and that is bigger kids if you are talking 
Muslims, if you are talking Africans, they want cull does and bucks.   I know that 
because I talked to the guy that took care of the goat sales at Cookstown quite often.   
That’s kind of how you know what they want to buy.   You want to target those times of 
year when they are going to be buying.” 

Veal 
Producer one – “If it wasn’t for the ethnic market, there wouldn’t be a veal trade.  White 
people have been told by the animal rights people that you are a nasty person if you eat 
veal.  The education of Joe Public would help a lot in a proactive way.” 

Producer two – “I think that is where Ontario Veal fits in.” 
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Producer three – “Not really!”   

Rabbits 
Producer one – “Very, I know where the best dollar was, it was in the Chinese market, 
the problem is, they don’t pay you.” 

Producer two – “On a scale of 1 to 10, I’d say I am probably about a 6.  I know that 
there is a lot of opportunity out there, I don’t know what the needs are, is how I would 
say it.   I know there is a lot of potential.   Someone could go around to these smaller 
butcher shops and let them know that rabbit is available.   The first time, you might only 
drop off a couple, but as time goes on, if the area has an ethnic community that is 
interested in rabbit meat, those markets will build, but who is going to drive to butchers 
that are several minutes apart for a couple of rabbits.” 

16) Where do you get your information from, or where would you like to get 
it from, regarding ethnic markets in Ontario? 

Sheep 
Producer one – “The internet, I want it to be on a web page associated with my 
producer organization, I want a video on U-tube showing me how they are killing those 
lambs, how they are cutting them, who is buying them, I would like to see interviews 
with people who are consuming those, both new Canadians and second generation new 
Canadians.  China is the largest producer of lamb in the world and they don’t export 
anything, so Chinese people eat lamb.   How do they eat lamb, I have no idea!   When 
do Asian folks eat lamb, I don’t know.   I grew up in Shelburne!  It is fine to have 
producer information days; my biggest problem is I can’t leave the farm.   We work here 
seven days a week from six o’clock in the morning until six o’clock at night.  “We would 
definitely increase the flock here dramatically if there was more stability.”  You would 
see 2500 head flocks, you would see 5000 head flocks in this province because there is 
the opportunity for the market, there is no doubt about it, but when there is no stability, 
Farm Credit still expects you to make that payment each month.   If you are going to 
spend one million dollars on a barn you had better make sure that it is in an industry 
know for where the income is going to be, the cash flow is predictable, and it is not there 
in the sheep industry, so you don’t see any elaborate barns being built in the sheep 
industry.” 

Producer two – “Mostly from the Internet to look something up or conduct research.  I do 
go to the odd producer meeting if there is something of interest.  We do some of our 
own experimentation on feed programs.  We have strictly sheep, no other livestock.” 
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Producer three – “I don’t rely on the internet too much.  I believe in research and what it 
shows us.   I want to see everything.  OMAFRA in Ontario helped me a lot.   They 
provided good advice as to how to choose breeds.   I made a business decision, not 
based on what I like.  I didn’t get a lot of information from OSMA.  They now have a 
program to help new farmers to keep going.  That is good.  At the Coop we try to have 
an education day once a year.  We focus on three different aspects, animal health, feed 
and what is new.   Like to have a panel with three different farmers – that is learning 
because everyone does things different on their farm.  Bring the practical to the plate.” 

Goats 
Producer one – “It is probably best to get it from Ontario Goat, but I don’t know whether 
they have the time or resources to do that.” 

Producer two – “Ontario Goat is the big one and the internet in general.  A lot of the 
information I find on the internet is US-based information.   I have looked at some of the 
demographic studies to see where the Greek and Italian populations are located in the 
GTA.   Also producer meetings are a main source of information.” 

Producer three – “I have no idea!  I guess the producer organization is a good starting 
point.”   

Veal 
Producer one – “Probably best through the Veal Board and through the meat packers 
and retailers would be good too.” 

Producer two – “I think that is where Ontario Veal fits in.” 

Rabbits 
Producer one – “Ninety, maybe 100% of it comes from word of mouth.  I’d like to get it 
through Ontario Rabbit; that was the whole purpose of Ontario Rabbit.” 

Producer two – “I would look to the internet, but there is so much information, both good 
and bad on the internet that it would be a challenge to narrow down some of that 
search.”  [How much do you depend on Rabbit Ontario to get that kind of information?]  
“I would solely depend on them if we could utilize Ontario Rabbit to do that all the time, 
but because we are limited in funding and therefore reduces our resources we aren’t 
able to put a lot of time into that.” 

Producer three – “We do a lot of our own research – particularly marketing.  We use 
extensive signage (silhouettes) at Farmer’s markets.    Have to put time and money into 
marketing.” 
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17) Is the anything that you would like to add to benefit this study? 

Sheep 
Producer one – “In beef industry, Beef Farmers of Ontario is doing a northern expansion 
project; it is a very large project.  I think there is an opportunity to do something similar 
with the sheep industry, they are creating a model farm for the north specifically for that 
clay belt north of Timmins in production units that are big enough to actually be a viable 
business so like 250 cow, which you just can’t do in the south here, we have too much 
mud, the land is worth too much money, you can grow corn and beans here….. The 
lambs might go somewhere else to be fed out and not spend the winters there to 
minimize infrastructure costs.  Where you can raise cattle you can raise sheep.” 

Producer two – “I don’t know of anything specific.” 

Producer three – “I am for quality of product, and decent consistent price.  I think I did 
have the perfect marketing strategy 25 years ago and they took it away because some 
guys thought it didn’t work.  You predict what you are going to produce in the year, you 
book it in advance to the abattoir and you put it into the abattoir at a certain price.  It 
worked for me.  High prices are going to kill us before over production.” 

Producer four – “I have a lot of passion for this industry.  It’s a tremendous industry to 
be in.  There is phenomenal potential, you just have to grab the bull by the horns and go 
with it.   It is going to grow; there is no doubt in my mind.   It is going to expand to what 
the consumer requires whether we are there or not.  Look at Shineway buying 
Smithfield in the States, over a 40 billion dollar transition, they buy the largest pork 
producer in the world, 400 mega farms attached to that deal, we could say over night, 
subject to trade commission approval, a foreign company comes in and buys it.   They 
are not expanding the pork industry for Americans, that’s going over.   Last November, I 
went to Tulsa, Oklahoma with my Dad, cowboy state, Oklahoma City where the cattle 
drives all ended up, we wanted some good American barbeque so we went across the 
street to a barbeque pit and they had halal lamb on the menu.  There was a family 
walked in in jihads, the women all in jihads, this is Tulsa, Oklahoma.  You drive through 
the cattle farms and they are all owned by Asians and as you drive into Arkansas, ever 
third restaurant is a Mexican restaurant.   So if people think we are going to expand this 
market, and  

it is not going to happen because we can’t do it, they are fooling themselves, because 
foreign money is.   This is a cheap country to buy into if you live somewhere else. The 
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question is who is going to expand this market in the next while, because the demand is 
there?”   

Producer five – “I will email you if I think of anything else.  I am glad this is being done.  
It is part and parcel of OSMA going in the right direction.   Quote me on that!” 

Goats 
Producer one – “We have been diverting resources from goats as it boils down to the 
profitability issue.   I need to maintain some balance in working life.   There are lots of 
opportunities in the goat sector for young people that are willing to work hard.   There is 
an opportunity for young people to start with next to nothing and build up something 
from the ground, but that said there are other industries – you can’t compare what we 
are doing with the chickens or the pigs with the goats.   I really think that the lowest cost 
for meat goats is actually going to come out of the goat dairies with male kids.   They 
have a cost advantage as the does are paying their way with the milk check and you 
don’t have to keep them most of the year – their way is paid.   The meat goat sector has 
missed the point on that the majority of meat kids are going to be coming out of the 
dairies and meat production that we have been involved in is a really tough business.” 

Veal  
Producer one – “I think they produce a calf they think they like to see, but not really 
sometimes what the market wants to see.  The information sharing is pretty slack and 
there is not much that gets shared, and even between producers there is not much 
information that gets shared.”  [Where is your biggest completion in Ontario for supply?  
Is there movement between Ontario and Quebec in veal?]  “Yeah, there is – quite a bit!”  
[Which way does that tend to go most often?]  “Most of the time, it gets brought in.  I 
think sometimes, Quebec produces better quality calves that what we do.  [Do there 
tend to be what I would call hobby producers in the veal industry?]  “Yeah, quite a bit, I 
think the average farm veal size is only 250 head for Ontario.    About 30 on the farm at 
any one time might be designated as hobby.” 

Producer two – “I don’t think anything that we haven’t talked about.   The biggest thing 
is getting back from the processor the information to the farmers, because for years 
they have been kept in the dark.  Whether you have good calves or not, they’ll just pay 
you what they want to pay you.   Now the bigger players are getting enough clout that 
they are telling the packers what they will do.   That’s not good either.” 
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Rabbits 
Producer one – [How often will they let you look at a check-off?]  “Every five years.   
The industry is negative.   Ontario Rabbit dragged their butt trying to get the goat 
industry on side, which they couldn’t.   If we had of gotten our vote in two years sooner it 
would have gone through with flying colours.”  [When was your vote?]  “Two years ago.   
Something like this [ethnic marketing study] could really be stimulating you know if you 
could come out and say you know we have a huge need for this in the ethnic market, 
let’s start making some changes.   If you could get processors on side and start 
improving the quality of the rabbit that would be great, but that is so hard to do because 
the reason we can’t get enough guys to process rabbit is that there is not enough to 
process, the two processors are fighting over what few they got.”  [If you had a new 
processor come in and he had a contract with a whole bunch of good producers, so the 
other guys were not going to get those rabbits, what would happen?]  “We have that 
happening with buyers from Quebec right now, they’re trying to get some of the larger 
producers under contract, and they have got one major one under them, and one other 
large producer ships into the States.”  [Is there any problem exporting?]  “No this one is 
doing a little better now because the dollar is better, but his biggest problem is trucking, 
because it costs him the same to ship 100 rabbits on the truck as 1500, so he can get 
two truck-loads a month, but he can’t get three because his third batch is probably a 
third so is stuck with a third so if he ships them his margins have fallen because he is 
paying the same.  It’s an issue.”  [How big are those big producers, how many females 
would they have?]  “There is Max Bradlow who is 1100 does, and Allen Smith who is 
900 does.”  [Could you vertically integrate and have your own abattoir?]  “Max tried that, 
tried very hard to set up his own, that was Rabbits Plus, he and Steve Bower went 
together, but they couldn’t get financing for it.  There are not enough rabbits, you have 
to have something else [another species] go with it.  Abate is doing rabbits one day a 
week, the rest of the time he is doing chickens.  When I was selling into the Chinese 
market, that fellow was doing chickens four days a week and rabbits one day, and that’s 
how he sold his rabbits, if you took ten boxes of chicken, you got a box of rabbits.”  
[There was enough demand for the rabbits that they would buy the chicken?]  “Yeah, 
they were using us again!  Like the Chinese guy said, I always keep my customers 
short, if they wanted 20 [rabbits], I would only give them 15.  You have to be a special 
person to raise rabbits, you have to be very, very disciplined, you have to do the same 
things every week, if you don’t your cycle goes to pieces.  Now we have brought in this 
new French line, it’s a horrible line of rabbits, they’re bony, they grow fast, they don’t 
produce any meat, but you can achieve a 6 pound rabbit in 9 to 11 weeks easy, and I 
get paid for that, so I have defeated everything I have worked for over the last thirty 
years just to make a buck!  I have taken the industry behind!  It is wrong! That’s why I 
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want to retire.  The processor has such a shortage of rabbits, they will take almost 
anything.  We used to supply the Windsor market, and he would not accept any 
coloured rabbits, he only would take white rabbits and his whole theory behind that was 
when you dress them out, a white hair will not show on the carcass, but a black hair will, 
and we have always found that it is so superior to raise white rabbits because when you 
have coloured rabbits and you start making selections for replacement does you start 
selecting on pretty.  If you have ten rabbits that all look the same, you are only going to 
select on production numbers, your herd will go ahead, but you start picking on pretty 
you are in trouble.  One thing you can sell in the pet market is your decrepit rabbits, 
because people tend to like goofy looking rabbits.  Another fear is that if the federal 
processor should happen to go broke, there will be a glut of rabbits going to the 
provincial processor and he is going to give us nothing for them.  There is one 
processor in Pratt Station, Highview, but they only do 100 to 200 per week.  Chuck 
[federally inspected packer] was doing 5000 a week, but he is down to about 2000.  Joe 
[provincially inspected packer] is doing about 3000 a week.  In the rabbit business, no 
one tells the truth!” 

Producer two – “It is too expensive for us to provide halal meats.  I believe that people 
travelling extensively opens the window for people to try things.   Some people will 
respond to the cooking shows on television and try a different meat.   Chefs that we 
supply include information on the source of their meats.  We work reciprocally with the 
chefs/restaurants.  We build personal and business relationships.  All farmers markets 
we deal with do not allow resellers.” 

 

Recommendations 
 

Recommendations emanating from this study are organized here first as so-called 
“General Recommendations” that apply to several or all of the meat products under 
study, followed by “Species Specific Recommendations” that tend to apply to one, or 
possibly two, meat products.  These latter recommendations are listed consecutively 
under Sheep, Goats, Veal and Rabbits. 

General Recommendations 
1. Producer associations should use results from this study to inform producers, 

processors and retail outlets as to the current composition, demographic profile and 
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preferences of the Ontario ethnic market.  Clearly producers have little understanding 
of the numbers, demographics and opportunities associated with the ethnic market. 
 

2. Producer associations must open a dialogue with processors, possibly through the 
Ontario Independent Meat Processors, to enhance communications between the two 
adjacent levels of the market chain, thereby increasing understanding of the challenges 
each party experiences and provide opportunities for collaboration.  An antagonistic 
atmosphere within which both producers and the processor are trying to conduct their 
business as an impediment to these businesses moving forward and thriving in the 
ethnic market.   

 
3. Producers must ask for carcass information from their processor, and producer 

associations must enter into discussions with Ontario Independent Meat Processors 
and OMAFRA to find ways and means of facilitating feedback on carcass quality to the 
producer.   To have any chance of enhancing product quality through genetic selection 
or management, it is critical for the producer to have this information. 
  

4. Producers in all four sectors studied had varied opinions on the benefits of a grading 
system for their sector.  Although most were in agreement with the positive influence 
such a system might have on quality of product, there was not agreement as to how it 
should be structured.  Most producers sighted the considerable variation in product 
being requested by the diverse ethnic communities.  No one system fits all.  Producer 
associations are urged to investigate grading systems that would encourage the 
enhancement of quality in their products, but at the same time provide consideration of 
the diverse needs of the market.  Producers want to be rewarded for providing a high 
quality product within the market niche that they are addressing. 
 

5. Producer associations should collaborate and develop a floating, five-year calendar for 
their producers that detail all ethnic religious and other celebrations so that producers 
can use this information to plan for optimum availability of their products at these high 
demand periods.  
 

6. Producer associations, groups of producers, and individual producers should work with 
processors and supermarkets to make these meats more visible and accessible to both 
ethnic and conventional consumers by ensuring supermarkets offer a good range and 
variety of meat products, pack sizes, ensuring meat specials are in stock, and providing 
recipes for preparation. 
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7. Producer associations should inform their producers of the growing market for 

organic/free range ethnic meats.  Focus group participants voiced the opinion that meat 
sold in Canada had a “chemical” taste.  Participants had the perception that free range 
or organic meats were better and fresher.  This perception provides an opportunity to 
both educate the consumer, and create a potential market niche for producers.  

 
8. Producer associations, groups of producers, and individual producers should provide 

information to restaurants on the availability and source of fresh, Ontario-grown, ethnic 
meat products.  Restaurants are good targets for ethnic meats, especially as a way to 
attract new consumers.  It seemed that consumers were more willing to try ethnic 
meats like goat, if it was served in an ethnic restaurant.   
 

9. Producer associations should provide educational materials to stores in Chinatown as 
to the expectations of ethnic consumers as to practises and factors that attract 
consumers to purchase ethnic meats.   Such materials are likely to have greater impact 
if written in Chinese rather than English. 
 

10. Producer associations should provide educational materials to retail outlets of all sizes 
advising them that the practise of placing “halal certified” meats in proximity to pork in 
the meat cooler is not acceptable to Muslim consumers.  This practise greatly 
diminishes the value of halal certification, and erodes trust in the store.  Separate 
cooler space could be used to enhance the trust factor when marketing these meats to 
ethnic consumers of the Muslim religion. 

 
11. Producer associations should provide their producers with examples of marketing 

systems that are up and running successfully and possibly provide seminars where 
those interested in improving their marketing skills and outreach could learn, and build 
working relationships with other producers, and possibly even processors.   Producers 
have very limited knowledge of the ethnic market in Ontario and how they might go 
about benefiting from it.  Some marketing-focused individuals have devised excellent 
marketing programs that provide predictable profits, whereas most producers are at the 
“…..whim of the magic and mystery of the live market price”. 
  

 
12. Producer associations should consider establishing some minimum level of producer 

participation in the respective sectors as a requirement to participate in decision making 
affecting the sector.  Possibly voting weighted by production levels would be 
appropriate.  Although not validated in this study, it appears that there is an inverse 
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correlation between the proportion of hobbyists in the industry and its success as an 
industry. 
  

13. Producer associations are urged to place increased pressure on government officials, 
both provincial and federal, to move to a harmonized meat inspection system.   The 
dual inspection system appears to be a particular impediment to the sheep, goat and 
rabbit sectors.        

 
14. Producer associations should consider acting as a clearing house to take requests from 

up the value chain as to products processors/retailers want and then distribute these 
potential opportunities to producers.  It would then be up to the producer to contact the 
value chain member and make a deal.  
  

15. When developing marketing information for the ethnic community it is recommended 
that both producers and their respective associations emphasize that Ontario product is 
fresh, while imported product is frozen.  The consumer survey clearly identifies that 
ethnic communities want to buy very fresh meat.   We believe this will resonate with the 
ethnic consumer. 
 

16. Producer associations should provide the names and contact information of ethnic 
butchers and grocers around the GTA to their producer members to facilitate 
development of potential marketing opportunities.  Such a list, although not complete, is 
attached to this report as Appendix “F“. 

 
17. Although we are not aware of the situation for the sectors in question, it is important 

that check-offs applied to domestic product also apply to imported product. 
 

18. Producer associations should continue to lobby CFIA to accept valid off-shore scientific 
results to reduce the cost of regulatory approval, thereby increasing the probability that 
needed vaccines and medicinal products available to producers. 

Species Specific Recommendations 

Sheep 
a. Ontario Lamb should be promoted as a fresh, flavourful alternative to stimulate 

demand.  In addition, product offerings such as “halal certified” could attract 
Middle Eastern, North African, European and South Asian groups.   Ontario 
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Lamb is perceived as a superior product to imported lamb, but is also perceived 
as more expensive.   
 

b. Sheep and goat producer associations are urged to work with officials from 
OMAFRA or other government agencies to encourage more and better support 
programs for fence construction to protect livestock from predators such as 
coyotes. Support for fencing programs was identified as a major benefit to 
producers.   
 

c. Producer associations should initiate discussions with regulatory authorities, 
presumably OMAFRA, to identify ways and means of developing an acceptable 
system whereby ethnic consumers that want to purchase an animal(s) and have 
it slaughtered at the point of sale can do so. Forty percent of South Asian, Middle 
Eastern and African consumers wants such a service.   Possibly a large vacant 
lot in the GTA could be used for producers to display and sell their animals for 
immediate slaughter in an adjacent, halal-approved, mobile slaughter plant. 
 

d. It is recommended that producer associations work with regulator authorities to 
find ways and means of reducing costs to producers of implementing CFIA policy 
with respect to RFID tags.  Although most agreed with the potential benefits of 
being able to trace animals as to their source and movements, most producers 
had trouble with the relatively high cost of implementing the program relative to 
the beef industry for example.  If these tags could be used to facilitate feedback 
on carcass quality to the producer, this would help reduce the sting associated 
with the apparent high cost. 
 

e. One producer said the following – “I would like to see a cutting chart of a lamb 
from Saudi Arabia.  We have a chart from the Ontario Sheep Marketing Agency 
as to the traditional way for cutting a lamb in North America, but I doubt that the 
same chart applies somewhere in the Middle East.”   This is an example of the 
kind of information that could be provided by producer associations to producers 
to help educate them and illustrate that the ethnic market is much different from 
the traditional. 
 

f. Several consumers identified an objectionable smell associated with imported 
lamb that they had not experienced in lamb produced in their home country.  It is 
recommended that Ontario lamb be marketed as a fresh smelling, better tasting 
product than imported products.  In addition, research should be initiated to 
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confirm this observation, and if real, identify the source and a solution for this 
objectionable trait. 
 

g. Ontario Sheep Marketing Agency should bring to the attention of their producers 
the advantages of shifting sheep production from the high land value based 
operations of Southern Ontario to the much more competitive environment of the 
Clay Belt of Northern Ontario where land prices can be 10 to 20% of what they 
are in the south.  Development of areas of sheep and goat production in the 
north would attract processors facilitating the shipment of chilled carcasses to 
southern markets. 
 
 

Goats 
a. It is recommended that Ontario Goat work with processors and supermarkets to 

increase the accessibility and visibility of fresh goat meat in supermarkets.  On 
visits to Walmart, Loblaw’s, No Frills, FreshCo, Metro and Longo’s, it was not 
possible to find fresh goat meat.   
    

b. Ontario Goat should initiate a program to educate butcher stores and retail 
outlets as to the health benefits of goat, sources of fresh Ontario goat meat, as 
well as, ways it can be prepared and enjoyed. 
 

c. Ontario, halal certified goat should be promoted to supermarkets in the 
geographic areas where there are high concentrations of Muslims from Africa, 
the Middle East and South Asia. 
 

d. Producer associations should initiate discussions with regulatory authorities, 
presumably OMAFRA, to identify ways and means of developing an acceptable 
system whereby ethnic consumers that want to purchase an animal(s) and have 
it slaughtered at the point of sale can do so. Forty percent of South Asian, Middle 
Eastern and African consumers wants such a service.   Possibly a large vacant 
lot in the GTA could be used for producers to display and sell their animals for 
immediate slaughter in an adjacent, halal-approved, mobile slaughter plant. 
 

e. Ontario Goat should bring to the attention of their producers the advantages of 
shifting goat production from the high land value based operations of Southern 
Ontario to the much more competitive environment of the Clay Belt of Northern 
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Ontario where land prices can be 10 to 20% of what they are in the south.  
Development of areas of sheep and goat production in the north would attract 
processors facilitating the shipment of chilled carcasses to southern markets. 
 

Veal 
 

a. It is recommended that talks be initiated between the veal producer association 
and OMAFRA to establish a new higher weight maximum for veal carcasses. 
Veal producers and a processor representative expressed that the 396 pound 
maximum on a carcass to be designated as veal was too low.  All felt that this 
maximum weight needed to be increased to meet current management practises 
regulated by law, i.e. the removal of hormone implants in calves as a 
management tool.   
 

b. It is recommended that through research that models be examined for breeding 
the genetically low end of the dairy cow herd with semen selected for male 
calves from sires with traits complimentary to the veal industry.  These male 
calves would be expected to generate a premium for the dairy producer and 
increase the supply of calves for the veal sector.   Veal producers identified the 
cost of baby calves as a challenge to profitability.  
 

c. Ontario, halal certified veal would be in high demand in the Muslim communities.  
Producer associations should work with supermarkets in these geographies to 
increase the visibility of these products in the fresh meat case. 
 
 

Rabbit 
a. It is the opinion of the consultant, that if a new innovative processor with a strong 

focus on processing and marketing of rabbit was to enter the market in central 
Southern Ontario, and if that processor was to provide feedback to producers on 
carcass quality and pay for the same, this would be a strong incentive to move 
the Ontario rabbit industry forward.  

 
b. Ontario Rabbit should target marketing information toward Egyptian, Portuguese 

and Chinese communities and the stores and butcher shops that supply these 
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communities.  The availability of half a rabbit or smaller cuts is likely to increase 
demand for rabbit compared to whole carcasses only.  
 

c. For those who do not consume rabbit, and are not likely to ever consume it, there 
is an imaging issue, which will be a challenge to change.  Little effort should be 
put towards trying to attract groups such as South Asians to purchase rabbit. 
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Appendix “A” - List of Community Associations 
 

 

1. Polycultural Immigrant & Community Services, 17 Four Seasons Place, Suite 102, 
Toronto ON M9B 6E6, email: info@polycultural.org. 

2. African Community Services, 20 Nelson St. West, Suite 302, Brampton, ON L6X 
2M5, email: info(at)africancommunityservices.com. 

3. St Christopher House, 1033 King Street West, Toronto, Ontario M6K 3N3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@polycultural.org
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Appendix “B” – Focus Group Questions 
 

 
1. What meat types do you like to buy? 
2. What does quality meat mean to you? 
3. What products would you like to see? 
4. What cuts would you like to see? 
5. How often do you prepare Veal, Goat, Lamb/Mutton or Rabbit at home? 
6. How often do you eat Veal, Goat, Lamb/Mutton or Rabbit at a restaurant? 
7. Is it fast food, family, formal….? 
8. Do you ever prepare Lamb/Mutton, Goat, Veal and Rabbit (or is Lamb/Mutton, 

Goat, Veal and Rabbit ever prepared) for a religious holiday or other special 
occasion? 

9. Where do you regularly shop for meat? 
10. Why do choose that specific store location? 
11. How important is it to purchase meat from a butcher of your ethnicity? 
12. What do you like to see in a meat section? 
13. How important is Price in influencing your meat purchase decision? 
14. What do you do, when the price of one meat is too high? 
15. Does the time of year matter?  Example, will you pay more when the meat will be 

used for a celebration? 
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Appendix “C” – Consumer Survey 
 

Survey of Consumer Preferences 
 

“Understanding the Ethnic Market 
Opportunities for Veal, Goat, Lamb and 

Rabbit” 

 

 
Integrity Intellectual Property Inc. (and Associates) 

4010 – 20th Avenue South 
Lethbridge, AB T1K 4X9 

 
403-394-0888   2coulter@telus.net 

 

 

 

mailto:2coulter@telus.net
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SURVEY -  ETHNIC CONSUMERS- LAMB/MUTTON, GOAT, VEAL AND RABBIT 

NAME OF INTERVIEWER  
 

LOCATION OF INTERVIEW  
 

       

 
1. Number in household 

 
� 1   � 2   � 3   � 4   � 5+ 
 

2. Neighbourhood 
 
Please indicate with a check mark the neighborhood in which you live. 
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3. While most people in Canada view themselves as Canadian, they may have different ethnic or 

cultural origins or family background. Please indicate the ethnic or cultural group you belong 
to.  You may choose more than one response. 
� - First Nation  

� - Scottish, English, Irish or Welsh   

� - Hispanic/Latino/Latin American    

� - Russian, Ukrainian 

� - European (French, Italian, Portuguese, German, Greek, Polish, Swiss etc.  

� - Jewish 

� - African       

� - African American 

� - West Indian (Jamaican, Caribbean)    

� - Chinese 

� - South Asian (Indian, Sri Lankan, Pakistani)   

� - Southeast Asian (Vietnamese, Cambodian, Malaysian, Filipino) 

� - Other East Asian (Japanese, Korean) 

� - West Asian or Arab (Armenian, Egyptian, Afghani, Iranian) 

� - Other (Please specify) _______________________________________ 

 
 
 
 

4. Your family has been in Canada two or more generations (your 
parents/grandparents/great-grandparents) were born in Canada.  � 
 
You are part of the first generation in your family born here.   � 
 
You were born elsewhere and immigrated to Canada.     � 
 
How long have you been in Canada/Ontario since you immigrated?  �  
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5. Do you purchase your meat from either a Halal or Kosher butcher? 
 

Halal Kosher 

� All of the time � All of the time 

� Most of the time � Most of the time 

� Some of the time � Some of the time 

� Rarely � Rarely 

� Never � Never 
 
 

6. How often do you prepare Veal, Goat, Lamb/Mutton or Rabbit at home? 
 

 
Veal Goat Lamb  Mutton Rabbit 

� Once a week � Once a week � Once a week � Once a week � Once a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than 
once a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� Once a month � Once a month � Once a month � Once a month � Once a month 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every 
few months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once a year � Once a year � Once a year � Once a year � Once a year 

� Never � Never � Never � Never � Never 
 
 

7. How often do you eat Veal, Goat, Lamb/Mutton or Rabbit at a restaurant? 
 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

� Once a week � Once a week � Once a week � Once a week � Once a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than 
once a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� Once a month � Once a month � Once a month � Once a month � Once a month 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every 
few months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once a year � Once a year � Once a year � Once a year � Once a year 

� Never � Never � Never � Never � Never 
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8. How often do you eat Veal, Goat, Lamb/Mutton or Rabbit at the home of a friend or family 

member? 
 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

� Once a week � Once a week � Once a week � Once a week � Once a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� More than 
once a week 

� More than once 
a week 

� Once a month � Once a month � Once a month � Once a month � Once a month 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once every 
few months 

� Once every few 
months 

� Once a year � Once a year � Once a year � Once a year � Once a year 

� Never � Never � Never � Never � Never 
 
 

9. Do you ever prepare Lamb/Mutton, Goat, Veal and Rabbit (or is Lamb/Mutton, Goat, Veal 
and Rabbit ever prepared) for a religious holiday, or other special occasion? 

 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

� Beginning of 
Ramadan 

� Beginning of 
Ramadan 

� Beginning of 
Ramadan 

� Beginning of 
Ramadan 

� Beginning of 
Ramadan 

� Christmas 
 

� Christmas 
 

� Christmas 
 

� Christmas 
 

� Christmas 
 

� Eid-al-Fitr  
 

� Eid-al-Fitr  
 

� Eid-al-Fitr  
 

� Eid-al-Fitr  
 

� Eid-al-Fitr  
 

� Birthdays 
 

� Birthdays 
 

� Birthdays 
 

� Birthdays 
 

� Birthdays 
 

� Eid-al-Adha  
 

� Eid-al-Adha  
 

� Eid-al-Adha  
 

� Eid-al-Adha  
 

� Eid-al-Adha  
 

� Weddings 
 

� Weddings 
 

� Weddings 
 

� Weddings 
 

� Weddings 
 

� Passover  

 
� Passover  

 
� Passover  

 
� Passover  

 
� Passover  

 

� Anniversaries 

 
� Anniversaries 

 
� Anniversaries 

 
� Anniversaries 

 
� Anniversaries 

 

� Easter  

 
� Easter  

 
� Easter  

 
� Easter  

 
� Easter  

 

� No, never on 
special occasions 
 

� No, never on 
special occasions 
 

� No, never on 
special occasions 
 

� No, never on 
special occasions 
 

� No, never on 
special occasions 
 



 

10. From the list below, please check off all the retailers that you shop at regularly for meat.  
 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

� Local Butcher 
Shop  

� Local Butcher 
Shop 

� Local Butcher 
Shop 

� Local 
Butcher Shop 

� Local Butcher 
Shop 

� Food Basics � Food Basics � Food Basics � Food Basics � Food Basics 

� Foodland  � Foodland  � Foodland  � Foodland  � Foodland  

� Fortino’s  � Fortino’s  � Fortino’s  � Fortino’s  � Fortino’s  

� FreshCo / Price 
Chopper  

� FreshCo / Price 
Chopper  

� FreshCo / Price 
Chopper  

� FreshCo / 
Price Chopper  

� FreshCo / Price 
Chopper  

� IGA / IGA Extra � IGA / IGA Extra � IGA / IGA Extra � IGA / IGA 
Extra 

� IGA / IGA Extra 

� Loblaw’s / 
Loblaw  

� Loblaw’s / 
Loblaw  

� Loblaw’s / 
Loblaw  

� Loblaw’s / 
Loblaw  

� Loblaw’s / 
Loblaw  

� Longo’s � Longo’s � Longo’s � Longo’s � Longo’s 

� Metro / Metro 
Plus 

� Metro / Metro 
Plus 

� Metro / Metro 
Plus 

� Metro / 
Metro Plus 

� Metro / Metro 
Plus 

� No Frills � No Frills � No Frills � No Frills � No Frills 

� Real Canadian 
Superstore  

� Real Canadian 
Superstore  

� Real Canadian 
Superstore  

� Real 
Canadian 
Superstore  

� Real Canadian 
Superstore  

� Scobey’s  � Scobey’s  � Scobey’s  � Scobey’s  � Scobey’s  

� T & T  � T & T  � T & T  � T & T  � T & T  

� Zehr’s � Zehr’s � Zehr’s � Zehr’s � Zehr’s 

� Other 
Specify 
 
 

� Other 
Specify 
 

� Other 
Specify 
 

� Other 
Specify 
 

� Other 
Specify 
 

 
11. Of the locations where you purchase meat, why do you choose that specific store? 

 
Please circle your choice. 
 

 Important                                                                                      Not Important 
I can walk to the store   10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
I trust the butcher 
 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

The price is reasonable 
 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

I can buy other groceries at the 
same location. 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

I can be served in my language 
of choice 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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Because it has meat that helps 
me fulfill my religious beliefs 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

 
 
 

12. From the store where you prefer to buy your meat, why is this store’s fresh meat section 
“the best”?  
 
Please be as specific as possible. 

 
Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

� Less fat / 
well-trimmed 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

� Local meat � Local meat � Local meat � Local meat � Local meat 

� Good prepared / 
marinated meats 

� Good prepared / 
marinated meats 

� Good prepared / 
marinated meats 

� Good 
prepared / 
marinated 
meats 

� Good prepared / 
marinated meats 

� Organic meats � Organic meats � Organic meats � Organic 
meats 

� Organic meats 

� Freshness � Freshness � Freshness � Freshness � Freshness 

� Good quality, 
Better cuts 

� Good quality, 
Better cuts 

� Good quality, 
Better cuts 

� Good 
quality, Better 
cuts 

� Good quality, 
Better cuts 

� Consistent 
quality 

� Consistent 
quality 

� Consistent 
quality 

� Consistent 
quality 

� Consistent 
quality 

� Good Price / 
Cost comments 

� Good Price / 
Cost comments 

� Good Price / 
Cost comments 

� Good Price / 
Cost 
comments 

� Good Price / 
Cost comments 

� Good 
presentation of the 
meat 

� Good 
presentation of the 
meat 

� Good 
presentation of the 
meat 

� Good 
presentation of 
the meat 

� Good 
presentation of the 
meat 

� Clean, Well 
organized 

� Clean, Well 
organized 

� Clean, Well 
organized 

� Clean, Well 
organized 

� Clean, Well 
organized 

� Appealing � Appealing � Appealing � Appealing � Appealing 

� In-store Staff/ 
Service 

� In-store Staff/ 
Service 

� In-store Staff/ 
Service 

� In-store 
Staff/ Service 

� In-store Staff/ 
Service 

� In-store butcher � In-store butcher � In-store butcher � In-store 
butcher 

� In-store butcher 

� Does custom 
orders 

� Does custom 
orders 

� Does custom 
orders 

� Does 
custom orders 

� Does custom 
orders 

� Good staff / 
service 

� Good staff / 
service 

� Good staff / 
service 

� Good staff / 
service 

� Good staff / 
service 

� General Positive � General Positive � General Positive � General 
Positive 

� General Positive 
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� Trusted store � Trusted store � Trusted store � Trusted 

store 
� Trusted store 

� Meat has good 
taste 

� Meat has good 
taste 

� Meat has good 
taste 

� Meat has 
good taste 

� Meat has good 
taste 

� Other Reasons � Other Reasons � Other Reasons � Other 
Reasons 

� Other Reasons 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

� Less fat / 
well-trimmed 

� Less fat / well- 
trimmed 

 
 

 
 

13. Which of the following factors are the most important in influencing your purchases? 
 
Please check all that apply. 

 

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

� The price � The price � The price � The price � The price 

� The prices of 
other meats (like 
chicken, pork, and 
beef) 

� The prices of 
other meats (like 
chicken, pork, and 
beef) 

� The prices of 
other meats (like 
chicken, pork, and 
beef) 

� The prices 
of other meats 
(like chicken, 
pork, and 
beef) 

� The prices of 
other meats (like 
chicken, pork, and 
beef) 

� The nutritional 
characteristics  

� The nutritional 
characteristics  

� The nutritional 
characteristics  

� The 
nutritional 
characteristics  

� The nutritional 
characteristics  

� The digestibility � The digestibility � The digestibility � The 
digestibility 

� The digestibility 

� The availability 
or cuts desired 

� The availability 
or cuts desired 

� The availability 
or cuts desired 

� The 
availability or 
cuts desired 

� The availability 
or cuts desired 

� The serving size � The serving size � The serving size � The serving 
size 

� The serving size 

� Tradition (“Our 
family has always 
eaten this meat.”) 

� Tradition (“Our 
family has always 
eaten this meat.”) 

� Tradition (“Our 
family has always 
eaten this meat.”) 

� Tradition 
(“Our family 
has always 
eaten this 
meat.”) 

� Tradition (“Our 
family has always 
eaten this meat.”) 

� Special 
occasions 

� Special 
occasions 

� Special 
occasions 

� Special 
occasions 

� Special 
occasions 

� The flavor � The flavor � The flavor � The flavor � The flavor 

� The freshness � The freshness � The freshness � The 
freshness 

� The freshness 

� Overall quality � Overall quality � Overall quality � Overall 
quality 

� Overall quality 
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� Other 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� Other 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� Other 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� Other 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� Other 
 
 
 

 
14. Please rank the following factors from 1 to 10 where 1 is the most important and 10 is the 

least important in influencing your purchases of Lamb/Mutton, Goat, Veal and Rabbit cuts 
of meat?  

 
 

Veal  Goat  Lamb  Mutton  Rabbit  

The price   
 
 
 

The price   The price   The price   The price   

The prices of 
other meats  

 The prices of 
other meats  

 The prices of 
other meats  

 The prices of 
other meats  

 The prices of 
other  

 

The nutritional 
characteristics  

 
 
 
 

The nutritional 
characteristics  

 The nutritional 
characteristics  

 The nutritional 
characteristics  

 The nutritional 
characteristics  

 

The digestibility  
 
 
 

The 
digestibility 

 The digestibility  The 
digestibility 

 The 
digestibility 

 

The availability 
or cuts desired 

 
 
 
 

The 
availability or 
cuts desired 

 The availability 
or cuts desired 

 The availability 
or cuts desired 

 The availability 
or cuts desired 

 

 
The serving size 

 
 
 

 
The serving 
size 

  
The serving size 

  
The serving 
size 

  
The serving 
size 

 

Tradition (“Our 
family has 
always eaten 
this meat.”) 

 Tradition 
(“Our family 
has always 
eaten this 
meat.”) 

 Tradition (“Our 
family has 
always eaten 
this meat.”) 

 Tradition (“Our 
family has 
always eaten 
this meat.”) 

 Tradition (“Our 
family has 
always eaten 
this meat.”) 

 

Special 
occasions 

 
 
 

Special 
occasions 

 Special 
occasions 

 Special 
occasions 

 Special 
occasions 

 

The flavor  
 
 
 

The flavor  The flavor  The flavor  The flavor  

Quality   
 
 
 

Quality   Quality   Quality   Quality   
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15. Please check the importance of each of the following attributes in a grocery store’s fresh 

meat section. 
  

Veal Goat Lamb Mutton Rabbit 

� Meats are fresh � Meats are fresh � Meats are fresh � Meats are 
fresh 

� Meats are fresh 

� Meats look fresh 
not dark or, 
discoloured 

� Meats look fresh 
not dark or, 
discoloured 

� Meats look fresh 
not dark or, 
discoloured 

� Meats look 
fresh not dark 
or, discoloured 

� Meats look fresh 
not dark or, 
discoloured 

� Meat cases keep 
meat cold enough 

� Meat cases keep 
meat cold enough 

� Meat cases keep 
meat cold enough 

� Meat cases 
keep meat cold 
enough 

� Meat cases keep 
meat cold enough 

� Packages 
sealed well; not 
dripping,  

� Packages 
sealed well; not 
dripping,  

� Packages 
sealed well; not 
dripping,  

� Packages 
sealed well; not 
dripping,  

� Packages 
sealed well; not 
dripping,  

� Good everyday 
prices 

� Good everyday 
prices 

� Good everyday 
prices 

� Good 
everyday prices 

� Good everyday 
prices 

� Meat specials 
always in stock 

� Meat specials 
always in stock 

� Meat specials 
always in stock 

� Meat 
specials always 
in stock 

� Meat specials 
always in stock 

� Good weekly 
specials 

� Good weekly 
specials 

� Good weekly 
specials 

� Good weekly 
specials 

� Good weekly 
specials 

� Provides an 
assortment of lean 
meats 

� Provides an 
assortment of lean 
meats 

� Provides an 
assortment of lean 
meats 

� Provides an 
assortment of 
lean meats 

� Provides an 
assortment of lean 
meats 

� Trimmed of 
visible fat 

� Trimmed of 
visible fat 

� Trimmed of 
visible fat 

� Trimmed of 
visible fat 

� Trimmed of 
visible fat 

 
 
 
 
 
 

16. How likely are you to buy each of these types of meat in the next month? (Please indicate one 
answer per row). 

 Definitely Will                                                                                                             Definitely will not               
Lamb 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Goat 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Veal 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Rabbit 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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17. If you buy Veal, please answer this question.  Thinking about the most recent time you 

bought Veal, indicate Yes or No whether each of the following statement applies to this 
specific Veal purchase?  
 
 Yes No 
I went to the store planning to buy veal � � 
I went to the store planning to buy a specific “cut” of veal (e.g. chops, 
leg, roast, ground etc.) 

� � 

I had a specific recipe/usage in mind when I selected this veal. � � 
I bought Branded veal. � � 
Is the product always available when you want it?   � � 
 
 

18. If you buy Veal please answer this question.   
 
A change in price may cause you to switch to another meat, or depending on the price 
change, you may still buy the same amount.   
 
Please check one or more boxes 
 
 Chicken Beef Pork Veal Rabbit Lamb No 

Change 
If veal went up in price 
by 10%, I would buy 
less veal and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If veal went up in price 
by 20%, I would buy 
less veal and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If veal went up in price 
by 30%, I would buy 
less veal and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If veal went up in price 
by 40%, I would buy 
less veal and more: 

� � � � � � � 

 
Comment 

 
 
 

 
 

19. If you buy Goat, please answer this question.  Thinking about the most recent time you 
bought Goat, indicate Yes or No whether each of the following statement applies to this 
specific Goat purchase?   
 
 Yes No 
I went to the store planning to buy goat � � 
I went to the store planning to buy a specific “cut” of goat (e.g. chops, 
leg, roast, ground etc.) 

� � 

I had a specific recipe/usage in mind when I selected this goat. � � 
I bought Branded goat. � � 
Is the product always available when you want it?   � � 
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20. If you buy Goat, please answer this question.  Price and Sales 
 
A change in price may cause you to switch to another meat, or depending on the price 
change, you may still buy the same amount. 
 
 Chicken Beef Pork Veal Rabbit Lamb No 

Change 
If goat went up in price 
by 10%, I would buy 
less goat and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If goat went up in price 
by 20%, I would buy 
less goat and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If goat went up in price 
by 30%, I would buy 
less goat and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If goat went up in price 
by 40%, I would buy 
less goat and more: 

� � � � � � � 

 
Comment 

 
 
 

 
 

21. If you buy Lamb, please answer this question.  Thinking about the most recent time you 
bought Lamb, indicate Yes or No whether each of the following statement applies to this 
specific Lamb purchase?   
 
 Yes No 
I went to the store planning to buy lamb � � 
I went to the store planning to buy a specific “cut” of lamb (e.g. chops, 
leg, roast, ground etc.) 

� � 

I had a specific recipe/usage in mind when I selected this lamb. � � 
I bought Branded lamb (New Zealand Spring Lamb) or other brand. � � 
Is the product always available when you want it?   � � 
. 
 

22. If you buy Lamb, please answer this question.   
A change in price may cause you to switch to another meat, or depending on the price 
change, you may still buy the same amount.   
 
Please check one or more boxes. 
 

 Chicken Beef Pork Veal Rabbit Goat No 
Change 

If lamb went up in price by 10%, 
I would buy less lamb and more: 

� � � � � � � 
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If lamb went up in price by 20%, 
I would buy less lamb and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If lamb went up in price by 30%, 
I would buy less lamb and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If lamb went up in price by 40%, 
I would buy less lamb and more: 

� � � � � � � 

 
Comment 

 
 

 
23. If you buy Rabbit, please answer this question.  Thinking about the most recent time you 

bought Rabbit, indicate Yes or No whether each of the following statement applies to this 
specific Rabbit purchase? 
 
 Yes No 
I went to the store planning to buy rabbit � � 
I went to the store planning to buy a specific “cut” of rabbit (e.g. chops, 
leg, roast, ground etc.) 

� � 

I had a specific recipe/usage in mind when I selected this rabbit. � � 
I bought Branded rabbit. � � 
Is the product always available when you want it?   � � 
 
 

24. If you buy Rabbit, please answer this question.   
A change in price may cause you to switch to another meat, or depending on the price 
change, you may still buy the same amount.  
  
Please check one or more boxes. 
 
 Chicken Beef Pork Veal Rabbit Lamb No 

Change 
If rabbit went up in price 
by 10%, I would buy 
less rabbit and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If rabbit went up in price 
by 20%, I would buy 
less rabbit and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If rabbit went up in price 
by 30%, I would buy 
less rabbit and more: 

� � � � � � � 

If rabbit went up in price 
by 40%, I would buy 
less rabbit and more: 

� � � � � � � 

 
Comment 

 
 

25. Would you prefer to purchase a live animal to butcher yourself (or have a friend/family 
member) butcher?   If yes, please answer the following questions by circling your answer.  
I wish to butcher the animal myself or butcher with friends/family because: 
 

A. I want to ensure that the meat meets the requirements of my religion. 
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YES                        NO                    
 

B. I want to perform the ritual as part of a celebration. 
 
YES                        NO                    
 

C. I want to be able to choose the best animal. 
 
YES                        NO                    
 

D. It is a good way to save money. 
 
YES                        NO                    
 

E. I want to ensure that the cuts of meat are to my satisfaction.  
 
YES                        NO                    
 

F. I wish to share with my family/friends.  
      
YES                        NO                  
  

G. I wish to portion and save for consumption throughout the year.  
      
YES                        NO              
 
 
 

26. Age (approximate if necessary) 
 
� <25   � 25-39  � 40-49  � 50-65  � >65 
 
 

27. Education 
 
� < High School  � High School   � Some College  � College Degree 
 
 

28. Gender 
 
� Male   � Female 
 
 

29. Marital Status 
 
� Married (spouse living)  � Single (whether formerly married, or not) 
 
 

30. Employment (Choose only one) 
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� Part-time   � Full-time   � Work at home  � Unemployed 
(Outside home)   (Outside home)   (Housewife/husband)  (Outside home) 
 
 

31. Household Income 
 
� <20,000 � 20,000-39,999 � 40,000-59,999 � 60,000-79,999 � 80,000-99,999 � >100,000  
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Appendix “D” – Producer Interview Questions 
 

1. Are there regulatory aspects that impede expansion of your operation as it 
would relate to meeting the demands of the Ontario ethnic market? 
   

2. In your opinion, what is the most important impediment to advancing the 
supply of _____ (veal/goat/lamb/rabbit) to meet the needs of the Ontario 
ethnic market? 

 
3. In your opinion, is there a lack of collaboration/cooperation among players 

in the ________ (veal/goat/lamb/rabbit) sector value chain impeding 
meeting the needs of the Ontario ethnic market? 

 
4. In your opinion, what opportunities do you envision for the _____ 

(veal/goat/lamb/rabbit) sector associated with Ontario ethnic market? 
 

5. Do you plan to expand your business to better meet the needs of the 
Ontario ethnic market? 

 
6. What changes have you seen in the Ontario ethnic market over the past 

five years? 
 

7. What would be of assistance to you in meeting the demands of the 
Ontario ethnic market? 

 
8. What impact, if any, do you see associated with the “Foodland Ontario” 

campaign on the Ontario ethnic market? 
 

9. What is the niche that your company/farm will fill in supplying ____ 
(veal/goat/lamb/rabbit) to the Ontario ethnic market? 

 
10. How closely is your company/farm linked with others in the ____ 

(veal/goat/lamb/rabbit) sector value chain? 
 

11. How can your commodity association help you to better provide desirable 
products to the Ontario ethnic market? 
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12. What kinds of government programs would be of assistance in meeting 

the market demands of the Ontario ethnic community? 
 

13. A major factor in helping value chain participants make production 
decisions is customer preference.  What type of consumer information 
would be most beneficial to your group and what mechanisms should be 
employed to communicate findings to stakeholders? 

 
14. Canadian producers have the opportunity to challenge Canada's 

imports of sheep, lamb and goat meat, which amounted to $60 million 
from Australia and $70 million from New Zealand.  It has been suggested 
that suppliers need assurance that a critical mass (of consumers) exists 
before investments are made.  In your opinion, how can this assurance 
given and what role can retailers play in enhancing domestic supply? 

 
15. How aware are you of the needs or opportunities associated with ethnic 

markets in Ontario? 
 

16. Where do you get your information from, or where would you like to get it 
from, regarding ethnic markets in Ontario? 
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Appendix “E” - Interview Consent Form 
 

Integrity Intellectual Property Inc. (I3P) of Lethbridge, Alberta, has been retained 
by the Ontario Veal, Ontario Goat, Ontario Sheep Marketing Agency, and Ontario 
Rabbit to conduct a study entitled “Understanding the Ethnic Market 
Opportunities for Veal, Goat, Sheep and Rabbit”.  

Your participation in this interview will contribute significantly to I3P’s 
understanding of the challenges and opportunities facing the respective 
commodities and will help identify potential enhancements to product offerings 
and value chain operations. 

Participation in the interview is voluntary and you may refuse to answer specific 
questions.  Your responses will be kept confidential unless you give I3P 
permission to quote you by name, affiliation and/or position as authorized below.  
You will be provided with a summary of the study results upon request. 

 

Your signature below indicates that you agree to participate in this interview. 

I agree to be quoted by name in the final report.   YES  NO 

I agree to be quoted by affiliation in the final report.  YES  NO 

I agree to be referred to by general position (e.g. ‘producer’). YES  NO 

I agree to be tape recorded (for exclusive internal use of I3P). YES  NO 

I would like to receive an Executive Summary of the final report. YES  NO 

 

Name (please print): ___________________________________________ 

 

 

Signature: ________________________________ Date: _______________________ 
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Appendix “F” - Listing of Ethnic Butcher Shops in GTA 

 

Shop Phone Address PC 

Absolutely Fine Foods 416-231-4011 270 The Kingsway, Toronto, ON M9A 3T7 

Agram Meats Inc.  10676 Trafalgar Rd. S. HALTON HILLS, ON  

AJM Kensington Meats 416-596-7911 63 Kensington Ave, Toronto, ON M5T 2K2 

Alan’s Butcher Shop 905-430-6328 122 Athol St, Whitby, ON L1N 3Y9 

Alex Meats and Deli-Fax 905-383-6733 21-1405 Upper Ottawa St, Hamilton, ON L8W 3J6 

Alex's Quality Meat 905-474-0179 7665 Kennedy Rd, Markham, ON L3R 0L7 

Ali's Market 416-497-8918 3040 Don Mills Rd, North York, ON M2J 3C1 

Allen’s Scottish Butchers 416-244-1018 2151 Weston Rd, York, ON M9N 1X8 

Alliston Meat Delicatessen 905-275-9331 660 Bloor St, Mississauga, ON L5A 3V9 

Alzahraa Halal Meat 416-701-0438 2032 Lawrence Ave E, Scarborough, ON M1R 2Z3 

Alzahraa Halal Meat Inc 416-750-0586 210 Silver Star Blvd, Scarborough, ON M1V 5J9 

Amir Quality Meats 905-673-3434 2740 Slough St, Mississauga, ON L4T 1G3 
Angelino's Fresh Choice 
Market 

519-822-1634 16 Stevenson St S, Guelph, ON N N1E 5N1 

Antica Roma Fine Meats 416-916-8076 1153 St Clair Ave W, Toronto, ON M6E 1B2 

Antipastos Di Roma 905-641-5211 1-87 Hannover Dr, St Catharines, ON L2W 1A3 

Arax Meat Products 416-636-6143 3905 Chesswood Dr, North York, ON M3J 2R8 

Astro Meats 416-656-2797 1470 St Clair Ave W, Toronto, ON M6E 1C6 

Aurora Meat & Cheese  3661 Dixie Rd. MISSISSAUGA, ON  
Aurora Meat Cheese & 
Salami 

905-624-1101 3661 Dixie Rd, Mississauga, ON L4Y 2B3 

Bastone Meats  42 Goodmark Place ETOBICOKE, ON  

Bay Meats Butcher Shop  282 Bay St. THUNDER BAY, ON  

Bella Roma Foods 519-763-2284 570 Kortright Rd W, Guelph, ON N1G 3W8 

Beretta Farms Inc.  80 Galaxy Blvd. ETOBICOKE, ON  

Big Red Market 905-227-1575 206 Richmond St, Thorold, ON L2V 4L8 

Bilal Farms  47 Farmfield Cres. OTTAWA, ON  

Bloor Meat And Grocery 416-536-0052 676 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6G 1L2 

Bloor Meat Market Ltd 416-767-2105 2283 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6S 1P1 
Blue Danube Sausage 
House 

 3090 Lenworth Dr. MISSISSAUGA, ON  

Brenner Packers Ltd.  497 Cataraqui St. WINDSOR, ON  

Brian Quinn's Meats Ltd.  3998 County Rd. 1 YARKER, ON  

Brioni Supermarket 416-248-8200 169 Gary Dr, North York, ON M9N 2M2 

Broadway Farm's Market 905-843-9225 12506 Heart Lake Rd, Snelgrove, ON L6T 3S1 

Brown Bros Purveyors 416-364-7469 St Lawrence Mkt, Toronto, ON M5E 1C3 

Bruno's Fine Foods 905-737-4280 9665 Bayview Ave, Richmond Hill, ON L4C 9V4 

Bruno's Fine Foods 416-923-1311 1560 Yonge St, Toronto, ON M4T 2S9 
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Bruno's Fine Foods 416-481-5560 2055 Avenue Rd, North York, ON M5M 4A7 

Bruno's Fine Foods 416-234-1106 4242 Dundas St W, Etobicoke, ON M8X 1Y6 

 
 

 
 

Bruno's Signature 905-509-3223 375 Kingston Rd, Pickering, ON L1V 1A3 

Buckingham Meat Co Inc 905-620-0300 200 Carnwith Dr E, Whitby, ON L1M 0A1 

Buckingham Meat Mkt 905-725-2213 28 Buckingham Ave, Oshawa, ON L1G 2K3 

But 'N' Ben Butchers 416-438-4214 1601 Ellesmere Rd, Scarborough, ON M1P 2Y3 

Butcher By Nature 416-241-8187 515 Annette St, Toronto, ON M6P 1S1 
Calabrese Geppino 
Grocery 

905-356-9715 5504 Lewis Ave, Niagara Falls, ON L2G 3R7 

Carniceros Inc 647-478-9609 93 Front St E, Toronto, ON M5E 1C3 

Cattlemes Meat Market 416-537-8454 1538 Queen St W, Toronto, ON M6R 1A6 

Celi & Prest 905-734-7166 390 Crowland Ave, Welland, ON L3B 1X7 

Centro Quality Meats 905-851-4400 Unit 15, ON L4L 9P1 

Champagne Poultry Inc.  30 Titan Rd. ETOBICOKE, ON  
Charlie's Meat & Seafood 
Supply Ltd 

 61 Skagway Ave. SCARBOROUGH, ON  

Chicago Butcher Shoppe 416-588-2001 289 Roncesvalles Ave, Toronto, ON M6R 2M3 

Choice Wholesale Meats  2877 Dufferin St. TORONTO, ON  

Choice Wholesale Meats  2877 Dufferin St. TORONTO, ON  

Clark Meats 905-987-5800 282 King E, Newcastle, ON L1B 1H5 

Close To The Bone 416-699-2663 929 Kingston Rd, Toronto, ON M4E 1S6 
Colangelo Brothers Fruit 
Mkt 

416-293-7856 2387 Midland Ave, Scarborough, ON M1S 1R1 

Commisso World Cheese 905-273-3390 1004 Burnhamthorpe Rd E, Mississauga, ON L4Y 2X6 

Commisso's Fresh Foods 905-357-6600 6161 Thorold Stone Rd, Niagara Falls, ON L2J 1A4 

 
 

 
 

Country Corner Market 905-892-4227 686 Quaker Rd, Welland, ON L3C 3H4 

Cumbrae Butchers 416-923-5600 481 Church St, Toronto, ON M4Y 2C6 

Cumbrae's Bayview 416-485-5620 1636 Bayview Ave, Toronto, ON M4G 3B7 

Cumbraes of Dundas 905-628-4332 26 King St W, Dundas, ON L9H 1T7 

Dave's Butcher Shop 519-415-6328 75 Alder St, Orangeville, ON L9W 5A9 

Deanco Meats  445 Conestogo Rd. WATERLOO, ON  

Dearsley Meats 
905-648-3560 

1154 Power Line Rd E, Ancaster, ON L 
L0R 1T0 

Desta Gebeya Market 416-850-4854 4843 Danforth Ave, Toronto, ON M4J 1L2 

Dietrichs Meat Warehouse 905-847-5295 1260 Speers Rd, Oakville, ON L6L 5T9 

Diliso's Meats 416-601-9780 93 Front St E, Toronto, ON M5E 1C3 

Eddystone Meat Products  245 Eddystone Ave. TORONTO, ON  

El Emporio De La Carne 416-248-0297 2294 Keele St, North York, ON M6M 3Z8 

 
 

 
 

Ellas Meat Market 416-461-1211 674 Pape Ave, Toronto, ON M4K 3S5 
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European Quality Meats & 
Sausages 

416-596-1199 174 1/2 Baldwin St, Toronto, ON M5T 1L8 

European Quality Meats & 
Sausages 

416-251-6193 16 Jutland Rd, Etobicoke, ON M8Z 2G9 

F. Garcia Meat Products 
Ltd 

 2480 Cawthra Rd. MISSISSAUGA, ON  

Family Meat & 
Delicatessen 

 278 Brown's Line ETOBICOKE, ON  

Family Meat & 
Delicatessen 

 278 Brown's Line ETOBICOKE, ON  

Farmgate Markets Deli & 
Fresh Meat 

 19 Elgin St. ST THOMAS, ON  

Finest Sausage & Meat  Victoria Street Market  

 
 

 
 

Florence Meat Supplies 
Ltd 

905-842-2066 2136 Speers Rd, Oakville, ON L6L 2X8 

Franz's Butcher Shop & 
Catering 

 172 Lansdowne St. E. PETERBOROUGH, ON  

G & L Meats (705) 357-2888 1255 Durham Rd. 13 SUNDERLAND, ON  

Geppino's Grocery 905-356-9715 5504 Lewis Ave, Niagara Falls, ON L2G 3R7 

Ghadir Meat Market 416-750-7404 1821 Lawrence Ave E, Scarborough, ON M1R 2Y3 

Gino's Meat Market 416-658-3643 1203 St Clair Ave W, Toronto, ON M6E 1B5 
Goemans Lakeshore 
Meats & Deli 

905-937-1482 1B-33 Lakeshore Rd, St Catharines, ON L2N 7B3 

Gord's Abattoir Ltd.  643 Hwy. 77 LEAMINGTON, ON  

Gourmeats 416-824-8828 2946 Dundas St W, Toronto, ON M6P 1Y8 

Gourmet Meats Ltd 905-679-6821 4262 Highway No 6, Mount Hope, ON L0R 1W0 

Grace Meat Products 416-534-7776 644 College St, Toronto, ON M6G 1B8 

Green's Meat Market  612 Campbell St. LUCKNOW, ON  
Grilltime Gourmet Meat 
Shop 

416-467-4745 62 Laird Dr, East York, ON M4G 3V1 

Halenda's Fine Foods  1893 Mattawa Ave. MISSISSAUGA, ON  

Halenda's Fine Foods  915 Nelson St. OSHAWA, ON  

Halenda's Meats  King  

Halenda's Meats  Taunton  

Halenda's Meats  Whitby  
Hamilton Kosher Meat 
Market 

905-527-5762 889 King St W, Hamilton, ON L8S 1K5 

Hank Dekoning Limited  1768 Hwy 6 S. PORT DOVER, ON  

 
 

 
 

Hartman's Kosher Meats 416-663-7779 5988 Bathurst St, North York, ON M2R 1Z1 

Highland Country Markets 905-662-8396 432 Highland Rd E, Stoney Creek, ON L8J 3G4 
Hilltop Acres Poultry 
Products 

 1501 Maple Bend Rd. BRESLAU, ON  

Hilts Butcher Shop Ltd.  1948 7th Line Asphodel NORWOOD, ON  

Horizon Meat Packers Inc.  335424 7th Line Amaranth SHELBURNE, ON  
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House Of Zabeeha 905-896-9114 1212 Dundas St W, Mississauga, ON L5C 1E2 
Humberwood Meats & 
Indian Style Hakka 

416-213-0027 680 Rexdale Blvd, Toronto, ON M9W 0B5 

Ibrahim Halal Meat 416-757-1616 1967 Lawrence Ave E, Scarborough, ON M1R 2Z2 
Insaf Halal Meat And 
Grocery 

416-742-1441 46 Rexdale Blvd, Etobicoke, ON M9W 5Z3 

International Meats & Deli 905-854-5230 11269 Guelph Line RR 1, Campbellville, ON L0P 1B0 

J & G Quality Meats Ltd 905-634-0196 175 Plains Rd E, Burlington, ON L7T 2C4 

J.J. Meat Distributor Inc.  14600 10th Concession SCHOMBERG, ON  

JD's Market 416-431-4566 3143 Eglinton Ave E, Scarborough, ON M1J 2G2 

Junction Meats 416-767-5003 2802 Dundas St W, Toronto, ON M6P 1Y5 
Just An Olde Fashion 
Butchery 

905-842-2000 165 Lakeshore Rd E, Oakville, ON L6J 1H5 

JW Foods Inc.  2201 Brimley Rd. TORONTO, ON  

Karlovo Inc 416-421-5207 469 Cosburn Ave, East York, ON M M4J 2N6 

Karlovo Inc 416-503-2950 8 Six Point Rd, Etobicoke, ON M M8Z 2W8 

Kingsway Meat Products  2342 Bloor St. W. TORONTO, ON  
Kingsway Meat Products & 
Deli 

416-762-5365 2342 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6S 1P3 

Klager's Meats 905-892-2616 1507 Pelham, Fonthill, ON L0S 1E5 

Kostas Meat Market & Deli 416-444-3036 259 Ellesmere Rd, Scarborough, ON M1R 4E4 

Kyle's Quality Meats 905-623-1313 8A-39 Martin Rd S, Bowmanville, ON L1C 3K7 

L & M Meat Distributing Inc 905-775-6775 2487 14th Line, Bradford, ON L0L 1R0 

L. Miedema & Sons Ltd.  1812 Thompson Rd. E. WATERFORD, ON  

La Boucherie Fine Meats 416-363-0062 93 Front St E, Toronto, ON M5E 1C3 

Lauri Meat Market Ltd 416-247-9899 1696 Jane St, York, ON M9N 2S4 
Lavergne Western Beef 
Inc. 

 3971 Navan Rd. NAVAN, ON  

Lococo's  4167 Victoria Ave. NIAGARA FALLS, ON  

Lococo's  92 Highland Rd. E. STONEY CREEK, ON  
Longo Frank & Bros 
Supermarkets 

905-387-0268 525 Concession St, Hamilton, ON L8V 1A7 

L ‘Original Packing Ltd.  2567 County Rd. 17 L'ORIGNAL, ON  

Louis Meats 416-465-3364 449 Danforth Ave, Toronto, ON M4K 1P1 

Louis Meats 416-465-3364 449 Danforth Ave, Toronto, ON M4K 1P1 
Lyons Family Turkey Farm 
Ltd. 

 3312 County Road 21 SPENCERVILLE, ON  

M & B Meat 416-431-0664 621 McCowan Rd, Scarborough, ON M1J 1K2 

M & J Meat Distributors  309 Bering Ave. TORONTO, ON  

Macelleria Atlas 416-654-0777 800 St Clair Ave W, Toronto, ON M6C 1B6 

Macelleria Del Baby Beef 416-656-7045 1654 St Clair Ave W, Toronto, ON M6N 1H8 

 
 

 
 

Macelleria Potenza 416-741-2658 2635 Islington Ave, Etobicoke, ON M9V 2X4 
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Macelleria Potenza Limited 416-741-2658 70 Plunkett Rd, North York, ON M9L 2J5 

Macelleria San Gabriele 416-654-5440 998 St Clair Ave W, Toronto, ON M6E 1A2 

Macelleria Venezia 416-531-2522 906 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6H 1L1 

Manilla Halal Meats 416-250-7314 6120 Yonge St, North York, ON M2M 3W7 
Market Fresh Meat & 
Produce 

519-823-8046 10 Paisley St, Guelph, ON N1H 2N6 

Marlon's Meat & Fish 416-481-5777 2636 Yonge St, Toronto, ON M4P 2J5 

Maunders Food Shop 905-841-5746 32 Wellington St W, Aurora, ON L4G 2N8 

Meat Country Canada 416-535-2224 660 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6G 1K9 

Meat MKT Co 416-535-6328 ON M6G 1B8 

Meat Shoppe (Niagara) The 905-357-5477 4025 Dorchester Rd, Nfls, ON L2E 6N1 

Meat Store (The) 416-787-5196 2877 Dufferin St, North York, ON M6B 3S5 

Meating On Queen 416-461-7500 1160 Queen St E, Toronto, ON M4M 1L4 

Mecca Hala Meat Seafood 416-467-7867 25 Overlea Blvd, Toronto, ON M4H 1P9 

Metzger Meat Products  180 Brock Ave. HENSALL, ON  

Milliken Meat Products 905-415-0060 7750 Birchmount Rd, Markham, ON L3R 0B4 
Minaz Markham Market 
Place 

416-332-8471 2826 Markham Rd, Scarborough, ON M M1X 1E6 

Mrakovic Meat & Deli 416-695-7396 44 Wellesworth Dr, Etobicoke, ON M9C 4R1 

Nabawi Meats Distributors 416-630-6226 507 Champagne Dr, North York, ON M3J 2C6 

Nardini Specialties 905-662-5758 184 HIGHWAY 8, Stoney Creek, ON L8G 1C3 

Nawzar Meat Market 416-385-0444 80 Ellesmere Rd, Scarborough, ON M1R 4C2 

Nesbitt's Meat Market  18 Cambridge St. S. LINDSAY, ON  

NewMarket Meat Packers  15452 Warden Ave. NEWMARKET, ON  
Niagara Sausage Meat 
Products Ltd 

905-734-3948 40 Ridge Rd, Welland, ON L3B 5N7 

Nicholyn Farms  3088 Horeshoe Valley Rd W PHELPSTON, ON  

Norfolk Packers  4051 Lakeshore Rd. ST WILLIAMS, ON  

Nortown Foods Ltd 416-789-2921 892 Eglinton Ave W, Toronto, ON M6C 2B6 
Nortown Meats & 
Specialities Ltd 

416-447-0310 303 York Mills Rd, North York, ON M2L 1L3 

Nosso Talho 416-530-1941 1048 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6H 1M3 

Not Just Steaks 905-271-1444 49 Mississauga Rd N, Mississauga, ON L5H 2H9 
Noto Bros. Wholesale 
Meats Ltd. 

 120 Whitmore Rd. WOODBRIDGE, ON  

O Nosso Talho 416-531-7462 1042 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6H 1M3 
Oakridge Acres Country 
Meat Store 

 2132 Greenfield Rd. AYR, ON  

Opie's Quality Meats 
905-383-3422  

612 Concession St, Hamilton, ON 
 

L8V 1B5 

P & F Meat Products Ltd.  10768 Woodbine Ave. MARKHAM, ON  

Paisley Fine Foods 519-763-9322 563 Woolwich St, Guelph, ON N1H 3Y4 

Palmateer's Abattoir Ltd.  2553 River St. W. TWEED, ON  
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Parkland Meat Products 416-766-8338 2216 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6S 1N4 

 
 

 
 

Pat's Prime Cuts And Deli 905-873-0352 333 Mountainview Rd S, Halton Hills, ON L7G 6E8 

Pavao Meats & Deli  1435 Dundas St. W. TORONTO, ON  

Pavao Meats & Deli  245 Dixon Rd. TORONTO, ON  
Pearl Trading 
Company 

 30 Titan Rd. ETOBICOKE, ON  

Perl's Fine Foods  76 Densley Ave NORTH YORK, ON  

Peter's Food Shop  305 Industrial Parkway S. AURORA, ON  

Plank Road Market 416-463-5474 1716 Danforth Ave Main, Toronto, ON M4C 1H8 

Portugal Butcher 416-531-1120 707 College St, Toronto, ON M6G 1C2 

Pusateri's Fine Foods  2386508 Ontario Inc.  

Pusateri's Fine Foods  73 Samor Rd TORONTO, ON  

Pusateri's Fine Foods  Bayview Village  

Pusateri's Fine Foods  Yorkville  

Qureshi Foods  1879 Lawrence Ave E. TORONTO, ON  

R. Denninger Ltd.  55 Brant St. HAMILTON, ON  

R. Denninger's  1289 UpperJames St. HAMILTON, ON  

R. Denninger's  2410 Lakeshore Rd. W. OAKVILLE, ON  

R. Denninger's  284 King St. E. HAMILTON, ON  

R. Denninger's  699 Guelph Line BURLINGTON, ON  

R. Denninger's  826 Queenston Rd. STONEY CREEK, ON  

R. Denninger's  Jackson Square HAMILTON, ON  

Roast 416-657-6278 786 St Clair Ave W, Toronto, ON M6C 1B6 

Robert's Boxed Meats  1601 River Rd. E KITCHENER, ON  

Robert's Quality Meats 416-635-7518 2762 Keele St, North York, ON M3M 2G2 
Rosa's Italia Food & 
Meat Mkt 

905-934-6930 85 Garnet St, St Catharines, ON L2M 5G3 

Rowe Farm Meats Ltd.  1027 Gordon St. GUELPH, ON  

 
 

 
 

Rowe Farms  Annex  

Rowe Farms Meats Ltd 416-530-4383 468 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M5S 1X8 

Rowe Farms  Leslieville  

Rowe Farms 416-588-4383 105 Roncesvalles Ave, Toronto, ON M6R 2K9 

Rowe Farms  St. Lawrence North Market  

Rowe Farms  The Beach  

Rowe Farms  Uptown  

Rowe Farms Meats 
Limited 

416-461-4383 
893 Queen St E, Toronto 

M4M 1J6 

Rowe Farms Meats Ltd 647-352-4383 2503 Yonge St, Toronto, ON M4P 2H6 
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Royal Crown Meats 
Limited 

 133 Milvan Dr. WESTON, ON  

Royal Meats Inc.  2395 Cawthra Rd. MISSISSAUGA, ON  
Sanagan's Meat 
Locker 

416-593-9747 176 Baldwin St, Toronto, ON M5T 1L8 

Sanagan's Meat 
Locker 

 Kensington Market TORONTO, ON  

Scali's Quality Meats 
Inc. 

 7875 Tranmere Dr. MISSISSAUGA, ON  

Seaton Butchers 416-214-0337 236 Queen St E, Toronto, ON M5A 1S3 
Sebastiano Quality 
Meats 

416-241-6606 18 Ingram Dr, North York, ON M6M 2L6 

Seed to Sausage 
Corporation 

 12821 Hwy 38 TICHBORNE, ON  

Segovia Meat Market 
Ltd 

416-593-9904 218 Augusta Ave Main, Toronto, ON M5T 2L6 

Simon's Smokehouse 
905-453-1822 

2 Fisherman Dr, Brampton, ON 
L7A 2X9 

Springer's Meat & Deli 905-549-8884 544 Parkdale Ave N, Hamilton, ON L8H 5Y7 

Springer's Meats Inc 905-547-1321 7 Morley St, Hamilton, ON L8H 3R6 
Sprucedale Quality 
Meats Inc. 

 438 4th Ave. SPRUCEDALE, ON  

St James Town Steak 
& Chops 

416-925-7665 516 Parliament St, Toronto, ON M4X 1P4 

St Lawrence Upper 
Cut Meat 

416-362-3142 93 Front St E, Toronto, ON M5E 1C3 

St. Clements Poultry 
Meats 

 25 Hollinger Cres. KITCHENER, ON  

Stephen's Butcher 
Shop 

 8 Harris St. PORT CARLING, ON  

Strickland Meat Market 416-461-9192 245 Greenwood Ave, Toronto, ON M4L 2R4 
Stuart Carroll Quality 
Meats 

905-731-2923 7509 Yonge St, Thornhill, ON L L3T 2B4 

Talho E Salsicharia 416-535-2886 874 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6G 1M5 

Tavora Sea Products  1625 St. Clair Ave. W. TORONTO, ON  

Thango Meats Inc 905-570-0045 55 York Blvd, Hamilton, ON L8R 3K1 
The Beef Way 2308546 
Ontario Limited 

 2034 Hwy 21 N KINCARDINE, ON  

The Butcher Shop 416-266-7381 487 Kingston Rd, Scarborough, ON M1M 1R4 
The Food Plus 
Company Inc 

416-488-7887 2914 Yonge St, Toronto, ON M4N 2J9 

The Food Plus 
Company Inc 

416-923-3939 272 Dupont St, Toronto, ON M5R 1V7 

The Friendly Butcher 416-544-1729 3269 Yonge St, Toronto, ON M4N 2L5 

The Harvest Table  7452 Wellington Road 12 DRAYTON, ON  

The Healthy Butcher 416-489-3430 298 Eglinton Ave W, Toronto, ON M4R 1B2 

The Healthy Butcher 416-674-2642 298 Eglinton Ave W, Toronto, ON M4R 1B2 
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The Healthy Butcher 416-703-2164 565 Queen St W, Toronto, ON M5V 2B6 

The Meat Locker  120 Whitmore Rd. WOODBRIDGE, ON  

 
 

 
 

The Meat Merchant 905-852-9892 3 Brock St W, Uxbridge, ON L9P 1P6 
The Meat Merchant 
Inc. 

 6296 Main St. STOUFFVILLE, ON  

The Meat Shoppe 
(Niagara) 

905-357-5477 15-4025 Dorchester Rd, Niagara Falls, ON L2E 7K8 

The Meat Terminal  555 Main St. E. MILTON, ON  
The Sausage King By 
Olliffe 

416-363-7712 95 Front St E, Toronto, ON M5E 1C3 

The Steak Master 416-207-9901 3882 Bloor St W, Etobicoke, ON M9B 1L3 
The Ultimate Canadian 
Meat Store Inc. 

 2110 Dundas St. E. MISSISSAUGA, ON  

The Village Butcher 416-503-9555 132A Sixth St, Etobicoke, ON M8V 3A5 

The Village Grocer 905-940-0655 4476 16th Ave, Unionville, ON L3R 0M1 
Tim's Meats, Deli & 
Grocery 

 300 Empress Ave S THUNDER BAY, ON  

Tonino Meat 416-652-3052 46 Milford Ave, North York, ON M6M 2V8 

Toronto Kosher 416-633-9642 3459 Bathurst St, North York, ON M6A 2C5 
Toronto Wholesale 
Meat 

905-761-6328 30 Rivermede Rd, Concord, ON L4K 5A2 

Townsend Butchers 
Inc. 

 419 14th St. SIMCOE, ON  

Valeriote Market 519-822-2728 204 Yorkshire St N, Guelph, ON N1H 5C1 
Vanessa Meats & Deli 
Inc. 

 1971 Regional Rd. 4 VANESSA, ON  

 
 

 
 

Vg Meats 905-664-2020 131 Upper Centennial Pky, Stoney Creek, ON L8J 0B2 

VG Meats  966 Concession 6 Woodhouse SIMCOE, ON  

Vicentina Meats Ltd 905-738-9998 125 Edilcan Dr, Vaughan, ON L4K 3S5 
Victoria Square 
Country Meats Inc 

905-775-5309 19990 Hwy 11, Bradford, ON L3Z 2B8 

Vik's Country Meats 905-945-4552 RR 1, Grassie, ON L0R 1M0 

Viks Meats 905-309-4552 257 Main St E, Grimsby, ON L3M 1P7 

Village Kitchen  4476 16th Avenue MARKHAM, ON  

Vince Gasparros 416-534-7122 857 Bloor St W, Toronto, ON M6G 1M3 

Walnut Hill Farm  4859  

Warraich Meat Shop 905-456-9760 80 Pertosa Dr, Brampton, ON L6X 5E9 

Warraich Meats 905-450-1792 305 Charolais Blvd, Brampton, ON L6Y 2R2 

 
 

 
 

West End Meat 
Packers Ltd 

416-239-4187 377 Olivewood Rd, Etobicoke, ON M8Z 2Z8 

Windcrest Meat 
Packers 

 1350 Scugog PORT PERRY, ON  
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Witteveen Meats 416-363-6852 93 Front St E, Toronto, ON M5E 1C3 
Woodward Meat 
Purveyors Inc. 

 1346 Spears Rd. OAKVILLE, ON  

World Meats Inc.  2255 Dunwin Dr. MISSISSAUGA, ON  
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